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This dissertation will examine the speech practices of collectives of Ixhil Mayas 

in post-war Guatemala.  Specifically I analyze the way that historical memory of the 

recent period of violence, which culminated in genocide in the 1980s, is encoded in Ixhil 

ways of speaking and constitutes social action among Ixhil collectives.   I propose an 

ethnographically situated framework within which to consider Ixhil historical memory 

which includes Ixhil concern for relationships with the dead, proper treatment of 

cornfields, innovations on community practices that were threatened during the war, and 

discourses about the injustice of an unarmed population confronted with armed soldiers 

of the government of Guatemala.  Such a framework critiques views that see historic 

memory as externally imposed or as a manifestation of trauma and brokenness.  Rather, 

the framework I offer allows us to see how discourses of historical memory make use of 

the resources of the Ixhil language and the conventions of various Ixhil ways of speaking 

in order to continue to constitute Ixhil communities and the collectives of political 

society. 
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In this dissertation I likewise propose a broader view of the politics arising from 

Ixhil historical memory.  In addition to the simultaneously spiritual and overtly political 

reburial ceremonies for the wartime dead, political rallies, and formal exhumations, the 

post-war politics of historical memory includes a proliferation of community-based 

organizations which have begun to take key positions in Ixhil communities.  Ixhil genres 

of prayer, political speech, meeting talk, collective narratives, funeral speeches, and the 

talk used when visiting the sick provide the discursive tools to encode historical memory 

and new forms of community.  In the aftermath of genocide that sought to destroy 

Mayas’ ability to exist as a collective, these acts of community-making among groups 

formed in response to the peace accords offer a version of post-war politics of historical 

memory. 
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Introduction 

On June 9, 2008, the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz, a community-based 

organization in Nebaj, El Quiché, Guatemala buried María Maribel Chávez Ceto, its 

youngest member at 23 years of age.  That same day, a group of several hundred Ixhiles1 

of the municipality of Nebaj buried the remains, exhumed from clandestine mass graves, 

of 51 victims of massacres committed by soldiers of the government of Guatemala in 

1981 in four separate Ixhil towns.  On that rainy day in Nebaj, the participants of the two 

funerals sometimes overlapped, as do these two collectives of people who were present 

that day to care for their dead.  When Maribel's funeral in the Catholic Church had 

finished, those who were burying the exhumed remains of the 51 ended the Maya 

ceremony that they had been performing in the plaza in front of the church and came 

inside to celebrate a Mass.  As they filed into the church, Maribel's mourners processed 

past them in route to the cemetery.  Some people left one group to pay their respects to 

the other for a while.  At the cemetery, many people brought refreshments, typical of 

Ixhil burials, for both Maribel's burial and for the burial of the 51 which in the end was 

suspended until the next day because of the rain.  In both cases, representatives of these 

groups spoke on behalf of those present and in memory of those who had died.  In both 

                                                
1 In this dissertation I use the spelling “Ixhil” instead of “Ixil” to reflect the orthographic conventions of the 
Ixhil language in which “x” represents a retroflex palatal fricative while “xh” represents a non-retroflex 
palatal fricative.  This spelling of “Ixhil,” though not the most common spelling, reflects both the 
pronunciation of this word and the general orthographic conventions that are used in the Ixhil region.  The 
word “Ixhil” is not used in discourse in the Ixhil language, and the origins of the term are not known such 
that it might be established as a borrowing from another Mayan language or from Spanish.  The 
Comunidad Lingüística Ixil of the Academia de Lenguas Mayas de Guatemala is still investigating this 
term before making a definitive decision on their official spelling, and they have accepted the spelling that I 
use here for provisional purposes while the term is under investigation. 
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cases, their words reflected their sadness for their loss but also their sense of themselves 

as a group and where they would go from here.  

The 51 people who were finally laid to rest that day were victims of genocide 

committed by the Guatemalan government during the 36 year long war that officially 

ended in 1996.  During that time it is estimated that over 200,000 people were killed in 

Guatemala, and the effects in the Ixhil area were massive.  The 26 villages and 145 

aldeas or ‘hamlets’ existing in 1980 are all documented to have been almost completely 

destroyed by 1989 (CIIDH 1996). 77 massacres were committed in the Ixhil area between 

March 1981 and March 1983 alone (Sanford 2010).  Of the total population of 

Guatemala’s internally displaced, it is calculated that 80% of them came from the Ixhil 

region (CIIDH 1996), and 14.5% of the total Ixhil population was estimated to have been 

killed during the period of violence (Sanford 2010) though in reality figures are likely 

much higher due to the undocumented deaths from hunger and illness caused by war in 

addition to those who died from bombings and aerial strafing.  Government forces strictly 

controlled the collective association of Ixhiles as men were forcibly organized into civil 

defense patrols (PACs) and households were organized into “development poles.”   In 

resistance, Ixhiles actively participated in the guerrilla movement (the Ejercito 

Guatemalteco de los Pobres, the Guatemalan Army of the Poor, EGP was the most active 

in the Ixhil area) as well as in the Comunidades de Población en Resistencia 

(Communities of Population in Resistance, CPR), a civil organization of refugees which 

had over 30,000 members in 1990 (Sanford 2003, 177), 16,000 of them in the Ixhil area 

(Guzaro Raymundo and García, 2005).   
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Today thousands of Ixhiles lie in unmarked graves in the mountains surrounding 

Nebaj, prompting the Catholic Church’s Diocese of Quiché to declare the entire 

department sacred ground.  However Ixhil practices of caring for the dead and the active 

role of these dead in Ixhil communities require them to be exhumed and given a proper 

burial in official cemeteries alongside the rest of their deceased kin.  The reburial 

ceremonies for the 51 on June 9, 2008, were part of this process.   

Likewise, after the war, the local economy of the Ixhil area had been destroyed as 

cornfields and homes had been burned on a large scale, land had been redistributed or 

occupied, and a majority of the population was internally displaced for a significant 

period of time.  With the signing of the peace accords in 1996, international non-

governmental organizations (NGOs) of every sort, and then later domestic NGOs, 

government aid programs, the United Nations Commission, and USAID flooded the area.  

Hundreds of Ixhil community organizations formed as victims of the war came together 

to solicit reparations promised under the accords or to apply for aid from 

nongovernmental and governmental agencies.  The Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz is one 

such community organization, which after 10 years of working together to apply for aid 

also came together to bury its youngest member on June 9, 2008.   

Much of the research for this dissertation reflects a close partnership between 

members of the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz, community leaders in charge of 

inhumations, and me.  For the better part of the past eleven years I have worked closely 

with these two groups of people, becoming close personal friends with the leaders and 

members.  I have lived in the home of the family who leads the Grupo de Mujeres for 
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most of my time in Nebaj.  I have participated in their weddings and funerals; I have met 

new babies in the hours after they were born; they have invited me on holiday picnics and 

to the activities of their extended family; their neighbors have become my neighbors too, 

though certainly in a different way; and they have received members of my family as 

special guests of their own family. I have been sitting around the fire with them during 

gossip sessions, advice giving, arguments, scolding, and as news of the town was 

discussed.  This has also been where we have talked about ideas to make the group 

stronger, conflicts within the group and how they will be managed, and how I can better 

understand the way that the collective works and my place in it.  I participated in 

Maribel’s funeral as a friend and as a longtime foreign participant in the Grupo de 

Mujeres por la Paz. 

With the current president of the association primarily responsible for 

inhumations, Miguel Guzaro Raymundo, I have traveled the length and width of the Ixhil 

area.  As the former leader of 16,000 refugees in the CPR de la Sierra during the war, he 

speaks with an authority gained from both experience and reputation.  He has introduced 

me to the leader of an organization of b’aal vatz tiixh or Mayan priests in aldeas 

(‘villages’) a half hour walk from Nebaj, and he has accompanied me to meet with the 

auxiliary mayors of current CPR towns in aldeas of Chajul that are a series of eight hour 

bus rides from Nebaj followed by (for me) a nine hour hike.  He has tutored me carefully 

in the history and politics of the region and of each group, event and place that we 

encounter.   
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Both members of the Grupo and the organizers of inhumations have graciously 

received not only me but my family and research team (two entities which overlap).  For 

the past ten years these organizations in Nebaj have been joined twice a year by a team of 

three linguists from North American universities working on a grammar of the Ixhil 

language and often by their students as well.  These students and professors appear 

periodically throughout this text and they likewise form the context for much of the 

analysis. 

Thus the research process that led to the analysis presented here has been 

thoroughly collaborative and based in a long period of deep ethnographic engagement.  

The leaders of the Grupo and the organizers of inhumations have shaped my thinking and 

my outlook on the social processes at work in the Ixhil area.  Although these two groups 

of people cannot be said to be representative of collectives in the Ixhil area which itself is 

vast and composed of three main towns and hundreds of smaller villages with a total 

population of 53,617 in the municipality of Nebaj alone (18,484 in the central town of 

Nebaj), they are not anomalies either (population data taken from the 2002 census).  Most 

Ixhiles participate in some way or another with both a more informal organization like 

the Grupo and with an organization that is more formally involved in the political and 

legal system like the association in charge of exhumations and inhumations.  

Participation in these organizations is not always as intensive as it is for members of the 

Grupos, for example, but it is quite common given the desire and need of residents to 

take advantage of any aid possibilities available, and since almost every family in the 
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Ixhil area lost more than one member during the war, some interaction with those 

charged with exhumations, inhumations and/or reparations is likewise quite common. 

 

This dissertation is crucially about those who have died. But it is also about the 

collectives that commemorate these deaths, and how these collectives, at various levels of 

Ixhil society, cohere in order to act as a community.  The implications of this framing are 

threefold.  First, it solidly positions historical memory within the future of Ixhil politics 

and community making.  Such a position maintains the constructive and dynamic face of 

memory and argues against perspectives that either state or imply that Maya historical 

memory after the war is either an externally generated threat to a tentative peace or is a 

public airing of the brokenness or trauma caused by war which has resulted in 

dysfunctional communities.  The analytic stance that I take moves the question from 

whether historical memory is beneficial for Maya communities to what memory is doing 

in them.  Indeed, memory work, be it formal or informal, is happening regardless of 

whether social scientists, politicians or commentators deem it recommendable or not (a 

debate which I summarize below).  What remains, then, is to understand how historical 

memory is being produced and used, a project which has barely begun in current 

literature and is sorely needed.   

Second, my approach views historical memory as inseparable from the 

communities in which it is situated and grounds discourses of memory in particular 

community and discursive contexts.  This approach combines an ethnography of the ways 

of speaking about the recent past with ethnographic attention to the everyday ways that 
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Maya communities cohere.  It considers women’s participation in the activities 

surrounding Maribel’s death to be just as much a part of their post-war community 

rebuilding as their participation in the reburial of exhumed remains, albeit in different 

domains.  As such, it necessitates a broader understanding of historical memory that 

encompasses both the memory of the violation of individuals’ right to life as well as the 

legacy of the violation of the collective right to exist as a community that is inherent in 

genocide. Such consideration facilitates an integrated analysis of the formal and informal 

political projects that Maya communities are involved in and the role of historical 

memory in these processes of collectives that are potentially political even as they exist 

outside of the domain of a more formalized “civil society” (Chaterjee 2004). 

Finally, in arguing for the inseparability of discourse and memory, I seek to avoid 

the pretense of transparency as to how historical memory is being constructed or acted 

out in Maya communities.  In the absence of close attention to discourse, the academic 

and national political debate surrounding historical memory in Guatemala has become 

disarticulated from the social and political realities of the Mayan communities from 

which it emerges.  Instead this debate has come to reflect a sense of ambivalence among 

analysts about the positions that they can and should take when confronted with the 

complex relationships within and among Maya communities, the legacy of violence, and 

the role of social science in this context. Likewise, Maya discourses about the recent past 

have been put to many political and ideological purposes in academic discussions that are 

related to but not necessarily situated in Maya community politics.  Below I analyze 

several trends in writing on historical memory in Maya communities and post-genocide 
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contexts in general and consider how these trends engage with or refrain from engaging 

with the politics and social lives of Maya communities.   

One particularly powerful trend that is prominent within work by North American 

and European authors (although it has its Guatemalan counterpart mainly in NGOs but 

also in some academic work) is that which sees memory in Maya communities within a 

mental health framework in which memory is an expression of trauma and represents 

illness or brokenness both on an individual and a collective level.  This trend is not 

isolated to work on Guatemala.  In their work on the “cultural appropriation of suffering,” 

Kleinman and Kleinman write that when stories of suffering pass over into places of 

safety, they become pathologized, made into “trauma stories” (Kleinman and Kleinman 

1997, 10).  Although many authors writing about Guatemala do not overtly focus on 

mental health issues, the trope of "trauma" to discuss Maya communities is common.  In 

Linda Green's Fear as a Way of Life: Mayan Widows in Rural Guatemala (1994) "fear 

became the metanarrative of my research and experiences among the people of Xe'caj" 

(Green 1994) and trauma defined the “social body”). Sanford likewise considers 

historical memory through the lens of terror and hears in testimonies about experiences of 

war that “the legacy of trauma is embedded in the language, just as it is embedded in 

other structures of the culture” (Sanford 2003b, 18).  Zur, a psychologist by training, also 

takes trauma with roots in terror as a point of departure for her analysis, although she sees 

this trauma as not only a product of wartime violence but also of what she sees as the 

"traditional nature" of highland Maya communities as well (Zur 1998, 119).  
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Although Zur, Sanford, and Green's work are particularly stark examples of the 

trauma trope in work on Guatemala, this pathologization of Maya communities after the 

war can be found underlying much work on Guatemala. One of the major consequences 

of such an approach is to portray Mayas as subsequently defective or incapacitated.  As 

Jiménez 2008 claims of recent anthropology focusing on Guatemala, "this most recent 

analysis of the internal armed conflict looks to passivize the role that Mayas play in 

politics as much during the conflict itself as in the politics that the State implements" (9, 

my translation).  A focus on trauma and incapacitation is one particular manifestation of 

the general trend towards passivization of Mayas that Jiménez notes.  His analysis is 

borne out in Green's ambivalence towards active forms of Maya resistance in favor of 

what she sees as passive resistance like susto, which she describes as a psychosomatic 

illness born of the war and “social memory embodied" (122).  Zur is even more direct in 

analyzing a passive role for Maya communities during and after the violence in which she 

claims that for K’ichee’ women in general during the war: "circumstances and not values 

determined their behavior; values such as parental care lose their relevance in situations 

which preclude their expression" (181).  Even placing Maya responses to the violence in 

an (invented) historical context again does not help her argument as she states, "The 

K’ichee’ traditionally present a passive, closed face to outsiders.  They are accustomed to 

being subordinated to ladinos, a way of being that has been internalized; they are not 

geared to political action" (87). And as for K’ichee’ communities in the years after the 

violence, Zur argues, "the need to work harder than ever prevented too much reflection" 

(183).   
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It is astounding to me that there has been little rebuttal of such analysis, and in 

fact to the contrary, Diane Nelson praises Zur's work as  "profoundly respectful towards 

local meaning systems"  (Nelson 2000, 758).  Sanford likewise reviews Zur's book, and 

although she is in general more critical of Zur's approach to fieldwork in which she relies 

on the testimony of relatively few women, Sanford does not comment on Zur's dismal 

view of the agency of Maya widows and K’ichee’ culture in general (Sanford 2001b).  

However, in other work, also published in 2001, although she does not mention Zur's 

book in particular, Sanford, like Jiménez, also notes a distinct trend within large bodies of 

academic writing towards "Maya political passivism," particularly when analyzing the 

political participation of Maya women (Sanford 2001a, 16).   

To be clear, in my own current analysis, I am in no way denying or even 

attempting to minimize the suffering that violence and memories of the violence have 

caused.  Serious chronic illnesses and residual fear continue as a result of both the 

physical and psychological impact of the war in the Ixhil area as in other parts of 

Guatemala.  However, I argue that placing analysis of Maya memories of the recent 

period of violence in this framework of brokenness affects not only representations of 

recent Maya history and its aftermath, but it also entails distinct implications for the role 

of the researcher in engaging with Maya communities.  Again, Kleinman and Kleinman 

(1997) argue that through “trauma stories,” the person who has experienced violence 

“becomes a victim, an image of innocence and passivity, someone who cannot represent 

himself, who must be represented” (8). An approach which sees memory as the outward 

and shared expression of trauma and brokenness often directly or indirectly positions the 
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researcher as offering tools to fix this brokenness and to represent those who cannot 

represent themselves.  Indeed such an approach can be seen in the work of Zur who, after 

presenting an analysis of historical K’ichee’ passivity intensified during the war, offers 

her own contribution to the K’ichee’ community that she has worked with as the 

following,  

K'iche' women have no cultural means of producing themselves for they can 
neither write their own documents nor publicly construct their own versions of 
history;  this book represents my attempt to write their voices back into history 
and to deconstruct their apparent eccentricity in the hope that their voices are 
more likely to be heard. (22) 

 
Sanford makes a similar move in describing the legal and scientific practices of 

exhumations, in which almost entirely non-Maya actors take the lead, and other public 

events like it as providing the space where Mayas can at last speak the truth, participate 

in the “regeneration of agency” (2003a, 73), “recuperate and redefine collective identity,” 

and finally see the “regeneration of human dignity” (2003a, 78).  Although she makes a 

bid for Maya agency in the process repeatedly, she contends that it is the public space 

opened by largely externally organized events like exhumations which allow Mayas to 

regenerate their human dignity.  Though in this dissertation I will discuss Ixhil agency in 

exhumations, the “regeneration of human dignity” of those participating is not the 

framework of these Ixhil agents and the spaces of the exhumation in which they are 

active are not the legal and scientific spaces that are Sanford’s focus. 

Thus Zur and Sanford purport to solve the problem that they have identified – 

Maya victims' invisibility, which they cannot solve for themselves as their culture and/or 

their wartime experiences incapacitate them.  Instead, Mayas are given the political space 
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to recover as individuals and as communities through the work of forensic 

anthropologists and other outsiders.  Part of the social work that trauma stories do when 

presented in this framework is obscure the larger community with all its complexity and 

agency.  “Suffering is presented as if it existed free of local people and local worlds” 

(Kleinman and Kleinman 1997, 7).  Both in the wartime past and in the present, trauma 

narratives are presented in isolation of their immediate social context.   

In the Ixhil area, the privileging of the trauma trope has had practical 

consequences.  As of May, 2012, the Ixhil branch of the national organization which 

coordinated the inhumation on June 9, 2008 and the exhumations that preceded it has lost 

funding for the organization’s president and legal representative and the coordinators of 

local victims’ committee representatives.  The only funding available for the organization 

is designated for five “psychosocial workers” whose job it is to console individual 

victims, but who are not authorized to accompany them in legal proceedings or to 

mediate community activities or disputes.  Although the other staff members in the office 

have worked for six months without pay as of this writing (May 2012), the organization 

is in danger of again limiting its services to “psychosocial” needs or closing its doors, and 

the president and legal representative along with other workers are again taking seasonal 

agricultural work on coastal plantations. 

However the most recent academic work on Guatemala has begun to point to this 

tendency in writings to ignore the wider community contexts in which these “trauma 

stories” are situated.  In pointing to this problem in Sanford’s work, Hale (2004) puts into 

words the underlying uneasiness among analysts that may be motivating these isolated 
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presentations of testimonies – he cites Sanford’s argument that the demand to fully 

portray Mayas as agents at the time of the violence in socially complex contexts 

“suggests complicity with the official story that blames Mayas for bringing on state 

violence” (204).  Nonetheless, Hale along with other scholars on Maya historical memory 

both inside and outside of Guatemala have begun to point to the loss that such omission 

entails, not only for the historical record (Taracena 2006), but for our ability to analyze 

how understandings of the past are a part of a politics for the future (Mersky 2006, 

McAlister 2004). 

Thus although my work here will demonstrate the inappropriateness of the trauma 

trope as a framework for analysis of Ixhil historical memory, this way of analyzing 

historical memory in Mayan communities is common in the literature about Guatemala 

beyond the Ixhil area.  Although I cannot make the same detailed conclusions about 

practices of historical memory in other Mayan areas as I can about the Ixhil region, I do 

suggest that this common framework which presents Mayan communities as traumatized 

and broken persists and leads to a distorted analysis that does not fully consider the active 

social work that talk about the past is doing in Mayan communities today.  I leave the 

role of historical memory in other Mayan communities and indeed other post-genocide 

situations as an open question, but offer this work as a model for considering the 

constructive work of historical memory that is obscured by analysis that takes trauma as a 

point of departure. 
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In addition to the trope of trauma and brokenness used in accounts of memory in 

Maya communities and exemplified in the work of Zur, Sanford, and Green, there is 

another position in much work on Guatemala that also indicates an underlying analysis of 

Maya passivity in the face of violence and its aftermath.  This trend in writings on 

Guatemala departs from the central notion that Mayas were caught in the crossfire of a 

war involving two external parties, and as a result, memory work today, like the war 

itself, represents external efforts which are ultimately divisive and harmful to Maya 

communities.  The best known representative of this stance is David Stoll whose 1993 

book, Between Two Armies in the Ixil Towns of Guatemala, focuses on the Ixhil area 

during the final years of the war.  It is inevitable that in a dissertation that includes one 

chapter on the exhumations of Ixhil wartime dead and another on their ceremonial 

reburials which have abounded in Nebaj over the past several years, I provide at least a 

brief response to Stoll's question, "let the dead bury the dead?" posed as the final chapter 

heading in his book.  Here Stoll draws comparisons between the EGP and human rights 

workers.  He claims that  

Just as the EGP played on class and ethnic tensions that Ixils had long finessed, 
the human rights movement uncovers and publicizes recent crimes of violence.  In 
each case, the translation of subterraneously waged conflicts into the open brings 
swift retaliation against local people who cannot be protected (311).  

 
Like Stoll's assessment of Ixhil actions during the worst years of violence, his analysis of 

memory work in the Ixhil area posits a passive Ixhil entity that prefers to "let the dead 

bury the dead" rather than draw violence to itself.  By way of further explaining his 

conclusion, Stoll relies on the same latent racism present in Zur's work as Stoll writes that 
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"limited goals and avoidance of confrontation are in line with traditional Mayan practice" 

(311). 

However, Stoll's work has been thoroughly critiqued by other authors both in 

terms of academic and political positioning and field practices (see Arias 2001, Sanford 

1999, Smith 1999, Rus 1999), and in chapter one of this dissertation in particular, several 

Ixhil community leaders, political activists and otherwise non-politically involved Ixhiles 

eloquently rebut Stoll's absurd request that the dead bury the dead.  Thus if Stoll's work 

were the only exemplar of this position, perhaps the argument could rest here.  

Unfortunately, the underlying approach that claims that memory work represents outside 

manipulation of passive Maya communities is not limited to Stoll. 

The Guatemalan author Mario Roberto Morales acts as a staunch ally to Stoll in 

the crusade against foreign manipulation of Mayas who, according to both authors, would 

otherwise rather not engage in these politics.  Morales's position is immediately obvious 

from the title of his 2001 edited volume, Stoll-Menchú:  La invención de la memoria 

(Stoll-Menchú:  The Invention of Memory).  Morales's position is even stranger than that 

of Stoll as it does not engage a Maya subject, passive or otherwise, at all.  Though 

Morales occasionally refers to the "indigenous" of Guatemala, he engages with them as 

an idea or theoretical construct rather than as historical actors in particular social 

contexts.  Thus an analysis of Mayas in the process of historical memory is absent from 

his work.  He does, however, have plenty to say about Rigoberta Menchú and what the 

debate surrounding Stoll's criticism of her work says about the US academy.  He 

describes Menchú as contributing a purely politically motivated (and in Morales's eyes 
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therefore skewed) account of the war that was invented by Menchú and the guerrilla 

organizations that supported her.  Morales objects to what he sees as ideologically or 

career-driven North American needs to imbue Menchú's testimony with an absolute truth 

value which it does not merit and to blindly support an invented historical memory.   

However, another analyst, Simone Remijense, also sees potential dangers in 

letting foreign enthusiasm for memory get the better of Maya communities.  Remijense, 

like Stoll, expresses concern that public acts of memory, like exhumations or legal battles 

to try those responsible for the violence, might actually be counter-productive and that 

they are seen by Mayas in Joyabaj for Remijense and Nebaj for Stoll, as threatening to a 

fragile peace.  Ironically, Remijense uses Nebaj, where exhumations are now common 

and more widely accepted, as a counter example to Joyabaj where she sees that the 

population is still hesitant to engage in such acts.  She describes the situation in Joyabaj 

as follows: 

This is very different from the situation in various communities in the nearby 
municipality of Rabinal (Baja Verapaz) and in the Ixil region (in the north of 
Quiché), where the exhumations and other memory initiatives had a much greater 
impact on local communities.  A large number of organizations had been working 
in these areas for a long time, focusing on mental health care, commemorations 
and other activities relative to the 'managing of the past' (Remijense 2005, 331, 
my translation).   

 
Thus in Remijense's account, we can credit mental health care organizations and other 

NGOs for the relative success of memory work in the Ixhil area.  While the presence of 

such outside institutions is definitely a crucial factor in the exhumations, inhumations and 

legal battles underway in the Ixhil area, many other factors like the long history of Ixhil 

organizing and recent experience in the CPRs, other civil organizations and the guerrilla 
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must also be taken into account, since much of the current memory work being done in 

Nebaj is organized by Ixhiles who are former or current leaders of such organizations or 

their descendents.  In fact, recent developments in the Ixhil area in which Ixhil workers 

continue to perform inhumations even as NGO or state funding for salaries and supplies 

has stopped would indicate that memory work in Nebaj is anything but an outside effort.2  

To locate the agency for exhumations in Nebaj solely with NGOs from outside the Ixhil 

area is to oversimplify and again impose a model of passivity on Ixhil actors.  While 

memory work is undoubtedly manifested differently and with different implications in 

other Maya communities, the reason for this cannot be entirely external to the 

communities themselves.  One of the questions that my work raises is the extent to which 

Nebaj is wholely different from other Mayan regions in its approach to historical memory 

and community.  While again, I cannot claim the ethnographic depth that I have in the 

Ixhil region in other areas, I do argue the need to pay careful attention to the internal 

dynamics of communities and not just their relationship to outside agents in the process. 

Although without the rancor of Morales or earnestness of Stoll, Remijense too 

locates the agency for Maya memory work with outside actors, and as such is clear about 

the resulting implications for the engagement of scholars and activists in Maya 

communities.  Like Stoll, she warns that "initiatives to recover memory can create even 

more antagonism in communities" (Remijense 2005: 13) and warns anthropologists and 

others against work that may polarize relations within the community (19).  

                                                
2 Here again I am distinguisting between the legal process of formal exhumations and more general 
memory work which includes inhumation ceremonies, local meetings about reparations, victims’ 
organizations marches and rallies and the work of informal community-based organizations. 
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As with the discourses of trauma, such discourses of foreign manipulation have 

further implications with regards to the stance of the researcher towards engagement with 

Maya communities.  For his part, in a 1997 response to a Current Anthropology forum on 

memory in Guatemala, Stoll is quite explicit as to what he sees are the implications of 

dominant trends in memory studies for the engagement of scholars in Maya communities.  

With regards to his central argument in Between Two Armies that Ixhiles were 

determinedly neutral as they were caught in the crossfire of two external armies, Stoll 

claims that his recommendations to scholars via this book are as follows, "I was asking 

foreign political activists to stop supporting an armed struggle in which most Ixils (and 

Guatemalans, for that matter) said they did not believe" (Stoll 1997, 831).3  His argument 

and subsequent recommendations to scholars today is much the same.  He writes, "The 

Guatemalan constituency for 'memory work' is very significant but also limited in ways 

that we should heed." He further claims that if such a thing as collective memory exists in 

the Ixhil area, than the refrain "we were caught between two fires" is repeated often 

enough to constitute collective memory which authors would do well to heed instead of 

"cramming the considerable disagreement among Guatemalans into moral dualisms 

serving the needs of foreigners" (Stoll 1997, 822). 

 
However, ironically, Stoll claims that paying attention to the "caught between two 

fires" argument which he claims as common in the Ixhil area is ultimately beneficial to 

                                                
3 In Chapter Three I discuss how Ixhiles typically narrate guerrillas and Army soldiers in narratives about 
the war, but the question of how Ixhiles positioned themselves with regards to these two actors is a larger 
and very complex question which is not the subject here.  Rather, my focus here is on how analysts’ 
understanding of Ixhil memory positions them with regards to the community. 
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the same memory work that he was dubious of to begin with.  "I worry that the moral 

reductionism of many solidarity activists could lead to the same kind of disillusionment 

as they learn that they have enlisted in a more ambiguous endeavor than the struggle of 

good against evil" (832).  In this respect, Stoll expresses concerns similar to those named 

by Hale that analysts have been hesitant to deal with the complexities of Maya positions 

during the war, although the political motivations of the two authors are quite different.  

Stoll writes that he worries that the naïve approach of many activist researchers will 

quickly lead to disillusionment and the subsequent defection of solidarity workers from 

the area.  He argues, "given the many services that solidarity activists perform, such as 

accompanying targets of death threats and helping exhume massacre victims, this would 

be a shame" (831-2).  This position seems to depart sharply from his 1993 suggestion to 

"let the dead bury the dead" while still clinging to an underlying view of passivity in 

Maya communities. 

Like the previously mentioned authors, Arturo Arias too questions the 

"productivity" of many discourses of memory.  However, Arias argues that the limitation 

of a focus on memory work is that it may preclude what he sees as more progressive 

discourses of "postmemory or better yet, postmemorializing” (Arias 2009). Arias defines 

"postmemorializing" as a new approach to memory which highlights demands for 

economic justice for victims alongside accounts of past violence experienced.  He sees 

such an approach, exemplified in his opinion about Rabinal, as far more productive than 

those discourses of memory which he sees as common in many other Maya areas which 

"simply replay obsessively the memory and the experiences of the victims and survivors" 
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(Arias 2009).  While Arias's emphasis on the need to address economic injustice 

exacerbated during the war is certainly vital, and while he does recognize the importance 

of "preserving the historical memory of 'originary terror,'" his analysis underestimates the 

importance of caring for the dead in Mayan communities, and thus the apparent 

"obsessing" over dead family members who cannot be attended to appropriately.  In so 

doing, Arias misses the constructive work that such memorializing does in constituting 

Mayan communities.  In Arias's "postmemorializing" approach, he suggests that 

academics are particularly helpful in publicizing and supporting the claims of Mayan 

communities for economic justice, particularly with crucial international organizations 

like the international media and financial institutions like the World Bank.  While these 

are certainly worthwhile goals, the importance of the blood of those killed in these 

processes cannot be underestimated, and although Arias encourages such a move, many 

in Mayan communities, like those participating in the inhumations that I describe below, 

are not so eager to move into "postmemorializing" if it means a move away from 

memory.  

 Likewise, for Jiménez and Mersky, it is not necessary to move away from the 

space of memorializing the dead in order to assert Maya agency.  At the opposite end of 

the political-academic spectrum from Stoll and Remijense, these authors claim that in 

fact historical memory as it is portrayed by academics and truth commissions is not 

contentious enough.  As noted above, Jiménez (2008) argues against what he sees as the 

predominant "passivization" of the Maya subject in anthropological accounts of the war 

and the years since the signing of the peace accords.  He argues that a clear understanding 
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of Mayas' political engagement before and during the war is crucial to understanding the 

way they are using that memory as a political tool today and that current anthropological 

approaches gloss over this history of Maya political engagement.  Mersky likewise 

argues for a greater recognition of Maya agency in historical processes.  She praises the 

efforts of Guatemala's two truth commissions, both of which she participated in, the 

Catholic Church's Recuperación de la Memoria Histórica Informe (REMHI) and the 

UN's Comisión de Esclarecimiento Histórico report (CEH), in documenting and 

analyzing human rights violations during the war.  However, she offers the following 

critique: 

[the reports'] emphasis on the people's identity as "victim" minimizes the 
dimensions of their agency and assertion in fundamental political processes; 
makes invisible the participation and the motivations that took many to their 
death; and allows the evasion of a deeper discussion about the multiple 
complicities and layers of responsibility that still have not been touched …. 
Ultimately it leaves us with a partial history of a country of victims and survivors 
whose agency is expressed principally in their creativity in confronting their 
losses (Mersky 2006, 10, my translation). 

 
It seems to me fair to read Merky's critique of truth commissions as also a legitimate 

critique of much anthropological work on Maya historical memory which depicts Maya 

communities as almost solely responding to or coping with violence with very limited 

possibilities for agency. 

 

 Thus it would seem that in these post-1996 years, analysts of Guatemala are still 

trying to establish the metanarrative(s) within which memory in Maya communities will 

be discussed.  In part these differing analyses reflect work with different Mayan 
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communities during different periods of time, but in part they also reflect divergent 

political positionings and stances towards engagement in Mayan communities.   

However, if within academic writings there is ambivalence as to the place of 

memory in the future of Maya communities there is no such sentiment in Nebaj.  The 

war-time dead pervade Ixhil public and private life.  Bags of remains from a recent 

exhumation line the edges of the town auditorium unbeknownst to a team of pick-up 

basketball players occupying that same space until the ball goes out of bounds.  

Inhumation processions after exhumations or marches through the center of town by one 

victim's group or another occur at least every couple of months.  The schedule of 

resarcimiento or reparation checks affects the planning of family finances, and time to 

fight for these checks is budgeted into family schedules.  Pictures of family members 

who were killed and the grandchildren who were named after the dead fill homes, and 

families laugh as an otherwise sad story of fleeing the Army has a funny twist to it.  

There can be no question as to whether memory will shape Ixhil politics or whether such 

a development would be beneficial or not.  That historical memory is and will be a 

critical social and political axis is inevitable.  The question in Nebaj, certainly no less 

significant, is how historical memory will be framed and used. However, I argue that the 

answer to this question is in no way transparent, but rather it requires careful analysis 

rooted in the social and discursive practices of Ixhiles.   

This dissertation is an ethnography of Ixhil ways of speaking in the public spaces 

of the post-genocide period.  Because what the genocide sought to destroy was the Ixhil 

people as a collective, the focus here is on Ixhil collectives, not as pathologized and 
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traumatized but as communities – neither innately positive nor negative, internally 

divided as communities always are, but collectives of people who nonetheless share a 

“sense of belonging together” and act on that shared sense (Brow 1990, 1).  These 

communities are not “things in the world” but rather constitute and reconstitute 

themselves as certain discourses circulate among members (Urban 1996) on an 

interaction by interaction basis.  By studying these interactions linguistically and 

ethnographically within the larger discursive context of Maya speech patterns, we can 

come to a better understanding of how these collectives use language in interaction to 

create the larger social categories that enable them to act as a group (Haviland 2010, 

Silverstein 2003).   

The Ixhil collectives in this dissertation are complex and contradictory.  They are 

not politically unified; they did not share the same experiences during the war; often 

times they are deeply divided among themselves.  Nonetheless, the following chapters 

show that a shared understanding about the past circulates among them through various 

ways of speaking and in this way creates a sense of “belonging together” (Brow 1990).  

In Chapter One, these ways of speaking about the period of violence are analyzed in the 

context of the ceremonial speech that marks the reburials of exhumed war victims.  In 

Chapter Two, I focus on the intersection between the conventions of the genre of formal 

political speech and Ixhil ways of speaking about the war.  Chapter Three shifts the focus 

to informal politics, to the meeting talk of one of the many community organizations in 

the Ixhil area and the discourses of different kinds of memory that circulate in this space.  

In contrast, Chapter Four analyzes how a collective of Ixhils that has not coexisted as a 
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community for an extended period of time makes use of the formalized space of an 

exhumation to employ Ixhil ways of talking about the past in their interactions with each 

other and with non-Maya forensic anthropologists.    

However, contrary to much work on historical memory, I will not argue that 

shared discourses about the war are the only or even the most important factors in 

creating Ixhil communities.  Rather, they are a part of the larger ethnographically 

particular practices through which Ixhiles come together as communities.  In Chapter 

Five, the final chapter of this dissertation, I begin to look at some of these speech 

practices among a community organization that was formed in the aftermath of the war 

but makes use of speech practices to build community in ways that are not directly 

related to the war.  Although on one level Ixhil senses of community in the post-genocide 

period are established through the public and overtly politicized activities like reburial 

ceremonies, campaign speeches and rallies, and exhumations, as I discuss in chapters one 

through four, cohesion is established through much more ordinary means like visiting 

those who are sick, burying those who die, planting crops together and arguing together.  

These activities both feature in the analysis of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la 

Paz in chapters three and five. 

Through this approach I hope to show Ixhil communities as complex and 

multifaceted, formed around a broader vision of historical memory that encompasses 

everyday practices of community formation that are not explicitly about the war as well 

as those that are.  I analyze this memory as emergent and constituted through individual 

acts of discourse that are situated in the ethnographic context of particular communities 
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who use the resources of their language and knowledge of how discourses are circulated 

to put this memory to their own purposes.  It is from this analysis that I hope to establish 

the basis for consideration of post-war politics in the Ixhil area and directions for thinking 

about community cohesion and politics in other post-genocide contexts.  
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Chapter 1: The Circulation of Historical Memory in Ixhil Ceremonial 
Speech 

The process of exhumation and inhumation (ceremonial reburial) of those who 

were killed during war and buried in clandestine cemeteries is often noted for its 

significance as a political act.  Exhumations open the door to legal proceedings against 

those responsible for the violence, and both exhumations and inhumations provide a 

public space for this history to be spoken and incorporated into the national discourse.  

However, exhumation and inhumations serve other functions for Maya communities as 

well, and in fact there is great diversity in the political positions represented by those who 

participate in these activities.  These factors in no way diminish the political nature of 

exhumations and inhumations, but they do indicate that the historical memory 

constructed by these events and the politics that they represent are actually quite subtle 

and complex. 

The ceremonies offered on behalf of those who were killed during the war and 

exhumed from clandestine cemeteries are consistent with many other Ixhil practices of 

historical memory in terms of the diversity of participants.  People from across the 

political spectrum participate because they have a relationship to those who were killed 

and that relationship must be honored through shared Ixhil practices of care for the dead 

regardless of one’s political position. Ixhil practices that emphasize the active 

involvement of the dead in the community require that loved ones be buried alongside 

other family members in the official cemetery where living family members can care for 

them.  These practices cannot be observed as long as the dead remain buried in 
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clandestine cemeteries throughout the Ixhil area, often far from the homes of family 

members, and so many Ixhiles participate in the ceremonial reburial of their loved ones 

regardless of their views of the ceremonies as a political event.   

Family members of the dead and other participants in an inhumation vary in the 

degree to which they see the burials as a political event, and even the organizers of 

inhumations are not uniform in their opinions – Nicolás Raymundo Corio, a worker at a 

local branch of an NGO that coordinates inhumations, speaks on the bull-horn as he leads 

marches from the courthouse to the central park and has much more interventionist 

political leanings than Pap Lu', the cantor who marches in the same procession chanting 

Latin songs for the dead but sees his participation in virtually every one of Nebaj's 

inhumations as a sacred and professional responsibility that he has for the dead.  If his 

work constitutes a political act in the eyes of some, then so be it, but he avoids 

participation in any of Nebaj's community life that he himself deems political as he is 

wary of stirring up trouble.   

However this is not to say that inhumations are apolitical events.  Quite the 

contrary is true.  Inhumations are simultaneously spiritual events and the strongest 

political condemnation of the violence of the Guatemalan Army during the war and the 

subsequent lack of justice, even if the form that justice should take is debated.  The 

political speech that surrounds the process of inhumation and other political events that 

focus on the history of violence is the subject of Chapter 2.  This chapter analyzes the 

speech of the ceremonies performed during inhumations and considers how this recent 

period of violence is encoded in increasingly conventionalized forms, making use of the 
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ways the linguistic resources of the Ixhil language are employed in ceremonial speech.  

In other work I have documented the ceremonial speech in six other inhumations (see 

www.ailla.utexas.org after November 1, 2012), but in this chapter I focus on the 

inhumation of February 25, 2008. 

1.0  THE DISCOURSE STRUCTURE OF AN INHUMATION 
 

The morning of an inhumation, the remains are brought to the municipal 

courthouse of Nebaj while the final paperwork is processed and possession of the remains 

is legally transferred from the forensic anthropologists to representatives of the victims, 

almost always the Asociación de Movimiento de Víctimas para el Desarrollo Integral del 

Norte del Quiché (hereafter the Victims’ Movement).  Here the objective is to secure the 

legal acta which is the written discursive action that officially and legally recognizes the 

existence of the remains, their legally sanctioned and scientifically documented 

exhumation, and the right of community organizations and family members to bury them.  

As the acta is being secured, a process which usually takes several hours, family 

members, representatives of the Victims’ Movement, forensic anthropologists, and 

outside visitors from the press or human rights organizations all convene in the street in 

front of the courthouse waiting for the legal transfer of guardianship of the remains from 

the anthropologists to the Victims’ Movement as representative of the family members.  

This grouping of people waiting for the acta causes quite a spectacle and significantly 

slows traffic on this the largest road out of Nebaj.   
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Those present then participate in a march organized by the Victims’ Movement 

that usually concludes in the central park.  The march itself is a cacophony of discordant 

discourse – family members carry protest signs in Spanish that they can't read but which 

they fully understand; leaders of the Victims’ Movement make speeches in Ixhil and in 

Spanish from bull-horns whose sound is amplified from speakers hanging out the back of 

a pick-up truck as though they were at a political rally instead of a funeral procession; 

cantores, Ixhil religious leaders, chant in Latin and carry burning incense to consecrate 

the event; and family members tell stories to national and international visitors and 

occasionally their cameras about the death of their loved ones, or family members 

converse among themselves.  In the park, Maya priests lead participants in a Maya 

ceremony for the dead, and at its conclusion, all pass into the Catholic Church for a Mass 

of "redignification" before a funeral procession, ending with some of the remains being 

buried in the central cemetery of Nebaj, others being taken to homes for private 

Evangelical prayer services or for other private observances before burial, and many 

others being loaded into cargo trucks or atop buses along with family members who will 

bury the remains in aldeas or ‘villages.’  In each case, family members or their 

representatives make speeches before and/or after the dead are buried. 

As an example of the complexity of the place of historical memory in Ixhil 

discourse, I would like to carefully deconstruct the discourse structure of one particular 

inhumación held on February 25, 2008, while keeping in mind that dozens of others like 

it have been observed in Nebaj to date.  On February 25, 2008, the municipality of Nebaj 

commemorated the Día Nacional de las Víctimas by reburying the exhumed remains of 
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30 victims from the Nebaj aldeas of Viijolom, Trapichitos, Sumalito, and Xeukalvitz.  

However, this was not a unique event in Nebaj done only on the Día de las Víctimas.  

Since 2006 there have been similar reburials every two to three months.   

1.1.  THE ACTA 

 

A fiscal inspecting the boxes of remains at the February 25, 2008 inhumacion.  Miguel 
Guzaro Raymundo and another worker from the Victims’ Movement act as 
intermediaries at right. Forensic anthropologists on the left and in the truck present the 
remains.  
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As the Ministerio Público fills, people spill out into the streets.  At one point the family 
members, anthropologists and NGO representatives were so numerous that they filled the 
large courthouse inner courtyard and crowded into the street in front, one of the main 
thoroughfares of Nebaj, thereby inadvertently causing an obstruction of traffic.  Although 
there was significant outside support, the overwhelming majority of the crowd was made 
up of family members who were present at the court house at the request of the court 
officials. 
 
 

 As don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo, the Victims’ Movement's community 

coordinator at the time, explains it, the securing of the acta was not always the public, 

symbolic event that it is today.  Originally he or other workers from the Victims’ 

Movement would secure the acta beforehand so that on the day of the inhumation, the 

family members, who often come from relatively distant aldeas, could concentrate on the 

actual act of burial.  However, the skepticism of officials of the Guatemalan courthouse 

(fiscales) required the participation of the family members in the writing of the acta.  

Initially family members would congregate in the offices of the Victims’ Movement 

waiting for the inhumation to begin, but since court officials repeatedly requested their 

presence, making the workers of the Victims’ Movement scramble to bring them all to 
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the courthouse, it became part of the regular procedure of the inhumation for the family 

members to congregate in the courtyard and street in front of the municipal courthouse, 

unintentionally resulting in an extraordinary public spectacle as often over 100 families 

packed into the small courthouse lobby and spilled out into the street.  (The court officials 

most certainly did not want to create such a scene nor was it the intent of the Victims’ 

Movement which was much more concerned with accomplishing the rites of inhumation 

before the day wore on and transportation became difficult for participants from aldeas 

who would then complain to the organizers from the Victims’ Movement).  Guzaro 

Raymundo recalls one meeting that was instrumental in bringing about this change, 

El fiscal nos llamó en una reunión, "Bueno 
ustedes saben como asociación de víctimas, 
eh ustedes van a ir a buscar a la gente o 
saber qué hacen ustedes." Eso es lo que 
dice el fiscal.  Y nosotros lo respondemos 
al fiscal que, que no somos nosotros que 
estamos yendo en las aldeas para buscar 
sino que ellos, ellas vienen a buscar a 
nosotros en nuestra oficina.  Que dicen que, 
"que por favor, que ustedes que hagan las 
exhumaciones porque me da pena que yo 
estoy vivo y ya no pienso en mi papá, ya no 
pienso en mi mamá sino que yo quisiera 
exhumar a mis familias y para que lo voy a 
enterrar en el cementerio y por favor que 
ustedes nos ayuden como asociaciones de 
víctimas.  Entonces nos ayuden para 
acompañarnos ante el ministerio público 
porque  ellos son Castellanos, entonces no 
nos entendemos entre nosotros, y no lo 
escuchamos el Castellano, entonces  por 
favor que nos acompañen" dicen.  Entonces 

The court official called us to a meeting, 
"So you all know that as a victim's 
association, you go and look for people, or 
who knows what it is that you do."4 That's 
what the official said.  And we responded 
to the official that we aren't the ones who 
are going to the aldeas to look for people, 
but they come to us in our office.  They 
say, "please, do the exhumations because I 
feel bad if I am alive and I don't think 
about my father anymore; I don't think 
about my mother anymore.  I would like to 
exhume my family members so that I can 
bury them in the cemetery, and please, you, 
as a victim's association, help us.  Help us 
by accompanying us to the courthouse 
because they are Spanish speakers there, 
and we don't understand each other.  We 
don't understand Spanish, so please come 
with us," they say.  So we are 
accompanying these men and women 
before the court officials so that they can 

                                                
4 The implication here is that workers of the Movimiento are the ones providing the impetus for the 
exhumations and inhumations by seeking out and convincing family members of victims with the intention 
of securing their own income to perform the exhumations and inhumations. 
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los estamos acompañando ellos y ellas al 
fiscal que para presentar las denuncias pero 
no somos lo estamos presentando sino que 
es son ellos que están presentando sus 
denuncias para las exhumaciones. 

present their petitions, but we aren't the 
ones who are presenting these things.  They 
are the ones who present the petitions to do 
the exhumations. 

 
 
Although the courthouse of Nebaj, unlike many others in the country, regularly employs 

Maya translators, the services provided by these three men (one representing each of the 

three dialects of Ixhil) is often not sufficient to meet the needs of those with business at 

the courthouse.  Quite often there are far more cases needing translation than there are 

translators, and furthermore the objectives and understandings of the community 

members and those of court employees are at times so disparate that intermediaries, like 

Miguel Guzaro Raymundo who is both a long-time community leader and a person with 

decades of experience dealing with official systems of the state, are necessary 

participants from the moment that a conflict or legal issue comes to a head, through the 

arbitration process, and up to the way that the resolution is carried out in the community.  

Although according to don Miguel's own accounts, usually the court officials are 

respectful of his position in the legal proceedings, on the day of this particular 

inhumation, this official distrusted the Victims’ Movement's representation, a clear 

breech in the mutual respect that don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo values in his work at the 

court.  Don Miguel recounts that he then had to bring the family members to the 

courthouse where they too had to respond to the hostile questions of the court officials: 

La pregunta que hacen es "¿por qué la 
denuncia?" es que había una denuncia ya 
más de un año.  Primero ellos presentan la 
denuncia de las exhumaciones.  El fiscal 

The question they [court officials] ask is, 
"why the petition?" because there was a 
petition filed more than a year ago.  First 
they present a petition for the exhumations.  
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pregunta "¿por qué había exhumaciones y 
por qué?" dicen ellos.  "¿Cuál es el interés 
de ustedes?" dice el ministerio público, y lo 
que están respondiendo los sobrevivientes 
los  interesados, dicen ellos "no, porque 
mis familias, mi papá, mi mamá, mis hijos 
están enterrado bajo la montaña.  Entonces 
yo quisiera levantar los restos, y yo quisiera 
poner en el cementerio oficial.  Si…cuando 
vienen las ferias, las ferias en Día de los 
Santos entonces ya solo allí me voy.  Voy a 
llevar sus candelas.  Así con nuestros 
costrumbres.  Entonces a eso lo tenemos 
que hacerlo.  Entonces a eso es el objetivo 
porque nuestros restos, ellos están tristes, 
está allí bajo la montaña, mientras que 
nosotros como familiares estamos vivos 
todavía.  Entonces nuestra obligación es 
sacarlos y ponerlos [en su lugar].  Y el otro 
es, si no lo exhumamos, entonces el 
Ejército de Guatemala, ellos dicen que no 
hubo masacre aquí en Guatemala.  No hay 
nada.  Está tranquila la cosa.  Los que 
mataron el ejército son los guerrilleros 
dicen, lo que dicen, "son los guerrilleros los 
que mató el ejército.  El ejército no mató a 
la gente.  Campesino, ellos, el ejército no 
los mató."  Eso es lo que dice el ejército.  
Entonces es para mostrar como pruebas de 
que sí en Guatemala, sí se han muerto 
muchos campesinos por el ejército.  
Entonces a eso.  Entonces en dos partes.  
Uno es que ellos llevan sus familias en 
cementerio oficial, y lo otro es como una 
prueba, así pública que sí hubo masacre 
aquí en Guatemala.   

The official asks, "why were there 
exhumations?  why?" they say.  "What is 
your interest?" the courthouse asks, and 
what the survivors, the interested parties, 
are responding, they say, "no, because my 
family members, my father, my mother, my 
children are buried in the mountains.  So I 
would like to unearth the remains, and I 
would like to put them in an official 
cemetery.  And when the holidays come, 
on All Saint's Day, then I just go there.  I'm 
going to take them their candles.  That's 
what our custom is.  We have to do that.  
Then this is the objective because our 
remains are sad.  They are in the mountains 
while we as family members are alive still.  
Then it is our obligation to remove them 
and put them [in their place].  And the 
other thing is, if we don't exhume them, 
then the Army of Guatemala, they say that 
there were no massacres here in 
Guatemala.  There wasn't anything.  
Everything is calm.  The ones that the army 
killed were guerrillas they say.  What they 
say is, 'they were guerrillas the ones that 
the army killed.  The army didn't kill the 
people.  Campesinos, the army didn't kill 
them.' That's what the army says.  Then it's 
to show as evidence that yes, in Guatemala, 
yes many campesinos were killed by the 
Army."  That's why.  So there are two 
reasons.  One is so that they can take their 
family members to the official cemetery 
and the other is like public proof that yes, 
there were massacres here in Guatemala. 

 
 
Although these were certainly not his intentions, the court official has elicited an eloquent 

discourse from the family members themselves (here recounted by don Miguel) on the 

importance of the exhumations and the inhumations.  It is in part on the basis of this 
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eloquence, on the perceived quality of speech and the thoughtfulness that it reflects that 

Guzaro Raymundo defines identity – that he separates who he defines discursively as 

“we” as being characteristically different from “them.”  When I asked him again about 

what the court official had said to him at the meeting, don Miguel responds, 

Pues eso es lo que dicen ellos.  De plano él 
no piensa si es buena palabra eso o es mala.  
Ellos no lo piensan, pero para nosotros es 
mala. 

Well that’s what they said.  I guess that he 
doesn’t think about it – if these are good 
words or bad.  They don’t think about it, 
but for us it's bad. 

 
As a community leader, don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo places a high value on the 

importance of speaking well and speaking in a way that is worthy of the respect of the 

people that one has authority over, and he has often given speeches as to the importance 

of speaking well.  Now he makes the distinction that while for “us” these are bad words, 

particularly unworthy of a person in a position of authority as the court official is, for 

“them,” not just the official, but a whole category of people that the official represents, 

"they" don’t recognize these as bad words.  Given don Miguel’s reports that family 

members had asked for the Victims’ Movement’s help in dealing with Spanish speaking 

court officials, I asked don Miguel if the "they" that he referred to were ladinos, non-

Mayan Guatemalans, but he responded that no, for the most part they are indigenous 

people but from other parts of Guatemala.  Thus the salient distinction differentiating the 

participants in don Miguel’s discourse is not Mayas versus non-Mayas.  Nor would I 

argue is it a difference between Ixhiles and other Mayas.  Rather, the distinction that 

Miguel Guzaro Raymundo is most likely making is between “professionals” and “the 

people,” which is further understood as we who suffered most during the war versus they 
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who did not.  I will discuss this distinction further in Chapter Three, in which community 

organizations include the category of “professional” in post-war politics of historical 

memory, but it is notable here that this is the distinction that don Miguel invokes in his 

description of interactions with the court officials.   

 Another key point revealed in analysis of these related conversations is the 

cultural importance of the dead for Ixhiles.  Although many family members do consider 

the political urgency of bringing the crimes against their loved ones to light, they are all 

strongly motivated by a sense of obligation to care for their dead.  As don Miguel recalls 

both his own words and those of family members in speaking to the court officials, the 

sense of pain at not being able to care for a family member who has died and the weight 

of unfulfilled responsibility that an individual or a family feels as a result is clear.  The 

family members mourn that when the special days to care for the dead come, their loved 

ones are neglected, uncared for, hastily heaped into unmarked graves far from the places 

that they were born and where their ancestors are buried and far from the ones who 

should be watching over their resting place.  This crucial importance of the dead in the 

lives of the living is shared by other Mayas as well, and is perceived by many Mayas as a 

crucial distinction between themselves and ladinos who they feel do not share their 

longterm and intimate commitment to care for the dead.  As the long lists of genealogies 

in hieroglyphic texts suggest, ancestors have long been the foundation of Maya 

community.  Although certainly this question is quite complex, we can safely conclude 

that the place of the dead in the lives of the living may be a significant difference among 

cultures, and this difference may account for some of the problematic elements of 
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previous analyses of Maya historical memory.  That is, rather than seeing the heightened 

focus on the memory of the dead as being a sign of trauma, brokenness or unhealthy 

obsession, it is more productive to consider Maya communities' assertion of their right to 

care for their dead in a culturally appropriate manner as an act of political agency whose 

sentiment is one of the most broadly shared aspects of Maya historical memory. 

1.2  THE MARCH 
 
 

   
 
Remains being carried in procession from the courhouse to the central park 
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Family members of the dead in the march from the courthouse to the central park 
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 Members of the cofradía and cantores   
accompanying the dead with Latin prayers 

 
 During an inhumation, the flood of activity, symbolism and meaning making is so 

overwhelming that one might feel as though the full force of Ixhil cultural resources are 

being brought to bear on this activity. The march from the courthouse to the central park 

is the most variable element of an inhumación, and there are times when logistical 

constraints require a scaled down version of this component, but most often it occurs in 

its fullest form.  In a full-fledged march, the procession is led by a man carrying a censer 

of burning copal in front of those carrying the coffins.  Chusul, also known as cantores 

(both words are used in Ixhil discourse although the first is the Ixhil word for ‘teachers’ 

while the second is the Spanish, ‘singers’), sing sacred hymns from hand copied Latin 

hymnals.    B'aal meertoma, leaders of the cofradías or ‘saints’ societies’ likewise pray 

from their own prayer books.  At the same time, musicians may accompany the march 

most often playing the jich', a type of violin, as well as guitar, or occasionally a marimba.  

B'aal vatz tiixh, Maya priests, are present during the march as well, but their prayers are 

mainly said during the ceremony following the march.  All of these cultural leaders are 

explicitly visible and identifiable through visual markers like clothing, rosaries, incense 
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burners, prayer books, and their position in the march as well as through the chants, 

prayers and music that they perform. 

1.3  THE ARRANGING OF THE BONES 
 

       
Members of the press document as forensic anthropologists arrange the remains in coffins 
as family members look on and then provide the clothing and/or other items the person 
will be buried with. 
 

Depending on the logistics of a particular inhumation, the march may proceed 

directly to the central park, or it may include a stop at an office, most often that of the 

Victims’ Movement, so that the bones can be arranged.  In the case of the February 25 

inhumation that I discuss here at length, some family members later expressed 

displeasure that when the forensic anthropologists hastily arranged the bones in the 

coffins in front of the courthouse after delays in the signing of the acta, they did not take 

the bones out of the paper bags that they came in from the lab.  However, on most other 

occasions, anthropologists carefully arrange the bones in the coffins along with any 

clothing or items that had been exhumed with the remains, and with any new clothing 

that family members may have brought for their loved ones. 
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During this time, it is extremely important to the Victims’ Movement as the local 

organizational sponsor of this event that the physical presence of the bones laid out in 

caskets be fully documented, most importantly with photographs.  At several 

inhumations, large numbers of representatives from the national and international media 

have been present, and during the time that I was in Nebaj, the Victims’ Movement called 

me for each inhumation with the explicit instructions that I photograph each casket with 

remains as well as the ceremony later on in the day.  Office workers at the Victims’ 

Movement are extremely dedicated but operate on limited resources and thus had no 

means of acquiring cameras or other documentary equipment.  Even after an outside 

organization donated cameras for the Victims’ Movement, they continued to emphasize 

the importance of my photographing the remains, just in case their pictures didn't turn out 

well.  Although family members themselves rarely requested photographs, they without 

exception gave priority to those who were there to document for whatever purposes, 

making room for photographers or allowing themselves to be photographed. 
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1.4  THE CEREMONY 
 

 
3.  Ceremony in the central plaza for the February 25, 2008 inhumacion attended by 
several hundred family members and supporters; display of memorial crosses, pictures 
and ceremonial display arranged by the Programa Nacional de Resarcimiento; ceremony 
organized and sponsored by the Asociación de Víctimas and performed by local b'aal vatz 

tiixh. 

 
The stories that Ixhiles tell about their dead, the way that they talk about them and 

invoke them publicly are not casual nor are they transparent.  Ixhil history does not exist 

in a vacuum but rather within a particular discursive tradition that can be recognized 

throughout the Maya area and can be traced to language recorded in pre-Colombian 

hieroglyphic texts.  Ceremonial speech is one particular way in which Maya histories are 

communicated.  This highly specialized, highly elaborated language is performed only by 

those with the training and divine calling to do so.  Analysis enters dangerous waters 

when it assumes the transparency not only of purely linguistic translation (from a Mayan 

language to Spanish and often to English) but also of translation across culturally situated 
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discursive genres.  In this chapter I hope to show how close analysis of particular 

discursive expressions of historical memory leads to a more complex and more 

representative analysis of how memory of the recent period of violence is being 

constructed and expressed in Nebaj.   

The heart of the problem that I address here is related to the dilemma that Dipesh 

Chakrabarty describes for the project of history in general.  Chakrabarty theorizes that the 

dilemma of writing subaltern history is the "hyperrationality" that characterizes the 

discipline of history and which is a part of a colonial reaction against subaltern 

"enchanted histories" (Chakrabarty 2002).  This hyperrational history does not allow for 

non-Western temporalities or for non-human actors, and, as such, subaltern histories 

which are often characterized by these elements cannot be encapsulated into these 

hyperrational histories, but rather the former is often "translated" into the latter, a process 

which is inherently problematic and incomplete.  For Chakrabarty, no amount of 

"anthropological cobbling" can resolve this incompatability but rather, the aim of a 

subaltern historian can only be to expose this rift (Chakrabarty 2000: 96).   

In this spirit, I address the problem of analyzing Maya historical memory of the 

recent period of violence.  One possible solution to Chakrabarty's dilemma of 

untranslatability is to walk away from this challenge.   If non-Western histories can never 

be understood within academic accounts that are based on Western temporalities and 

notions of history, then there is little hope for Western understandings of Maya historical 

memory.  Another approach would be to reframe these histories into Western 

frameworks, an argument that one can justify by saying that Mayas themselves have 
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reframed them in this way.  Mayas can and do narrate the history of their experiences of 

wartime suffering in other discursive formats that we are more familiar with, and 

ceremonies are rich in symbolic value and a powerful political tool in invoking the 

authority of Mayan traditional practice so they make for a valuable symbol of Maya when 

rearticulated in Western discourses used by Mayas themselves.  Meanwhile, it could be 

argued that the resonance of the ceremonies among Ixhiles has decreased as few Ixhiles 

even practice these ceremonies regularly anymore. The majority of Ixhiles are Catholic or 

now Evangelical as the Evangelical movement has become extremely strong in this 

region. However, even the most faithful Evangelical Ixhiles visit their loved ones in the 

cemetery and worry that the dead buried in clandestine graves throughout the Ixhil 

mountains need to be reunited with their families.  Those who have died require action 

from those who are living as the realities of the living and the dead mutually affect each 

other.  Evangelicalism and Catholicism do not provide surviving Ixhil relatives with the 

tools that they need in these limit situations when the dead are separated from the living.  

For this reason the ceremonial and discursive act of redignification of remains that have 

been uncared for is crucial to the wellbeing of the dead and the living alike and Western 

discourses that do not provide the linguistic tools for these purposes.  In this way, entities 

who are no longer among the human living actors of hyperrational history are very real 

actors in Maya histories in which ancestors play a central role in the realities of the living 

and in the formation of community.  It is the need of Ixhiles to care for their dead and to 

respect their ancestors that drives the inhumations, and in more general terms that 

motivates the displays of public memory in Maya communities.  However, in 
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hyperrational accounts of history (and of anthropology for that matter) in which those 

who are no longer living are not legitimate actors, the words and actions of Mayas fall 

into frameworks of the irrational – trauma, fear, obsession – or are reframed as a 

particular type of political activism that is centered on effecting change within Western 

legal and judicial systems.  Although certainly trauma, fear, and Western-style political 

activism are present and even important in Maya communities, I extend Chakrabarty's 

argument to propose that these are not the appropriate frameworks for understanding 

much of the practices and discourses of Maya historical memory.  In response to 

Chakrabarty's conclusions, I offer the following discourse-based analysis of the main 

prayer offered during the ceremony at the inhumation on February 25, 2008 as a way to 

understand how the words about those killed during the war that are spoken by the 

Mayan priest conducting the ceremony on behalf of family members represent a 

culturally and discursively situated form of Ixhil historical memory. 

 

Ixhil understandings of history can be considered most productively through four 

overlapping genres of speech – ceremonial speech, personal narrative, community 

narrative, and political speech.  These genres are partially distinguishable by several 

characteristics: the degree to which they make use of rhetorical devices like parallelisms 

formed through conventionally grouped semantic items and parallel syntactic structures; 

the way that they use these structures in the larger context of the speech act; the use of 

archaic language; distinctive rhythmic patterns; the context in which they are performed; 

and the identity of the speaker producing them (Bricker 1974, Brody 1986, Gossen 1974, 
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Stross 1996, Hanks 1987).  The following prayer from the February inhumation conforms 

quite closely to the characteristics that have been ascribed to Maya sacred speech which I 

will discuss in detail below and that can be seen in other examples of Ixhil prayer, but it 

also has interesting resonances with other Ixhil speech genres.  By understanding the 

linguistic resources within the overall structure of ceremonial prayer that are available to 

the Maya priest who speaks and by considering the larger discursive and social context 

that he is a part of, we can form a picture of how Ixhiles are constructing their collective 

memory of the recent period of violence.   

Although I go into substantial linguistic detail in the following section, 

understanding how this text makes use of the linguistic and discursive resources of Ixhil 

helps us to understand how the text is part of a larger genre which is defined by both its 

linguistic properties and its social contexts of use. If recent historical memory is being 

incorporated into ceremonial speech, as I show here that it is, then it is important to know 

not only what ceremonial speech is typically used to communicate but also how it 

typically communicates this information so that we can understand the larger discursive 

context that this historical memory is being placed into.  By understanding how 

conservative sections of such a ceremonial text interact with more recently but regularly 

incorporated segments of historical memory about the violence of the 80s, we can gain a 

better understanding of how this memory is being understood and used in Ixhil 

communities. 
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Pap La's's Prayer  
1 Jesús, María, Santisima 
2 tan koj texhlal Santa Cruz 
3 b'en kol o' koj  
4 tan koj texhlal  
5 kol o' koj qalab'al 
6 inyoxh b'alaaxe 
7 inyoxh k'ab'laaxe 
8 Espiritu Santo  
9 teche' kub'aal Paytre 
10 teche' kub'aal Jesukristo. 
11 Pap, la asojsa kupau. 
12 Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al, Pap. 
13 Posiple ta'! 
14 b'uuq'eb'al Kub'aal, 
15 b'uuq'eb'al Kutxutx, 
16 teleb'al ch'ul Nimal B'alal 
17 si vi' choo  
18 si vi' palau 
19 tu Casa Roma 
20 tu Santa Roma. 
21 Tan tiixhe' Pap, posiple. 
22 B'eneb'al Kub'aal 
23 B'eneb'al Q'ii 
24 Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al, 
25 tuk kujaj ma'l u txeechil  
26 tii' chas kamnaje', Pap 
27 vee kat kai kan, Pap. 
28 Txumleb'ale' kat kai kan tu ch’o’j. 
 
29 Ati ta', Pap, toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
30 Ati ta', Pap, jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 
31 Pap at b'ata' kat tz'ei tu xamal. 
32 At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj a'. 
33 At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj qootz'. 
 
34At b'ata', Pap, posiple taa va kat mox (repair) 
35 Ye kat mojax chaas ib'ajil. 
36 Pap, posiple, kat kuxh ichii tx'i'. 
37 Kat ichii txokop. 
38 Txumleb'ale', Pap,  
     kat kupaleb'e' tu ch'aoje'. 
 

Jesus, Mary, Most Holy 
by the sign of the Holy Cross 
keep us 
by the sign  
that keeps us since the womb 
(no translation available, see footnote 8) 
 
Holy Spirit 
greetings, our Lord Father 
greetings, our Lord Jesus Christ 
Lord, forgive our sins 
We will ask for forgiveness, Lord 
Mercy! 
where our Father (the sun) comes out, 
where our Mother (the moon) comes out, 
where the Most High leaves 
over the seas 
over the lakes 
in the House of Rome 
in Holy Rome. 
Thank you Lord, mercy. 
Where our Father goes (out) 
Where the Sun goes (out) 
We will ask for forgiveness, 
we will ask for blessing 

for the dead, Lord 
who have remained, Lord. 
What sadness that they have remained 
from the war. 
There are those, Lord, who were cut. 
There are those, Lord, who were shot. 
Lord, there are those who burned in the fire. 
There are those, Lord, who remained in the water. 
There are those, Lord, who remained in 
the landslide. 
There are those, Lord, mercy, who were buried  
whose bones were not buried. 
Lord, mercy, the dogs ate them. 
The livestock ate them. 
What sadness, Lord,  
that happened to us during the war. 
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39 Pap, kat kupaleb'e' tu k'axkoe'. 
 
40 Pes ae b'ata', Pap. 
41 Tan tiixh ti unq'a institucione', Pap. 
42 Nu max ichukpu chan isuuchil. 
43 Nu max ilakpu chaxh b'aje'. 
44 Ataj kan tulaj txakab'e'n. 
45 Kamal ni txumune'. 
46 Kamal ni toq' u yooxh u b'aje'. 
47 Kamal ni txumun iyooxhil. 
48 Siple Cristo, Pap. 
49 Le sojsa kupau. 
50 Nu kutxumune’ ta’  
51 as kamal ni toq’e’ ta’, Pap. 
52 Poro tan tiixh b'aj te tiixh 
53 kamal tuk max til vet tib' 
54 kamal tuk k'axo vet Pap 
55 vi unq'a kamnaje', Pap, katikat. 
56 Pap, tuk' k'axo kat tu junun aldea. 
57 Paaap posiple  
58 At ta', Pap, ve la b'eni. 
59 At ta' tuk kao kan tzitza. 
60 Ati ta', Pap, b'en tu Salch'il. 
61 Ati ta', Pap, b'en Viijolom. 
62 Ate' ta', Pap, posiple, b'en Xeeqootz'. 
 
63 Ate' ta', Pap, kat kuxh q'aaxho kat. 
64 La esojsa kupau. 
65 Paaap la eb'an b'a'nil.  
66 Tiixh koj la etetz eve chaxh ifamilia chajake'. 
67 B'an b'a'nile', Pap. 
68 Ate' ta' ni txumune'. 
69 Ate' ta', Pap, ni toq'e'. 
70 Posiple ta'. 
71 Kamal txumleb'ale', Pap, tu ch'aoje'. 
72 Kamal ye'l toksa'm. 
73 Kat q'aave'. 
74 Kat kame' ta', Pap. 
75 Kat jub'ale' ta' 
76 kutxutx 
77 kub'aal. 

Lord, that happened to us during the time 
of danger. 
That's what it is, Lord 
Thank you to the institutions, Lord.  
They look for a solution. 
They raise up the bones. 
There are those who remain in the mountains. 
Certainly they are sad. 
Certainly the spirit of the bones is crying. 
Certainly their spirit is sad. 
Mercy, Christ, Lord. 
Forgive us our sins. 
We are sad. 
Certainly they are crying, Lord. 
But thanks be to God 
certainly they (the bones) will unite 
certainly they will pass, Lord 
to the cemeteries, Lord, in various places. 
Lord, they will pass in every aldea. 
Looord, mercy 
There are those, Lord, who will go. 
There are those who will stay here. 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Salquil. 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Viijolom. 
There are those, Lord, mercy, who will 
go to Xeqootz'. 
There are those who will go to different places. 
Forgive us our sins. 
Loooord please. 
May God be with their families. 
Lord, please. 
There are those who are sad. 
There are those, Lord, who cry. 
Mercy. 
Certainly there is sadness, Lord, in the war. 
Certainly they had no clothes. 

They returned5. 
They died, Lord. 
They were shot 
our Mother/mothers 
our Father/fathers 

                                                
5 Miguel Guzaro Raymundo offers the interpretation that they returned to death after having been born as 
necessary to complete the translation. 
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78 Pero ye'l vas toksa'm. 
79 Ye'l chas txu'ixi'. 
80 Ye'l chas tatza'm. 
81 Ye'l itx'ix. 
82 Txumleb'ale' Kub'aal Paytre. 
83 Vendicione', Pap, la asojs kupau. 
84 In yoxh b'alaax 
85 In yoxh b'alaax 
86 Santo Cristo Paytre. 
 
 
 
87 Ave Maria Santisima, Dios Paytre. 
88 Teche' Kutxutx  
89             Kub'aal. 
90 La esojsa kupau, Pap, posiple. 
91 La etaq' ma'l u txeechil, Pap. 
92 Kamal tuk kujaj kuyb'al, Pap,  
93 unq'a txeechile',  
94 Kub'aal Aangel. 
95 Aangel San Miguel Aangel. 
96 Aangel San Rafael Aangel. 
97 Aangel San Gabriel Aangel. 
98 Aangel La Guardia. 
99 Aangel Ronda. 
100 Teche', Pap. 
101 Tuk kujaj ma'l u k'uyb'al, 
102 jaj ma'l u txeechil, Pap. 
103 Cheel viq'iile'  
104 vatz u Kub'aal. 
105 Junlaval Kao. 
106 Pap, la asojsa kupaue' 
107 vatz u Junlaval Kao. 
108 La kujaj ma'l k'uyb'al,  
109 Pap, cheel vas iq'iil. 
110 Kamal cheel vas ioorail Pap 
111 ve tuk maj xekb'oj chaxh kamnaje'. 
112 B'en vet tulaj tatinb'al.  
113 Le eb'an b'a'nil. 
114 Le eb'an txeechil. 
115 Tuk kujaj kuyb'al. 
116 Tuk kujaj txeechil, Pap 
117 vatz u Kub'aale', Pap, cheel, 

But they had no clothes. 
They had no blankets. 
They had no salt. 
They had no food. 
What sadness, our Father, God. 
Blessings, Lord, forgive us our sin. 
(no translation available) 
 
Holy Christ Father 
[he gives instructions for the canon-like 

firecracker to be set off] 
 
Hail Most Holy Mary, God Father. 
Greetings to our Mother 
                     our Father. 
Forgive us our sins, Lord, mercy. 
Give us blessings, Lord. 
Certainly we ask for forgiveness, Lord, 
for blessings, 
our Father, Angel 
Angel, Saint Michael, Angel. 
Angel, Saint Rafael, Angel. 
Angel, Saint Gabriel, Angel. 
Angel, The Guard. 
Angel Patrol. 
Greetings, Lord. 
We will ask forgiveness, 
we will ask for blessings, Lord. 
Today is his day 
before our Father 
Eleven Kao. 
Lord, forgive us our sin 
before Eleven Kao. 
We ask forgiveness, Lord,  
now is your sacred day. 
Certainly now is your sacred hour, Lord 
when the dead will rise. 
They will go to their places. 
Please 
Give us this blessing. 
We will ask forgiveness. 
We will ask for a blessing, Lord 
before our Father, Lord, today, 
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118 Junlaval Kao. 
119 As kamal tuk' ixmanoj o'. 
120 Kamal tuk' achonoj o'. 
121 Pap b'an b'a'nil. 
122 Kajval chan o' Pap 
123 tuk eesan chan vas ceremoonyae' 
124 vas kunachb'al tiixh 
125 tetz kutxutx kub'aal. 
126 B'i'l vas tx'ajaamila, Alkaalde'. 
127 La esojsa kupaue', Pap. 
128 B'an b'a'nile', Pap,  
129 Kub'aal, Kuvitzil, 
130 Kub'aal, Kuchaq'aalail. 
131 Pap la esojsa kupaue'. 
132 Nu kujaj u kuyb'ale', Pap. 
133 Nu kujaj u txeechile'. 
134 Posiple Kub'aal. 
135 Rey Kub'aal Lajam 
136 Pap Rey Kub'aal Laavitz 
137 Pap Rey Kub'aal Ixcan 
138 Pap Rey Kub'aal Suumal 
139 Sojsa kupaave, Pap. 
140 Taq'ta vendicion. 
141 Taq'ta txeechil. 
142 Exee pap tuk ilon. 
143 Exee pap ootzin tetz. 
144 Exee pap lejen tetz. 
145 B'anta b'a'nil, 
146 B'anta txeechil. 
147 Tuk kujaj ma'l vas tal k'uyb'ale' ila. 
148 Kat ik'am chaj chajak kuqul  
149 chas istitucyone', Pap. 
150 Kat ijaj chaj chajak maj ?? b'a'nil. 
151 Kat taq' chaj chajak b'i'l chas nachb'al. 
152 Pap at u Movimiento. 
153 Aa chan koj chajak la eq'on chan, Pap. 
154 At Nicolás Corio Ramírez. 
155 La isojs ipaav aake', Pap. 
156 La koj etaq' vas iyik'il. 
157 La koj etaq' vas ifueersa. 
158 Jatval la kuxaan chajaki Alkaalde. 

Eleven Kao. 
And certainly we are going to recite it. 
Certainly we are going to recount it. 
Lord, please. 
There are four of us, Lord, 
who will carry out the ceremony, 
the prayer to God 
of our Mother our Father 
It is only a little offering, Alkaalde'. 
Forgive our sins, Lord. 
Please, Lord 
our Father, our Mountain 
our Father, our Plain 
Lord, forgive our sins. 
We ask for forgiveness, Lord. 
We ask for a blessing. 
Mercy, our Father. 
King our Father Lajam 
Lord, our Father King Laavitz 
Lord King our Father Ixcan 
Lord King our Father Suumal 
forgive our sins, Lord. 
Give us a benediction. 
Give us a blessing. 
You are the one, Lord, who will see. 
You are the one, Lord, who will know. 

You are the one, Lord, who will carry it.6 
Grant us a favor,  
Grant us a blessing. 
We will ask for a little forgiveness now. 
They borrow our voice,  
the institutions do, Lord. 
They have asked for a favor. 
They have offered a little prayer. 
Lord there is the Movimiento. 
May they be the ones who will take it, Lord. 
There is Nicolás Corio Ramírez. 
Forgive his sin, Lord. 
May you give him strength. 
May you give him fortitude. 
How far are we going to walk ??, Alkaalde 

                                                
6 lejen – to carry on the flat part of one's body; the Earth carries everything on it in this way 
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159 Jatval la kuxaan chajak Kub'aal Aangel. 
 
160 ??Vee?? un kujaj u k'uyb'al ste' 
161 jatval ixaan chajak. 
162 Pap ni loch chaj tib'  
163 as la koj eloche' 
164 as la koj eb'an b'a'nil. 
165 La koj eb'an txeechil. 
166 Kub'aal Alkaalde, 
16 7 la sojsa kupav. 
168 Ech kuxhe', Pap, 
169 Kub'aal, Kuvitz'il, 
170 Kub'aal, Kuchaq'aalil, 
171 Kub'aal, Kuaangel, 
172 Kub'aal, Kajiq', 
173 Kub'aal, Suutz'. 
174 B'an b'a'nil, Pap, 
175 b'an txeechil. 
176 B'i'l vas talaj tx'ix ila, Pap. 
177 Kub'aale', Pap, siple, 
178 sojsa kupaave', 
179 b'an b'a'nile', Pap. 
180 Pap Evan, Pap Adan 
181 Kub'aal Jesús, la sojsa kupaave'  
182 Ech kuxhe', Pap. 
183 Posiple.  La sojsa kupaave'. 
184 ?? Eche ve Pap 
185 Ma'l Kao 
186 Ka'va'l Kao 
187 Oxva'l Kao 
188 Kajva'l Kao 
189 O'val Kao 
190 Vaajil Kao 
191 Vujva'l Kao 
192 Vaaxil Kao 
193 B'eluval Kao 
194 Laval Kao 
195 Junlaval Kao 
196 Kab'laval Kao 
197 Oxlaval Kao 
198 Pap posiple. 
199 Taq' bendicion Kub'aal Aangel. 
200 La koje taq' b'a'nil  

How far are we going to walk ? our 
Father, Angel 
?? we ask forgiveness for them 
those of them who walk 
Lord help them  
and may you help them 
and may you grant them favor. 
May you grant them blessing. 
Our Father Alkaalde, 
forgive our sins. 
That's all, Lord 
Our Father, our Mountain, 
our Father, our Plain 
our Father, our Angel 
our Father, Wind 
our Father, Cloud 
Please, Lord, 
give us blessings. 
Here is a little food, Lord. 
our Father, Lord, mercy, 
forgive our sins, 
please, Lord. 
Lord Eve, Lord Adam 
Our Father Jesus, forgive our sins  
That's all, Lord. 
Mercy.  Forgive our sins. 
That's all, Lord. 
One Kao 
Two Kao 
Three Kao 
Four Kao 
Five Kao 
Six Kao 
Seven Kao 
Eight Kao 
Nine Kao 
Ten Kao 
Eleven Kao 
Twelve Kao 
Thirteen Kao 
Lord, mercy. 
Give benediction our Father, Angel. 
May you grant favor 
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201 as la koje taq' txeechil pap. 
202 Nu kujaj k'uyb'al se tzi’ Pap,  
Kub'aal Kao. 

and grant blessings Lord. 
We ask forgiveness from your mouth, Lord,  
our Father Kao. 

 

The above prayer was offered by Pap La's, the b'aal vatz tiixh who led the other 

three b'aal vatz tiixh and the participating crowd in a ceremony for the dead that were to 

be inhumed.  His prayer falls solidly within a long tradition of Ixhil ceremonial speech.  

In a broader sense, Maya sacred speech is characterized by frequent use of archaic terms, 

dense morphosyntactic and semantic parallelisms, and particular structural features like 

typical framing devices and invocations of deities (Gossen 1974, Hanks 1984, Hull 2003, 

Law 2007, Norman 1980, Sam Colop 1994, England 1989, Tedlock 1983, Tedlock 1987, 

Townsend 1980, Law 2012).  Ixhil ceremonial speech shares these characteristics.  Pap 

La's's prayer in particular and Ixhil ceremonial language in general is truly remarkable for 

the complexity and the artistry involved in their formation.  As can be seen in other forms 

of Ixhil artistic expression, like Ixhil weaving for example, the prayer demonstrates tight 

cohesion on multiple levels throughout the text even as this cohesion co-occurs with 

meaningful and rule-governed artistic variation.7   

In other work on the poetics of Maya sacred language (Hanks 1984, Hull 2003, 

Law 2007, Sam Colop 1994), it has been argued that the artistry and virtuosity of this 

type of language is central to the way that it is received by Mayan audiences.  The use of 

                                                
7 In Ixhil weaving, for example, a piece will show clear internal cohesion through the repetition of an 
underlying geometric pattern, but good artistic form requires variation in colors (that is that color 
combinations not be repeated exactly throughout a single piece) which on the one hand must be left to the 
artistic sensibilities of the individual weaver but which also must conform to certain shared understandings 
of which colors go well together and which do not.  A similar sense of individual artistic expression 
bounded by a general structure and shared artistic sensibilities can be found in Ixhil poetic language in 
which the exact same pattern should not be repeated throughout but variations must only of a certain type. 
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such poetic language indicates the "elevated emotional function" of a text, an appeal to 

the emotions of others, as well as the authority of the one performing the speech (Law 

2007: 159-161). In the case of the above prayer performed during an inhumation 

ceremony, we can consider Pap La's's extremely artful use of poetic language in referring 

to violence and death in recent Ixhil history as an indication of the cultural significance of 

this material to Ixhiles and of the authority of Pap La's as a specialist with the ability to 

perform the necessary action of redignification.  Such highly elaborated ceremonial 

language is reserved for those things considered to be of such importance that they should 

be expressed in discursively elevated forms in order to be heard by God and the 

ancestors.  Likewise, this poetry reflects that the pleas expressed here are truly heartfelt 

by the family members and institutions who are "borrowing the voices" of the priests.   

As Hanks 1984 points out, prayer is both guided by the formal conventions 

particular to this genre and by the needs dictated by the occasion for which it was created.  

Prayer is the product of and contributing to a particular social situation – in this case, the 

community's need to "redignify" the remains of their dead.  As don Miguel Guzaro 

Raymundo's recounting of the words of the family members makes clear, those who have 

come to claim these bones feel a moral obligation to care for their dead who continue to 

suffer in neglected clandestine graves far from home and to denounce those who would 

deny the reality of their experience.  As a b'aal vatz tiixh, Pap La's has a special role in 

this process as his words are what will actually accomplish the act of redignification of 

the remains.  In order to achieve such an act, his speech requires a particular and highly 

structured form. 
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As Hanks 1984 has noted, Maya prayers often begin and end with a framing 

device which "insulates" sacred speech from non-sacred speech.  The use of such a 

framing device which is often archaic in origin and is used regularly to perform this 

insulating function is our first indication that the speech that is to follow is special, set 

apart from ordinary speech, and that its content is also discursively marked to indicate 

that the information conveyed is particularly important, to the point of being sacred. As 

Hanks describes for Yukatek ritual, the sign of the cross is a framing device used to 

perform this insulating function which in Pap La's's prayer is accomplished both through 

gesture indicating the sign of the cross and the accompanying text of lines 1-2 Jesús, 

María, Santisima / tan koj texhlal Santa Cruz, ‘Jesus, Mary, Most Holy / by the sign of 

the Holy Cross’ and 86 Santo Cristo Paytre, ‘Holy Christ Father.’  In this text, the 

couplet inyoxh b'alaaxe, inyoxh kab'laaxe follows the sign of the cross (lines 6-7), and a 

variant, inyoxh b'alaaxe, inyoxh b’alaax similarly closes the prayer (lines 84-85), 

preceding the final sign of the cross as the priest breaks from his prayer to instruct others 

that it is time to set off "bombs," small metal tubes that when filled with explosive 

material and lit make a loud noise which punctuates important rituals or celebrations.  

Once the bombs have been set off and the appropriate candles have been lit, Pap La's and 

the other b'aal vatz tiixh formally resume their prayer.  Although I do not present the full 

text of the prayer here (as it goes on for 10 minutes longer invoking all thirteen 

manifestations of the twenty Ixhil day names and all Ixhil sacred places), when the b'aal 

vatz tiixh does finish the prayer completely, he also closes with inyoxh b'alaaxe, inyoxh 
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kab'laaxe, thus signaling an end to the elevated, sacred speech. Textual evidence from 

other sources (including my own collection of over fifteen hours of ceremonial texts, four 

ceremonial texts from Cotzal documented in Townsend 1980 and one from Colby and 

Colby 1981) as well as analysis done by Townsend indicates that Ixhil ritual prayers are 

regularly framed by the sign of the cross and some variation of the couplet inyoxh 

b'alaaxe, inyoxh kab'laaxe.    

This framing device contains what are likely the most archaic phrases used in the 

inhumation ceremony, and as such, their meaning is unclear.  Juana Ramírez Sánchez, a 

member of the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz, who is extremely knowledgeable about 

Ixhil religious practices and the language used in them, defines this phrase as what the 

old people who still respected God used to say as they knelt down and made the sign of 

the cross when something happened to make them afraid, like an earthquake.  This 

interpretation is affirmed by Miguel Guzaro Raymundo who reports that he has heard 

older people in Nebaj's aldeas, which are linguistically more conservative than the 

municipal center of Nebaj, use this phrase when they are afraid.  Both don Miguel and 

doña Juana have also heard the variant intyoxh b'alaaxi as well, and they conjecture that 

yoxh or tyoxh may be related to the Spanish Dios, ‘God,’ and both are certain that the in 

in these constructions is not the first person singular pronoun which would make this a 

stative construction equating a subject "I" with a predicate yoxh b'alaaxi, but beyond this, 

they are unsure of the gloss for the phrase.  Miguel Rivera, a Maya priest and practitioner 

of inhumation ceremonies does not give a transliteration of this phrase but rather explains 

it as a holy invocation characteristic of prayer. 
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Apart from this information, I have no concrete conclusions as to the meaning of 

this phrase.  Colby and Townsend both offer hypotheses regarding use of this same 

couplet in the texts that they document, but ultimately, they do not come to any firm 

conclusions either.8  Regardless of how this couplet came to Ixhil ceremonial speech, it is 

                                                
8 Colby, also working with Nebaj Ixhil, records the phrase "En yooxh palaaxh i spiiritu 

santos, amen: Kriisto." and translates it "(in the name) of God, Father and Holy Ghost, amen:  
Christ" (Colby and Colby 278). Townsend translates the cognate Cotzal Ixhil phrase, (here with 
the order of the coupletted items reversed – in this type of couplet, the order of the terms is 
flexible) untyoxh k'olaxi, untyoxh b'alaxi as "my God the buried one, my God the bruised one." 
(Townsend 18).  However, in another of Townsend's texts, when this couplet is followed by 
Santo as it is in Pap La's's prayer reproduced below, Townsend does not translate this phrase, and 
rather footnotes two possible interpretations – one which relates the roots b'al and k'ol to the 
terms for "father" and "son" which together with Santo (which he takes as possibly short hand for 
Espíritu Santo, the Holy Spirit) complete the Holy Trinity.  Clearly Colby has adopted such an 
interpretation in his translation as well.  However, in Cotzal Ixhil as well as in Nebaj Ixhil, the 
root for father is b'aal and the root for the more formal term for son is k'aol.  The historical 
transformation from b'alaaxi to b'aal and k'olaxi to k'aol seem unlikely, and this folk etymology 
more likely reflects the desire of some Ixhiles to claim extended Catholic influence over 
ceremonial language, as Townsend himself also proposes may be the case. 

Townsend also suggests that the b'al in b'alaaxe could be b'al, the verbal root for "to 
roll/to tumble" which would figuratively mean "bruised" or "afflicted" in ceremonial language, 
and Santos, he claims, could refer to the spirit (either of Christ or of the ancestors) after death 
(Townsend 40). Alternatively, the PLFM's 1999 Ixhil dictionary defines yo'xh as the star cluster 
Pleiades, yooxh as the "spirit of a person" and yooxhib'al  as "the cross where ceremonies are 
done."  Although I found no contemporary knowledge of the constellation yo'xh, Pap La's does 
refer to yooxhil when invoking the spirit of the bones to be reburied, and this term while not 
common in Ixhil speech, is one readily understood by most, though not all, Ixhiles. 

While the argument for yoxh as a Spanish borrowing meaning "dios" or "God" is quite 
persuasive, it is interesting to note that it is not the word that Ixhiles typically use to refer to God.  
The Ixhil word for "God" which is widely used and widely recognized as the only word to 
express this concept is tiixh.  In fact, the word tiixh is used repeatedly to mean "God" in Pap La's's 
prayer (lines 51, 63, 125).  Likewise, I interpret in- of inyoxh as the first person ergative marker 
indicating possession, although in Nebaj and Cotzal Ixhil, this marker when occurring before a 
consonant is un- or in special circumstances vun-  (in is the first person singular absolutive 
pronoun and thus in + yoxh could be understood as the stative construction "I am God," but this 
interpretation was rejected by all Nebaj Ixhil speakers that I consulted).  Because un- as the 
ergative marker used for possession is so invariable in Nebaj Ixhil and in has such a fixed 
meaning as the absolutive marker or first person singular pronoun, none of the speakers who 
helped me to analyze Pap La's's prayer suggested an interpretation of in- as indicating first person 
singular possession.  However, in Chajul, the first person singular ergative marker, and thus the 
marker used for possession, is in-. Additionally, the consonant cluster b'l in kab'laaxe is unusual 
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not a widely used part of contemporary non-ritual language but is regularly used to signal 

the beginning and end of prayers in ceremonial discourse, as is the case in this particular 

text.  Thus, while the literal meaning of these words is lost to most Ixhil speakers and to 

linguistic reconstruction thus far, their use nonetheless signals an attitude of 

respectfulness and of age, as older Ixhiles remember that in times past, "the old people 

who still feared God" were the ones who used this couplet.   

In addition to this couplet, many other terms used in Pap La's's speech are archaic 

and mark this prayer as sacred speech.  In particular, the repeated term posiple (lines 13, 

21, 34, 36, and 57, among others) and its reduced form siple (lines 48 and 177) are 

unknown to most Ixhil speakers, and of a group of 20 Ixhil speakers that I asked, only 

Juana Ramírez Sánchez was familiar with this term and explained it as an exclamation 

akin to ‘mercy,’ defining it as expressing a wish for both permission and forgiveness.  

Likewise, the term kuyb'al (lines 12, 24, 92, 115, 132 among others) is not well known 

among all Ixhil speakers, but those over the age of 40 tended to be familiar with this term 

for ‘pardon’ or ‘forgiveness.’  Both of these terms are used frequently in Townsend's 

Cotzal ritual texts (Townsend 1980), in Colby's Daykeeper texts (Colby 1981), and in 

Pap La's's prayer and yet appear to be completely absent from non-sacred speech (I have 

                                                                                                                                            
though not impossible in Nebaj Ixhil (which tends to avoid many consonant clusters) occurring 
also in the term kab'laano, meaning "earthquake," which, interestingly, was the primary context 
of non-ceremonial use of this phrase given by doña Juana – the old people who still respected 
God (her grandparents) used to say inyoxh b'alaaxe, inyoxh kab'laaxe when frightened by an 
earthquake.  Nan Xhiv herself made no direct reference to a connection between the word 
kab'laaxe and kab'laano.  
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not a single use of it recorded in several hundred hours of non-sacred speech), and as 

such, they can be said to be characteristic of sacred language.   

 Additionally, the semantically coupletted terms, choo and palau, found in this 

text in lines 17 and 18, are likewise unknown to most Ixhil speakers who either have 

never heard the terms or vaguely recognize them as religious terminology.  Many 

speakers over the age of 40 who are not themselves b'aal vatz tiixh, however, can define 

these terms as indicating large bodies of water, some adding that these waters are pure, 

coming from the depths of the earth, and are the first thing that the sun touches as it rises.  

This same group of speakers recognizes that these terms when coupletted refer to ‘all the 

water in the world.’  This exact same form of this couplet is also one of the central 

couplets that Dennis Tedlock has noted in his analysis of the Popol Vuh.  Tedlock 

analyzes that the 16th century K’ichee’ terms cho meaning ‘lake’ and palo meaning ‘sea’ 

which when paired refer to ‘all the pooled water of the world’ (Tedlock 1987).  In related 

work, Sam Colop (1994, 66) sees this pairing as only having this meaning in certain 

contexts.  In other contexts, he claims that the movement from ‘lake’ to ‘sea’ evokes a 

move from the finite to the infinite.  Thus in this Ixhil example, the b'aal vatz tiixh 

invokes a tradition of ancient poetry in which the lakes and the seas have a larger 

meaning that is not entirely known to most Ixhiles today.   

Likewise, although the terms themselves are not archaic but are well-known in 

contemporary Ixhil, the pairing of several other terms in this prayer can likewise be found 

in much older texts like the Popol Vuh.  Although their lexical forms in K’ichee’ and 

Ixhil are different, Tedlock cites the 16th century K’ichee’ words for ‘mountain’ and 
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‘plain’ as conventionally paired in the Popol Vuh as well as in contemporary K’ichee’ 

ceremonial speech.  However, although he analyzes these paired terms to refer to the 

human body, Ixhil speakers that I have talked to are not aware of any such meaning for 

the Ixhil pairing of terms Kuvitz'il and Kuchaq'aalil (in lines 169 and 170).  However, the 

fact that these two nouns which in ordinary speech are never possessed are in fact 

possessed in this prayer and thus carry the –il suffix does indicate to speakers that these 

are special religious usages, and although any symbolic meaning for the pairing of these 

terms is lost for most speakers, nonetheless, the archaic origins of the conventional 

pairing of these and other elements of this prayer give the prayer a sense of belonging to 

a historical continuity of ancient ritual.  

Other semantically linked conventional pairings include Paytre and Jesukristo 

(‘Father’ and ‘Jesus Christ’), Kub'aal and Kutxutx (‘our Father’ and ‘our Mother’), 

b'uuq'eb'al Kub'aal, b'uuq'eb'al Kutxutx (‘where our Father (the sun) sets,’ ‘where our 

Mother (the moon) sets’), kajiq' and suutz' (‘wind’ and ‘clouds’), and kuyb'al and txeechil 

(‘forgiveness’ and ‘blessing’).  These pairings are used extensively to form couplets, 

triplets or more extended parallelisms.   Perfectly syntactically parallel couplets which 

have the same underlying grammatical structure and vary only in a pair of conventionally 

coupletted semantic terms can be found in lines 9 and 10, 14 and 15, 24 and 25, 76 and 

77, 113 and 114, 129 and 130, 137 and 138, 143 and 144, 169, 170 and 171, 172 and 173.  

These examples employ what England (1989) terms stem or word substitution, a common 

strategy for coupletting in Maya ritual language involving replacing a semantically 

equivalent or opposite word or stem in two otherwise identical lines.   
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1.  (lines 9 and 10)9 

Teche' kub'aal Paytre. 
teche'  ku-b'aal  Paytre 
greetings A1p-father Father 
Greetings, our lord, Father. 

 

Teche' kub'aal Jesukristo. 
teche'  ku-b'aal Jesu-kristo 
greetings A1p-father Jesus-Christ 
Greetings, our lord, Jesus Christ. 

 
 
2.  (lines 24 and 25) 
 
Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  u  kuyb'al 
INCEP  A1p-ask.for ART:INDEF ART:DEF forgiveness 
We ask for forgiveness. 

 

Tuk kujaj ma'l u txeechil. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  u  txeechil 
INCEP  A1p-ask.for ART:INDEF ART:DEF blesing 
We ask for blessing 

 

3.  (lines 140 and 141) 
 
Taq'ta vendicion. 
t-aq'-ta  vendicion 
E3-give-IMP blessing 
Give us benediction. 

 
 
 
                                                
9 Abbreviations:  1  first person,  2  second person,  3  third person,  A  asolutive marker,  ADJ  adjective,  
ADV  adverb,  ART:DEF  definite article,  ART: INDEF  indefinite article,  ASP  aspect,  CM  case 
marker,  COMP  completive,  COMM  comitative,  CONJ  conjunction,  CUANT  cuantifier,  CPZ  
complementizer,  DEMPN  demonstrative pronoun,  DISP  indicates a syntactic displacement,  DM  
discourse marker, E  ergative marker,  EMPH  emphatic,  EXIS  existential, FOC  focus, EV  evidential,  
FV  final vowel, IMP  imperative, INCOM  incompletive, INCEP  inceptive,  INST  instrumental,  IRR  
irrealis, IV  intransitive verb,  N  noun,  NEG  negation particle,  NOM  nominalizer,  PART  particle,  
PCPL  participle,  PREP  preposition,  PRES presentative, POT  potential,  REL  relativizer,  RFX  
reflexive,  RN  relational noun,  RNM  relational noun marker,  SUF  suffix,  VOC  vocative,  p  plural,  s  
singular, TV  transitive verb 
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Taq'ta txeechil. 
t-aq'-ta  txeechil 
E3-give-IMP blessing 
Give us blessing. 

 
Lines 140 and 141 (example 3) also make use of the coupletting strategy common in 

Mayan poetry of pairing Spanish and Maya terms for the same concept. 

Additionally, many lines show near exactly parallel couplets in which slight 

variations mean that the underlying structure is not repeated exactly but with enough 

similarity to constitute a couplet.  Such is the case in lines 101 and 102, 115 and 116, 119 

and 120, 132 and 133, 145 and 146, 174 and 175.   In many cases these are pairs of lines 

that would be exactly parallel except that the b'aal vatz tiixh includes the invocation Pap 

or ‘Lord’ at the end for rhythmic effect or artistic variation.   

4.  (lines 145 and 146) 
 
B'anta b'a'nile', Pap. 
B'an-ta  b'a'nil-e' Pap 
do-IMP favor-FV Lord 
Grant us a favor, Lord. 

 
B'anta txeechile'. 
B'an-ta  txeechil-e' 
do-IMP blessing-FV 
Grant us a blessing. 

 

Even more lines cannot be said to be strictly parallel but contain echoes of each other, as 

in lines 142, 143 and 144 and lines 163, 164 and 165 for example (below).  In both of 

these cases, the second line echoes the first and the second line is exactly parallel to a 

third line.  As can be seen in the examples below, line 143 echoes line 142 in that both 

are agent focus constructions beginning with a focused pronoun followed by the 
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pronoun's referent and a transitive verb with the agent focus suffix -Vn.  However, they 

are not exactly parallel in that line 142 includes an overt aspect marker, tuk, and lines 143 

and 144 include no aspect marker but do have the relational noun indicating possession 

by a third person tetz.  A similar pattern ocurrs in lines 163, 164, and 165 in which the 

direct object of the transitive verb loch ‘to help’ in line 163 is expressed through a third 

person absolutive zero marker while the direct object in lines 164 and 165 is expressed 

lexically. 

5.  (lines 142, 143, 144) 
 
Exee, Pap, tuk ilon. 
Exee Pap tuk  il-on 
A2s Lord INCEP  see-AF 
CM VOC ASP  TV-SUF 
You, Lord, will see. 

 
Exee, Pap, tootzin tetz 
Exee Pap  ootz-in  t-etz 
A2s Lord  know-AF E3s-yours 
CM VOC  TV-SUF CM-RN 
You, Lord, will know it. 

 

Exee, Pap, lejen tetz. 
Exee Pap lej-en    t-etz 
A2s Lord carry.on.flat.part-AF  E3s-yours 
CM VOC TV-SUF   CM-RN 
You, Lord, will carry it. 

 

6.  (lines 163, 164, 165) 
 
as la koj eloche' 
as la koj e-loch-e' 
and POT IRR E2s-help-FV 
CONJ ASP PART CM-TV-FV 
may you help them 
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as la koj eb'an b'a'nil 
as la koj e-b'an  b'a'nil 
and POT IRR E2s-do  favor 
CONJ ASP PART CM-TV N 
may you grant them favor 

 

La koj eb'an txeechil 
la koj e-b'an  txeechil 
POT IRR E2s-do  blessing 
ASP PART CM-TV N 
May you grant them blessing. 

 

In addition, lines 92-99, lines 135-138, and lines 185-197 represent invocations of place 

names, sacred entities, or day names, all of which are highly parallel and quite 

characteristic of Maya ceremonial texts. 

 

 

In addition to the couplets, triplets and quatrains that are frequent in this text, 

many of these parallel lines are also part of a larger phenomenon which I refer to as 

discourse level parallelism10 which lends cohesion to the text as a whole.  For example, 

while two lines may be tightly coupletted to each other, this couplet may also be a part of 

a larger pattern, relating it to other coupletted or single lines in other sections of the text.  

As with parallel lines, discourse level parallelisms vary in how tightly linked they are.  

The most tightly linked parallel lines are identical and thus constitute what Brody refers 

to as refrains (1986), but there is also a level of parallelism in lines that share the same 

basic syntactic structure as well as semantically related terms. Thus whether they be 

couplets or single lines themselves that are repeated in either identical or loosely parallel 

forms, these repeated elements echo throughout the text, linguistically creating the sort of 

                                                
10 Thanks to Danny Law for help in developing this term and the concept surrounding it.  
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textual cohesion that Hanks describes in his 1984 article as also being established by 

paralinguistic phenomena such as the speaker's focus and posture.  In Pap La's's prayer, 

these echoes or discourse level parallelisms resound throughout the text, lending cohesion 

to its multiple sections as part of one unified prayer.   

Pap La's's text includes many lines that can be loosely considered refrains.  These 

lines that are repeated identically or nearly identically throughout the text often but do not 

always mark transition points between sections.  In the text below, le sojsa kupau, 

‘forgive us our sins,’ can be understood as a refrain occurring in lines 11, 49, 64, 83, 90, 

106, 127, 131, 139, and 167, often with the vocative Pap or ‘Lord’  or even Pap, siple, 

Pap  ‘Lord, mercy, Lord’ before or after the phrase.  In line 155, which is part of the first 

of a series of shorter innovative sections which I do not include in their entirety here, a 

variant of this refrain, Le sojsa ipaav aake', Pap, asks forgiveness for Nicolás Corio 

Ramírez, the main political organizer of the inhumation and the man who spoke from the 

bullhorn during the march from the courthouse.  However, the similarity in structure and 

content to the previous lines clearly marks it as part of a larger parallelism that ties this 

plea on behalf of don Nicolás to the requests for forgiveness that run throughout the rest 

of the prayer and which are typical of Ixhil ceremonial speech.   

Although le sojsa kupau follows the pattern that Brody (1986) has described for 

refrains in general – that of marking transition points in the text, it also occurs much more 

frequently in this text.  In addition to occurring at transition points (lines 11, 83, 90), Pap 

La's also uses this phrase to fill out the rhythmic structure of a stanza or as a sort of well-

formed hesitation (line 49 together with line 48, line 106, 131, 139, 167) as the b'aal vatz 
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tiixh formulates the poetic tie between the previous and upcoming related lines (note the 

absence of other hesitation or discourse markers which are considered to be not well-

formed, like inya and eh which are found frequently in non-ritual Ixhil speech).  

Additionally, often paired with le sojsa kupau but also occurring alone as a refrain itself 

is the lexical item siple or alternately posiple (Ixhil speakers were not able to differentiate 

meaning or contexts of use for the two) which often occurs with a vocative referring to 

God.  Siple or posiple occurs regularly throughout the text, at times filling in the rhythmic 

structure of a line or a section and providing variation. 

A more complex form of discourse level parallelism which pervades the text is 

based on the basic syntactic structure of the first person plural inflected transitive verb 

kujaj ‘we ask for’ followed by an object which is comprised of any of a set of key lexical 

items that all pertain to same semantic category (lines 12, 24, 25, 92, 102, 108, 115, 116, 

132, 133, and 147).  Although these loosely parallel lines are abundant in the text, I do 

not call them refrains as the variation in the presence and absence of different aspect 

markers, vocatives, adverbs and of other elements intervening between the verb and the 

object all make the iterations of this form sufficiently different from one another as to 

constitute different elements.  However, nonetheless, the repetition of this general 

structure clearly lends cohesion to the text as a whole.  Beginning with Tuk kujaj ma'l u 

kuyb'al, Pap, ‘We will ask for forgiveness, Lord’, in line 12, we see evidence of 

discourse level parallelism of this line throughout the prayer.  The first instance of this is 

quite clear in the exactly parallel couplet in lines 24 and 25, Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al, / 

Tuk kujaj ma'l u txeechil where, with the exception of the final vocative, Pap in line 12, 
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line 24 is an exact repetition of 12 and is coupletted with line 25, varying from the 

original only through one semantically linked term (kuyb'al ‘forgiveness’ in 24 and 

txeechil ‘blessing’ in 25).   

7.  (line 12) 

Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al, Pap. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  u  kuyb'al  Pap 
INCEP  A1p-ask.for a/one  the  forgiveness Lord 
ASP  CM-TV ART:INDEF ART:DEF N  VOC 
We ask for forgiveness, Lord. 

 

8.  (lines 24 and 25) 
 
Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  u  kuyb'al 
INCEP  A1p-ask.for a/one  the  forgiveness 
ASP  CM-TV ART:INDEF ART:DEF N 
We ask for forgiveness. 

 

Tuk kujaj ma'l u txeechil. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  u  txeechil 
INCEP  A1p-ask.for a/one  the  blesing 
ASP  CM-TV ART:INDEF ART:DEF N 
We ask for blessing 

 

As can be seen in these examples and several others, this form can include the vocative, 

Pap, ‘Lord,’ either before or after the line.  Likewise, other lines may substitute the 

inceptive aspect marker tuk with the potential la which combines with the second person 

ergative marker e- to form le, as in line 108 which also adds the adverb cheel or ‘today’ 

at the end of the line or with the nu form of the incompletive aspect marker as in lines 

132 and 133.  Although the appearance of these lines changes, the underlying structure 

and the meaning are basically the same.  Additionally, examples like line 92 and line 108 
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insert manner adverbs like kamal, ‘certainly’11 and temporal adverbs like cheel, ‘today’ 

respectively, while line 147 includes a host of low content words between the verb and 

the object as well as at the end. 

9.  (line 147) 
 
Tuk kujaj ma'l vas tal kuyb'ale' ila. 
tuk  ku-jaj  ma'l  vas  tal kuyb'al-e'    ila 
INCEP  E1p-ask.for a  COM  little forgiveness-FV  there 
ASP  E1p-TV ART:INDEF PART  ADJ N-FV       PRES 
We will ask for a little forgiveness now. 

 

While these forms of the parallelism are fairly clear, the degree of parallelism 

becomes more distant but still perceptible as the verb changes and other objects are used.  

This is the case in lines 164 and 165 as la koj eb'an b'a'nil. / La koj eb'an txeechil, and 

‘may you grant favor. / May you grant blessing.’ in which the noun txeechil or ‘blessing’ 

is paired with the semantically similar b'a'nil ‘favor’ and the basic structure ASP+TV+O 

is maintained although this pair also adds the irrealis marker koj yielding a translation of 

‘and may you grant favor/May you grant blessing.’   

10. (lines 164 and 165) 

as la koj eb’an b’a’nil 
as la koj e-b’an  b’a’n-il 
and POT IRR E2p-do  ADJ-NOM 
CONJ ASP PART CM-TV ADJ-SUF 
and may you grant favor 

 
 
 
 

                                                
11 the translation of kamal is actually in doubt since speakers translate it both as ‘certainly’ and ‘maybe’  
depending on their understanding of a particular use 
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la koj eb'an txeechil 
la koj e-b’an  txeechil 
POT IRR E2p-do  blessing 
ASP PART CM-TV N 
May you grant blessing. 

 

The repetition of the basic structure ASP+TV+O, however, is not enough to justify 

calling this pair a part of discourse level parallelism, as this structure is quite common in 

Ixhil given its verb, subject, object basic word order.  Rather it is the combination of this 

clause structure plus the repetition of txeechil and the closely semantically related b'a'nil 

that justify this interpretation.  Interestingly, promoting the cohesion of the text, the line 

preceding this couplet, as la koj eloche',  repeats only the initial conjunction, aspect 

marker and adverb, but nonetheless it is enough to tie it to the following lines although 

the lack of an object makes it more distantly tied to the rest of the larger parallelism that 

runs throughout the text.   

11.  (line 163) 
 
as la koj eloche’ 
as la koj e-loch-e’ 
and POT IRR E2p-help-FV 
CONJ ASP PART CM-TV-SUF   
and may you help them. 

 

Other more closely tied manifestations again make use of the verb b'an or taq' as in line 

91, La etaq' ma'l u txeechil, Pap which is clearly tied back to the rest of the parallelism 

not only because of its ASP+TV+O structure and use of the term txeechil but also 

because of its pairing with  Kamal tuk kujaj kuyb'al, Pap, in the following line and then 

unq'a txeechile', in line 93.   
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12. (lines 91, 92, 93) 

La etaq' ma'l u txeechil, Pap. 
la et-aq’  ma’l  u  txeechil, Pap 
POT E2p-give ART:INDEF ART:DEF blessing Lord 
ASP CM-TV ART  ART  N  VOC 
Give us blessings, Lord 

 
Kamal tuk kujaj kuyb'al, Pap,  
kamal  tuk  ku-jaj  kuyb’al Pap 
certainly INCEP  E1p-ask.for forgiveness Lord 
ADV  ASP  CM-TV N  VOC 
Certainly we ask for forgiveness, Lord, 

 
unq'a txeechile',  
unq’a  txeechil-e’ 
ART:DEF.PL blessing-FV 
ART  N-SUF 
for blessings, 

 

At the end of this road of discourse level parallelisms, we find lines 140 and 141, Taq'ta 

vendicion. 

 Taq'ta txeechil.   

13.  (lines 140 and 141) 
 

Taq'ta vendicion. 
t-aq’-ta  bendición 
E3-give-IMP benidiction 
CM-TV-SUF N 
Give us a benediction. 

 
Taq’ta txeechil 
t-aq’-ta  txeechil 
E3-give-IMP blessing 
CM-TV-SUF N 
Give us a blessing. 
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Here the imperative is marked by a lack of overt aspect marker and the suffix -ta, but the 

use verb taq' which has previously been linked to the jaj and b'an constructions plus the 

repetition of txeechil and its Spanish borrowing equivalent (assimilated to Ixhil 

phonology) vendición clearly tie this couplet to the discourse level parallelism running 

throughout the text.  Thus, although the aspect marker, verb and object vary, and though 

these lines are scattered throughout the text, their semantic relatedness and syntactic 

similarities lend the text cohesion as they are repeated throughout (lines 12, 24, 25, 65, 

91, 92, 101, 102, 108, 115, 116, 121, 128, 132, 133, 140, 141, 145, 146, 147, 150, 151). 

 

The use of these discourse level parallelisms in creating cohesion in the text as a 

whole becomes particularly significant when we take into account the clear distinctions 

among sections of the prayer, which are nonetheless part of a whole.  Close examination 

of the text reveals that there is an extended segment in the middle of the text (between 

lines 26 and 83) which is markedly different from the preceding and following sections.  

To begin with, this segment contains only one of the conventionally paired semantic 

couplets that proliferate throughout the rest of the text.  Additionally, this particular pair 

of coupletted terms, kutxutx, kub'aal, ‘our mother, our father’ (lines 76 and 77), is a pair 

that is extremely common in Ixhil non-ceremonial speech as well.  This section is 

likewise not filled with conventional invocations of day names, sacred places or sacred 

entities that contribute to the highly parallel structure of prayers.   

However, the change in lines 26 through 83 is not limited to structure alone, but 

rather this section is quite different from the rest of the prayer in content as well.  While 
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the rest of the prayer invokes ancient, discursively conventionalized Ixhil history (as in 

the invocations of the animate mountains and place names in lines 135-138), this middle 

section refers to more recent Ixhil history that has only been integrated into Ixhil 

ceremonial speech over the past several years.  It is in these lines that Pap La's 

specifically recounts the history of those who died during the war, of the family 

members, and of the institutions that work on their behalf.  Thus although Pap La's still 

makes use of the basic rhetorical devices of invoking significant place names and entities, 

and although he still relies on semantically related terms to form parallelisms, the type of 

lexical items that fill these roles is quite different in this middle section of the prayer.  

The parallel lines that I have described in the preceding pages have been repeated for 

centuries.  Many of the semantically paired terms that end couplets can be found in 

textsin other Mayan languages that date back at least to the 16th century, and syntactically 

these lines are very simple.  In the innovative section, however, the semantic groupings 

of words paired in parallel lines are not those typically found in the couplets of Ixhil 

sacred language but rather are those that are used repeatedly in non-sacred retellings of 

Ixhil wartime history that through their repetition are becoming conventionalized. 

Likewise as the parallel lines between lines 26 and 83 express highly emotional, 

temporally recent and pragmatically loaded material, and the syntax of these lines is often 

more complex than their older counterparts.     

In the following section, I will show that although lines 26-83 are deeply 

embedded in this prayer and share the basic formal characteristics of Maya sacred speech, 

they represent something very different from the rest of the text both in form and in 
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content.  I find it useful here to return to the theoretical interventions of Hanks who 

stresses the integral relationship of discourse and context.  In his 1984 article on the 

Yukatek genre of sacred speech, saántiguar, Hanks claims that explaining the formal 

structure of the lines spoken is only part of the analysis that we must do to understand 

this text.  Rather, he emphasizes that structure and performance are “mutually entailing 

dimensions of the prayer, and that they must be defined relative to one another" in order 

to understand the meaningfulness of the prayer.  He goes on to say about saántiguar, "It 

is also a situated process, whose social and individual features have a determinant impact 

on paradigmatic structure" (133)  and concludes , "To overinvest in purely formal and 

typological analysis is to miss the point that saántiguar is effective in curing illness" 

(146).  Thus, to extrapolate from Hanks, to overinvest in purely formal and typological 

analysis is to miss the point that Pap La's's prayer does in fact "redignify" the dead, and in 

the integration of the story of their deaths into ceremonial speech, Pap La's's prayer also 

creates and reflects history in a particularly culturally significant way as it is being 

understood among Ixhiles.  Ceremonial speech is not the place for idle speculation among 

Ixhil speakers.  That which is expressed in prayers by the b'aal vatz tiixh whose 

professional responsibility it is to say them has real world consequences and likewise 

reflects cultural symbols and themes which resonate with Ixhil speakers.  The prayer, 

then, is also a crucial site where historical memory is being created and reflected through 

a culturally privileged form of discourse.  Pap La's's words make use of the basic 

structure and characteristics of prayer to invoke the history shared by both the living and 

the dead that has led them to this moment and that define them as a collective.     
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In this prayer, Pap La's is part of a wider process of consolidation of historical 

memory as he repeats themes often used in personal and community narratives of the war 

and contributes to the conventionalization of the pairings of particular terms which 

together have come to be symbolic of this period of history.  As such, careful analysis of 

these innovative sections of Pap La's's prayer, within the context of the wider text, are 

instructive to understanding historical memory in the Ixhil area on a larger scale.  Thus in 

addition to examining how structurally the innovative section of Pap La's's prayer is 

clearly tied to the culturally significant genre of Maya prayer, we can also critically 

engage with the particular content that Pap La's is choosing to place within this structure.  

Such an analysis allows us to see how the formal linguistic structure, the discursive 

context of prayer, and particular cultural themes are working together simultaneously in 

order to create and reflect Ixhil historical memory of the recent period of violence. 

Specifically, in keeping with the overall form of the text, the perfectly parallel 

couplets between lines 26 and 83 occur just as frequently in this section as in the rest of 

the text, appearing in lines 29 and 30, 32 and 33 (below), 76 and 77, 79 and 80.  In the 

following example, lines 32 and 33 are identical, differing only in a pair of semantically 

linked terms at the end of the lines, a', ‘water’ or ‘river’ and qootz', ‘landslide.’  Thus, 

like many other lines in the innovative section of the prayer, these lines can be described 

as tightly coupletted. 
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14.  (lines 32 and 33) 

At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj a'. 
At  b'ata' Pap kat kaa tulaj a' 
there.are well Lord COMP remain in water 
EXIS  DM VOC ASP IV PREP N 
There are those, Lord, who remained in the water. 

 

At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj qootz'. 
At  b'ata' Pap kat kaa tulaj qootz' 
there.are well Lord COMP remain in landslide 
EXIS  DM VOC ASP IV PREP N 
There are those, Lord, who remained in the landslides. 

 

 However, although it is clear that these coupletted lines conform in the strictest 

way possible to Norman's well-formedness conditions for Maya couplets (Norman, 

1980), they are immediately identifiable as different from the couplets in the more 

conventional sections of the prayer and in other examples of Maya sacred speech.  In the 

conventional sections of the prayer, parallel lines often consist of very few elements in 

each line – lines 9 and 10 (below) consist of a vocative followed by a possessed noun and 

a name; lines 14 and 15 (below) each have two nouns which refer to a place.  Even the 

more complex couplet in 132 and 133 (below) of the conventional section, Nu kujaj u 

kuyb'ale', Pap. / Nu kujaj u txeechile', ‘we ask for forgiveness, Lord/ We ask for a 

blessing,’ includes only an aspect marker and transitive verb followed by that verb's 

object and a definite article, and in line 132, a vocative – a fairly common and basic 

construction. 
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15. (lines 9 and 10) 

teche' kub'aal Paytre 
teche’  ku-b’aal Paytre 
greetings E1p-father Father 
VOC  CM-N  N 
greetings, our Lord Father 

 
teche' kub'aal Jesukristo 
teche’  ku-b’aal Jesukristo 
greetings E1p-father Jesus Christ 
VOC  CM-N  N 
greetings, our Lord Jesus Christ 

 

16. (lines 14 and 15) 

b'uuq'eb'al     kub'aal. 
b'uuq'e -b'al      ku-  b'aal 
exit      -INST    E1p- father, owner 
N- SUF  CM-N 
where our Father (the sun) comes out 

 
B'uuq'eb'al     kutxutx. 
b'uuq'e-b'al ku-  txutx 
exit    -INST E1p- mother 
N -SUF CM-N 
where our Mother (the moon) comes out 

 

17. (lines 132 and 133) 

Nu kujaj u kuyb'ale', Pap. 
nu  ku-jaj  u  kuyb’al-e’  Pap 
INCOM E1p-ask.for ART:DEF forgiveness-FV Lord 
ASP  CM-TV ART  N-SUF   VOC 
We ask for forgiveness, Lord. 

 
Nu kujaj u txeechile', 
nu  ku-jaj  u  txeechil-e’ 
INCOM E1p-ask.for ART:DEF blessing-FV 
ASP  CM-TV ART  N-SUF 
We ask for a blessing. 
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 Likewise, rather than relying on semantically linked terms whose use in sacred 

speech can be found prolifically in Townsend and Colby's texts and texts in other parts of 

the Maya world, like the Popol Vuh, the parallelisms found between lines 26 and 83 are 

generally not formed using archaic terms but rather words commonly used in 

contemporary Ixhil whose grouping reflects tendencies in Ixhil narrative as well.  

Although the analysis has often been made that features of ritual speech can also be 

found trickling down into non-ritual genres, in this case we can see that the reverse is also 

true (especially see Brody 1986 for discussion of this backward and forward movement 

and its discussion in Mayanist literature).  The conventional pairing of these terms, like 

many others in this section of the prayer, originated in personal and community narratives 

and has now found its way into ritual speech.  Although I will discuss this process in 

greater detail below, for the purposes of understanding this particular couplet, it is 

sufficient to say that certain elements of wartime experiences are coming to symbolize an 

entire period of history for Ixhiles through the repetition of personal and community 

narratives which are certainly repeated more frequently than prayers. These terms and 

pairings of terms are in a process of conventionalization which is both reflected by and 

perpetuated in Pap La's's prayer.  As such, the language used in Pap La's's prayer reflects 

wider Ixhil understandings of the war. 

Not identical but still parallel lines can be found in lines 30 and 31, 36 and 37, 38 

and 39, 42 and 43, 53 and 54 (below), 73, 74, and 75, 80 and 81.  Lines 53 and 54, 

described below, are clearly related in terms of repeated words (kamal, tuk, vet) and 

rhythmic structure, and they share the same basic grammatical structure of adverb + 
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aspect + verb + adverb, but where line 53 is formed through a transitive verb phrase, line 

54 uses an intransitive verb plus the vocative, Pap.   

18.  (lines 53 and 54) 
 
Kamal tuk max til vet tib'. 
Kamal  tuk max t-il  vet t-ib' 
certainly INCEP many E3p-see soon E3p-RFLX 
ADV  ASP PART CM-TV ADV CM-RN 
Certainly they will unite. 

 

Kamal tuk k'axo vet, Pap. 
Kamal  tuk k'axo vet Pap 
certainly INCEP pass soon Lord 
ADV  ASP IV ADV VOC 
Certainly they will pass. 

 

Additionally, lines 60, 61 and 62 (below), which invoke place names, are reminiscent of 

the invocations in the conservative section of the prayer.  However, while in lines 135-

138 in the conservative section the b'aal vatz tiixh invokes key mountain deities which 

also represent well-known place names in the Ixhil area, the place names listed in lines 

60-62 do not have such spiritual associations but rather are a few of the many well-

known massacre sites of the Ixhil area where survivors of the war live today and where 

they will bury the remains of their loved ones.  Likewise, while the invocations in the 

conservative section are syntactically simple, consisting only of a noun phrase, lines 60-

62 are syntactically complex, again consisting of an existential clause, a vocative and an 

intransitive verb phrase.  
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19.  (lines 60-62) 

Ati ta', Pap, b'en tu Salch'il. 
At-i  ta' Pap b'en tu Salch'il 
there.are-FV FOC Lord go to Salch'il 
EXIS-FV PART VOC IV PREP N 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Salquil. 

 
Ati ta', Pap, b'en Viijolom. 
At-i  ta' Pap b'en Viijolom 
there.are-FV FOC Lord go Viijolom 
EXIS-FV PART VOC IV N 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Viijolom. 

 

Ati ta', Pap, posiple b'en Xeeqootz'. 
At-i  Pap posiple  b'en Xeeqootz' 
there.are-FV Lord mercy  go Xeeqootz' 
EXIS-FV VOC N  IV N 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Xeeqootz'. 

By situating these place names which are simultaneously massacre sites and the towns in 

which the dead will now be buried within the framework of highly parallel lines in 

ceremonial prayer, the b'aal vatz tiixh locates them within a larger trajectory of Ixhil 

sacred history.  In beginning these lines with the fronted existential clause Ati ta', ‘there 

are those,’ Pap La's likewise maintains the focus of this prayer on those who have died, 

as it is they who are creating the history of these places. 

 Additionally, just as the previous section of this prayer is tightly bound together 

through what I have called discourse level parallelisms, the same can be said for this 

section.  I note two main types of discourse level parallelism used in this section of the 

prayer.  The first type is most readily recognizable through the repetition of the root txum  

‘sad,’ occurring as it does in lines 28, 38, 45, 47, 50 (below), 68 (below), 71, and 82.  

Notably, in three instances (lines 28, 38, and 71) forms of txum occur in the same line as 
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ch'o’j meaning ‘conflict,’ although in recent years, ch’o’j has come to be used almost 

exclusively to refer to the violence of the late 1970s, 80s and 90s.  Likewise, with the 

exception of line 82, all the remaining instances of forms of txum are paired with forms 

of the verb toq', ‘to cry’ (lines 45, 46 and 47; 50 and 51 and 68 and 69).  Although none 

of these lines are identical, the grouped lines are all loosely parallel.   

20.  (lines 50 and 51) 
 
Nu kutxumune’ ta’  
Nu  ku-txumun-e'  ta' Pap 
INCOM E1p-be.sad-FV FOC Lord 
ASP  CM-IV-FV  PART VOC 
We are sad. 

 

kamal ni toq’e’ ta’, Pap. 
kamal  ni  t-oq'-e'  ta' Pap 
perhaps INCOM E3p-cry-FV FOC Lord 
ADV  ASP  CM-IV-FV PART VOC 
Perhaps they are crying, Lord. 

 

21.  (lines 68 and 69) 
 
Ate' ta' ni txumune'. 
At-e'  ta' ni  txumun-e' 
there.are-FV FOC INCOMP be.sad-FV 
EXIS-SUF PART ASP  IC-SUF 
There are those who are sad. 

 
Ate' ta', Pap, ni toq'e'. 
At-e'  ta' Pap ni  t-oq'-e' 
there.are-FV FOC Lord INCOMP E3p-cry-FV 
EXIS-SUF PART VOC ASP  CM-TV-SUF 
There are those, Lord, who cry. 

 

Additionally, just as in a narrow sense ch'o’j has come to be interpreted by Ixhil speakers 

as almost exclusively referring to the recent period of violence, likewise in a more 

general way, virtually every personal or community narrative told in Ixhil includes the 
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line nun txumune'  ‘I was sad,’ and often nun voq'e' ‘I was crying,’12 most often 

coupletted and highlighted through extremely stylized language characterized by 

elongated vowels in verbs, a rise in pitch and distinct pitch contour over the entire 

couplet, and emphatic repetition.  Unlike the genre of narrative, ceremonial speech does 

not make use of these particular prosodic features, but nonetheless, there is clear 

continuity between the repeated use and pairings of txum, oq' and ch’o’j in both narrative 

and ritual speech. 

In addition to the repetition of the root txum, particularly as it is grouped with 

ch’o’j and toq', lines 68 and 69 can also be characterized as part of another discourse 

level parallelism – the repetition of the at cleft construction (lines 29-35, 58- 63, 68, 69).  

The repeated use of these at constructions is particularly noteworthy given the syntactic 

simplicity of the rest of the prayer. In fact, of the non-innovative sections of the prayer, 

only lines 122 and 123 could be interpreted as a sentence with two clauses, although the 

frequent deletion of the relativizer in Ixhil and the established pattern of simple sentences 

in this prayer make it ambiguous as to if these two lines are actually two separate 

sentences.  The innovative section of the prayer, however, is quite different.  The at 

discourse level parallelism is not defined by identical syntax in all of its manifestations.  

In fact, the alternation of transitive and intransitive verbs is a form of creative artistry 

used by Pap La's to create beauty in his prayer through regular variation.  The at 

discourse level parallelism is defined by lines opening with some form of the existential 

                                                
12 The temporality of the incompletive marker nun or ni is determined through context – in narratives about 
the violence speakers are almost always referring to the past when they use these clauses (I was sad), but in 
Pap La's's prayer, the context indicates an interpretation of the present (the bones are sad). 
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at (except for line 31 which includes the vocative Pap before at) followed by the 

discourse marker ta' or b'ata (Ixhil speakers generally translate b'ata  as pues in Spanish 

or, ‘well.’ They usually will not translate ta' although it is used in the same or similar 

contexts, and elsewhere I have glossed it as an emphatic.).  The at clause is usually 

followed by the vocative Pap, ‘Lord,’ which is followed by a relative clause modifying 

the head of the at clause, giving the translation ‘There are those, Lord, who…’ 

While the use of existential clauses is common in ordinary Ixhil speech, it is rare 

in sacred speech.  Additionally, this particular use, which highlights an entity for which 

the third person absolutive null head of the existential clause and the subject of a 

subsequent clause are co-referential, is quite marked.  It is this markedness of the 

syntactic construction that contributes to the highlighting function of these lines.  

Although it is not lexically mentioned in any of the lines with at constructions, the 

referent for these markers is kamnaje', ‘the dead’ who are explicitly identified only in line 

26. 

Other examples of this particular discourse level parallelism reveal even more 

complex processes of highlighting, and in this complexity, we can see perhaps one of the 

clearest examples in this prayer of where the linguistic form, the discursive setting and 

the process of creation and reflection of cultural meaning are mutually entailing.  The 

first use of the at parallelism is also the most complex and occurs in coupletted form in 

lines 29 and 30, Ati ta' pap toq'el kat b'anaxi. / Ati ta' pap jub'amal kat b'anaxi.   Each of 

these sentences consists of three clauses.  These lines can be understood in the following 

way, 
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22. (lines 29 and 30) 
 
Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
toq'        -el  kat b'an  -ax -i   
kill.by.cutting –PCPL  COMP do    -PAS -FV 
TV        -SUF    ASP   TV   -SUF -FV 
cutting them was done to them. 

 

Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 
jub'a -mal kat b'an  -ax -i  
shoot -PCPL  COMP do    -PAS -FV   
TV-SUF   ASP   TV   -SUF -FV  
shooting them was done to them 

 

Both clauses in each of these sentences represent highly marked constructions 

which together go to extraordinary syntactic lengths to use Ixhil's grammatical resources 

to their fullest extent in order to emphasize particular information.  Basic word order in 

Ixhil is verb, subject, object – that is, VSO is the most syntactically basic (though not 

always the most common) and pragmatically least marked configuration of arguments in 

any Ixhil clause.  However, if a speaker wishes to either highlight or de-emphasize 

particular information, subjects or objects can be moved to initial position in the sentence 

or they can be omitted, and in addition to this change in word order, many of these 

constructions require changes in voice as well.  However, the communicative work that 
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Pap La's accomplishes in lines 29 and 30 is much more complex – this particular 

configuration of clauses emphasizes neither the agent nor the patient but rather an action 

without de-emphasizing the patient.  That is, Pap La's highlights the cutting and the 

shooting while at the same time maintaining focus on those who were the victims of this 

action – the dead mentioned previously in line 26 and represented here through a zero 

marker.  While subjects and objects are relatively easy to highlight in Ixhil through 

moving these participants to the front of a clause and/or through the use of voice 

constructions, highlighting an action is a more complex syntactic process.  In order to 

draw listeners' attention to the cutting and the shooting, Pap La's must make them into 

participles, toq’el and jub’amal respectively, which he uses as verbal nouns which are the 

subjects of the passivized verbs that follow (kat b'anaxi).  Furthermore, if there was any 

doubt as to his communicative intent of emphasizing these actions, Pap La's pauses after 

the vocative, Pap, and dramatically stresses the first syllable of both toq'el and jub'amal.   

At the same time, the victims of this violence maintain a place of prominence in 

this couplet.  The dead for whom Pap La's prays are the referent for the zero markers in 

these clauses.  Although they are not mentioned lexically, they are syntactically 

prominent through the at existential clauses.  This syntactic process serves to highlight 

the dead who are also pragmatically important in this communicative event. 

In considering particular syntactic choices made by a speaker, there are a number 

of possibilities.  First, a construction may be chosen by a speaker because it is 

syntactically the most basic way of expressing the intended meaning.  However, as we 

have discussed, the basic word order for Ixhil is verb-subject-object, and the complicated 
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constructions in lines 29 and 30 depart sharply from this model.  Furthermore, rather than 

an active verbal clause, Pap La’s’s language presents an existential followed by a verbal 

noun as an argument, followed by a passive verb.  Thus in this construction the verbal 

nouns are now fronted in the clauses, typical of Ixhil focus constructions.  Second, the 

choice of a particular construction can be motivated by the information structure of the 

discourse.  That is, a particular element in the sentence may be given a place of syntactic 

prominence in order to facilitate the listener's processing of the information.  Certain 

elements of a sentence can be moved to the front or to the end of a sentence if doing so 

will help to avoid confusion on the part of the listener.  This is not the case in lines 29 

and 30.  There was no possibility of backgrounded information having been forgotten nor 

was complex and unwieldy information moved for easier understanding.  On the 

contrary, these lines seem designed to disrupt the flow of information and refocus the 

listener's intention.  Pap La's's intent in choosing this particular construction is pragmatic.  

This interruption of the highly rhythmic groupings of short lines of the previous section 

draws the listener to a dramatic center of this prayer that is intensely powerful and 

emotional.  As Pap La's becomes more emotionally involved in the story that he is telling, 

he pulls his potential listeners along with him, drawing their attention to the cutting and 

the shooting that was responsible for the death of the murdered family members.  He also 

implicitly evokes a theme common in other Ixhil discourses about the war in which a 

common phrase is ‘jit ch'o'm kat b'anon,’ or, ‘it wasn't sickness that did it,’ which is 

usually then followed by some representation of the genocide, most often focusing sol or 

‘soldier’ as the focused agent of either yatz' or b'an ‘killing’ or ‘doing’ (this is discussed 
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further in Chapter Three).  While in narrative texts such constructions are contrastively 

focused and therefor heavily emphasized, Pap La's employs a larger poetic structure as 

these lines are part of a larger set of parallelisms which implicitly rather than explicitly 

evokes the contrast of sickness or other natural causes of death thereby drawing further 

emphasis to the cutting and shooting that were these violent deaths for which perpetrators 

are readily identifiable (the soldiers). 

 Lines 29 and 30 are notable for their extraordinary use of Ixhil grammatical 

resources to eloquently express pragmatically complex and emotionally charged content 

that is key to what Pap La's wants to communicate about the dead and therefore key to his 

representation of historical memory.  Equally noteworthy is that this couplet is followed 

by a set of four lines including one exactly parallel couplet and two closely linked single 

lines that are clearly all related to lines 29 and 30. Although the syntax of lines 31, 32, 33 

(below), and 34/35 (below) is related to that of lines 29 and 30, it is decidedly simpler.  In 

these lines the at clause is basically the same as in lines 29 and 30, and it is followed by 

only one relative clause and a prepositional phrase instead of the verbal noun which 

follows the at clause and precedes the passive verb in lines 29 and 30.  This syntactic 

difference is a result of the difference in the class of the verb root expressing the action.  

Here, where Pap La's discusses “burning” and "remaining" he makes use of verbs which 

are root intransitives and thus the possibility of expressing them in verbal noun form as 

he did with the transitive verbs meaning ‘to shoot’ and ‘to cut’ is not an option.  Rather, 

he expresses these actions with inflected intransitive verbs in the active voice and 

modified by prepositional phrases which help to fill out the rhythmic structure that ties 
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these lines more closely to the preceding couplet.  See below for an analysis of lines 31, 

32 and 33 for example, 

23.  (lines 31, 32 and 33) 

Pap, ati b'ata, Pap, 
Pap at-i    Ø b'ata      
Lord there.are-FV   A3p FOC    
VOC EXIS       CM FOC    
Lord, there are those 

 
kat tz'ei tu xamal. 
kat  tz'ei Ø tu xamal 
COMP  burn A3p in fire 
ASP  IV CM PREP N 
who burned in the fire. 

 
At b'ata', Pap, 
at        Ø b'ata'    Pap  
there.are -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
kat kaa tulaj a'. 
kat  kaa Ø tulaj a' 
COMP  remain A3p in water 
ASP  IV CM PREP N 
who remained in the water. 

 

At b'ata', Pap, 
at        Ø b'ata'    Pap  
there.are -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
kat kaa tulaj qootz’. 
kat  kaa Ø tulaj qootz' 
COMP  remain A3p in landslide 
ASP  IV CM PREP N 
who remained in the landslides. 
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Thus we can see that lines 32 and 33 are exactly parallel, the only difference in these 

lines being line 33's use of qootz' instead of a' as in line 32, and notably, the ‘landslides’ 

and the ‘rivers’ or ‘water’ that these lines refer to can be seen as closely semantically 

linked. 

In lines 34/35, Pap La's's construction falters slightly.  Although it is impossible to 

know with certainty, it would seem that he uses posiple taa as a sort of well-formed 

hesitation marker which precedes his repair at the end of line 34/beginning of line 35.  In 

composing these highly innovative, highly complex parallel structures, Pap La's falters 

briefly as he switches back to a transitive verb but one which is now negated. His final 

construction is a passivized form of the verb meaning ‘to bury’ which continues his 

highlighting of the dead.  Below is the analysis of lines 34/35 without the repair which in 

the original occurs on the verb mojax: 

24. (line 34/5) 
 
At b'ata, Pap, posiple taa 
at  b'ata Pap posiple  taa 
there.is  DM Lord mercy  DM 
EXIS  DM VOC N  DM 
There are those, Lord, mercy 

 

va ye kat mojax chas ib'ajil. 
va ye kat  muj-ax  Ø chas  i-b'aj-il 
that no COMP  bury-PAS A3p COM  E3p-bone-POS 
REL PAR ASP  TV-SUF A3p COM  CM-N-SUF 
that their bones were not buried. 

 
By detransitivizing the verb muj ‘to bury,’ Pap La's maintains the same basic sentence 

structure, with a third person absolutive zero marker indicating the same "they" subject as 

in lines 27-33 (again this "they" refers to the dead of line 26).  To further clarify and to 
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retain parallelism with the final prepositional phrase of lines 31-33, Pap La's adds the 

phrase chas ib'ajil, ‘their bones.’  

 Thus, although there is variation in this segment between lines 29 and 35, there is 

also a great deal of underlying similarity in syntactic structure.  The following schematic 

represents this variation and similarity. 

29.      [EXIS-FV CM DM VOC]  [TV-PAR CM  ASP TV-PAS-FV CM] 

30.     [EXIS-FV CM DM VOC]  [TV-PAR CM  ASP TV-PAS-FV CM] 

31.      [VOC EXIS CM DM]       [ASP IV-FV CM PREP N] 

32.      [EXIS CM DM VOC]     [ASP IV CM PREP N] 

33.      [EXIS CM DM VOC]     [ASP IV CM PREP N] 

34/35.[EXIS CM DM VOC]    [NEG ASP TV-PAS CM COMPOS-N-SUF] 
 

Thus we can see that the syntactic structure of some of these lines is exactly the same 

(lines 29 and 30, 32 and 33), but all of the lines in this section represent a discourse level 

parallelism which we can describe syntactically.  The structure of the at discourse level 

parallelism that is used in lines 31-35 is used again in line 44, though without either the 

discourse marker ta' or b'ata, and again, lines 58-63 introduce the next stretch of at lines, 

all beginning with At ta', Pap and a relative clause.   

 In addition to the highly productive syntactic features that create parallelisms in 

the innovative section of this prayer, the semantic groupings that characterize the 

parallelisms throughout this prayer are highly meaningful in the creation of Ixhil 

historical memory.  Returning again to lines 31-33 whose syntactic structure we have just 

analyzed as being particularly designed to highlight both the victims and the actions 

described in these lines, we can see that the parallelism in these three lines is also being 
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created through a meaningful semantic grouping of terms.  Grammatically, all three of 

these lines end in a prepositional phrase, the objects of which are different but 

semantically related terms, xamal / a' / qootz' ‘fire / water (rivers) / landslides.’  In Ixhil 

narratives of war, the theme of the burning of people, animals or homes is quite 

prominent.  Almost without fail, all personal and community narratives will include a 

story of burning (see chapters 3 and 4).  Additionally, although the Army's disposal of 

bodies of loved ones in rivers is not so common that it can be seen as a uniting theme in 

Ixhil war narratives, as burning is, this historical fact does mark Ixhil landscapes. When 

travelling and crossing a river, it is quite common for Ixhiles to recount when the water 

was full of bodies or when children were thrown from ledges or bridges into rivers below.   

 Likewise, as I have already discussed, Pap La's alludes to both religious 

invocations of sacred places and mountain deities as he lists three villages where the dead 

will be taken in lines 60-62.   

60 Ati ta', Pap, b'en tu Salch'il. 
61 Ati ta', Pap, b'en Viijolom. 
62 Ate' ta', Pap, posiple, b'en Xeeqootz' 

There are those, Lord, who will go to Salquil. 
There are those, Lord, who will go to Viijolom. 
There are those, Lord, mercy, who will go to 
Xeeqootz'. 

 

While the mountain deities of lines 135-138 are prominent actors in traditional Ixhil 

religious histories, so too are the place names of lines 60-62 significant in the history of 

the ancestors who have recently died and will now be taken to these places for burial. 

Lines 73-81 introduce a final section of parallel lines that are particularly 

interesting, especially in light of Ixhil discourse practices when referring to the war in 

other genres.   
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73 Kat q'aave'. 
74 Kat kame' ta', Pap. 
75 Kat jub'ale' ta' 
76 kutxutx 
77 kub'aal. 
78 Pero ye'l vas toksa'm. 
79 Ye'l chas txu'ixi'. 
80 Ye'l chas tatza'm. 
81 Ye'l itx'ix. 

They returned13. 
They died, Lord. 
They were shot 
our Mother/mothers 
our Father/fathers 
But they had no clothes. 
They had no blankets. 
They had no salt. 
They had no food. 

 

In the following section I present Pap La's's uses alongside a few examples from other 

Ixhil discourse genres. 

kutxutx kub'aal 

Initially lines 73, 74 and 75 are nearly exactly parallel, alternating q'aave' ‘return’ 

(as in from life to death, it was explained to me), kame' ‘die’ and jub'ale' ‘shoot,’ but 

whereas the verbs q'aave' and kame' are intransitive verbs in active sentences with third 

person plural absolutive subjects expressed through a null marker, the verb jub'ale'  in 

line 75 is a passive form.  

25. (lines 73-77) 
 
Kat q'aave'. 
kat q'aav-e' 
COMP return-FV 
ASP IV-SUF  
They came back (to death after life) 
 
Kat kame' ta', Pap. 
kat kam-e'  ta'  Pap 
COMP die-FV  EMPH  Lord 
ASP IV-SUF PART  VOC 
They died, Lord. 

                                                
13 Miguel Guzaro Raymundo offers the interpretation that they returned to death after having been born as 
necessary to complete the translation. 
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Kat jub'ale' ta' 
Kat  jub'a-l   -e'  ta' 
COMP  shoot-PAS-FV    EMPH 
ASP  TV-SUF-SUF  PART 
They were shot 

 
kutxutx 
ku- txutx 
E1p-mother 
CM-N 
our mother, 

 
kub'aal. 
ku-  b'aal 
E1p- father 
CM-N 
our father. 

 

It is de-transitivized such that only absolutive subjects are expressed in these lines.  

Likewise, whereas lines 73 and 74 are each complete sentences, line 75 begins a sentence 

which ends in lines 76 and 77 kutxutx/kub'aal.  Lines 76 and 77 are notably ambiguous as 

syntactically they could be understood either as the lexical expressions of subjects of the 

verb in line 75, or the subject of jub'al  could be represented only by the third person 

plural absolutive zero marker after the verb, in which case kutxutx/kub'aal would be 

vocatives. There are arguments from Ixhil discourse patterns for both interpretations such 

that these lines may be purposefully ambiguous.  As in previous examples, here too Pap 

La's alludes to both Ixhil religious traditions and to Ixhil practices in narrating the war – 

speech practices which themselves are not entirely distinct.  In Ixhil prayers, as in the 

ceremonial speech of other Mayan languages, it is quite common to invoke God or the 

ancestors using the conventionalized couplet, ‘our mother/our father.’  In fact, examples 
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of this occur in lines 14 and 15, 88 and 89 as well as in line 125.  However, such pairings 

of familial terms are common in Ixhil storytelling as well, particularly those about the 

war.  In these cases kutxutx kub'aal can refer to recently deceased ancestors.  As such, 

Ixhiles often recount that a disproportional number of older people died during the war 

due to the large number of Ixhiles who were forced to live as refugees for extended 

periods of time.  In personal narratives many Ixhiles recount losing their parents in 

particular but other family members as well during the war, and in community narratives, 

many also recount losing ‘our mothers and our fathers’ as a way to refer to the vastness 

and all inclusive collective of people who died during the war.   

This usage is often common in political speech given the highly symbolic value of 

these paired terms.  During a Caminata de Víctimas, a protest march in which many 

community organizations from throughout the Ixhil area marched through the streets of 

Nebaj and ended in a rally in the central park, the opening speaker used this couplet 

strategically in a way that would not be mistaken by Ixhil speakers.   

Porque ootzimal qa'n va kat kaa kutxutx 
kub'aal tulaj txakab'en ta'n naj kat itilon 
naj.  Kat isojsa naj kuk'u'l.  Kat kaai kaayil 
qesla chaj kutxutx kub'aal.  Kat iyatz' kan 
naj tulaj jul. 

Because we well know that our mothers 
and our fathers remained in the mountains 
because they chased us out.  We were like 
crazy people.  Our grandmothers and 
grandfathers remained.  They left them 
murdered in pits. 

 

The Caminata de Víctimas was an event organized to serve two interrelated 

functions.  On the one hand participants wanted to publicize the deaths of their loved 

ones as they have on many occasions before.  The act of publicly telling the story of those 

who have died and of making them present in Nebaj's public life is important to family 
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members as a political act.  On the other hand, though, the Caminata occurred weeks 

before national elections of 2007 in which Alvaro Colom was running a tight race with 

Otto Pérez Molina, a former Army general who had overseen some of the worst violence 

in the Ixhil area, a fact that many Ixhiles still remember personally.  Thus the Caminata 

and the speeches in the park concluding the march were also an attempt to remind 

Nebajenses of the history that Pérez Molina represents and thus dissuade them from 

voting for him regardless of what other political incentives they might have had (Pérez 

Molina's campaign offered much in the way of promised economic incentives for 

supporters).  Although the speaker does not mention Pérez Molina or the violence of the 

1980s by name, the dual meaning of this anti-campaign speech is clear, in part through 

his use of symbolic language like kutxutx/kub'aal which, in this context, instantly brings 

to mind an entire history that is perceived as shared by most Ixhiles.  The speaker refers 

to the violence in terms that are immediately familiar to Ixhil speakers and that resonate 

deeply with Pap La's's prayer. Here, just as they do in Pap La's's speech, kutxutx/kub'aal 

refers generally to all the loved ones who were killed as does qesla chaj kutxutx/kub'aal  

(‘our grandmothers and grandfathers’), but these terms also resonate with ceremonial 

speech in general which uses this couplet to invoke all the ancestors and God.   

Adding weight to the interpretation of kutxutx/kub'aal also referring to the 

wartime dead in Pap La's's prayer is the grouping of four lines that follows (78-81):  

78 Pero ye'l vas toksa'm. 
79 Ye'l chas txu'ixi'. 
80 Ye'l chas tatza'm. 
81 Ye'l itx'ix. 

But they had no clothes. 
They had no blankets. 
They had no salt. 
They had no food. 
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The paired lexical items in these lines, toksa'm ‘clothing’ and txu'xi'  ‘blanket,’ along 

with tatz'am ‘their salt’ and itx'ix  ‘their food’ are not only semantically related, they have 

also become highly symbolic and are often grouped in this way in Ixhil storytelling as 

well.  Although I will examine these pairings in detail below, in the context of identifying 

kutxutx, kub'aal as a significant pair not only in ceremonial speech but in wider 

discourses about the war, it is important to note that clothing and blankets, salt and food 

are among the most notable motifs that occur in virtually every Ixhil retelling of the war 

such that to talk of not having salt has become metonymic for the experience of 

deprivation during the war.   

kaa  

Also in the Caminata  speech, we can see the repeated use of the intransitive verb, 

kaa , ‘to remain,’ is common in Pap La's's prayer to refer to the sad state of the dead who 

remained in the mountains without proper burial (lines 32, 33, 27, 28, 59).  

Porque ootzimal qa'n va kat kaa kutxutx 
kub'aal tulaj txakab'en ta'n naj kat itilon 
naj.  Kat isojsa naj kuk'u'l.  Kat kaai kaayil 
qesla chaj kutxutx kub'aal.  Kat iyatz' kan 
naj tulaj jul. 

Because we well know that our mothers 
and our fathers remained in the mountains 
because he chased us out.  We were like 
crazy people.  Our grandmothers and 
grandfathers  remained.  They left them 
murdered in pits. 

 

This use of the verb kaa or its directional form kan (lines 28, 44, 59) is common 

in personal narratives of Ixhil speakers to refer to burned clothing that once 

burned remained forever where it was or assassinated loved ones who likewise 

remained forever where they died.  In the following fragment by Cecilia Matom 

Ramírez, she describes the death of her father. 
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Kam unb'aal ta'n sol.  U sol yatzon unb'aal.  
Ijub'aa ta'n tiiro.  Kamik kan tu ch’o’j. 

My father died because of the soldiers.  
The soldier killed my father.  He shot him.  
He was left dead in the war. 

 

And again, María Cedillo Matom describes how her family lost all of their earthly 

possessions, particularly their cornfield and clothes. 

Kaa vet u qetz tzitzi.  Nimal qetz. Kaa tu 
ko’m.  Kat kuxh tz’e vete’ qoksam. 

Our things remained there.  So many of our 
things.  They were left in the aldea.  Our 
clothes burned up. 

 
Thus when Pap La's uses kaa and/or kan in the coupletted lines 27 and 28 (below), 32 

and 33 (below), in line 44 and as the base of line 59 he is echoing a usage of this 

itransitive verb and directional that is commonly used in other Ixhil genres to talk about 

the war. 

24 Tuk kujaj ma'l u kuyb'al, 
25 tuk kujaj ma'l u txeechil  
26 tii' chas kamnaje', Pap 
27 vee kat kai kan, Pap. 
28 Txumleb'ale' kat kai kan tu ch’o’j. 
29 Ati ta', Pap, toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
30 Ati ta', Pap, jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 
31 Pap at b'ata' kat tz'ei tu xamal. 
32 At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj a'. 
33 At b'ata', Pap, kat kaa tulaj qootz'. 

We will ask for forgiveness, 
we will ask for blessing 
for the dead, Lord 
who have remained, Lord. 
What sadness that they have remained from the war. 
There are those, Lord, who were cut. 
There are those, Lord, who were shot. 
Lord, there are those who burned in the fire. 
There are those, Lord, who remained in the water. 
There are those, Lord, who remained in the 
landslide. 

 

atz'am 

 Another theme that is particularly noteworthy in Pap La's's speech because it is so 

strikingly an allusion to more widely circulating Ixhil discourses about the war is his 

reference to salt, atz'am, which he pairs in coupletted form with tx'ix, ‘food’ (line 80 and 

81).  This particular allusion to the lack of salt is an essentially local phenomenon that as 
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far as I know is unique to Ixhil discourses about the war.  Although not all Ixhiles lived 

as refugees, a vast majority of them spent at least some time hiding in the mountains of 

the area.  Thousands of Ixhiles spent as many as 15 years in the mountains outside 

Chajul, many of them as part of the Comunidades de Población en Resistencia (CPRs).  

Although specific disputes and divisions are rooted in the refugee experience (notably 

competing claims to land after the Army deeded property of refugees who were not able 

to return for several years to other people), there is still undoubtedly a way in which 

collective memory in the Ixhil area is tied to life as a refugee.  The repeated use of the 

theme of lack of salt during the war is one such manifestation.  Severe physical suffering, 

illness and even death due to lack of salt was a common experience for those who spent 

sustained time as refugees, particularly during the late 1980s and early 1990s when the 

Army cordoned off entire areas in the mountains so that supplies and people could not 

move freely from one area to another.  Therefore, Pap La's's allusion to salt can again be 

seen as indexing more widely circulating discourses in the Ixhil area. 

In a project that I was recently involved with to document the history of the CPRs 

in order to generate materials for CPR classrooms where thousands of Ixhils still study, I 

accompanied don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo, a former leader of this organization as well 

as the current community liaison for the Victims’ Movement.  For one particular 

interview, a relatively large group of around twenty people came together to contribute 

their own histories for the book.  In order to open the meeting, don Miguel, the 

community leaders of Ak' Amaq'txe'l, and I first spoke seriously about the nature of our 

participation in this project.  Following this, don Juan López Corio began a long speech 
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recounting the community's history and his own personal history.  During his story, don 

Miguel interrupted only to clarify points.  When don Juan finished, don Miguel asked his 

first question of the interview, 

Y ma’t ile’ kuchostie’.  Kuanto ye’lik veti 
tatz’am, kam nik ib’an vete’ kuanto ni 
tichb’une’?  B’oo tale’ tichub’al tuk unq’a 
talintxae’?  Kam ne b’an vete’ kuanto ye’l 
atz’am ati?  

And another thing that we wanted to ask 
you.  When you all didn't have salt, what 
did you do when you ate?  What did you do 
for food for the children?  How did you do 
it when there was no salt? 

 
Don Juan Ceto Cobo responded, 
 
Pes uve nu kub’ane’ kam koj la qulb'e' ae 
yexh kam nu kuxh kub’an vete kuxhe’. 
Como ye’l atz’am ati, ye’l tatz’mil nu 
kub’an vete o sea kuxh at chan chit 
kutalintxa kuxh ni qoksa chaj kuko’m 
como ma’t itzok chak u naj, pes ma’t kuxh 
kuchukchaj itzaj pes casi kat kuxh txipu 
chan vete’ kat kuxh q’ichb’uj chan vete’ 
tuk chas kutalintxae’.  Ye’l tatz’mil ati..... 
La kuchuk chaj kusalida.  La b’en chan o’ 
b’oj.  Achite’ ta’ ye’ la uchi como jub’el o’ 
ta’n naj ech u suprimiento kat qila tuk chas 
kutalintxae’.  Mamala yab’il kat okat.  At 
uxhchil b’aj, tiro kat b’anun.  Aq’a b’a’y 
kat yatzon vete. Ya no hay modo porque 
ta’n ye’l vet tx’ix ati.  Ooko q’eay q’a okoo 
ye’ ni q’aq’ome’.  Okoo ye’ ni q’oksa 
kuko’m. Q’otzalu chite’ kam nu kub’ane’.  
Lo que pasa que naj chite...??... aya’l o’ 
tiempo kat kub’an aguantar, o sea u 
suprimiento. 

Well what we did, there wasn't anything 
else we could do.  Since there wasn't salt, 
they didn't have any salt, even though they 
were our children and we planted our 
cornfields, the soldiers cut it down.  Well, 
we would look for greens to cook and eat 
with our children. But there was no 
salt….We tried to find a way out, to go for 
a while, but there was nothing we could do 
since they had closed us in.  That is the 
suffering that we went through with our 
children.  So much sickness came to us.  
There are people, see, that bullets killed 
them.  Others, hunger killed them.  There 
wasn't any other way because there was no 
food.  It's not that we were lazy or didn't 
work.  It's not that we didn't plant our 
cornfields.  We always know what we're 
doing.  What happened was the 
soldiers…we had to withstand these times 
for so long, that suffering. 

  
Interestingly, although he doesn't do so in coupletted or parallel form as Pap La's did, don 

Juan clearly pairs salt, atz'am and food, particularly corn food, tx'ix in his answer to don 

Miguel's question.  And it is this lack of food and salt that killed so many of their children 

regardless of how hard parents worked to provide for them.  Notably as well, don Juan 
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does something rhetorically that is fairly common in Ixhil reflections on their wartime 

history.  He highlights the fact that the soldier's bullets are what killed some people while 

the hunger brought by the soldiers killed others.  At uxhchil b’aj, tiro kat b’anun.  Aq’a 

b’a’y kat yatzon vete. ‘There are people, see, that bullets killed them.  Others, hunger 

killed them.’ Significantly, these lines of don Juan's bear remarkable similarity to lines 29 

and 30 in Pap La's's prayer, Ati ta', Pap, toq'el kat b'anaxi./Ati ta', Pap, jub'amal kat 

b'anaxi.  ‘There are those, Lord, who were cut.  There are those, Lord, who were shot.’  

Pap La's and don Juan do not know each other.  They live quite far apart (the current CPR 

communities are, for the most part, over 10 hours by bus from Nebaj) and they were born 

and raised in different Ixhil towns. Nonetheless, they share a set of discursive practices 

for talking about the war.  What's more, both Pap La's's and don Juan's texts echo Ixhil 

personal narratives about the war.  Nan Luz is an older woman who was widowed during 

the war and currently lives in the municipal head of Nebaj.  She did not participate in the 

CPRs, does not know don Juan or Pap La's, does not participate in formal politics, and in 

many ways has a personal history that is quite different from these two men.  However, in 

narrating to me the death of her husband during the war, she recalls, Jit ch'o'm kat b'anon. 

Elq'amal kuxh kat b'anaxi. ‘It wasn’t sickness that did it.  They kidnapped him 

(Kidnapping was done to him).’ 

26. 
 
Jit ch'o'm kat b'anon. 
jit ch'o'm  kat b'an-on 
NEG sickness    COMP TV:do-AF 
It's not sickness that did it. 
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elq'amal kuxh kat  b'anaxi 
elq'a-mal  kuxh kat b'an-ax-i 
TV:steal-PCPL only COMP do-PAS-FV 
They kidnapped him. (Kidnapping was done to him.) 

 

 Thus we can see that although the contrastive nature of the emphasis in both Pap La's's 

text and don Juan's text is not immediately apparent, the larger context in which 

sentences like the one from Nan Luz's narrative are common such that the structure of 

participial + passive (as in elq'amal kuxh kat b'anaxi or toq'el kat b'anaxi) or noun + 

agent focus (tiiro kat b'anon or sol kat yatz'on) evoke for listeners an underlying 

contrastive focus.  The message is that it was not natural causes that led to the deaths of 

loved ones (in Chapter 4, one speaker hypothesizes about the reasons for this discursive 

feature as a part of his own speech).  Thus we can derive continuity between Pap La's's 

prayer and other non-scared Ixhil telling of wartime history across genres and geographic 

areas, and we can also better understand an implied contrastive focus in the violence of 

the soldiers causing deaths as opposed to sickness, or as don Juan suggests, laziness or 

ineptitude. 

A little later on in the interview, don Juan López Corio continues the theme of salt 

begun by don Juan Ceto Cobo 

 
Eche ve kat tal ma’l u pape’, b’oo atz’ame’ 
ye ni q’ili vatz durante tiempo chukax inya 
porma at mal u a’ chii ve ve ni tatz’am 
chan tul chanu aeva taamb’imal pero al 
mismo tiempo, ni taq’ ku naj emoscada tzi 
a’ naj ye ni kulunu xole’ yatz naj.  Casi 
nimal o’ kumoole’ ve eli vida tzi kuxhu 
a’e’ la q’alchaj 

Like the other man said, we didn't even 
have a little bit of salt in those times.  We 
looked for it, and sometimes they even told 
us that there were containers of salt water 
that had arrived, but when we go to collect 
it near the rivers, they're waiting for us in 
ambush.  The people didn't receive water 
but rather they killed them.  A lot of our 
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people lost their lives at the water's edge. 
  

Again don Juan pairs the lack of salt with the violence of the Army and the heinous 

deaths caused by the soldiers.  

tx'ix 

In Pap La's's prayer and don Juan's answer, salt is paired with tx'ix (lines 80 and 

81), corn-based food which is the base of the Maya diet and also has a particularly 

important meaning in Maya cultural and spiritual views – Ye'l chas tatza'm. / Ye'l itx'ix. 

‘They had no salt. 

They had no food.’  Thus the lack of tx'ix during the war was significant on a biological, 

cultural and spiritual level, and the entire experience of war could be summed up as the 

time when there was no tx'ix.  In fact the importance of tx'ix would be so obvious to any 

Ixhil speaker that its pairing with atz'am would underscore the importance of salt by 

association.  The importance of tx'ix in Ixhil wartime discourses was shown to be 

particularly salient when for another project, the NSF-NEH DEL sponsored project 

Multimedia Database of Ixhil Conversation and Narrative, the women of the Grupo de 

Mujeres por la Paz were asked to give brief two to five minute introductions of 

themselves to go on the opening webpage of the database.  Although the women spoke 

one by one, often in the company of two or three other women from the group, their 

introductory stories were all strikingly similar.  They all discussed the war using phrases 

and themes that I have been discussing here, particularly that of tx'ix.  The following is 

the first 20 seconds of Juana Raymundo Corio's introductory speech. 
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As, in, as in Juana Raymundo Corio. Eyen 
tu Kanton  Xevak.  As, in, as kam naj 
untzumel tu ch'a’oj vee b'axa.  As at chan 
vet ma't  untzumel pajtej. Poro mas 
suprimiento kat  qilaj Max veinte yap u 
veintiuno  yap maas chit b'i'l Como at kuxh 
o' jaq' tze' O'  chit, ye'l ni tuch kub'anaj 
kutx'ix tan unq'a sole'. At kuxh o' jaq' tze' 
nu kuxh pal jab'al sqi' Aya'l u suprimiento 
nu kub'ane'. Pues, y, ma't  ile vee.  Kat  
kunuk' qib' ti u aq'on… 

And I, I, Juana Raymundo Corio.  I live in 
Canton Xevak.  As for me, my first 
husband died in the war.  I have a different 
husband now.  We have seen a lot of 
suffering.  Twenty years ago, twenty one 
years.  It was pretty hard.  We're just in the 
mountains.  We couldn't even make our 
food because of the soldiers.  We were in 
the mountains and the rain fell on us.  We 
suffered a lot.  Well and another thing, we 
got together to work … 

 

In the text of her introduction, after her name and where she lives, Nan Xhiv gave 8 lines 

summarizing the war.  In it she spoke of two characteristics in addition to the death of her 

husband that summarized her experience – that they lived in the rain and that they were 

unable to produce food.  Lack of protection from the rain is another theme that is 

common in many wartime stories told by Ixhils.  Again, in another speech that was not 

principally about the war, Juan Guzaro Matom uses the lack of corn-based food along 

with two other terms that Ixhiles commonly use to refer to the 1980s (ch'o'j, ‘war,’ and 

txakab'e'n, ‘mountain’ both also used in Pap La's's prayer – lines 37, 43, 70) to succinctly 

reference this time.  Don Juan is part of the Nebaj community organization, the Grupo de 

Hombres por la Paz, and on the occasion for which he delivered this speech, both the 

men's and the women's groups had met in a general assembly to confront a serious 

problem with one of their members.  By way of rebuking the erring member, don Juan 

accuses him of failing to respect the wartime history of work and suffering that members 

share.  Don Juan's intent is not to reflect on the experience at length, but to reference it, 

and as such he makes dense use of symbolic terms known to all members:  
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uxhchile' ta' ve kat ib'an sufrir kat kat b'en 
tulaj ch'o'oj kat b'en tulaj txakab'en kat 
ib'an chanaj sufrir hasta ye'l tx'ix chanaj ati. 

(we are) people who suffered during the 
war, who went to the mountains, who 
suffered, who didn't even have food. 

 
oksa'm and txu'xi' (txo'xi') 

In his prayer, Pap La's refers to the suffering of those who died in lines 78 and 79 

saying, Pero ye'l vas toksa'm. / Ye'l chas txu'xi', ‘But they didn't have clothing. / They 

didn't have blankets.’   By far one of the most common themes repeated in histories of the 

war is that of clothing, oksa'm.  Oksa'm is often but not always paired with txo'xi' (this is 

the more common pronounciation of Pap La's's txu'xi'), ‘blankets,’ as these were the two 

things that were vital to protecting Ixhiles from the rain which characterized life in the 

mountains, and both items were in short supply for all Ixhiles who lived as refugees 

anywhere for any period of time since clothing often had to be left behind when a family 

fled.  Additionally, women's clothing in particular is often expensive and of great 

personal and cultural significance.  Here, again during the interviews that don Miguel 

Guzaro Raymundo and I conducted with members of the CPR de la Sierra, Juan López 

Corio from the CPR community of Ak' Amaq'txel pairs blankets and clothing to represent 

the deprivation of the years of war: 

Hay veces kat kuxh vat vet jaq’ tze’.  Kat 
kuxh b’an vet jaq’ xaj tze’.  Ye’l vet 
txo'xi’.  Ye’l vet oksa'm. 

Sometimes we would sleep wherever in the 
mountains, we would do anything in the 
mountains.  We didn't have blankets 
anymore.  We didn't have clothing 
anymore. 

 
 
Pedro Chávez from the CPR community of Ak' Amaq'txe'l also tells a story in which he 

pairs clothing and blankets: 
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Por eso que nu kumuj q’ib’.  Ipau kuxh naj, 
nu kumuj q’ib’, pior eche ve chel mam 
jab’ale’ oyeb’ kuxh i vatz kutalintxa.  Juxel 
tu kuxhtu.  Hasta qoksa'm, hasta q’al 
kutxo'xi’ nu ku q’ok chan chul kat ku pik’ 
chaj vete’ el chul u q’iie’.   

That's why we hid.  It's because of them 
that we hid.  Worse in these days (winter), 
so much rain hurt our children.  Everything 
was so wet.  Even our clothes, even our old 
blankets.  When we bring them in, we just 
wait to be able to dry them in the sun. 

 

Likewise, during a transcription session, Juana Ramírez Sánchez, an older member of the 

Grupo in her late 50s, comments to Elena Guzaro Raymundo, a younger member in her 

late 20s, about clothing (and blankets) during the war.  Doña Juana's comments are 

somewhat unusual, though, as instead of using oksa'm and txo'xi' to metonymically refer 

to the war, something that she herself does frequently on other occasions, here she 

discusses the particular ways that women innovatively used the materials at hand, mainly 

cheap donated blankets, to fashion clothing for themselves when they had nothing else to 

wear. 

JRS: 
 
Ye' vet qoksa´m ati, Lena!! como eche ex 
ye´le´ ta´ kat etiilaj ech koe ta´ mamala 
xoole´ ye vet iqeenaj u txo'xi´ ve ve Caribe 
txo'xi´ ta´ kuxh chalab´sti´ lab´ xote´l at 
kuqul chaxh kumoole´ pet exh chan ku in 
atik chan ma´l tal vetz exh chan kuxh eve´ 
tan chite´ at chan maanta ech kuxhe´. siinta 
as vee´ puj vet unsiinta untz´is vet unciinta 
ae vete´ unq´e´enaa unsiinta. 
 
EGR: 
 
Pero como nimi vatze´ ta´ unq´a ciintae´ 
na´ytzan. 
 
 
 

JRS: 
 
Then we didn't even have clothes, Lena!!  
You all didn't see how it was – so many 
people that didn't have huipiles.  They only 
had Caribe blankets, and they would cut 
holes in them for our heads, and that's all I 
wore.  I had one that wasn't woven like a 
huipil but I had a cinta [head-dress], and I 
undid my cinta and sewed.  My huipil was 
made out of a cinta.  
 
EGR: 
 
  But cintas were wide back then. 
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JRS:   
 
Uuu jeenel chite´ unq´a ciintae´ naytzan.  
as u chike´ íííííí jatva´l kuxh tz´isel kat 
vete´ at u chike´ puu´mul chit vete´! 

JRS:   
 
Yes, cintas were wide back then.  And our 
cortes [skirts], ooooooh! how many little 
pieces we sewed together to make a corte! 

 
Thus in this text, doña Juana expresses a different relationship between clothing and 

blankets, but one that still has to do with scarcity and the refugee experience. 

 

The objective in highlighting the various semantic groupings that appear in Pap 

La's's prayer and in other Ixhil accounts is not so much to explain the particular 

symbolism of any one pairing but rather to demonstrate how these terms index a lager 

historical memory that is constructed through discourse that is being employed by Ixhiles 

from all different positions and experiences throughout the Ixhil area.  In the section 

above, I have used examples from a b'aal vatz tiixh from an aldea of Nebaj, a political 

activist from the municipal head of Nebaj giving a speech at a rally in the Caminata de 

Víctimas, several quotations from formal interviews with members of the CPRs in the far 

away aldeas of Chajul conducted by a fellow Ixhil community leader and myself, 

quotations from an impassioned speech by an otherwise not politically active member of 

a community group, one woman's formal introduction, and an excerpt from a personal 

narrative told between two Ixhil women.  These speakers all have quite different histories 

of wartime experiences; they differ greatly with regard to their current and past levels of 

political activism; and they live and lived in far flung parts of the Ixhil area.  However, 

there is a certain continuity that persists across the stories of individual speakers and 

across genres.  The repetitions and particular groupings of terms indicate a 
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conventionalization of accounts of wartime history that is consolidating throughout the 

Ixhil area.  This conventionalization of understandings circulating across genres and 

through different kinds of speakers is what we can call historical memory. 

In one final example, I present an excerpt from a personal narrative told to me by 

doña Elena Bernal López in a fairly informal context.  Nan Le'n was an older member of 

the Grupo and was a highly respected leader of the group and of the community in 

general who sadly passed away in 2012.  She was a practiced and fairly skilled story 

teller whose stories often made artful use of the characteristic properties and themes of 

Ixhil story telling.  In this example, we can see the repetition of virtually all the themes 

from Pap La's's prayer that I have discussed (where references to forests and mountains 

are generally synonymous for Ixhiles): 

 
U sol ni tilune kat ulu u helicopter almiq’a 
ba,ba,ba,ba ba,ba,ba,ba taq kana u tiro sq’i.  
B’otin kuxh vet q’ib’ xemal u tze’ xemal u 
k’up’ kutzej vet kan q’etz.  Eq'omal 
qoksa'm sq’an ijamal sq’an, ijamal sq’an, 
kat kusuti vet kan vatz naj.  Kati lej vet naj, 
ma’t ti k’ach vete’.  Ma’t kuq’axh vet tu 
ma’t parte .. kat ilej vet naj u qoksame’.  
Kat toksa vet naj u xamale’ sti’, as ma’t 
kuxh vet qoksa'm, ma’t kuxh ye vet q’etz 
ati.  Nu kutx’a vet u qoksam, pero ye ni 
cheevet u qoksa'm.  Ma’l kuxh uva ma’l 
kuxh uvile’ .  K’ach vet naj u qoksame'.  
La’b’amal kuxh o' tan ma’l yap.  Kat 
kub’ana ve at kuxh vet o’.  Nu kuxh kulak' 
vet u tal ku, tal ku q’etze’ jaq’ ma’l koob’al 
xal ku naylon.  Kuvat vete mamala jab’ale 
tul sq’i.  Ye’l ku tx'ix.  Ye’lo nu ku 

The soldier was chasing us.  The helicopter 
came in the sky and "ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, ba, 
ba, ba."  They left us all full of bullets.  We 
were very hidden14 among the trees, among 
the rocks.  We left all of our things behind 
lost.  We took our clothes and carried them 
with us, carried them with us.  But then we 
had to leave them dropped down in front of 
them.  They found them and burned them.  
We had already left for another place, we 
had gone somewhere else.  They found our 
clothes and lit them on fire.  We only had 
one set of clothes.  We didn't have anything 
anymore.  (We wanted) to wash our 
clothes, but we couldn't get ourselves any 
clothes.  We only had one set.  They 
burned our clothes.  They ran us out.  For a 
year we could only raise up (a house) under 

                                                
14 hidden like chicks that are all huddled together, about to die, that don’t even move 
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txanvete’.  Nu kuxh q’ech b’uj itzaj, as ye’ 
vet qatzam, ye’l vet q’asukal u q’achb’aj 
cafe, ni q’achb’aj café kaxhchaj.  Kat chaj 
la qeq'o kat? Itzaj kuxh kat kuchii vete' ye’ 
vet atz'am kat qaq' kuu xol. Mas kat tulb’e 
o' u naje’ naytzan.  Pobre kuxh vet o’.  Moj 
mal yap lavamal kuxh vet o’ tan naj.  Kat 
kub’ane’ u jaq tze’.   

a piece of plastic in the mountains. We 
slept under many downpours that came 
down on us.  We didn't have food.  We 
didn't eat.  We only had plants to eat, and 
we didn't have salt.  We didn't have sugar.  
We wanted coffee.  We wanted coffee, but 
where are we going to get it from?  We 
could only (eat) plants, no salt to mix in.  
So much that they did to us before.  Now 
we're just poor.  About a year that they 
were chasing us, that we were in the 
mountains.  
 

 

Pap La's's choice of particular lexical items in forming his couplets in the innovative 

section of this text is far from casual.  Rather, the terms and particular pairings that he has 

chosen are metonymic of suffering during the war in the Ixhil area and are immediately 

recognizable to any Ixhil speaker (regardless of if they were old enough to have 

experienced the war themselves or not since all have heard the stories).  It is this 

connection to other Ixhil discourses as well as the context of these parallelisms in a long 

tradition of Ixhil ritual language that allows me to argue that lines 26-83 represent 

innovative uses of the structures of Ixhil ritual language to integrate Ixhil understandings 

of their own recent history into a larger discursively and culturally specific historical 

trajectory. 

The fact that this wartime history is framed by the particular archaic couplet 

inyoxh b'alaaxe/inyoxh kab'laaxe and that it is further expressed as fully embedded in the 

discursive context of a prayer, using all the expressive characteristics of sacred language 

(dense parallelisms, symbolically or metonymically paired terms, rhythmic regularity 
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etc), indicates that this historical memory is becoming formalized in the Ixhil culturally 

appropriate discursive context.  Furthermore, the process represented by Pap La’s’s 

prayer is not isolated to this individual speaker.  I have recorded the 8 other ceremonial 

prayers which all include this same phenomenon.  The priests are aware of the role that 

they play by incorporating these histories into ceremonial texts and consider how this 

practice should be accomplished so as to best respect both this period of history and the 

spiritual function of the ceremonial genre.  Interviews with Mayan priests suggest that 

there are principles governing this innovation that are observed by greater and lesser 

degrees by different priests.  In many ways a more conservative preist, Miguel Rivera 

criticizes the text of Pap La’s’s prayer for the way that it integrates place names that are 

not among the sacred places in Ixhil understandings.  Although Rivera himself integrates 

the recent history of violence into prayers, he disapproves of the inclusion of place names 

that were significant in recent history among the names of sacred places.  He likewise 

disapproves of some of the references to Catholic-inspired religious figures in lines 94-

99, but accepts the inclusion of the names of inhumation organizers or of dead family 

members in the list of people to be prayed for. 

 

Through repeated prayers during regular inhumations, the priests have begun to 

establish the conventions for incorporating this recent historical memory into ceremonial 

speech.  These specialized Ixhil discourse practices place these family members killed 

during the violence in the context of a long history of ancestors who must be invoked and 

cared for by the living.  Respect for these ancestors is the foundation of Ixhil community, 
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and the fact that these assassinated family members have been uncared for in clandestine 

mass graves is a fault that is so serious that these redignification ceremonies are crucial to 

Ixhiles regardless of their other political inclinations.  This important function of the 

ceremonies is reflected in the prayers that characterize them which use all the discursive 

resources of Maya sacred language to perform the act of redignification. 

 Thus it is clear that memory of those who have died is centrally important to 

individual Ixhils and to the Ixhil community at large, and they are constructed and 

reflected through the specific discourse structures available to them, making use of the 

linguistic resources that the Ixhil language offers.  The coupletted phrases that have been 

repeated since the time of the ancient Maya to encapsulate culturally significant concepts 

are still used to place these recently murdered ancestors into a larger trajectory of history, 

and new couplets are being devised that begin to conventionalize the way that this time of 

violence will be remembered. 

 

1.5  TRANSPORTATION OF REMAINS TO LOCAL CEMETERIES 
 
 At the end of the day, the inhumation on February 25, 2008, concluded with a 

procession from the central park to the offices of the Victims’ Movement where the 

remains, the crosses that would mark their graves, family members, and representatives 

of the Victims’ Movement were all loaded into buses, pick-up trucks and cargo trucks to 

be taken to their respective aldeas where the remains would be buried in local cemeteries.  

Some of the remains were buried in Nebaj since some family members were either 

originally from the municipal center or had moved there during or after the violence, but 
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the majority of the remains were reburied in the cemetery corresponding to the aldea in 

which the dead had been killed which in this case was usually also the aldea in which 

they had lived.  On reaching the aldea, Victims’ Movement workers participated in vigils 

or religious ceremonies in honor of the dead who were buried the following day in local 

cemeteries. 

 

Miguel Guzaro Raymundo and family members load coffins onto busses headed for 
aldeas for burial in local cemeteries 
 

1.6  CONCLUSIONS 
From the gathering outside of the courthouse where traffic is stopped not 

intentionally but because of the sheer number of people waiting to participate in the 

inhumation, to the highly visible march densely packed with cultural symbolism, to the 

encouragement of what could even be considered the most intrusive documentation 
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practices during the intimate process of arranging the bones, to the ceremony in the 

central park and the construction of massive pantheons in the general cemetery, Ixhiles 

are anything but fearful of public displays of historical memory. Likewise, although 

many individual Ixhils continue to suffer the psychological effects of the war, and 

although many Maya cultural and political institutions were targeted and affected by the 

genocidal and ethnocidal violence of the Guatemalan state, the high level of organization, 

the broad participation and the spectrum of Ixhil cultural and discursive practices that are 

being employed in the inhumations show a high level of culturally specific, fully engaged 

Ixhil community organization that itself reflects and constructs community cohesion and 

historical memory.   

The evidence and content of this historical memory is only understandable 

through close analysis of Ixhil discourse practices and their interaction with social 

context.  In coming together in the central park to publicly celebrate a ceremony for the 

redignification of the remains of their loved ones, the Ixhiles involved in this inhumation 

fulfilled a spiritual need to maintain their communities.  Even if they were not invested in 

the formal political project of leaders of the Asociación de Víctimas, their participation in 

the ceremony helped to reintegrate the dead into Ixhil communities which in a politics 

free from the constraints of hyper-rationality, constitutes a key political move.  In the 

following chapter I move to consider the realm of formal politics and the role that many 

of these same elements of discourses of historical memory play in this arena as they are 

adapted to the conventions of political speech.  
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Chapter 2: The Discursive Consolidation and Mobilization of Identities 
–  Political Speech 

 The inhumations of June 9 and 10, 2008 closed with burial events in various 

aldeas and in the cemetery of the municipal head of Nebaj.  Heavy rains on the 8th plus 

the fact that it was already late in the day meant that the final act of burial was postponed 

until the next day.  Family members took the remains of their loved ones back to aldeas 

or to borrowed spaces in the center of Nebaj to hold vigils that night, and on the morning 

of June 9th, various funeral processions from these locations converged on the central 

plaza of Nebaj where b'aal vatz tiixh blessed the remains and cantores chanted over 

them.  From there, participants finally walked the path that is well worn by thousands of 

other Ixhil funeral processions up to the central cemetery of Nebaj.   
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Blessing by cantores and procession to the cemetery followed by Miguel Guzaro 
Raymundo’s speech above the mausoluem. 
 
On arriving at the cemetery, family members placed the coffins of their loved ones into 

the tombs prepared for them in the mausoleum that had been built to commemorate these 

victims.  In both Q'o'q'ob' (Cocop), the aldea from which most of victims came, and in 

Nebaj, where many victims were also buried, large mausoleums had been built to house 

the remains of the dead.  Then, the Victims’ Movement's head community organizer, 

Miguel Guzaro Raymundo, climbed on top of the mausoleum to address first the family 

members and other Ixhil participants and then the national and international press and 

NGOs.  As the part of the procession that I was in got to the cemetery, don Miguel's 

speech to the Ixhil participants was already well underway, and as I got nearer, his words 

started to become audible to me. 

…pues nimale' ta' vee  
kat ipaleb'e' uxhchil tan  
sol ta' kat yatz'on uvaa.  
Ye'le' ta' va ch'o'm kat b'anon,  
pet puru u sole' ta' kat ok iq'ab' sti'.   
Entonces maamala txumleb'ale' ta' uvee.  
Junk'al u o'e' vaa,  
pues o' ya'l itzi' ch’o’j,  
o' vet soovre tenam  

…well it is a lot 
that happened to the people, because 
soldiers killed them. 
It wasn't sickness that did it, 
but it was purely the soldiers who got their hands in it. 
And so it was a great sadness. 
Those of us, 
well we who are left over after the war, 
we, the people who are left over still, 
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ve kat soovre kan o' tan u ch'o'je'  
tu 81, 81 para arriba,  
entonces aa uva la qal isuuchil setej 
Unq'a uxhchile' ve tu aldea  
ve tu Q'o'q'ob'  
pues ma'len 51 kamnaje' ve kat el tzi, 
pero como atile kat kaa tu Q'o'q'ob', 
entonces tzitzi' at kat u pap Te'ke' 
 tuk' u Kule' tuk' ka’t kumool… 

we who are left over from the war 
in 81, 81 on, 
then it's about that that we are going to explain, 
The people of the aldea 

of Q'o'q'ob' 
well there are some 51 dead who came out of there 
but since some stayed in Q'o'q'ob', 
then they are there in Q'o'q'ob' where don Diego is, 
with Nicolás and other compañeros… 

 
{MGRI} 

  

As don Miguel began to move into explaining to the people the logistics of how the 

inhumation would conclude and that parallel inhumations were taking place in Q'o'q'ob', 

a man who had been drinking alcohol as part of the funeral commemoration interrupted 

and called out for the crowd's attention, Ye'le'! Ab'i! Ab'i! 'No! Listen!  Listen!' and went 

on to tell a slurred story of how he had been in Q'o'q'ob' that day and escaped the 

massacre.  Don Miguel let the man finish before addressing him directly, Ta'n tiixh b'aj ti 

tiixh isle'l axh.  'Thank God that you are still alive.'  Don Miguel's speech and the 

imminent burial of the massacre victims had touched the man in a way that spoke to his 

own experience and that compelled him to share his own story with the crowd.  As the 

man recognized the rhetorical transition in don Miguel's discourse from a political speech 

about the past to an explanation of the events that would happen that day, the man took 

the opportunity to share how his own personal experiences were part of the larger reality 

that don Miguel described.  Respect for the man's experience and the fact that the man 

had been drinking because it was a funeral and he, along with the others, was overcome 

with sadness, made his interruption acceptable in spite of don Miguel's position of 

authority – no one made any move to silence the man, and likewise don Miguel 
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discursively recognized his intervention by speaking directly to the man.  Another worker 

from the Victims’ Movement who had climbed onto the mausoleum with don Miguel to 

speak next then asked the crowd for applause for the man.  After don Miguel finished his 

explanation, the worker began his own speech.   

The coworker's speech was remarkably similar to don Miguel's speech.  And both 

speeches are quite like speeches made during the Caminata de Víctimas, the protest 

march and rally to demand victims’ rights cited in the previous chapter.  In fact, although 

the subject matter is different, there is something remarkably similar about these speeches 

and those made at a neighborhood meeting called to protest a proposed water tax and 

speeches made during a march on International Women's Day.  This style is so readily 

identifiable to Ixhil listeners that the drunk man from the crowd did not let more than 15 

seconds pass after don Miguel’s transition from his political speech to talk about logistics 

before he interrupted to contribute his own piece.  Thus, in some way, these speeches are 

immediately linguistically recognizable as political speech.  This chapter seeks to identify 

the particular stylistic and lexical choices that characterize political speech and to analyze 

how speakers make use of these linguistic resources in constructing Ixhil politics through 

discourse.   

In addition to identifying the genre of speech that this language represented, the 

grammatical and lexical choices that don Miguel and the other workers made in their 

speeches are indicative of a larger set of discursive patterns that are being 

conventionalized for talking about the war.  Many of the same features that were present 

in Pap La’s’s prayer in Chapter One are present in the political speeches in this chapter as 
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well as in the narratives and meeting talk presented in subsequent chapters, but in each 

case, discourse patterns for talking about the war are adapted to the Ixhil conventions for 

the particular genre.  In this chapter I will highlight the interplay between these larger 

characteristics of the genre of political speech and those linguistic properties which are 

particular to discourses about war in order to develop an understanding about the role that 

historical memory is playing in Ixhil politics today as represented through discourse.   

The texts analyzed in this chapter are taken from inhumations, from Victims’ 

Movement rallies in the central park of Nebaj and from their rallies in the plaza of the 

largest aldea of Nebaj, Salch’il (Salquil), from speeches made by Ixhil activists in the 

capital, from neighborhood meetings to discuss protesting a proposed water tax, and from 

the inaugural address of Nebaj’s former mayor.  Although a broad spectrum of Ixhil 

political speech is included in this data, the texts studied are not necessarily a 

representative sample of all political speech in Nebaj or the Ixhil area.  Nebaj is a fairly 

large and extremely complex city.  In the 2002 census, the city of Nebaj was estimated to 

have 18,484 people while the entire municipality, including dozens of outlying aldeas, 

some within walking distance of the city of Nebaj and some a six hour journey by bus 

followed by six hours on foot from the town center, was estimated to have 53,617 people.  

Furthermore, although the neighboring Ixhil municipalities of Chajul and Cotzal in many 

ways have their own distinct identities related to different dialects of Ixhil and unique 

local politics, the overlap of the populations of the three Ixhil municipalities and their 

politics is substantial. 
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Within this geographically disperse and numerous population, political 

orientations in the Ixhil area are quite diverse as well, as I indicated in the previous 

chapter’s discussion of the participants in an inhumation.  Among other political interests, 

there is an active and quite large population that is involved in the victims’ rights 

movement, while another portion of the population prefers not to involve themselves in 

any kind of political activity.  Additionally, the recent (2011) election of Otto Pérez 

Molina, the formal Army general stationed in Nebaj from 1981-1982, showed another 

tendency in Ixhil politics whose complexity I cannot do justice to in this dissertation.  

Although ultimately the majority of the Ixhil population did not vote for Pérez Molina, a 

substantial portion of young Ixhiles did, giving those active in the victims’ movement 

cause to consider a potential generation gap in Ixhil politics.  Furthermore, at the moment 

of writing, elements of the Ixhil population are deeply divided by contested mayoral 

elections as the sitting mayor, Virgilio Gerónimo Bernal Guzmán, was not permitted to 

appear on the ballot in the elections of September 2011 because of pending criminal 

charges which his supporters claim to be politically motivated. Thousands of Ixhiles have 

been involved on both sides of the debate, occupying or threatening to occupy the 

primary governmental and judicial buildings of the town throughout the first months of 

2011. 

Because the political landscape is so complex and diverse that I cannot treat all of 

it within the confines of this dissertation, I would like to focus on one particular element 

of Ixhil politics – the incorporation of historical memory into the genre of political speech 

and the social work that this discursive practice accomplishes.  The circumstances of my 
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fieldwork are particularly amenable to such an aim.  For over ten years I have worked 

closely with Miguel Guzaro Raymundo, the current president of the Asociación del 

Movimiento de Víctimas para el Desarrollo Integral del Norte de Quiché (Association of 

the Victims’ Movement for the Integral Development of the North of Quiché), the 

organization that is primarily responsible for coordinating exhumations and inhumations 

in the Ixhil area.  Through this friendship, I have made acquaintances with others active 

in the Victims’ Movement.  Because knowledge about political activities is spread 

through word of mouth, I was most often informed about and invited to rallies that related 

to the work of the Victims’ Movement or candidates that they supported.  Although I had 

close friends who were involved in very different kinds of politics, my association with 

them was personal or on the level of informal politics of community organizing, and as 

such these friends rarely contacted me about a formal political event.  Thus in addition to 

the larger political events, like presidential campaign speeches by local representatives or 

the mayor’s inaugural address, many of the speeches included here come from a 

particular political sector of Nebaj, one that is especially likely to include a politics 

around historical memory.  

However, those involved with the Victims’ Movement are not the only Ixhiles to 

make use of discourses about the war in political speech.  Although Nebaj is an extremely 

politically diverse landscape, nonetheless quite a significant portion of political speeches 

in Nebaj draw on discourses of war in some way or another, as this chapter will 

demonstrate.  Nonetheless, there are also many speakers who cannot make use of this 

memory in their speeches. In this chapter several (though not all) of the major political 
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events that I analyze provide the opportunity to consider the reasons that some speakers 

do not include memory of the war in their political speeches.   

Understanding different political positionalities and their decisions about if and 

how they will use historical memory in the genre of political speech is crucial to my 

contribution to work on Maya politics.  Literature on Maya politics often falls into the 

easy but dangerous trap of incorrectly representing particular instances as emblematic of 

entire Maya populations.  In work on Ixhil politics, this has been the case in the work of 

David Stoll which argued in 1993 that Ixhil politics fall into line with those of 

“traditional Mayan practice” which emphasize “limited goals and avoidance of 

confrontation” (311).  Likewise, in the recent book Escaping the Fire: How an Ixil 

Mayan Pastor Led His People Out of a Holocaust During the Guatemalan Civil War 

(2010) by Tomás Guzaro and Terri Jacob McComb, the authors likewise represent a 

flattened out version of Ixhil politics which does not adequately situate the authors’ 

position in the Evangelical movement in a larger picture of the political landscape of the 

Ixhil area.  I hope that attention to the ways in which uses of language in Ixhil political 

speech reflect particular positionalities will provide tools for more careful critical 

analysis of Maya politics and possibilities for Maya politics in the post-war period.   

 Before going on to a fuller analysis of the language of Ixhil political speech, I 

would like to set this panorama of exhumations, inhumations, ceremonies and rallies that 

take place in Nebaj against other visions of Maya politics.  The best known face of Maya 

politics on a national level has been referred to as the Maya Movement.   As a prolific 

writer and a prominent public intellectual, Demetrio Cojtí has become identified as “the 
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foremost intellectual leader of the Maya Movement” (England 2002).  His work has 

helped to establish a political and conceptual platform for the movement based on a 

vision of politically mobilized Mayan identity.  Cojtí (1997) defines the Maya Movement 

as follows, “The Maya movement is formed by the coming together of people and entities 

in both a spontaneous and planned manner in order to defend their right to exist and the 

development of the nationalities of the Pueblo Maya.”  (Cojtí 1997: 46, my translation).  

He further argues that while the Maya Movement is mainly made up of and has most 

appeal for Maya professionals and the emergent Maya middle class, popular, local Maya 

politics can also be considered part of the Movement (Cojtí 1997: 50-52).   

By way of incorporating local politics further into views of the Maya Movement, 

Jiménez (2008) discusses past and current resistance of Mames in San Idelfonso 

Ixtahuacán while at the same time critiquing the narrow scope that analysis of the Maya 

Movement has taken. He argues that these narrow views construct the ideal Maya subject 

of the Movement as possessing a particular political, historical and cultural consciousness 

which Mayas outside of the major urban centers of the country can only aspire to.  

Jiménez points to the political and analytic folly of such a view of the Maya Movement 

which has come to dominate both anthropological analyses and popular perceptions: 

This way of analyzing the Maya Movement, its actors and its politics only allows 
us to see a small group of intellectuals who have had access to higher 
education…If the focus of analysis is to "find" a Maya Movement like the 
national movement that has developed in the center of the country, then in a place 
like Ixtahuacan, one could erroneously conclude that the Maya movement is 
incipient or even that the movement that has developed is not Maya (Jiménez 
2008, 168-169, my translation). 
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Certainly the Ixhil area has a lively political scene.  In addition to the regular 

exhumations and inhumations, to take a month at random, in March of 2008 alone, just in 

the city of Nebaj itself, there was the national assembly of the CPR de la Sierra, a march 

for International Women's Day, an inhumation, and the inauguration of a project that 

would distribute fertilizer to those who qualified.  Nor are these political manifestations 

necessarily fragmentary or purely local phenomena as some analysts have claimed 

(Montejo 2005).  This perceived fragmentation is one of the ills that the Pan-Maya 

Movement seeks to redress, but close study of the discursive production of Ixhil politics 

shows a distinct and identifiable political orientation and political themes that run 

throughout much of Ixhil political engagement in a way that is both particular to the Ixhil 

region (itself not a small area) and echoed in Maya politics throughout Guatemala.  In 

fact, in many ways Ixhiles have led the national movement for resarcimiento, or 

‘reparations’ for wartime losses, regularly sending over a dozen busloads of people to 

demonstrate at rallies in the capital where many of the principal organizers are Ixhil, and 

many of the legal initiatives for post-war justice, like exhumations, inhumations and legal 

trials, have their largest bases in the Ixhil area.  However, the challenge posed by 

Jiménez’s critique is to take these politics seriously as not purely local or reactionary 

phenomena but as a reflection of an emergent political framework arising from historical 

memory that is beginning to consolidate among the Ixhil population with the potential to 

become a part of a new pan-Mayan politics. 

The study of political speech in the Ixhil language is a way to analyze Ixhil politics 

and its relationship to larger Ixhil social experience which can inform a broader view of 
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Mayan politics.  Although I do not trace the points of convergence and divergence 

between the national Maya Movement or politics in other Maya regions and Ixhil politics, 

I invite such work as being potentially productive in an increasingly representative pan-

Maya politics. 

2.1   POLITICAL SPEECH AND IDENTITY 
If circulation of discourses of historical memory of the violence is to be found 

across genres and speakers thus contributing to the creation of shared identities, there are 

certain discourse contexts that seek to make the nature of these shared identities more 

explicit.  Pragmatically, political speech can be seen as primarily interested in the 

construction and mobilization of these identities for particular means.  It stands to reason 

that particular grammatical constructions are especially amenable to these purposes and 

might be found with greater frequency or in places of prominence in political speech such 

that this genre would be linguistically identifiable.  In this chapter I will examine the 

lexical and stylistic choices that do in fact characterize Ixhil political speech as a 

culturally specific genre and simultaneously look more closely at what social action 

speakers are performing through the use of these constructions.  Of particular prominence 

in this endeavor is the role of historical memory. As I will discuss further in this chapter, 

while not all Ixhil political speech chooses shared history of wartime experiences as 

something to be highlighted and to define relevant actors, the majority of speech in this 

genre does make use of this particular collective memory as a central axis of identity. 
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 As a fairly formal genre of speech, Ixhil political speech includes frequent use of 

parallelism in which two or more lines share an underlying grammatical structure and 

often include conventionally grouped semantically related terms. Although the 

parallelism in political speech is not as dense or as rich as that in ritual speech, it is still 

noteworthy.  Significantly, sections of parallel lines in political speech are almost always 

those which draw attention to an identity that the speaker wishes to emphasize as shared.  

Within these parallel sections, certain grammatical constructions are regularly used to 

highlight an identity and to define that identity either by restricting it or by contrasting it 

with other actors. 

2.2  HIGHLIGHTING IDENTITIES 
 Although it makes intuitive sense that identity would be a particular focus of 

political speech, the centrality of the identity of particular speakers in this genre is also 

identifiable linguistically.  Particular linguistic devices are especially well suited to the 

highlighting of identities that a political speaker finds especially appropriate on a given 

occasion.  Close analysis of Ixhil political speech shows that speakers use particular 

lexical choices in forms of address, syntactic processes of highlighting, and patterns of 

person reference in order to invoke, draw attention to, emphasize, criticize or further 

define particular identities.  

2.3  FORMS OF ADDRESS 
 Forms of address are often the very first few words out of a speaker’s mouth and 

can immediately identify both the genre of speech and the position that the speaker seeks 

to establish with regards to the audience.  Often formatted in semantically paired lines, 
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many forms of address are unique to political speech and many indicate something about 

the speaker’s political orientation.  The way that a speaker addresses the audience is the 

first and one of the most basic ways that a speaker making a political speech can 

immediately try to create a sense of solidarity and commonality of purpose with a crowd.   

Certain forms of address are common to political speech, and although some are also 

common in other genres as well, there are also certain forms of address that unmistakably 

indicate that what is to follow will be political speech.  The semantically paired pap and 

nan for example, are used in ways similar to the English translation ‘gentlemen’ and 

‘ladies’ in many different genres of public speech (although conventionally the English 

female counterpart precedes the male, the opposite is true in Ixhil). However, unlike its 

use in English where these two terms follow each other consecutively, in Ixhil each 

member of this pair of words occurs only as the final term in paired lines as in the 

following opening to the Caminata de Víctimas rally in which the speaker is trying to 

gather a crowd. 

Jeetzenoj ok tzan ax pap! 
Jeetzenoj ok tzan ax nan! 

Come closer, gentlemen! 
Come closer, ladies! 

{CV1} 

 
 Another pair of terms, qitz'in qatzik, ‘our younger siblings, our older siblings,’ or 

vitz'in vatzik, ‘my younger siblings, my older siblings,’ is more often used in succession 

in a single line rather than as paired terms at the end of a couplet.  The following example 

comes from a speech given by the leader of a neighborhood association at a meeting to 

protest a proposed water tax: 

Pues ye' qaq' qib' sub'loj, vitz'in vatzik. Well let us not be confused, my brothers and 
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sisters. 
{JWT} 

 
This particular pair of terms is found predominantly in political speech although it may 

also be used in other types of persuasive speech that presume or seek to establish 

common ground, like religious sermons, where it is especially common, and in the formal 

speech used in more intimate settings, like in eulogies (see chapter 5).  The meaning of 

this couplet is akin to the English expression, "brothers and sisters" as this is the 

equivalently semantically paired set in Ixhil used to refer to all one's siblings, or, more 

likely given the common contexts of use, to the entire crowd that one is addressing. 15  As 

in the English usage of the related terms, the use of  qitz'in qatzik suggests that the 

speaker is trying to encourage a certain intimacy with the audience, and in Ixhil political 

speech, it is one way in which the speaker discursively tries to establish a shared identity.  

Although Hanks’ work on second person reference in Yucatec Maya highlights the 

function of second person pronouns in establishing contrast between the speaker and the 

addressee, in political speech, lexical forms of second person address like qitz’in qatzik, 

‘our younger siblings, our older siblings’ with first person plural possessive markings, 

almost invariably signal the speaker’s affinity with the addressee (Hanks 1990: 175-186).   

 In the following extended example we see one speaker repeatedly use this paired 

expression to encourage his audience.  Don Diego Rivera is a particularly prominent 

leader of oppositional, non-party politics in Nebaj, and as such is exceptionally proficient 

in political speech.  As the president of the Victims’ Movement in Nebaj and the regional 

                                                
15 Hull (2003: 413) notes that these conventionally paired terms are found in the Chilam B'alam to mean 
'everybody.' 
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representative at the time, he is a nationally known figure, but his history of political 

organizing in the Ixhil area precedes his work with the Victims’ Movement, and in fact 

his family can trace several generations of political activity.  Don Diego began by 

studying the behavior of the grandfather who raised him and who was a land owner and 

prominent leader in aldea Kanaqil.  He recalls being scolded for hiding in the shadows to 

listen while his grandfather addressed the men of the community who came to work on 

his grandfather's land either because they were part of a group of men who took turns 

working on each other's land, because they had no land of their own, or because they 

needed extra income.  It was here that don Diego was oriented into styles of Ixhil 

leadership.   Then, during the war, don Diego gained experience as a local political 

organizer for the guerrilla, where he was influenced both by the national, ladino-

dominated left and by other Ixhil political leaders.  After the war, he became a leader in 

community organizations where he points out that he serves the entire range of the Ixhil 

population – ex-guerrilla, CPR, ex-patroller etc..  As such, don Diego is one of the most 

polished Ixhil political activists in Nebaj, and his speeches draw heavily on the linguistic 

features that characterize Ixhil political speech.  In one two minute stretch of speech at 

the Caminata de Víctimas, don Diego Rivera uses vitz'in vatzik or qitz'in qatzik as a form 

of address four times to encourage a sense of solidarity among those whom the rally had 

gathered.  Below is the text of don Diego's speech followed by glossed examples of the 

lines including qitz'in qatzik or vitz'in vatzik: 
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1    Entonces nunjaj setej vitz’in vatzik  
2    jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima 
3    ve kat nachon u ch'o'je',  
4    ve kat tzaa k'atz chanaj kukab'al,  
5    kat iyatz' chanaj kufamiilia,  
6    kat itzok chanaj kuchiko,  
7    kat ik’ach chanaj unq'a kab'ale', Kayil.   
8    Por eso, kat taq' chanaj pobreesa sukuxo'l.   
9    Aan chite' mo ye'le'?   
10  [crowd]  Aan chite'! 
11  Estie ve organizado tzitza.   
12  Estie nu kub'an exigir u justiicia  
13  porque ye'l o' acuerdo koj ti unq'a naje' pajtej  
14  va li b'an chanaj seguir la kuxh ?? chanaj 
15   u kutename' pajtej todo la vida  
16  sino que estii o' Kristiano,  
17  ootzimal qa'n pajtej,  
18  at justiicia. 
19  Por esa razón nu kujaj justiicia tii chanaj.  
20  Aan chite' moj ye'le?  
21  [crowd]  Jey!   
22  Entonces junk'al exh vitz’in vatzik tzitza  
23  que ojala un dia mas leb'ane ti u organizar,  
24  la kub'an qib' unir eche tzitza.   
25  Nimal organización kat kub'an coordinar stuk'  
26  as ni txuuktxune'  
27  porque nimal maarcha kat kub'anaj cheel  
28  porque aya'l o' ???k'axhk'o ta'n??  
29  aya'l o' ve kat ib'an o' chanaj perjudicar.  
30  Nimal kukamnaj, kamchil (repair) kat uchi.   
31  Nimal kukamnaj kat uchi.   
32  La val setej, jank'al ex vitz’in vatzik  
33 ve ni ilon u'uj pues ni til vatz u maanta at tzi'ile 
34   at ??? qitzin qatzik  
35  as at kufeecha stuul  
36 kam kat ib'anaj, a ver mejor ?? u justicia 

nu    kujaje'.   
37  Aan chite' mo ye'le'?  
38  [crowd]  Jey! 

1  Then I ask you, my brothers and sisters 
2  those of you who, who, we victims  
3  who felt the war, 
4  who had our houses burned down by them, 
5  they killed our families, 
6  they cut down our harvest, 
7  they burned the houses, Everything. 
8  Because of that, they brought us poverty. 
9  Is that so or not? 
10  [crowd]  That's so! 
11  That's why we are organized here. 
12  That's why we are demanding justice 
13  because we are not willing for them to again 
14  for them to continue to ??? 
15  to our town/people forever 
16  but we who are Christians, 
17  we know too 
18  there is justice. 
19  That's why we ask for justice for them. 
20  Is that so or not? 
21  [crowd]  Yes! 
22Then those of you, my brothers and sisters here 
23  who hopefully will someday organize, 
24  we're going to unite like we are here. 
25  We will coordinate with many organizations, 
26  and it is a happy thing 
27because it is a large/important march we had today 
28  because that's how ?? we were hurt by ?? 
29 that's how it was us whom they have prejudiced 
30  Many of our people (repair) died. 
31  Many of our people died. 
32  I'll tell you, those of you, my brothers and sisters  
33  who have seen the sign, who see the banner there 
34  there are ??? our brothers and sisters,  
35  and it has our date on it 
36  of what happened, better ??? justice we 

ask for 
37  Is that so or not? 
38 [crowd]  Yes! 

{CVDR} 
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1.  (line1) 
 
Entonces nun jaj setej  
entonces   n-un         jaj   s-et-ej     
then         INC-E1s  TV:ask  RNM-2Ep-RN:to.you   
Then I'm going to ask of you  

 

vitz'in vatzik 
v-itz'in   v-atzik 
E1s-younger.sibling E1s-older.sibling 
my brothers and sisters, 

 
2.  (line 22) 
 
Entonces junk'al exh vitz'in vatzik tzitza  
entonces junk'al  exh v-itz'in   v-atzik   tzitza 
then  DEMPN A2p E1s-younger.sibling E1s-older.sibling here 
Then those of you my brothers and sisters here,  

 

3.  (line 32) 
 
La val setej,  
la v-al      s-et-ej        
POT E1s-say    RNM-E2p-RN:to.you   
I say to you,  

 

jank'al exh vitz'in vatzik 
jank'al      exh   v-itz'in  v-atzik 
DEMPN  A2p   E1s-younger.sibling  E1s-older.sibling 
those of you my brothers and sisters 
 
4.  (line 34) 
 
qitzin qatzik  
q-itz'in   q-atzik    
E1p-younger.sibling E1p-older.sibling  
our brothers and sisters,  

 

as at kufeecha stuul 
as at ku-feecha s-t-ul 
and      EXIS    E1p-date   RNM-E3s-RN:inside 
it has our date on it. 
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Although a lot of discursive work is being done in don Diego's speech, here I focus on 

the terms of address, particularly vitz'in vatzik and qitz'in qatzik.  Each of the above uses 

of qitz'in qatzik or vitz'in vatzik except for the final use is followed by either one relative 

clause or a series of parallel relative clauses that further define who the brothers and 

sisters are that are being invoked in this speech.  I will explore the use of such relative 

clauses in greater detail below, but in this particular context, I simply note that the use of 

vitz'in vatzik or qitz'in qatzik plus one or more relative clauses makes for a highly marked 

construction which draws rhetorical focus to the sharedness of the identity that the 

speaker wishes to promote and the perceived shared traits that the speaker highlights as 

defining that identity.   

 Thus, like other speakers at the Caminata and similar events, don Diego uses 

conventionally paired terms to signal an established and recognizable discourse genre, 

public political speech.  Like the priests performing the inhumation ceremonies, these 

speakers also make use of the linguistic markers and rhetorical conventions that typify a 

genre in order to present an account of the recent period of violence in established Ixhil 

representational frameworks.  Beyond the use of these generic forms and structures of 

address, speakers make innovative use of forms that are similarly conventionalized but 

that have more specific meanings and uses. 

  

 Another term, kumool, when used as a form of address is found almost 

exclusively in political speech.  Indeed, in my collection of recorded texts I do not find it 
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as a form of address outside of political speech nor can I recall it ever being used as such 

elsewhere.  The meaning of kumool is complex.  Literally it means 'our (ku) companion 

(mool).' A mool can refer to a teammate, a co-worker, someone to walk home with after a 

late night meeting or activity, or a partner in any given activity.  When used with 

nonhumans it refers to like items that make up a set like one sock in a pair or two figures 

in a weaving that together form part of a single design.  Like all nouns in Ixhil, a mool 

can be singular or plural, this distinction only being made through inference from context 

or through the use of optional determiners which precede the noun. There is a positive 

association with the word kumool, and not having a mool is almost always interpreted to 

be a sad, incomplete or otherwise unacceptable situation.   

 Additionally kumool is used by Ixhiles to refer to Ixhil as an ethnic group.  In 

trying to identify a person, one might ask –  kumool naj vee'? ‘Is he Ixhil?’ to which the 

reply might be, Ye'le' mu's naje'  ‘No, he's a ladino’ or Ye'le' Vi'ul naje'  ‘No, he's a 

Chiulense’.16   However, during interviews that don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo and I 

conducted with members and leaders of the CPRs, one woman recalled the following 

when she was recounting the aftermath of the massacre at Estrella Polar, a well-known 

and pivotal massacre in which soldiers killed over 95 unarmed men at the behest of the 

local plantation owner. 

 
 
 
 

                                                
16 Chiul is the closest non-Ixhil town on the main road that links Nebaj to Sacapulas and eventually the 
capital.  Residents of Chiul are K'ichee'. 
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5. 
 
At kumool ixoj kat oleb' ti chii tal. 
At   ku-mool ixoj kat oleb'  ti i-chii  t-al. 
there.are   E1p-companion woman COMP were.able.to PREP E3p-raise E3p-son/daughter 
EXIST    CM-N  ADJ ASP IV  PREP CM-TV  CM-N 
There are our fellow women who were able to raise their children. 

 
In this case, the speaker does not use kumool as a form of address but simply as a noun 

referring to a particular group of women with whom she shares something in common, 

although the association with ethnicity remains.  The women that the speaker refers to 

were both Ixhiles and K'ichees, but the context of the story of life after the massacre of 

Estrella Polar makes it clear that the salient domain of mool is all those who lived in 

Estrella Polar.  The speaker's use of kumool indicates her sense of sameness and 

solidarity with these other surviving women who managed to raise their children. 

 In political speech, kumool refers to a very general sort of intimacy or affiliation 

and often implies shared ethnic identity as well.  In Diego Rivera's Caminata de Víctimas 

speech cited above for its frequent use of vitz'in vatzik, don Diego begins his speech with 

the vocative kumool, followed by paired uses of pap and nan which are then further 

modified by relative clauses in the same way as the vitz'in vatzik examples above were. 

6. 
 
Eh, kumool, chaalaxh nan,  
Eh, ku-mool  chaal-axh nan   
eh E1p-compañero greetings-A2s mam  
Eh, compañeros, greetings to you ladies,  

 
chaalaxh pap see, 
chaal-axh pap s-e-e 
greetings-A2s sir RNM-E2p-RN:to 
greetings to you gentlemen 
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kajayil, jank'al ex ve at ex tzitza 

kajayil  jank'al  ex ve at ex tzitza 
all  DEMPN A2p REL EXIS A2p here 
everyone, those of you who are here 

 
Another speaker in the same Caminata de Víctimas rally also uses kumool to encourage 

the gathering crowd in two separate uses. 

 
7. 
 
Ojala va ye la xo'v ax kumoole' 
ojala  va ye la xo'v  ax ku-mool-e' 
hopefully CPZ NEG POT IV:be.afraid A2p E1p-compañero-FV 
I hope that you won't be afraid compañeros. 

 

8. 
 
Qil taj qib', kumool! 
q-il  taj q-ib'  ku-mool 
E1p-see XXX E1p-RN:RFX E1p-compañero 
Let us unite, compañeros! 
 

In these instances, the context is not one such that kumool necessarily refers strictly to 

Ixhiles, but in addressing war victims in Nebaj, the association of the term with ethnic 

identity is not incidental either.  Although it is not directly stated, it is a fairly safe 

inference that these uses of kumool do not include ladinos (who generally do not speak 

Ixhil and so would not be part of the audience anyway), and in fact it would be extremely 

odd to see any ladino residents of Nebaj in the crowd.  None were present that day nor do 

they usually participate in public politics.17 

                                                
17 The second candidacy of Otto Pérez Molina saw a bit of a change as a higher number of ladinos visibly 
participated in public electoral politics but mainly when Pérez Molina or representatives from his office 
visited the town. 
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 Thus through the repeated use of such forms of address as vitz'in vatzik, qitz'in 

qatzik and kumool, the speaker is overtly encouraging the Ixhil listeners to think of 

themselves as a group in solidarity with the position the speaker presents.  As I have 

mentioned above, these terms of address are often further delimited as the speaker 

emphasizes particular characteristics that he or she perceives or is promoting as shared.  

These discursively identified elements of commonality are the same throughout much of 

Ixhil speech and most often draw on experiences of wartime suffering which are widely 

invoked as shared.  In the section below I explore the grammatical constructions 

commonly used to convey this information and consider what information is chosen to be 

encoded in this context. 

2.4  PARALLELISM 
Like ceremonial speech discussed in Chapter One, political speech is formal talk 

in which at least part of the content is somewhat conventionalized, as indicated through 

the use of particular lexical items that index entire experiences.  In terms of form, 

political speech includes a fairly high degree of parallelisms, although these parallelisms 

are of a different sort than those used in ceremonial speech.  Although we saw examples 

of innovative couplets, triplets and semantically paired terms in Pap La's's speech, 

typically such parallelisms are highly conventionalized (see 1.4).  In fact, even the 

innovative couplets used by Pap La’s show signs of conventionalization as they are also 

evident in the prayers of other priests, and this conventionalization is the topic of 

discussion among priests.  In political speech a few paired terms are highly 

conventionalized and characteristic of political speech, particularly terms of address – 
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vitz'in, vatzik/qitz'in, qatzik 'my/our brothers and sisters,'  pap, nan 'ladies and gentlemen,' 

but most parallelisms are innovative even as they share commonly used lexical items.    

While as a genre, political speech makes use of innovative parallelisms, other 

processes of conventionalization affect the linguistic resources that are used in political 

speech.  As discussed in Chapter One, the use of particular lexical items to index entire 

experiences during the war are being conventionalized.  Just as they did in ceremonial 

speech, these lexical items which are coming to be conventionally paired to refer to 

wartime experiences are serving as the foundation for parallelisms in political speech as 

well. 

Looking at the opening of the speech given by don Diego, a master political 

orator, at the Caminata de Víctimas, the prominence of parallelisms in characterizing this 

speech is clear. 

1    Entonces nunjaj setej vitz’in vatzik  
2    jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima  
3    ve kat nachon u ch'o'je',  
4    ve kat tzaa k'atz chanaj kukab'al,  
5    kat iyatz' chanaj kufamiilia,  
6    kat itzok chanaj kuchiko,  
7    kat ik’ach chanaj unq'a kab'ale', Kayil. 

1    Then I ask you, my brothers and sisters 
2    those of you, we victims  
3    who felt the war, 
4    who they burned down our houses, 
5    they killed our families, 
6    they cut down our harvest, 
7    they burned the houses, Everything. 

{CVDR} 
 

Line 1 begins with the semantically paired, highly conventionalized invocation vitz'in 

vatzik, 'my brothers and sisters,' and then further modifies the identity of those being 

invoked with a series of parallel or partially parallel relative clauses in lines 2-7.   
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9.  (line 2) 
 
jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima  
jank'al  ex ve ve o' viiktima 
CUANT A2p REL REL A1p victim 
those of you, we who are victims 

 

(line 3) 
 
ve kat nachon u ch'o'je',  
ve kat nach-on u  ch'o'j-e' 
REL COMP feel-AF ART:def, s war-FV 
who experienced the war, 

 

(line 4) 
 
ve kat tzaa k'atz chanaj kukab'al,  
ve kat tzaa k’atz chanaj ku-kab'al 
REL COMP burn RN them E1p-house 
who they burned down our houses, 

 

(line 5) 
 
kat iyatz' chanaj kufamiilia,  
kat  i-yatz'  chanaj ku-famiilia 
COMP  E3p-kill they E1p-family 
they killed our families, 

 

(line 6) 
 
kat itzok chanaj kuchiko,  
kat  i-tzok  chanaj ku-chiko 
COMP  E3p-cut they E1p-harvest 
they cut down our harvest 

 

(line 7) 

kat ik’ach chanaj unq'a kab'ale', Kayil. 
kat i-k’ach  chanaj unq'a  kab'al-e' kayil 
COMP E3-burn they ART:def, p house-FV everything 
they burned the houses, Everything 
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Lines 3-7 are all parallel, with lines 4-7 more closely related to each other.  All these 

lines are relative clauses modifying ex ‘you (pl)’, which don Diego later repairs to o' 

‘we’, and while the verb in line 3 is an agent focus verb in which ex/o' is the agent, the 

verbs in lines 4-7 are all active transitive verbs in which chanaj ‘they’ is the subject. 

However, in general, although many of the parallelisms in political speech that 

refer to the war may be in the process of conventionalization, like those in the war section 

of the ceremonial speech (see 1.4), they have not yet been set, and thus they are 

characterized by frequent hesitations (ve, ve in the example below) and are the site of 

frequent repairs: 

(from don Diego's speech) 

1    Entonces nunjaj setej vitz’in vatzik  
2    jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima 
… 
 
29  aya'l o' ve kat ib'an o' chanaj perjudicar.  
30  Nimal kukamnaj, kamchil (repair) kat uchi.  
 

1    Then I ask you, my brothers and sisters 
2    those of you, we victims  
…. 
 
29 that's how it was us whom they have prejudiced 
30  Many of our people (repair) died. 

{CVDR} 
 
In the remaining sections I look at the grammatical constructions that commonly occur in 

these parallel lines and the social work that this speech accomplishes. 

2.5  DEFINING AND HIGHLIGHTING IDENTITY THROUGH PERSON REFERENCE 
In Ixhil, person reference can be achieved through ergative or absolutive markers 

which express the subject or object of verbs and the possession of nouns and relational 

nouns.  In general, first and second person singular absolutive marking does not occur in 

political speech, and in fact there is only one use of each in the 277 clauses in political 

speeches that I have analyzed for person reference.  Likewise, second person singular 
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ergative marking is not attested in the texts, and the only other occurrences of first person 

singular ergative references occur as possessives like in the vitz’in vatzik ‘my younger 

siblings, my older siblings’ examples described above and in metalinguistic comments 

when the speaker opens or closes a speech with a verb about the speech being made 

inflected in the first person singular (Aa kuxhe' la val setej tenam., ‘That’s all I’m going 

to say to you, Pueblo.’).  The exceptional mentions of first and second person singular 

absolutive markings are themselves partially constitutive of a break in the frame of 

political speech.  The single occurrences of each occur during the intoxicated man’s 

interruption of don Miguel Guzaro Raymundo’s speech during the burial practice of an 

inhumation and so are themselves not actually part of political speech.  The man’s 

interruption to tell his own personal story of survival of the massacre that the crowd is 

commemorating constitutes the only instance of first person singular absolutive reference 

in my collection of texts, and don Miguel’s response to the man giving thanks to God that 

the man survived represents the only time that second person singular reference (either 

absolutive or ergative) occurs in these texts.  This lack of first and second person singular 

markers is not surprising given that the purpose of political speeches is to constitute some 

kind of collective stance.  

2.5.1  First and Second Plural Absolutive Marking, Syntactic Highlighting and 
Defining the Highlighted Identity 

 
 One of the primary resources that Ixhil political speakers use to define and 

emphasize a shared identity that can then be mobilized for collective purposes is the 

repetition of constructions of highlighting and then of restricting the referent of first and 
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second person plural absolutive markers.  I discuss the grammatical and stylistic features 

of this process in detail below, but briefly, it is the highly marked feature of the following 

lines of don Miguel’s speech during the inhumation.   

Junk'al u o'e' vaa,  
pues o' ya'l itzi' ch’o’j,  
o' vet soovre tenam 
ve kat soovre kan o' tan u ch'o'je'  
 

Those of us, 
well we who are left over after the war, 
we, the people who are left over still, 
we who are left over from the war 

{MGRI} 
 

This pattern of repeated lines highlighting and restricting a particular identity is 

undoubtedly the most readily recognizable mark of political speech.  It occurs invariably 

and repeatedly in political speeches and is highly marked.  If it occurs in other genres 

which in narrow definitions can be seen as not technically political speech, its use 

represents an attempt by the speaker to perform some of the same acts associated with 

political speech – drawing together a public identity and mobilizing it towards a common 

goal.   

 However, although this feature is immediately familiar to the Ixhil listener, it is 

somewhat harder to pin down linguistically.  At the most general level, this form consists 

of a series of loosely parallel lines which begin with a fronted absolutive pronoun.  The 

various syntactic manifestations of this form all include the discourse function of 

highlighting the fronted pronoun and equating it with a second element which is 

expressed either through a relative clause or a nonverbal predicate which is then modified 

by a relative clause.  I will examine this form as it is used with both second and first 

person markers in turn after a brief discussion of general patterns of use of these markers 

in political speech. 
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Out of the 277 clauses in this collection of political speeches, there were 18 tokens of 

second person plural absolutive markers (A2p).  These 18 tokens constituted what I am 

calling 8 exchanges.  We can take a sentence like the following from a campaign speech 

given in Guatemala City by a supporter of Colom for the 2007 elections as an examples:  

Aa kuxhe' la val setej tenam, jank'al ex ve at ex tzitza, jank'al ex ve ab'in vas vunyole', as 

jank'at ex va ye'l ex kat ul ex… ‘That’s all I’m going to say to you, Pueblo, those of you 

who are here today, those of you who are listening to me talk, and those of you who 

couldn’t come today...’  This sentence includes seven clauses and six tokens of ex, the 

second person plural absolutive marker (A2p), but I am counting it as one exchange. 

10. 

Aa kuxhe’ la val setej tenam 
Aa kuxh-e’ la v-al  s-et-ej   tenam 
FOC only-FV POT E1s-say RNM-E2p-to  Pueblo 
That’s all I’m going to say to you, Pueblo, 

 
jank’al ex ve at ex tzitza 
jank'al         ex        ve                     at         ex          tzitza, 
CUANT      A2p     CPZ/REL        EXIS   A2p        here 
those of you who are here, 

 
jank’al ex ve ab’in vas vunyole’ 
jank’al  ex ve  ab’-in  vas vun-yol-e’ 
CUANT A2p CPZ/REL hear-SUF COM E1s-word-FV 
those of you who are listening to me talk, 

 

jank’al ex va ye’l kat ul ex 
jank’al  ex va  ye’l kat  ul ex 
CUANT A2p CPZ/REL NEG COMP  come A2p 
those of you who couldn’t come today… 
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Using this definition, there are seven exchanges in the collection of texts that use the A2p 

marker.  I have found the category of “exchange” useful because this stylistic feature is 

constituted not by a single syntactic or lexical feature alone but by a grouping of several 

lines in which the absolutive marker is fronted.  I am interested in the frequency of this 

stylistic feature in a given genre so as to evaluate if this feature can be considered 

characteristic of that genre and to consider what the pragmatic implications of the use of 

such a feature in a given context.  For example, the above sentence is particularly marked 

in Ixhil speech in general.  It is not found in informal speech like conversation nor is this 

particular syntactic structure used in narration.  However, in this collection of political 

speech, I find that among the seven exchanges using second person plural absolutive 

markers, there are five exchanges of the type described above in which an A2p marker is 

the head of a relative clause which then follows it, a use which is notably different from 

more common uses of the absolutive marker as the object of a transitive verb or an 

intransitive subject.  In the first five exchanges including A2p, 4 out of 5 are in contexts 

where the meaning of second person plural has already been encoded previously, most 

often as the ergative marker in a relational noun.  Thus the use of the second person 

plural absolutive in the noted exchanges is not necessary to establish or clarify previously 

unknown information but instead serves the function of focusing and further identifying 

the addressee.  This use of pronouns (as distinct from the absolutive markers on transitive 

and intransitive verbs) in focus constructions is the typical function of pronouns in 

Mayan languages, although the jank’al constructions of this type in Ixhil are unusual.  

These data suggest that this process of highlighting and restricting identities through the 
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use of fronted first and second person plural absolutive markers and a series of relative 

clauses is characteristic of political speech.   

 First person marking occurs much more frequently than second person marking, 

with 59 tokens of the first person plural absolutive marker (A1p) in these 277 clauses.  

A1p occurs in contexts similar to those described for A2p.  Following this brief 

explanation of the grammatical processes, I have included examples of these contexts 

below.  The first person plural absolutive marker occurs as the head of a relative clause 

that restricts or further defines its meaning and also as the object of transitive verbs in 

which a third person pronoun that is co-referential with an ergative subject marker has 

been highlighted by being moved to the front of the sentence.  Since these two contexts 

comprise the majority of the instances in which A2p and A1p are used, I examine them 

each in detail below. 

2.5.2  Jank’al/jatva’l Constructions 
 The use of the quantifier jank'al to introduce the series of parallel lines that define 

the identity being invoked is a construction that serves to highlight and define identities 

in a way that further sets political speech apart from other types of speech.  Very often 

such a set of lines is used at the opening of a political speech as an extension of the initial 

greeting which often begins with the coupletted lines drawing on the semantically paired 

forms listed at the beginning of this chapter.  In general jank'al forms are common when 

addressing large groups as in political speeches or large meetings when the speaker 

wishes to call attention to a particular facet of the identity of the crowd.  Again, don 
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Diego's speech at the Caminata de Victimas is an exemplary model of discourse patterns 

found in Ixhil political speech.  Below I reproduce example 6, here renumbered as 11: 

11.  
 
Eh, kumool, chaalaxh nan,  
Eh, ku-mool  chaal-axh nan   
eh E1p-compañero greetings-A2s mam  
Eh, compañeros, greetings to you ladies,  

 
chaalaxh pap see, 
chaal-axh pap s-e-e 
greetings-A2s sir RNM-E2p-RN:to 
greetings to you gentlemen 
 
kajayil, junk'al ex ve at ex tzitza 
kajayil  junk'al  ex ve at ex tzitza 
all  CUANT A2p REL EXIS A2p here 
everyone, those of you who are here 

 

This generic greeting addressed to "those of you who are here" is a frequently used 

greeting in formal public speech.  At the culmination of another Caminata de Víctimas in 

Guatemala City, a spokesperson for then presidential candidate Álvaro Colom spoke in 

Ixhil to an almost entirely Maya crowd with a large Ixhil contingency.  By way of 

concluding his greeting to the crowd and introduction of Colom, he spoke to the crowd in 

the following way, 

Aa kuxhe' la val setej tenam, 
jank'al ex ve at ex tzitza,  
jank'al ex ve ab'in vas vunyole', 
as jank'al ex va ye'l ex kat ul ex. 

That's all I'm going to say to you, People, 
those of you who are here 
those of you who hear my words, 
and those of you who haven't come 
 

{CR} 
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12. 
 
Aa kuxhe' la val setej tenam, 
aa kuxh-e'  la v-al  s-et-ej  tenam 
FOC only-FV POT E1s-TV:say RNM:E2p-to People 
That's all I'm going to say to you, People, 

 

jank'al ex ve at ex tzitza, 
jank'al  ex ve at ex tzitza 
CUANT A2p REL EXIS A2p here 
those of you who are here 

 
jank'al ex ve ab'in vas vunyole', 
jank'al  ex ve ab'in  vas  v-un-yol-e' 
CUANT A2p REL hear  COM?  E1s-word-FV 
those of you who hear my words, 

 
as jank'al ex va ye'l ex kat ul ex. 
as jank'al  ex va ye'l ex kat ul ex 
and CUANT A2p REL NEG A2p COMP come A2p 
and those of you who haven't come. 

 

These same forms are found in the political speech of Chajul and Cotzal Ixhil speakers as 

well.  In February, 2008, when the vice president of Guatemala was supposed to visit the 

Nebaj aldea of Nimla Salch’il (Salquil Grande) to sign a convention on resarcimiento 

‘reparations’ (in fact he sent representatives of his office which greatly disappointed the 

crowd), members of the Mesa Regional de Resarcimiento ‘Regional Board for 

Reparations’ from Chajul and Cotzal addressed the crowd in the following ways, 

Ana Laynes – Chajul 
 
Tchaql ex tenam se kaqayil. 
Tchaql ex kuq’esel at ex tzitza, 
jatva’l ex chusulaq nitxa 

Greetings to all of you 
Greetings to those of you parents who are here, 
those of you who are teachers 
 

{RS1} 
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Julio de la Cruz Toma – Cotzal 
 
Kumul, jatva’l ex 
at ex tzitza ni kumol qib' ti ub’aa 

Kumool, those of you 
who are here gathered together for this 
event 
 

{RS2} 
 

Thus this form of political speech is well established and widespread.  However, as I 

have presented for ritual language, speakers are also using the discourse structures of 

Ixhil political speech in ways that specifically reflect shared historical memory of the 

war.  In the lines immediately following those words of the Colom spokesperson that I 

have cited above (example 12), the speaker continues, 

13. 

jank'al o' kat k'axb'oj o' tu ch'a'oje',  
jank'al  o' kat  k'ax'b-oj o' tu ch'a'oj-e' 
CUANT A1p COMP  be.hurt-SUF A1p in war-FV 
those of us who were hurt in the war 

 

jank'al o' ve kat iyatz' unq'a sole',  
jank'al  o' ve kat  i-yatz'  unq'a  sol-e' 
CUANT A1p REL COMP  E3s-kill ART:DEF.PL soldier-FV 
those of us who were killed by the soldiers. 

 

thus including even the dead in the collective "we" whom his speech is about.  The 

general construction of the nonverbal predicate jank'al or jatva’l plus its subject, an 

absolutive pronoun, and a relative clause which restricts the referent of the absolutive 

pronoun, is common in public formal speech.  In this particular example, the speaker uses 

this structure to highlight shared experience during the war. My collection of texts taken 

from rallies in the central park of Nebaj, from rallies in the plaza of the largest aldea of 
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Nebaj, Salquil, from speeches made by Ixhil activists in the capital, and in all sorts of 

activities in the town hall includes dozens if not hundreds of such examples.  Below I 

look at examples in order to draw out what these identities are that are being discursively 

highlighted in Ixhil political speech. 

 Because public events related to the history of violence are so common in Nebaj – 

inhumations, Caminatas de Víctimas, resarcimiento ‘reparations’ rallies or meetings etc – 

many of the identities which are marked by the  jank'al or jatva’l + absolutive pronoun + 

relative clause form are those which present a historical memory that is being constructed 

as shared.  Returning to don Miguel's speech given from atop the mausoleum after the 

inhumation, we see that he makes use of this construction in order to draw attention to the 

shared identity that was being evoked at this particular event: 

14. 

Entonces maamala txumleb'ale' etaavee.  
Entonces maamala txumle-b'al-e' etaavee 
Then  great  sad-INST-FV ???? 
Then it was a great sadness. 

 

Jank'al u o' evaa,  
jank'al  u  o' evaa,   
CUANT ART:DEF.S A1p ???  
Those of us  
 

pues o' ya'l itzi’ ch’o’j 
pues o' ya'l  i-tzi’  ch’o’j 
well A1p leftover E3-edge war 
well we who are left after the war 

 

o' vet soovre tenam  
o' vet soovre  tenam 
A1p DM leftover people/town 
we, the people who are left still, 
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ve kat soovre kan o' tan u ch’o’je' 
ve kat soovre  kan  o' tan u  ch’o’j-e' 
REL COMP IV:leftover DIR:remain A1p from ART:DEF, S war-FV 
we who are left from the war 

 

tu ochenta y uno, ochenta y uno para arriba,  
tu ochenta y uno,  ochenta y uno para arriba 
in eighty  and one eighty  and one for up 
in eighty one, eighty one on, 

 
entonces aa uva la qal isuuchil setej 
entonces aa uva        la    q-al    i-suuchil   s-et-ej 
then  FOC DEMPN    POT  E1p-TV:say   E3s-solution   RNM-E2p-RN:to 
then that's what we're going to explain to you. 

 
In this example, the jank'al clause and the clauses that follow focus on who the relevant 

parties are to don Miguel's speech – we who were injured in the war, we the People who 

survived, we the survivors of the war.  Likewise, in his speech at the Caminata de 

Víctimas (example 15 below), don Diego also makes use of the jank'al + fronted 

absolutive + relative clause construction in order to highlight an identity that is defined in 

almost exactly the same way as the identity focused on in don Miguel's speech  and in the 

translation at the Caminata de Víctimas {CVT}. 

15. 
 
Entonces nun jaj setej  
entonces n-un  jaj   s-et-ej         
then  INC-E1s TV:ask   RNM-E2p-RN:to    
Then I ask you  

 
vitz’in vatzik 
v-itz'in  v-atzik 
E1s-younger.sibling E1s-older.sibling 
my brothers and sisters 
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jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima  
jank'al  ex ve ve o' viiktima 
CUANT A2p REL REL A1p victim 
those of you, we who are victims 

 

ve kat nachon u ch'o'je',  
ve kat nach-on u  ch'o'j-e' 
REL COMP feel-AF ART:def, s war-FV 
who experienced the war, 

 

And again, in speech delivered in Guatemala City in order to introduce then presidential 

candidate Alvaro Colom who would present his plan for war reparations to a waiting 

crowd, 

16. 
 
jank'al o' kat k'axhb'oj o' tu ch'a'oje',  
jank'al   o' kat k'ax'b'-oj o' tu ch'a'oj-e' 
CUANT A1p COMP be.hurt-SUF A1p in war 
those of us who were hurt in the war 

 

jank'al o' ve kat iyatz' unq'a sole', 
jank'al  o' ve kat i-yatz'  unq'a  sol-e' 
CUANT A1p REL COMP E3p-TV:kill ART:def, p soldier-FV 
those of us who were killed by the soldiers 

 

Here the identities that are being defined are those who experienced the war (in other 

contexts this is juxtaposed with the minority in Nebaj who had connections to the elite 

and to the Army who rather than suffering from war, profited from the misfortune of the 

majority), those who were hurt by the war, the “victims,” a political identity associated 

with the national Victims’ Movement, those who survived and even those who were 

killed.  The aspects of experience that are being highlighted include that of having 

survived the war as indicated through the terms soovre, ‘leftover’ or ‘survivor’ in this 

context, a Spanish borrowing, which is paired with its Ixhil equivalent ya’l  ‘leftover.’  
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The same idea is expressed through the verb kaai or ‘remain’ which appeared in Pap 

La’s’s ceremony in Chapter One, and the Spanish borrowing viiktima, ‘victim’ which 

indexes not only the position of having been victimized but also the political affiliation 

with the Victims’ Movement.  Also like the ceremonial speech in Chapter One, the 

speakers here use the verb kaxhb’- ‘to be hurt’ as a typical way to refer to suffering 

during the war. 

As many of the examples cited above make clear, these salient features of 

experience that are being conventionalized as shared markers of identity and encoded in a 

fronted absolutive pronoun are also expressed in parallel lines.  The use of poetic features 

in this part of political speeches marks a section of particular importance, not incidentally 

for political speech, the section in which the speaker makes clear what it is that those who 

have gathered have in common so as to encourage them to mobilize. 

2.6  HIGHLIGHTING OF IDENTITIES: FRONTING OF PARTICIPANTS 
 The second construction in which A1p is commonly found is when various 

syntactic processes are used to move the semantic agent to the beginning of a clause so as 

to highlight that identity.  Below I have underlined the uses of this construction in a text 

in which an Ixhil speaker at the Caminata de Víctimas rally skillfully translated the words 

of a K’ichee’ speaker from Spanish into Ixhil.  Although the text is a translation, it is a 

loose translation in which the original speaker has spoken for approximately four minutes 

in Spanish and the Ixhil speaker now offers a rendering.  The content of the original 

speech is quite faithfully represented in the Ixhil version, but the Ixhil speaker makes use 

of characteristically Ixhil ways of conducting political speech which have no equivalent 
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in Spanish discourse strategies and thus were not present in the original speech.18  The 

glossing of specific lines appears as examples below. 

1 "Kam sti' ve at kat o' tzitza?"  
2  ta' aak ni tale'  
3 "ti u vee, ve   
4  o'e' ve kat kaai kan o'  
5  ve ta'n u ch’o’je'"  
6  ta' aak ni tale'.   
7  " O'e' ve kat max k'axhk'oj,   
8  o'e' ve kat max ilon o' u ch’o’je'  
9  o'e' ve maas kat max ulb'e o'."  
10  Ta' aak ni tale'.   
11"O' ma'l asociación va ni jajon justicia.   
12O' ma'l grupo uxhchil va ni jajon ok ti u 

estado  
13 va la il chan isuuchil u va'laxhe' kat ulb'el 

o'"  
14 ta' aak ni tale'.   
15 O'e' ve o' junta directiva  
16 ??ve?? uxhchil ve kat k'axhb'i kan ta'n u ch'o'je'  
17 ve kat uxh ta'n u uxhchile'  
18 ve ni ilon isuuchile' u tatin u Vatemaala.   

"Why are we here?" 
she says. 
"because of this, that 
we are the ones who remained 
from  the war." 
she says. 
"We who were hurt, 
we who saw the war, 
we who had so much happen to us."  
she says. 
"We are an association that asks for justice. 
We are a group of people asking to 
come in to the state 
 

that will find a solution to the evil that 
happened to us" 
she says. 
We, we who are a board of directors 
of people who were hurt during the war 
who were able to because of the people 
who found a solution in the capital, 

Guatemala.19 
{CVT} 

Through this series of loosely parallel lines, the speaker links together the "we," which 

presumably includes the audience (Ixhil does not have an inclusive/exclusive 

grammatical distinction), who were hurt during the war to the "we," which presumably 

does not include the audience, a group that seeks solutions from state and a board of 

directors who, again, like the audience, were hurt during the war.  The resonance of all of 

these lines with each other is strong, but the structural similarity among them is actually 

                                                
18 Unfortunately as I am not familiar with K’ichee’ political speech I cannot make any analysis with 
regards to features of K’ichee’ political speech present in the original speech 
19 here the speaker alludes to gratitude to international accompaniers during the war who because they were 
foreign were able to bring the story of the victims to those in positions of power when the victims 
themselves could not without fear for their lives.  This is a common sentiment in political rallies which still 
today seek and acknowledge the participation of foreign accompaniment and solidarity. 
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quite limited.  Even lines 7, 8 and 9 which seem on the surface to be structurally the most 

closely linked have underlying syntax that is quite different.  I first present glossed 

versions of these lines and then an explanation of how parallelism is preserved 

throughout these lines. 

17. (line 7, 8, and 9) 
 
O'e' ve kat max k'axhk'oj.   

 o'-e'  ve kat  max  k'axhk'oj 
 A1p-FV REL COMP  several  IV:hurt 
 We are the ones who were hurt. 

 

 O'e' ve kat max ilon o' u ch’o’je'.   
 o'-e'    ve kat  max      il-on     o'    u          ch’o’j-e' 
 A1p-FV  REL COMP  several     TV:see-AF     A1p   ART:DEF  war-FV 
 We are the ones who saw the war 

 
 O'e' ve maas kat max ulb'el o'. 
 o'-e'  ve maas kat max ulb'e-l  o' 
 A1p-FV REL a.lot COMP several TV:do-PAS A1p 
 We are the ones who had so much happen to us. 

 

Although in each of the three lines o' represents the first person plural subject of the verb, 

the types of verbs, and as a result the morphosyntactic processes involved in fronting that 

subject, are different in each line.  Thus it is not similarity in the underlying syntax that 

accounts for the parallelism of these lines but rather the speakers have used the syntactic 

resources of Ixhil in order to put these lines into parallel form such that the salient "we" 

pronoun is fronted, a process which requires different syntactic processes depending on 

the transitivity of the verb root that is used since Ixhil grammar only allows absolutive 

arguments to be fronted.  Thus when the desired verb is a root intransitive, as in line 7, 

the process is the relatively simple fronting of the intransitive subject which is already 
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marked with the absolutive, with no other required syntactic adjustments.  When the verb 

is a transitive verb and the argument that the speaker wishes to front is again the subject, 

as in line 8, the speaker must make use of an agent focus construction in order to convert 

the ergative subject into an absolutive pronoun which can then be fronted.  In line 9, in 

order to maintain the focus on o’, ‘us,’ which in this line is the patient of the verb ulb'e 

meaning "to do something to," the speaker passivizes ulb’e and moves o’ to the front of 

the clause.   Indeed, the use of the passive form of ulb'e to talk about what happened to 

people during the war when the focus is on those who survived and the agent is assumed 

but not previously mentioned is fairly common and occurs frequently in other genres of 

speech as well. 

 

 Across these texts, speakers are using extremely similar forms to highlight the 

same identity – we who suffered through the war.  The mobilization of this identity in 

political action is at once generic and extremely powerful.  It is an identity that can be 

and is adopted by those who fought with the guerrilla, those who lived as refugees, and 

those who were forced to serve in the civil patrols.  These more specific identities are 

exceedingly rare in public discourse, and I do not have any recorded examples of their 

use in political speech.  However, nonetheless, there are very distinct limits to the use of 

this more general identity of people who suffered through the war.  Notably, it is not an 

identity that is brought to rhetorical use by the former mayor of Nebaj, Virgilio Gerónimo 

Bernal Guzmán.  In a speech at his inauguration in which he introduces members of his 
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cabinet, the mayor made use of many of the rhetorical devices that I have described for 

Ixhil political speech, but the content is markedly different.   

 
 
Virgilio Gerónimo Bernal Guzmán , or Pap Xhe’l  as he is called, is inaugurated on 
January 1, 2008, to a second term as mayor in the municipal auditorium along with all the 
alcadles auxiliares of the Ixhil region.  The crowd fills every corner of the auditorium as 
well as the cross streets in both directions in front of the auditorium. 
 
Here I include first the entire segment of the text with the various features that I have 

focused on highlighted, followed by glosses of individual lines as I discuss them. 

Entonces cheel b'aj  
tuk kub'an juramentar  
unq'a q'itz'in qatzike'  
ve nu kuloch qib' b'aj stuk'  
ve tuk qil isuuchil b'aj stuk'  
jatva'l u menestere' 
tu kutename'  
jatva'l u nececidade'  
at tu kutename'. 
Chajak vete' b'a vi'la' 
tuk kuyol vet vime'b'a'le stuk'.  
Chajak vete' b'a vi'la'  
tuk qil vet vimenesteere' stuk'.    
Chajak vete' b'a  

Then today 
we are going to swear in 
our brothers and sisters 
whom we will help ourselves with 
whom we will find solutions with, 
those needs 
in our Pueblo 
those necessities 
that exist in our Pueblo. 
They are the ones 
we will talk about poverty with. 
They are be the ones 
we will see about our needs with. 
They are the ones 
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tuk kutzal qib' stuk' 
ti' tilpi isuuchil u kutename' . 

we will discuss with 
so that solutions for our Pueblo will be 
seen. 
 

{PXHI} 
 

The mayor too is a skilled orator and promotes a sense of familiarity and trust in referring 

to his cabinet as "our brothers and our sisters," whom he further defines as the ones with 

whom we will help ourselves and with whom we will find solutions.  He then goes on to 

use a quatrain characterized by the use of the quantifier jatva'l  ‘how many’ which is 

closely related to jank'al ‘which ones’ in order to draw attention to the variable items 

menester and necesidad which are synonyms for each other meaning ‘need.’  In the 

closing lines of this segment, he then fronts the pronoun chajak, ‘they,’ before a series of 

clauses describing the duties of the cabinet members in watching over the needs of the 

population.  This series of parallel clauses is the third person equivalent of the “runs” 

discussed above in which the first or second person plural absolutive marker is fronted 

and then restricted with a relative clause.  However, because third person in Ixhil is 

indicated with a null marker, the mayor uses creative linguistic strategies to achieve the 

same effect.  In the following lines, the pronoun chajak is fronted in each sentence and is 

coreferential with the ergative marker of a relational noun expressing the comitative. 

18. 
 
chajak vete' b'a vi'la' 
chajak vet-e'  b'a vi'la' 
they DM-FV DM DEMPN 
they are the ones 
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tuk kuyol vet vimeeb'ale stuk'  
tuk  ku-yol  vet v-i-meeb'al  s-tuk' 
INCEP  E1p-TV:talk DM ART-E3s-poverty RNM-RN:COM 
we will talk about poverty with 

 

chajak vete' b'a vi'la'  
chajak vet-e'  b'a vi'la' 
they DM-FV DM DEMPN 
they are the ones 

 
tuk qil vet vimenesteere' stuk'    
tuk  q-il  vet v-i-menesteer-e'  s-tuk'  
INCEP  E1p-TV:see DM ART-E3s-need-FV RNM-RN:COM 
we will see about our needs with 

 
chajak vete' b'a  
chajak vet-e'  b'a  
they DM-FV DM  
they are the ones 

 
tuk kutzal qib' stuk' 
tuk  ku-tzal   q-ib'  s-tuk' 
INCEP  E1p-TV:discuss E1p-RFLX RNM-RN:COM 
we will discuss with 

 
 
The form used by the mayor is certainly poetic, structured by repetitions and parallelism 

as the above segment exemplifies.  Pap Xhe'l clearly wishes to imbue the historic 

moment of his second inauguration with as much formal pageantry as possible, and he 

makes artful use of the properties of political speech to do so.  However in this speech 

and others that he makes on this occasion, he does not once make reference to the war as 

he tries to promote an attitude of unity among the audience, although he does make 

several mentions of meeb'al, 'poverty,' a common theme in discourses which do invoke 

memory of the war as the consequence of war.   
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 In general, the mayor rarely if ever mentions the war, and he cannot invoke it as a 

shared identity.  The reasons for the stark difference in the mayor's ways of politically 

aligning himself and those demonstrated in the speeches previously analyzed are 

complex.  First of all, and at the most general level, the mayor is generally being 

perceived of as a "professional" who did not share the same experiences during the war 

that the vast majority of Ixhiles did.  This is not simply a result of his being mayor – the 

mayor who preceded him and then also followed him, Pap Lu', Pedro Raymundo Cobo, a 

longtime active political figure, can and does use a perceived shared history in his 

speeches.  In fact part of his popularity in the past was derived from the popularity of his 

former political party, the Coton, a local party which grew out of resistance to the war 

and a desire to bring municipal politics back in line with Ixhil values.20  The political 

speeches of Pap Lu' and other members of the Coton make frequent reference to the war.  

The perception of Pap Xhe'l, the current mayor as a "professional" is likewise not simply 

a result of having a university degree – other Mayas with university degrees have been 

able to successfully mobilize discourses of shared wartime experiences in speaking to 

Ixhil crowds.  The mayor cannot use the same identity that other speakers have made use 

of in part because Ixhiles know his personal and family history.  This personal history 

positions him differently in relation to his audience, but it also means that he has not been 

socialized into the same discourses about the war that the previous politicians have.  

Instead, Pap Xhe'l's political affiliation has been first with the FRG party, the party of the 

                                                
20 As of 2012, Pedro Raymundo Cobo is the mayor of Nebaj and is affiliated with a coalition of the 
political parties UNE and GANA. 
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former leader of Guatemala during the war, Rios Montt, who still had access to 

considerable power and resources, a fact which helped Pap Xhe'l win two consecutive 

elections due to his access to resources, and then with the Partido Patriota, the party of 

Otto Pérez Molina, the former Army general stationed in Nebaj.  Both of these 

affiliations put him in a structural position in which invoking memory of the war as a 

point of unity would be strained at best. 

 Thus historical memory of the war is not characteristic of all Ixhil political 

speech, and the "we" invoked in discourses about the war is likewise not coterminous 

with all Ixhiles.  Political speech which invokes shared experiences during the war is a 

discourse that indexes an oppositional politics that protests the past and ongoing violence 

of the State.  This is a broad umbrella that encompasses a variety of political agendas and 

positionalities in the Ixhil area.  It is a very general position which allows for it to be 

shared by a majority of Ixhiles who identify as victims of the war, but at the same time it 

is one which is marginalized with respect to the same structures of power that caused the 

violence and that continue to pervade in the country. Nonetheless, despite the prevalence 

of these discourses of historical memory present in different types of political speeches 

throughout the Ixhil area, the speech of a politician overtly allied with the State makes it 

clear that there are other positionalities being invoked, and that the call to unity through 

shared historical memory does not run throughout all types of political speech.   

 Likewise, although the "we" in discourses about the war is certainly related to 

ethnicity (as evidenced by the ethnic associations of the word kumool which resonate 

throughout the same discourses), it does not include all or only Ixhiles.  The default 
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referents of this "we" are Ixhiles who shared experiences of suffering during the war, but 

there are occasions in which political speakers, like Miguel Guzaro Raymundo in 

particular, will append to the end of a discourse, something like "and by this we mean 

poor ladinos too who we should recognize also suffered," but this explicit reference 

towards inclusion is itself an indication that ladinos are not indicated in the default "we" 

that circulates in Ixhil discourses in historical memory.  Instead this seems more of a 

motion towards external politics which purports to erase racial differences by pointing 

out similarities among Mayas and ladinos (Ixhiles recall that a common ideology 

expressed in guerrilla wartime discourses was the shared experiences of Mayas and poor 

ladinos and the sentiment persists in some leftist solidarity work).  Although Guzaro 

Raymundo does not necessarily subscribe to this political agenda, the inclusion of some 

ladinos circulates minimally through his discourse in deference to the primacy of 

experiences of suffering and general principles of inclusion and equality. 

2.7  FOCUSING ON AGENCY, RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOLDIERS  

 In addition to highlighting the identity that speakers are trying to promote as 

shared, there is a second identity that is highlighted in Ixhil political texts that draw on 

historical memory.  This second identity is directly parallel to the "we" that I have 

discussed above, as it uses some of the same syntactic processes in order to create 

parallelism through the repeated fronting of the focused identity.  However, in this case, 

instead of focusing on an identity that is being claimed and affirmed, here speakers are 

focusing on an identity which they are denouncing.  Almost invariably such speeches 

draw attention to the agency of sol, 'soldier,' either as a singular or plural entity, through 
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the use of the pronouns naj, 'he', chanaj, or chajak 'they,' all of which refer to soldiers of 

the Guatemalan Army in these speeches.  In Ixhil speech in general, members of the 

guerrilla forces are referred to as naj jaq' tz'e', literally ‘men under the trees’ or ‘men of 

the mountains’ but are mentioned only occasionally in narratives and conversation (for a 

full discussion of this see chapter 3) and very rarely if at all in political speeches.  

References to soldiers, however, are not only extremely widespread in political speech 

that involves historical memory of the war, but the patterns of lexical choices and 

grammatical contexts in which they are used within this genre and the meanings 

expressed about them are quite consistent and mirror those structures used to highlight 

identities expressed with first and second person plural absolutive pronouns.  In Ixhil 

discourse about the war, it is quite common to use such conspicuously unidentified 

pronouns as chanaj 'they' and naj 'he,' that is pronouns for whom no referent has been 

lexically given, in order to refer to "soldiers," always soldiers of the Guatemalan Army, 

be they low ranking soldiers or specific generals.  This conspicuously repeated use of 

third person pronouns with no lexically specified referent is characteristic of discourse 

about the war which includes political speech (see chapter 3 for a more detailed 

discussion of this feature).  Furthermore, parallel lines characterized by fronted third 

person pronouns without any lexical referent is another of the identifying features of this 

sub-genre of political speech that draws on discourses of war. The reason for this use of a 

third person pronoun without a lexical referent seems to be not so much out of fear, since 

in other places the same speakers forcefully list names.  Rather this tendency may be a 

stylistic holdover from the war when people did refrain from naming referents out of fear. 
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Like the mayor did in his political speech, speakers at the Caminata de Víctimas 

also use the pronoun chanaj or chajak in runs of parallel lines like those discussed above 

for first and second person plural absolutive markers, in which participants are moved to 

positions of emphasis at the front of sentences.  Although, again, here the undefined 

chajak takes on a very different meaning than it did in the mayor’s speech. 

Aa chajake' pajtej  
va ye ni aq'on kan o'.   
Aa chajake' pajtej  
va ni ch'oon ste'  
va ti uve' kam vaalaxh kat ulb'el o' 

They are the ones too 
who wouldn’t leave us alone. 
They are the ones too 
who got paid 
for the evil that they did to us. 

{CV2} 
 

 Don Diego's speech at the Caminata de Victimas {CVDR}offers the perfect 

example of a transition between a focus on the identity of 'we' who suffered during the 

war to a focus on 'they' who caused the suffering.  I repeat this example below for the 

sake of clarity. 

19. 
 
(line 1) 
 
Entonces nun jaj setej  
entonces n-un  jaj   s-et-ej         
then  INC-E1s TV:ask   RNM-E2p-RN:to    
Then I ask you  

 
vitz’in vatzik 
v-itz'in  v-atzik 
E1s-younger.sibling E1s-older.sibling 
my brothers and sisters 
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(line 2) 
 
jank'al ex ve ve o' viiktima  
jank'al  ex ve ve o' viiktima 
CUANT A2p REL REL A1p victim 
those of you, we who are victims 

 
(line 3) 
 
ve kat nachon u ch'o'je',  
ve kat nach-on u  ch'o'j-e' 
REL COMP feel-AF ART:def, s war-FV 
who experienced the war, 

 

(line 4) 
 
ve kat ik’ach chanaj kukab'al,  
ve kat  i-k’ach  chanaj ku-kab'al 
REL COMP  E3-burn they E1p-house 
who they burned down our houses, 

 

(line 5) 
 
kat iyatz' chanaj kufamiilia,  
kat  i-yatz'  chanaj ku-famiilia 
COMP  E3p-kill they E1p-family 
they killed our families, 

 

(line 6) 
 
kat itzok chanaj kuchiko,  
kat  i-tzok  chanaj ku-chiko 
COMP  E3p-cut they E1p-harvest 
they cut down our harvest 

 

(line 7) 

kat ik’ach chanaj unq'a kab'ale', Kayil. 
kat i-k’ach  chanaj unq'a  kab'al-e' kayil 
COMP E3-burn they ART:def, p house-FV everything 
they burned the houses, Everything 
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In this short excerpt, don Diego accomplishes a lot of discursive work, maneuvering 

syntactic and morphological devices of reference and voice in meaningful ways.  Line 1 

is not actually the beginning of don Diego's speech, but rather it is two minutes into it, by 

which point don Diego is fully into the rhythm of his discourse.  He has just roused the 

crowd with one of his refrains of Aan chite' mo ye'le'?  'Is that so or not?' to which the 

crowd has responded with an affirmative shout.  Now he addresses them again using that 

form of address common to Ixhil political speech, vitz'in vatzik, 'my brothers and sisters,' 

and likewise, characteristically he goes on to restrict his reference with jank'al ex, 'those 

of you' and a series of relative clauses.  However, in the process he overtly repairs, 

changing his pronoun ex 'you (pl)' to o' 'us' thereby including himself in the reference and 

identifying himself with the crowd via the list of experiences that he will enumerate in 

the relative clauses that follow.    

Something interesting happens in the grammar of the list of parallel lines that 

follow as well.  Lines 2 through 7 are all relative clauses modifying the ex 'you (pl)' of the 

first clause of line 2.  Taking into account the repair of the second clause, we could 

understand the relative clauses of lines 3 though 7 as referring in different ways back to o' 

'us.'  Thus in line 3, the agent of the agent focus verb in ve kat nachon u ch'o'je,'  'who felt 

the war,' is o', 'us.'  With this clause, don Diego has restricted the meaning of the first 

person plural as 'those who felt the war' while he maintains the discursive (and syntactic) 

focus on 'us.' In lines 4-7, though, the structure changes significantly.  Here the verb is a 

simple active verb, not a part of an agent focus construction, and the agent of the verb is 

chanaj, 'they.'  Thus, there has been a distinct shift in focus in lines 4-7.  In line 2, don 
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Diego highlighted 'us' using it in a nonverbal predicate equating 'us' with 'victims.'  In line 

3 o' was fronted through an agent focus construction.  But in lines 4-6 reference to the 

first person plural is now encoded on the ergative possessive marker of the object nouns 

of each of the lines – kukab'al, kufamiilia, kuchiko.  In line 7 there is no overt reference 

to the first person plural at all.  Instead, what is repeated in lines 4-7 is the pronoun 

chanaj 'they.'  Grammatically chanaj is not required in any of these clauses as the i- on 

the transitive verbs of these lines, iyatz, itzok, itxak, and ik’ach, already indicates a third 

person subject.  However the change of subjects from first person plural to third person 

plural prompts the use of chanaj, particularly considering that no other lexical reference 

to the subject of this verb (like sol 'soldier') has been made, and its repeated use is 

characteristic of this kind of speech and allows don Diego to emphasize the role of the 

soldiers in the actions he describes. 

The frequency of such constructions which highlight the agency of soldiers 

provides the second major context for the occurrence of A1p markers.  A1p markers 

frequently occur in political speech not only as fronted elements highlighting and 

restricting collective identity but also as the objects of transitive verbs in which the agent, 

soldiers, referred to with a third person pronoun, is being highlighted: 

A veces antel chanaj ni b'anon o’ enganar 
cheel…… Hay veces que va'l chit 
kuyujpuj ti u naje' ve kat k'axb'i tzan o'. 

Sometimes they themselves deceive us 
today….Sometimes we run along behind 
the man who hurt us. 

{CV2} 
The interplay of these two sets of actors is clear in several of the inhumation 

speeches as well.  The agency of the soldiers in causing the violence is one of the central 

elements of don Miguel's speech given from atop the mausoleum.  He begins by 
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forcefully highlighting the fact that it is the soldiers who are responible for the violent 

deaths of the 1980s, and he then further frames his audience, by contrast, as we who have 

been the victims of these soldiers, as discussed in the previous section. 

Sol kat yatz'on uvaa,  
ye'le' ta' va ch'o'om kat b'anon,  
pet puru u sole' ta' kati ok iqab' sti'  
Entonces maamala txumleb'ale' etaavee.  
Junk'al u o' evaa,  
pues o' ?yaapichil?? ch’o’j,  
o' vet soovre tenam  
ve kat soovre kan o'  
tan u ch’o’je'  

Soldiers killed them 
it wasn't sickness that did it 
but purely the soldiers who got their hands in it. 
Then what great sadness it is. 
Those of us that 
were hurt during the war, 
we, a Pueblo of survivors, 
who remained survivors 
of the war 

{MGRI} 
 
The lines focusing on the agency of the soldiers can be analyzed as follows: 
 
20. 
 
Sol kat yatz'on uvaa. 
sol  kat  yatz'-on uvaa 
soldier  COMP  kill-AF  DEMPN 
Soldiers killed them. 

 

Ye'le' ta' va ch'o'om kat b'anon, 
ye'le' ta'  va ch'o'om kat  b'an-on 
NEG EMPH  REL sickness COMP  TV:do-AF 
It's not sickness that did it. 

 

pet puru u sole' ta'  
pet puru u      sol-e'  ta'  
but purely ART:def,s   soldier-FV EMPH  
but purely the soldiers  
 
kati ok iq'ab' sti' 
kat-i  ok  i-q'ab'  s-t-i' 
COMP-FV IV:enter E3s-hand RNM-3Es-RN:in 
who got their hands in it. 
 
In these lines don Miguel goes to extraordinary discursive measures to make use of a 

variety of Ixhil grammatical resources to highlight the agency of the soldiers in the 
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killings of the 1980s and beyond.  In the first line, don Miguel uses the agent focus 

construction in order to emphasize the participation of the soldiers in the action being 

discussed.  The unmarked way to express the meaning "the soldiers killed (them)" would 

be the following construction: 

21.  Kat iyatz' sol. 
 Kat i-yatz'  sol Ø 
 COMP E3s-kill soldier A3p 
 ASP CM-TV N CM 
 The soldier killed (them). 

 

However, don Miguel's use of the agent focus construction makes the soldiers 

pragmatically more salient as sol is moved to the focus position at the front of the clause 

which then requires the agent focus suffix on the verb yatz'.  By way of further focusing 

the culpability of the soldiers, don Miguel goes on in line four to contrastively emphasize 

this agency saying that it was not sickness that caused this death, but soldiers.  In this 

example, don Miguel moves the negation ye'le' to the front of the sentence and follows it 

with the emphatic marker ta' thus doubly highlighting that what will follow contrasts 

with the previous line.21  What follows is again the agent focus construction moving 

ch'o'm, 'sickness' to a place of prominence before the verb b'anon 'to do.'  Thus don 

Miguel's meaning in these two lines is that it was soldiers and not sickness that killed so 

many Ixhiles.  These lines suggest the idea that had these deaths been natural deaths, 

caused by sickness, they would still be a great sadness, but one could gradually accept 

them, tending to the dead in the way that has always been done.  However, these were not 

                                                
21 further research on the grammar of Ixhil negation is needed to fill this out as there were many possible 
constructions that don Miguel could have used, all differentiated pragmatically and syntactically 
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natural deaths caused by illness, but rather unjust, unnatural deaths caused by men, by 

soldiers.  

 Don Miguel reiterates his point that responsibility for these deaths lies with the 

soldiers in one final repetition, pet puru u sole' ta' kati ok iq'ab' sti' ‘but purely the soldiers 

who got their hands in it.’  Again, don Miguel begins the line with contrast and moves the 

"soldiers" responsible to a place of prominence before the verb where it can more easily 

be included along with the adverb puru (The sentence Pet kat ok puru sol. would be 

grammatical but awkward given that the use of puru to emphasize the exclusivity of the 

identity of the subject would lend itself most naturally to the type of agent focus 

construction used by don Miguel.  Alternately, don Miguel could also have said simply 

Pet kat ok sol. as a completely grammatical, unmarked sentence but the effect of 

highlighting the participation of soldiers would have been lost.).  Line six is a sort of a 

summary citing the txumleb'ale', the sadness, that is often invoked in discourses about the 

war. 

As I suggested in the previous chapter, this way of talking about death during the 

war is common not only in political speech, but in many genres of speech about the war.  

Here it is not necessarily the repetition and/or conventional pairing of particular lexical 

items that references a larger idea, but rather, in this context, a syntactic construction has 

come to suggest the idea that it was not natural causes that led to these deaths but rather 

human agents who unjustly killed the victims.  Again, as I mentioned in the previous 

chapter, in her brief, softly spoken story that Nan Luz told to me during a transcription 
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session, she uses a construction related to the one used by don Miguel to talk about how 

her husband died during the war. 

 
22.   
 
Jit ch'o'm kat b'anon. 
jit ch'o'm  kat b'an-on 
NEG sickness    COMP TV:do-AF 
It's not sickness that did it. 

 
elq'amal kuxh kat  b'anaxi 
elq'a-mal  kuxh kat b'an-ax-i 
TV:steal-PCPL only COMP do-PAS-FV 
Kidnapping was done to him. 

 

Interestingly, although there are significant syntactic differences in the sentences used by 

Nan Luz and those used by don Miguel, they are all clearly related.  Don Miguel initially 

mentions the agency of the soldiers before contrasting them with sickness and repeating 

their agency.  Nan Luz does not include this initial mention.  Both don Miguel and Nan 

Luz place the element that they wish to contrast, ch'o'm, 'sickness' for both of them, at the 

front of their sentences, but Nan Luz uses the negation particle jit while don Miguel uses 

ye'le' plus the emphatic particle ta', and both conclude with the agent focus form of the 

verb b'an 'do.'   The differences in these sentences are minor, and the underlying syntactic 

constructions are the same.  However the second sentences Elq'amal kat b'anaxi 

‘kidnapping was done to him’ for Nan Luz and pet puru u sole' ta' kati ok iq'ab' sti'  ‘but 

purely the soldiers who got their hands in it’ for don Miguel are quite different as Nan Luz 

preserves the tendency of omitting an agent from her sentence about her husband’s 

abduction.  
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Likewise, constructions used in the ceremonial speech of Pap La's in the previous 

chapter neatly echo Nan Luz's words which in turn show a  continuity with don Miguel's 

uses in political speech.  

23. 

Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
toq'        -el  kat b'an  -ax -i   
kill.by.cutting –PCPL   COMP do    -PAS -FV 
TV        -SUF    ASP   TV   -SUF -FV 
cutting was done to them. 

 
Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 
jub'a -mal kat b'an  -ax -i   
shoot -PCPL  COMP do    -PAS -FV 
TV-SUF   ASP   TV   -SUF -FV 
shooting them was done to them 

 

In these cases it is not so much the soldiers and their agency that is being highlighted but 

rather the action that was done to provoke these deaths – not sickness but active violence.  

For Ixhiles this distinction between natural death and violent death is crucial and 

underscores the injustice of the war (see Chapter Four for further discussion). 
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 In addition to discursive techniques that highlight the agency of soldiers or the 

nature of the action that caused death, there are also ways in which Ixhil political 

discourse highlights the lack of Ixhil popular involvement in responsibility for the 

violence and the common experience of suffering. This focus on victimhood posits a new 

subject of Maya politics which is ironically at odds with the vision of the Maya 

Movement and yet is at the same time central to Ixhil understandings of their own 

collective political identity and sense of empowerment. 

2.8  THE PARADOX OF VIIKTIMA AS A TROPE OF AGENCY 
 

The word "victim" itself, phonologically assimilated into Ixhil viiktima and 

countless passive verbs of what was "done to us" or what "happened to us," plus the 

insistence that we were "just campesinos" are the foundation of political identities that 

circulate throughout the public speeches of many different sectors of Ixhil politics.   The 

use of the term viiktima likely comes from NGOs or state rhetoric about recognizing 

those affected by the war, but nonetheless circulates widely in Ixhil communities.  

Initially one can see its introduction through the local branch of a national association, 

the Asociación Movimiento de Víctimas para el Desarrollo Integral del Norte de Quiché 

(Association of the Victims' Movement for the Integral Development of Northern 

Quiché) and in the numerous Caminatas de Víctimas (Victims' Marches), also local 

manifestations of a national trend.  However in addition to these names which are more 

directly imported from a national discourse, the use of the Spanish or the Ixhil term in 

discourses spoken by Ixhiles has come to index an important legal relationship with real-
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life consequences.  Ixhiles are well aware that the peace accords as well as much state 

legislature requires resarcimiento, or reparations, to those who were "victims" of the 

violence.  In addition to his work with the exhumations and inhumations, the other 

critical part of don Miguel's work at the Victims’ Movement is helping Ixhiles find 

proper documentation of the births and deaths of loved ones so that if this documentation 

is found, and if it has been recorded that the loved one died from Army violence, then the 

survivor can potentially receive a check.  Of course only a small percentage of Ixhil 

wartime deaths are so documented, but nonetheless, thousands of Ixhiles have received 

resarcimiento checks as "victims."  In fact, it is the policy of resarcimiento  that the 

spokesperson for Colom, cited above, is referring to in his speech: 

La taq' aak u presupueesto  
ve oxva'l cien miyoones jun yap  
ti unq'a viiktimase'.   
Ae ni tal aak tu uma'l uuje' vaa  
as unpajtej va echevi'le'  
va la atin vet u ma't ley  
va o'laval yap va  
li b'an vet u prograama unpajtej.   

He (Colom) will give his proposal 
for five hundred million each year 
for the victims. 
That's what he has said in writing that 
in addition 
there will be legislation  
that will run for fifteen years that 
will establish a program as well. 

{CR} 
 

Even outside of explicitly policy oriented speech like the above example, Ixhil political 

speeches often make use of the identity of victims as a central point of organizing.  We 

recall don Diego's opening lines, Entonces nun jaj setej vitz’in vatzik, jank'al ex ve ve o' 

viiktima…  ‘Then I ask you, brothers and sisters, how many of you, we victims…’  The 

identity of victimhood is compelling enough that it requires don Diego to reformat his 

statement in order to include himself. 
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 But if the notion of viiktima is widespread in Ixhil oppositional politics, how is it 

understood by those who mobilize it?  The identity of viiktima highlights the notion, 

crucial for Ixhil politics, that this was not a just war but a genocide.  Although many 

Ixhiles, including some of the most prominent political speakers like don Diego, did act 

as either guerrillas or as civil patrollers during the war, they argue that 1)  their actions 

were forced on them by the violence of the Army – either to defend themselves and their 

communities with arms or to agree to patrolling to avoid being killed, and 2) the identity 

of viiktima is not so much an individual identity but a collective one which pertains to the 

majority of the Ixhil population (only a very few wealthy, well connected Ixhiles like the 

mayor might be considered exempt from this category).  The power of the position of the 

viiktima is the power to denounce what was done to entire communities of Ixhiles as one 

who experienced this destruction.  The position of viiktima is also firmly located outside 

of responsibility for the violence – it takes a strongly oppositional stance to the official 

position that this was a two sided war of the Army against the guerrilla and instead places 

the blame for genocide solely with the Army, the State, and those who back these 

institutions in order to preserve their own privilege.  This position rejects any implication 

of Ixhil complicity. 

The question of agency in Ixhil political speech brings up an interesting paradox.  

The encoding of historical memory in Ixhil political speech has helped to create an Ixhil 

politics of victimhood.  This is a politics which can't be denied – an uncomfortable reality 

for the Left, the national Maya Movement and many who would work in solidarity with 

Ixhil organizations.  Many such actors would have this politics recast into terms more 
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acceptable to liberal sensibilities, where agency, not victimhood, is given prominence, 

but it is precisely in the identity of "victims" that Ixhiles find power.  Marcie Mersky’s 

insight based on her work on the United Nations CEH truth commission report provides a 

useful analytic lens into this question.  “The state, in disappearing, assassinating or 

massacring committed violations of human rights, committed crimes that are not 

diminished by the oppositional quality of their victims.  In this sense, they were victims.  

But in being victims they have not lost their position as subjects.” (Mersky 2006, 12).  

Although Mersky’s primary objective in this analysis was meant to be relevant to the 

CEH report and to emphasize the agency of victims during the war, her concluding 

statement opens the door to a more nuanced analysis of contemporary Mayan politics that 

draws strength from the identity of victim.  It is an interesting paradox that it is precisely 

the position of historical powerlessness that gives this politics power. 

2.9  CONCLUSIONS 
 In this chapter I have begun to address the lexical and stylistic choices that 

characterize the genre of political speech.  Furthermore, I have demonstrated the ways 

that Ixhiles make use of these linguistic properties of this way of speaking in order to 

encode historical memory of the recent period of violence into political speech. 

Discourses about the war are not used by all political speakers in all contexts, but they are 

quite common, and the lexical choices and grammatical constructions that characterize 

them are becoming conventionalized.   

With this conventionalization, a shared historical memory of the war is also 

emerging which political speech has used to encode distinct political positions.  
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Conventionalized discourses about the war in political speech represent a shared politics 

which may differ in specific manifestations but share a united identity as those who 

suffered during the war as opposed to the minority who benefited from it or the soldiers 

who were responsible for it.  This shared experience is also often but not always 

associated with the identity of “victim” which implies alliance to the national Victims’ 

Movement both in its manifestation in several organizations and as a more general 

political position that demands reparations from the state for the violence suffered in war.  

Furthermore, discourses about the war in political speech commonly oppose the identity 

of “we” who have suffered from the war with those who are responsible for the violence 

of war, the soldiers of the Army of Guatemala.  Finally, both the use of first person plural 

pronouns restricted by relative clauses and the use of the lexical item kumool indicate that 

a sense of shared ethnicity is an important part of the political identity represented in 

political speeches that invoke historical memory of the war.  These discourses are not 

exclusive to Ixhiles in particular, and in fact in two examples of this chapter they have 

been used to include K’ichee’ speakers, and they can even be extended to include 

ladinos, but the association of both this restricted first person plural and kumool with 

Ixhil ethnicity remains salient. 

Through its use in political speech, the political implications that sectors of the 

Ixhil population are assigning to this historical memory are likewise becoming 

increasingly complex and widely used.  In this speech we can see the emergence of a 

political identity that is consolidated around historical memory.  Through this work 

systematically studying the overlap of the Ixhil discursive practices for talking about war 
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and the conventions of the genre of political speech, I hope to add depth to analyses of 

the role that historical memory plays in the larger world of Ixhil politics and Maya 

politics in general.   

In this chapter the focus has been on the formalized genre of political speech. The 

previous chapter focused on how historical memory has been encoded in the ceremonial 

speech of inhumations which are highly public simultaneously spiritual and political 

events.  However, in this dissertation, I argue that only part of the work to consolidate a 

post-wartime political identity arises out of formal public politics.  In the next three 

chapters, I consider the informal political work that is crucial to constituting the social 

unity needed in order to work for structural change in the region.  If the formal politics 

represented by the inhumations and political activities of these first two chapters are to be 

effective political representations of a larger Ixhil community, they require activities like 

those discussed particularly in Chapters 3 and 5 among community organizations that do 

not necessarily consider themselves “Political” but have formed in response to the 

destruction left by war.  
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Chapter 3: Memory in a Community Organization  

Marta Cobo Raymundo was four years old when her mother, doña María 

Raymundo, fled Nebaj with Marta and her six siblings.  Their home had been ransacked 

by soldiers, neighbors were continually turning up tortured and killed, and Marta’s 

mother felt that it was only a matter of time before the soldiers came for their family as 

well.  Marta’s father had joined the guerrillas, and doña María was on her own with the 

children.  As a new Army assault closed in on their home, the Raymundos took off 

running along with their neighbors until they came to a river where the bridge had been 

destroyed. With seven young children, Marta’s mother carried the youngest on her back, 

held another with one arm, and with her remaining free arm, she decided that instead of 

carrying Marta, she would carry a bag of salt which was in desperate need in refugee 

communities in the mountains.  She could exchange small bits of salt for things that the 

family would need in the mountains.  Marta was left to fend for herself crossing the river, 

and her mother hoped that someone would help her little girl.  Fortunately for Marta, a 

man who was also fleeing the pursuing soldiers scooped her up and put her down on the 

other side of the river.  When doña María turned to look for Marta, she saw Marta 

running to catch up, clutching her corte ‘skirt’ around her waist because, like all four year 

old Ixhil girls, she couldn’t keep her faja ‘wrap-around belt’ securely fastened on her 

own.  

This story of crossing the river was a favorite story that the family shared as much 

with each other as with me one night as we sat around the fire after dinner during 2001. 
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The image of Marta, who is now always impeccably put together, clutching her falling 

corte made the family roar with laughter even as they shook their heads remembering the 

unbelievable hardships they had come through.  In the time since the Raymundos first 

crossed the river, six of the seven children survived the war.  Elena Cristina, whom doña 

María had carried across the river in her arms, would die when she was two years old 

from shock and illness after soldiers bombed their refugee camp.  The rest of the siblings 

would withstand eight long years of hunger in the mountains.  One more little sister was 

born in the mountains and left wrapped in banana leaves as the family fled soldiers 

attacking the camp hours after her birth.  When her brothers were sent back that night to 

bury the newborn, they found the writhing little girl still in the leaves and brought her 

back to her mother.  María is 27 today, the youngest of the Raymundo children, and her 

rebellious lifestyle as a young woman is attributed to the fact that she spent the first few 

hours of her life alone lying in leaves in the mountains.   

For years after they returned to Nebaj from the mountains, the Raymundo girls 

travelled to the capital city every week with their mother to sell weavings until the family 

had enough money to rebuild their home.  When I arrived in Nebaj in 2001, doña María 

and Marta still travelled once a week to the capital to sell.  Today doña María is an 

extremely shrewd business woman who knows the buying and selling circuit from the 

remotest villages of the Ixhil area, to the regional center of Nebaj, to Guatemala City 

probably better than anyone else, and although none of the Raymundo children ever went 

to school when they were young for any significant period outside of the refugee camp in 

the mountains, they have all built fairly successful businesses, many drawing on their 
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experience of selling with their mother in the years immediately after the war.  Today all 

of the Raymundo grandchildren go to school, and the Raymundos are active and 

prominent members of their community.  

It was on these trips to sell in the capital that doña María and Marta heard that the 

president’s wife was offering roofing materials to women’s organizations. This news 

compelled doña María and Marta to call their extended family members, their neighbors, 

and their neighbors’ families to meet regularly and discuss how they could collectively 

apply for roofing materials and any other aid or war reparations that might be offered 

after the signing of the peace accords.  During their years in the mountains, the 

Raymundos had lived in the Comunidades de Población en Resistencia (Communities of 

Population in Resistance – CPR), a civil organization made up of over 30,000 (Sanford 

2003, 177) mostly Maya refugees that existed in the mountains for 15 years during the 

war and continues to be active today.  Doña María had been an active participant in CPR 

women’s organizations then, and Marta had attended all the meetings as a child.  In the 

years since the war’s end, it is this experience that has enabled them to form and direct 

their own women’s organization in Nebaj, the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz (Women’s 

Group for Peace).  Ultimately the nascent group never received roofing materials, and 

over several years of failed applications and grueling physical labor on minimally funded 

projects, the majority of the group’s original membership quit, but the 31 who remained 

were a dedicated group who worked well together and thanked Marta and doña María for 

their initiative in starting the group. Today doña María and Marta are the most prominent 
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leaders of the Grupo and also brilliant orators.  Many of the speeches and stories in this 

chapter were spoken by these two women. 

Certainly doña María and Marta have not forgotten two year old Elena Cristina 

who died in the mountains nor the years of hunger and suffering that they endured during 

the war and the subsequent hardships of traveling weekly to the capital to sell in an 

attempt to recover what they lost.  However in the years that have followed, the survival 

and wellbeing of the remaining seven Raymundo children and the future of the 

Raymundo grandchildren has hinged on more than justice for Elena Cristina and a public 

space for her memory. It has depended on the surviving Raymundos’ ingenuity and hard 

work but also on the support of their community and their ability to function and 

participate as part of this community which is made up of hundreds of other families who 

have suffered similarly tragic losses but from very different positions in relation to the 

violence.   

Thus the memory of Elena Cristina and of the Raymundo family’s suffering has 

become a part of a larger struggle that is also about selling textiles in the capital and 

gathering one’s extended family and neighbors to solicit roofing materials and forming a 

larger cohesive social unit.  The community organization that the Raymundo women 

formed has provided members not only with possibilities to help recover from the 

economic losses of war, but it has also fostered a set of relationships that many members 

liken to those within a family (see Chapter 5). The ability to lead this organization has 

come from doña María and Marta’s experiences in community organization in the CPRs 

and their position of respect within their community in Nebaj today.  The ability of the 
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families who make up the Grupo and other community organizations in the Ixhil area to 

work together as a socially cohesive unit and the place of the memory of the war and the 

limitations of this memory in forging social cohesion are the subject of this chapter.  The 

chapter examines how these elements of memory of the war, economic struggle, and the 

effort to maintain and create social cohesion come together in community-based 

organizations in Nebaj, El Quiché, Guatemala.  To gain a purchase on these complex 

social phenomena, I study them through the lens of discourse as a shaper and a reflection 

of social reality. 

Part of this process of understanding the social and linguistic implications of 

discourses of historical memory of the war is to recognize that these discourses do not 

occur in isolation.  The memory of other shared experiences also becomes 

conventionalized and becomes the basis for speech that sets community norms and binds 

members together.  In some contexts, historical memory of the war is crucial in 

promoting community cohesion, but in other contexts, other types of memory play a 

more significant role.  One part of understanding how historical memory of the war 

contributes to social cohesion is considering how this type of discourse is situated as 

compared to other conventionalized stories within the same group.  In the case of the 

Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz, both discourses of historical memory of the war and 

another type of conventionalized story of shared experience occur in the collective 

discourse of the group in order to draw them together as a community.   

My awareness of this second conventionalized form of discourse among members 

of the Grupo and of an appropriate methodology for approaching this issue emerged 
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simultaneously.  In Metaphysical Community, Greg Urban presents the notion of 

circulation in which communities cohere because discourses circulate among members 

(Urban 1996). Urban argues that it is not so much what groups talk about that makes 

them cohere as a unit, but rather it is the fact that a certain kind of talk is shared among 

members that matters.  During one Grupo de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz meeting 

about a particularly grievous error of a new member that threatened the group’s very 

existence, the Grupo de Mujeres president was asked to translate the comments of the 

members to foreign visitors who were also involved in the meeting because the meeting 

involved a collaborative project that all were working on together.  The president 

repeatedly translated other members’ comments from Ixhil to Spanish by beginning, ella 

también comenta sobre lo de las hormigas.., ‘she too comments about the ants..;’ ella 

dice lo mismo sobre lo de las hormigas.., ‘she says the same thing about the ants...’etc. 

thereby summarizing the women’s more detailed speech into something that served to 

frame the errant new member’s offense as one against the entire group as a collective.  

The new member’s mistake itself had nothing to do with ants, but rather the group’s 

understanding of their origins as a collective is summarized in a story in which ants have 

become a central metaphor.  The other members nodded in agreement at each speaker’s 

words, and I explained to the other foreigners what the president did not -- the 

significance of the ants as the defining feature in memory of the group’s foundational 

agricultural project eight years earlier which had been infested by ants.  Because I had 

participated in this project and had heard it mentioned in countless meetings, I was 

familiar with the discursive move that the women were making in their speech.  
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However, on this occasion, it struck me that in her translations, the president summarized 

how each woman’s speech was the same as the women who had spoken before her, and 

the content of the women’s speech could be paraphrased in such shorthand as lo de las 

hormigas—‘the thing about the ants’ because the actual content of the story of the ants 

and its larger meaning was so well known among members and was assumed to be 

known by me as well.  What I noticed in reflecting on the president’s paraphrasing was 

the extent to which the discourse about the ants circulates and the purposes to which the 

women put it.  This discourse was clearly what Grupo members were using to frame their 

identity as a collective, and it has been employed repeatedly when the group’s existence 

as a community needs to be invoked and reaffirmed.   

The prominence of the story of the ants led me to wonder about the role that 

discourses about memory of the war play in the cohesion of the group by comparison.  

Writing about Guatemala, Charles Hale argues that communities that have recently been 

through a period of extreme violence may develop “an intense collective need to 

remember their past as a precondition for facing the future” (Hale 1997) such that if 

communities are to be reformed, refashioned or perpetuated after periods of intense 

violence, they will need discourses in which they frame that past for themselves and 

others.  In Hale’s assessment, Guatemala has entered just such a period, and academic 

work has proliferated about how accounts of the period of violence are and are not being 

shared in various regions of the country.  Certainly such discourses do occur in the 

meeting speech of the Grupo, but they are significantly less frequent, and they are put to 

strikingly different purposes and told in different ways.  The question of how these two 
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different kinds of discourses have functioned in the collective talk of the Grupo gets to 

the heart of the theoretical questions that this dissertation seeks to address about 

relationships among discourse, memory and community. 

Theorizing about the notion of “community” in a more general way, James Brow 

(1990) argues that even new collectives will quickly create histories for themselves, 

especially stories of their origin as a group, in order to foster a sense of “belonging 

together” which he, following Weber, defines as the essence of community.  In fact a 

“story of origin” is exactly what the story of the ants represents for the Grupos – they 

belong together because they all shared this same experience of working in the 

agricultural cooperative, or in the case of the members of the men’s group who later 

joined the women, because they were chosen by their female family members who did 

share this experience, and as such they owe a debt of gratitude towards them for their part 

in this “story of origin.”  

However, in other discourse of the Grupos, it becomes clear that there is a sense 

that they also shared the same experience during the war as well.  Although the members 

were positioned in very different ways (indeed some were forced to participate in civil 

patrols that massacred entire communities while others lost children or husbands in these 

same massacres), discourses about the war emphasize commonality (Garcia et al 2005), 

and as the rest of this chapter will show, sharing this experience is undoubtedly part of 

what being a member in the group includes.  However the shared experience of surviving 

the war does not constitute the Grupos’ story of origins but rather is used in a very 
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different way.  Differentiating between the social positioning of these two discourses 

requires an additional set of methodological tools. 

Haviland (2010) following Silvenstein (2003) argues that large social phenomena 

can be studied through many individual acts of discursive interaction.  If the Grupo de 

Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz does cohere as a collective, then this should be possible to 

study in their discursive interaction.  Likewise, if historical memory of the war has 

become intensely important to collectives in Guatemala as Hale (1997) suggests, and, if 

as Sherzer and Urban (Sherzer 1987, Urban 1991) contend, social reality is constructed 

and reflected through discourse, then we should be able to study the larger social 

phenomenon of the importance of historical memory of the war through considering 

many individual instances of discursive interaction.  In order to consider the different 

roles of the story of the ants and discourses about the war in constituting a “sense of 

belonging” among members of the Grupo, I consider the occasions on which these 

conventionalized stories have entered the discursive life of the organization, the 

ethnographic contexts in which they ocurred, and the social purposes to which they were 

put. 

3.1  THE STORY OF THE ANTS 
 The genres of discourse used by community organizations are, of course, varied.  

Not surprisingly meeting talk is one of the most significant kinds of talk that 

organizations participate in.  Within organizations it is given a privileged space as 

members of the organizations that I focus on here refer to talk that occurs outside of 

meetings negatively, as “street talk,” even if the talk occurs in the physical space where 
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the meeting will be held but in the minutes before the meeting has begun. “Street talk” is 

regularly called out and strongly criticized by the groups’ leadership which holds it as a 

suspect space.  Itself, meeting talk may include persuasive speech, scolding, arguments, 

testimony, and narratives and through its repetition in collective spaces serves to set the 

norms for group behavior, define the principles of the group, and regulate the behavior of 

members. 

 Within this context of meeting talk, it is the story of the ants, not discourses 

about war, that has marked the most significant moments of the Grupos de Mujeres y 

Hombres por la Paz.  In order to consider the role of this memory within this collective 

of 56 Ixhiles, I trace the last ten years of the organization’s history as it has been marked 

by discourse of members about the story of the ants at key moments.  I consider both the 

linguistic form of the story and the social purposes to which it is put. 

 In 2001, when I first came to Nebaj with a professor as a recent graduate from 

college, a friend of doña María Raymundo’s who had been in the CPRs with her placed 

me in doña María and Marta’s home with a mandate to help the Grupo de Mujeres with 

their applications for funding.  In spite of dozens of meetings with the general 

membership of the group or the directive board, and my best writing efforts, none of our 

applications to Guatemalan government or nongovernmental agencies were ever 

successful.  We didn’t know the right people or have the right credentials.  However, in 

2002, after being organized for four years, the Grupo de Mujeres received a small private 

donation of $2,000 – their first financial gain yet.  After extensive meetings, the 

leadership of the group managed to convince the members that instead of immediately 
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dividing up this amount among the 147 members, it would be better spent if they invested 

it in a project that could then grow and ultimately provide more funds for individual 

women as well as the start-up capital for future group projects.  Yet more discussion led 

the Grupo to decide that they would use the money to rent out a fairly large piece of land 

in the neighborhood, to buy seeds and compost and, eventually, to fence off the area and 

build a greenhouse.  Over the course of the next two years, the women met several times 

a week to work on their plot of land and to discuss how labor would be accomplished, 

how supplies would be bought and how the fruits of their work would be managed. 

Because the land had once been used as a trash dump, it was infested with ants, and the 

women spent many hours cleaning the trash from the area and being bitten by ants.  In the 

end, the agricultural project never did turn substantial profits, and the majority of the 

women tired of such demanding physical labor for such little profit, and by the time the 

group ended the agricultural cooperative two years later, only 31 members remained.  

Although the agriculture project never resulted in substantial financial gain for the 

members, it turned out to be the key formative experience that continues to bind the 

collective together. The salient details and the reasons for the importance of this 

experience emerge from the way that this story surfaces in the discourse of members at 

the key moments of the group’s experiences. 

 One of these important moments came in 2007, when the women of the Grupo 

de Mujeres por la Paz decided to extend their membership to include men.  The women 

had each been allowed to choose one man, usually their husband, son, or father, to form 

the Grupo de Hombres por la Paz.  On the day that the Grupo de Mujeres first called all 
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the men together for their first meeting, the energy level and excitement were high as was 

the sense of the significance of the meeting.  For the women, it was necessary that the 

men know the history of the organization that they were joining and what it meant to now 

be members. This task naturally fell to Marta, the group’s most well respected orator and 

well liked leader.  After issuing a formal greeting to the men, Marta began the discursive 

task of formally introducing the group to the men and presenting them with what the 

implications and responsibilities of membership would be for them. 

At chajak ata va b'a'n chan vas tuk'e', 
as yakle'l vet chajak stuk.  
Ye'l li b'an chajak 
tan cuesta chan kat kub'an chaj tii xe'tisa uva. 
At chaj nane' kat kuxh tz'ei, 
kat kuu tu la' sanich. 
Kam kuxh kat mux kub'anla. 
Pues cheel ta'e' as ni sa' chaj vet chajak 
tan b'a'n vet ex eta', eche ex pap, 
tan ye'l axh ta' qaq' kuu ex tu sanich. 
Ye'xh kam ta' tuk nache'.  
Ye'l tzaj itz'i. 
Ye'l, ye'l b'a'y ta' tuk ekuy chaj. 
O' tas nu kukuy chaj vas kub'a'y kat ib'an kan, 
pero cheel ni tal chaj chajak,  
pues aa kuxh imool b'ata' 
va ile' kat tza'yu vete'  
pues tuk txa'anoj vet o' b'aj. 
Pues exh chan kuxh sti’e’  
va nu kumolo chaj kat ax  
va tu kuuq’ii vas cheel. 

There are some men who drink a lot, 
or they just leave with it (the family’s money).  
They can't do that 
because it was hard for us to make this happen. 
There are women who got burned in the sun, 
who went down among the ants. 
They did anything. 
But today they want 
you to be good, you gentlemen, 
since we're not going to put you in the ants. 
You're not going to feel anything. 
You won't be thirsty. 
You won't have to withstand hunger. 
We withstood our hunger, 
but today they say  
to just meet together. 
It's already cooked.  
Well now we're going to eat. 
Well this is why  
we are calling you  
this afternoon. 

  
In her opening speech, Marta is making the men conscious that they are being granted a 

precious privilege that was earned through the sacrifice of their wives, mothers, and 

sisters.  This is the most important thing for the men to know about the organization as 

they are inducted into it – they must understand and take to heart the value of 
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membership as it was defined through descent into the ants.  With that, the introduction 

of the group’s identity as an organization was done, and Marta moved on to introduce the 

work that the men would participate in.   

Since this initial meeting virtually all activities have been done jointly by the new 

combined group, the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz (with “mujeres” 

preceding “hombres” because chronologically the women preceded the men and because 

they were the ones who went down into the ants, as it was explained to me), and the story 

of the ants is invoked regularly by both the women and the men.  Even though the men 

did not themselves experience work among the ants, the story of the ants is used to 

remind other members that the group has a history that is based in the collective work and 

sacrifice of the members. 

Several years after the men’s group was formed, members of the Grupo de 

Mujeres used the story of the ants as a way of criticizing other members for acting 

contrary to the interests of the collective. On one particular occasion, the Grupos had 

come to the decision, after many hours of strenuous meetings and debates over a period 

of many weeks, to pool their collective resources in order to buy a piece of land together.  

At the final meeting when members were each supposed to turn in a fixed sum of money 

to the group’s leadership to complete the purchase, two new members made the critical 

mistake of being the first to speak in opposition to the purchase advocated by the 

directive board, and soon other members started to express doubt as well.  Although in 

reality there were several directive board members who themselves opposed the purchase 

and many other members who were likewise not convinced, the new members were 
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largely held responsible for the failed purchase because they had spoken out of turn 

instead of waiting for older members (both in age and time of membership) who had 

worked among the ants to speak.  In the end, the directive board became frustrated and 

disillusioned with group members who were no longer so willing to collaborate, and the 

land purchase was called off at the last minute.  As the meeting quickly devolved into 

frustrated and confused multiple conversations, I asked the women (most of the men had 

already left) if they still planned to continue working together as a group regardless of if 

they bought the land or not.  In response, Rosa Velasco, addressed other members 

referring to their history of working with each other and with me: 

RV: 
 
Komo ti’ u vee’ ta’ ve kat aq’om o’ tuk’ 
ixoj, ve kuesta u qaq’one’ kat til ixoj 
b’axaj, as tuk kol kaoj vet o’ q’a unpajtej  
 
 
FM: 
 
Antu vet aak ta’ ak ma’le’, kat ku’ aak ta’ 
tu sanich ta “unb’an provaal u taq’one’” ta’ 
aak ta’ kat tala, as kat ichi’ vet u saniche’ 
ta’ aaki.  Kat qila ta’. 
  
PBS: 
 
Kat kuxh koj ib’an aak probar, pet kat iloq’ 
aak ta’ tasaroon. 
 
JSV: 
 
Aa unq’a uxhchile’ ta’ ve ye’ kat ootzin ve 
a’n kat ul vete’, pet va’ chit ib’oromaan ti’ 
vas iqule’ ta’n sanich.  B’en pa’x lemeeta 
tu qoj, va’l ku molat unq’a pa’x lemeetae’, 

RV: 
 
About that, we have worked with her since 
the beginning.  She has seen how the work 
was hard at the beginning, and we can’t 
turn back now. 
 
FM: 
 
María too fell among the ants.  “I’m going 
to try the work too,” she said, and the ants 
bit her she said.  That’s what we saw. 
 
 
PBS: 
 
She didn’t just try it, but she bought her 
own hoe. 
 
JSV: 
 
It’s the people who just now joined who 
don’t know.  Our backs got swollen 
because of the ants.  Pieces of broken 
bottles stuck our feet.  We collected all the 
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as mam ch’is ta’ kat ku mola, kat kuk’ach 
lab’ as … 
 
RV: 
 
Matale’n, as vas Maribeele’ ta’. 
 
FM: 
 
mama’la vi’xh ta’ kamnal kan as kat ku 
mola as kat qaq’tzan tu a’e’, pa’xa xa’p, 
q’a’la sapato, ¡pero a la gran!!!!!  Kat b’ex 
tilcha vet ak maartae’ u aq’one’ b’aj, 
xuaake’ vi’le’ poro a vet u saniche’ tan kat 
kuk’ulcha vet u aq’one’, kat ku k’ulcha vet 
u aq’one’ as, “¡ay! kat chit ichi’ vet in 
txoo” taq’ vet aak, as ye’ koj ni tulchan ta’ 
ch’o’ ta’ ni qalcha, nu ku txum vet ivatz. 
 
RV: 
 
as ye’ koj kajal vet ti’ vas toje’ pet, o’ 
vatz’i tan chianal kuxh ku chi’p ta’n u 
saniche’. 
 
PBS: 
 
txumcha ixoj ku vatz as loq’cha ixoj uma’j 
voolsa ku agua pura as ijatx ixoj suku xo’l.  
Ae’ ta’ ni ch’oon vet te ixoj cheel, ve ye’le 
ch’o’ ni qale’. 

broken bottles, and gathered up so much 
trash.  We burned it and… 
 
RV: 
 
Magdalena and Maribel too. 
 
FM: 
 
There were a lot of dead cats too that we 
gathered up and threw in the water, pieces 
of sandals, old shoes, but oh my…!!!!  
Marta went to see the work, and that girl, 
oh, but the ants.  We accepted the work, we 
accepted the work, but “ow! the ants bit 
me” she said.  She shouldn’t have come, 
we said, we talked among ourselves.  We 
felt bad about that. 
 
RV: 
 
And didn’t her feet get red too, but we’re 
used to being bitten by ants. 
 
 
PBS: 
 
She felt bad for us and bought us bags of 
water and gave them out to us.  And now it 
bothers her that we are saying no. 
 

 
Although in a larger sense the group’s concern was the purchasing of the land, the 

immediate concern is that I have become so disheartened by the intensity of the arguing 

and have questioned their interest in working together as a collective at all, thereby 

threatening the group’s identity as a group and my own involvement in the collective. 

The story of the ants is invoked by Juana Solis Velasco.  As a former member of the 

directive board for the first 9 years that the group was organized, she has a strong sense 
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of how difficult it was for the directive board to arrive at the decision to buy the property, 

and she has a firm belief in the need of the members to respect the leadership of their 

group. Personally, she also advocated the purchase of the land.  Although it would 

require substantial sacrifice and work from the members, she also felt that the land would 

be a good investment. Both in this speech and in private, Juana Solis Velasco and many 

other members complained that the two dissenting members who spoke first did not 

know work and sacrifice and did not adequately respect the group’s leaders because they 

had not worked among the ants. In fact, it is often argued that the work among the ants 

was what taught member of the Grupo de Mujeres to act as a group, and that experience 

was valuable in organizational formation and should be respected. When this lived 

knowledge is not respected, it is seen as a threat to the group, and invocations of the story 

of the ants are inevitable.  

 Such was the case when the two members spoke out of turn to oppose the land 

purchase, but it was even more in evidence when a Grupo de Hombres member 

threatened the group in a more direct way. It was the meeting addressing this problem 

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter that led me to first consider the notion of 

circulation of discourse. The threat to the group occurred when one of the members of the 

Grupo de Hombres was found to have approached a foreigner who had been working 

with the Grupos and suggested that the foreigner contribute donations towards another 

organization that he was forming apart from the Grupo de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz. 

The foreigner then provided support to the other organization prior to making any 

contribution to the Grupos efforts despite having worked with the Grupos for several 
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years. The leadership and the membership of the Grupos were in agreement that the 

problem was not that the foreigner helped another organization but that neither the 

foreigner nor the Grupo de Hombres member had informed the women’s directive board 

of this plan, nor had they asked advice about how to manage this new relationship so that 

it would be clear to all involved. All saw this as disregard for the authority of the 

organization’s leadership, and the authority of the leadership has always been at the heart 

of the Grupos’ organization. The following three excerpts come from a speech by Petrona 

Bernal Santiago, Nan Ni’l, who warns the Grupos that they must always remember and 

respect the experience that formed the organization. Nan Ni’l’s speech came shortly after 

the foreigner apologized to the group for not consulting with the leadership. 

1 kam kuxh nu kub'an tuk ma't gruupo, 
2 unq'a naje' la qalchaj.   
3 Echa va o', o' ixoj tan 
4 ootzimal chite' b'ata' qa u qaq'one' sqa'n. 
5 Eche uvi’le, eche kat tal ak Nan Ro’se’ va 
6 kat kutxey qasaroon;  
7 kat kub'an sufrir;  
8 kat kukuy kuva'y;  
9  kat kukuy kutzajitzi'il.  
10 Hasta ixoj Maria Luze' kat toq' ta'n sanich. 
11 Kuesta ta' kat kub'ana. 
12 As cheel ta’ ni taq’ peena ta’ svej 
13 porque ve ak pap Me'ke' 
14 ni jaj sotz'b'al ipaav  
15 as o'e' ta' la kujaj sotzb'al kupaav 
16 tan o'e' ta' ni yansan u kugruupoe'. 
17 Achav o' b'ata'  
18 tan aan chajaak b'ata' unq'a naje' ni xe'te'.   
19 Aan chajaak b'ata' ni nuk' tib'.  
20 Eche' ta' o' ixoj tan 
21 Kat qootzil vet qib' –  
22 o ni txey tib' vas kuvi' vatz u qaq'on, 
23 dispues kat kutxuq'i chaj qib',  

We do all sorts of things with the other group, 
with the men. 
Like us, we the women 
we know very well what our work is. 
Like what Nan Ro’s says, 
we took up our hoes; 
we suffered; 
we withstood hunger; 
we withstood thirst. 
Even Maria Luz cried because of the ants. 
It was difficult what we did. 
And now it bothers me 
because he  
is asking for forgiveness 
and we are the ones who should ask for forgiveness 
since we are the ones who have damaged our group. 
We were fine 
but they, the men, just started. 
They are just now organizing. 
Like we women, 
we know each other –  
we might go at each other in our work, 
and then later we love each other again, 
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24 kat kub'anchaj je' b'a'n sqej. 
25 Eche' vile' kat qaq' cha ku' vas kuko'm. 
26 Ni qoksa kusaq'aljok. 
27 Ni qoksa kumul,  
28 as va'l itzaj kutzi'. 
29 Asta ni toyb'echaj ixoj Maria Luze' kuvatz'  
30 va ma't iloq' chaj ixoj agua pura.  
31 Kat taq' chaj ixoj sqej. 
32 Pes aya'le' u (ku?)suprimeinto kat kub'ana. 
33As eche' ak pap me'ke' va isojsa ak kupaav, 
34 o' va la kujaj sotzb'al kupaav ti aaki 
35 tan como aak ni jaj vet sotzb'al ipaav sqej. 
36 Ni taq’om aak as ni qaq’ome’ b’aj. 
37 Pero eche' u yole' b'a'n 
38 tan maas sufrir ta' kat kub'ana. 
39 Eche' va chas naje' 
40 tan ye' vet ijab'alil ta'  
41 ni tachi chajak. 
42 Ye' vet i, ye' vet iq'iil 
43 ve ni tachi chajak,  
44 pet achav b'oj qatine'. 
45 Aunque maas chit uk un vas yole' b'aj  
46 tzi'e' ni b'a ni b'ane', 
47 pero ech kuxh vete'  
48 tan at vet o' tu tzajii. 

and we’re nice to each other again. 
Like when we planted our cornfield. 
We worked it. 
We made its mounds, 
and we got thirsty. 
Maria Luz even felt sorry for us 
and bought us water. 
She gave it to us. 
Well that was the suffering that we went through. 
And just as he forgives us, 
we ask him to forgive us 
just like he is asking us to forgive him. 
He works and we work too. 
But like we say, 
we suffered a lot.  
But the men, 
it wasn’t in the rain 
that they were working. 
It wasn’t in the sun 
that they were working, 
but we are in a good place. 
Although my words are strong, 
my tongue is sharp [lit. it is my mouth doing it], 
but that’s all,  
because we are in the dry now. 

  
 
In Nan Ni’l’s speech she was strongly criticizing the group members for not recognizing 

that they are the ones who had failed – the men had failed from lack of experience, and 

the women had failed to teach them and to manage their work.  She used the story of the 

ants three times (lines 6-10, 25-32, 37-44) to encapsulate the fact that the women are a 

well formed collective who have paved the way for the men who now have the 

opportunity to benefit without having to suffer the difficulties of getting the group started.  

This final point she emphasized with a now conventionalized metaphorical reference to 
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the benefits of the agricultural project, at vet o’ tu tzajii ‘we are in the dry now’ (line 48) 

playing on the memory of the difficulties of farming in the rain. 

 As we can see in Nan Ni’l’s speech, she was not the only one to make reference 

to the story of the ants.  In fact Nan Ni’l began her invocation of the ants by comparing it 

to Nan Ro’s’s speech which Nan Ro’s had given immediately before NanNi’l and also 

discussed the agricultural project.  Then, immediately after Nan Ni’l’s speech, Francisco 

Carlos Roderigo Raymundo Laynes, a member of the Grupo de Hombres, offered his 

own speech, likewise referring to the women’s history of work in the ants.  Carlos framed 

the member’s offense as disrespectful to the president of the women’s and the men’s 

groups and then reiterated what the previous two women had said about the ants: 

Ech chene' q'a unq'a ixoje'  
porque creo que kat ib'anlu chaamaj ta' 
sufrir por que kat ulyu ul uma'l u proyecto  
xo'l chaamaj la qale'  
pero kat ak' chaamaj ta' vatz jab'al o  
kat ku' chaamaj tu sanich, 
 pero cheel vete' pues aan chen vet vas 
qetze'.  

Like the women, 
I think that they have suffered  
because a project came 
among them let’s say,  
but they got wet in the rain, or 
they went down among the ants,  
but today we are just beginning our own. 

 
It is this frequency of the story of the ants in members’ speeches that led the president to 

paraphrase translations saying, “she says the same thing about the ants” or “he comments 

about the ants.” 

 The story of the ants was also used in less serious moments when members 

wished to encourage other members to behave correctly.  In 2002, the Grupo de Mujeres 

decided to begin a literacy project in which the women who could read and write would 

teach those who could not.  Although no one had spoken any objections to this idea, there 
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was nonetheless a series of speeches by members to urge each other on.  Jacinta de León 

Ceto is well known in the Grupo for her speeches meant to orient members towards 

correct behavior. 

Eche nu kub'ane',  
nu kukuu tu saniche'. 
Ni chi o' txoo pero kam sti' aq'i? 
Tan necesidad b'ata' ni b'anon o' 
ve va'l li chiat o' txoo la qalaj. 
Pues techel kuxh kutxakata'. 

It’s like what we did,  
we went down among the ants. 
They bit us, but why? 
Because it was our necessity that obligated us 
to be where the ants would bite us let’s say. 
Well, we have to endure 

 
In Jacinta’s speech, there was no need for her to clarify that she was referring to the 

women’s experiences in the agricultural cooperative.  It was enough for her to mention 

that the women had been bitten by the ants, and the other members knew that she meant 

that in the same way that they endured being bitten by the ants in the greenhouse in order 

to accomplish larger goals as an organization, they would need to work at literacy 

together in order to accomplish this new skill. 

 Finally, the story of the ants can also serve as the foundation for jokes among 

those who are familiar with its meaning.  Several years after the Grupo de Mujeres’s 

fateful agricultural cooperative, the now combined Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres began 

a medicinal plant garden on a borrowed piece of land. In planning the now joint 

agricultural venture, there was some mild tension about how to organize the men’s versus 

women’s work.  It was eventually decided that the men would prepare the area, making 

beds for the plants, and the women would find the plants that would be cultivated and 

sow them. After an hour tilling half of the allotted piece of land, the member that the 

group had appointed to direct the project asked the men if they would like to continue 
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preparing the rest of the land or leave that work for another day.  In response one of the 

men grumbled that there were many women participating in the project, and planting was 

not very difficult work compared to the more intensive work of preparing the land.  In 

response, another member, Victor (VCS in the excerpt below), gave a lengthy and 

impassioned speech about the women’s sacrifice during the first agricultural project 

which had led to the benefit of all the men as well, so in return they could not ask the 

women to finish the work that was assigned to the men.  Unfortunately for Victor who 

has a reputation for speaking beyond his willingness to actually accomplish the work, he 

had not brought his hoe with him, so during even the first hour of work, he could only sift 

through the dirt hoed by other men to remove the weeds.  Thus his impassioned words 

about the sacrifice among the ants led to many jibes by the other men about invoking the 

ants without bringing your hoe. 

JB: 
 
Nimal cha’maj ta’! 
Taval kol kuxh vet lab’ qa’  
la ib’an vet cha’maj! 
 
VCS: 
 
Ye’ na b’an pensar ve 
kat aq’om cha’maj ti’ u saniche’ 
as iprovecho chan cha’maj  
ve nu kuk’ulcha tal 5900 la qalcha.  
Ni modo ke tuk qaq’ cho’k asarron  
b’aj ti iq’ab’ cha’maj! 
At  chitu’ ni talcha ak Pap Xhu’le’  
tula reunión chajpuul va oyeb’ chit ivatz  
chaxh ixoje’ ta’ aak ni tale’.  
As entonces kech u vee’ q’i  
ve ni talcha unq’a directivae’  

JB: 
 
There’s a lot of them! 
Is sowing really 
all that they’re going to do?! 
 
VCS: 
 
Don’t you think about how 
they worked among the ants, 
and now it’s their reward 
that we earn 5900. 
There’s no way that now we put hoes 
in their hands now! 
It’s like sometimes Pap Xhu’l says 
in meetings – we feel bad about what they 
went through he says. 
So then what happened to that  
that the directive board says  
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sukuxo’l la qalcha?!   
Ye’ nu kub’an vet pensaar b’aj,  
ni ch’o’nik b’en qaama,  
aan kuxh ti’ unq’a qixqale’  
ni ch’o’nik kat b’en qaama?! 
 
FGB: 
 
Ku b’anta lab’ b’aj ora! 
La kuxh volulkab’an o’, 
as jatuchaj la xaan u aq’one’?! 
 
PP: 
 
Taq'ta tasaroon te naj victore'! 
Taq'ta etasaroon te naj! 
 
JLC: 
 
Ora eta' ta tasaroon te naj! 
Ye'l tasaroon naj kat te'o tzan. 
 
 
VCS:  
 
Ye’l lab’ kat unb’anaj, 
pero il u vi’le’ kat unk’ob'je'… 

to us?!  
Is it really that we just don’t think about it, 
that we begrudge them, 
our own wives, 
we begrudge them?! 
 
FGB: 
 
Let’s hurry up and do it! 
If we just go on and on about it, 
when is the work ever going to get done? 
 
PP: 
 
Give your hoe to Victor! 
Give your hoes to him! 
 
JLC: 
 
Quick!  Give him your hoes! 
He didn’t bring his hoe. 
 
 
VCS: 
 
I didn’t, 
but look at that part that I worked… 

 
The use of the ants story as the foundation for jokes is one more manifestation of the 

circulation of discourse discussed by Urban.  The story is so well known in both its 

details and its meanings that it was the ideal set up for a joke.  All of the men knew that 

one of the most important morals of the ant story is that all of the women worked hard to 

get them where they are today, so it was common knowledge about which no further 

information was needed.  The men had heard from their female family members about 

the fines imposed by the directive board on women who did not do their part of the work 

or the scolding and occasional fighting about if one had done their part of the work or 
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not.  It was an even more ideal basis for a joke that the women’s hard work and sacrifice 

was accomplished working with hoes, precisely the instrument that the hapless Victor 

had forgotten.  Adding to the humor of the situation was the fact that all the members 

were all too familiar to Victor’s tendency to come up with excellent ideas and speeches 

of moral orientation but to be far less likely to do the actual work when the moment 

arises.  When he used the story of the ants to try to convince the other men to work 

without having brought his own hoe himself, the irony was too much for the other men, 

and the joking was relentless, simultaneously regulating Victor’s speech and behavior 

and reinforcing the group’s values and the place of the story of origin that the ants 

represents. 

 
 Not surprisingly, the story of the ants has been told so frequently in a number of 

different social and discursive collective contexts that both its content and its form are 

becoming conventionalized.  The story is immediately recognizable to all members of the 

group.  Certain lexical features index key themes in the story’s telling; speakers make use 

of discursive resources common to other more formal conventionalized kinds of speech; 

and more broadly speaking, a general structure has begun to emerge for the more 

extended mentions of the episode. 

 The way in which I have begun referring to discourses about the women’s work in 

the agricultural cooperative as “the ants story” is reflective of the discourses themselves.  

As mentioned above, in summarizing translation of other women’s discourses, the 

women’s president, Virginia, refers to the content of their speech as lo de las hormigas, 
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‘the thing about the ants,’ and when members of the groups make reference to this story, 

the word sanich or ‘ants’ is inevitably included in both longer recountings and in brief 

mentions meant to reference the entire experience.   

 Although the ants, as referenced by the lexical item sanich, stand out as the most 

common theme of these discourses, several others are also common.  The Spanish word 

sufrir, ‘to suffer’ is often incorporated into women’s speeches as is the verb kuy ‘to 

withstand’.  Kuy is then paired with va’y, ‘hunger’ and some forms of tzaj itzi’il, ‘thirst.’  

‘Hunger’ and ‘thirst,’ as well as ‘rain,’ jab’al, and ‘sun,’ q’ii are semantically related 

terms that frequently occur in speech about the ants and have been regularly paired with 

each other such that now their use in grammatically parallel lines represents 

conventionalized couplets that characterize this story.  These lexical items represent 

themes which can be understood to stand for the entire experience complete with its 

lessons for the collective.  Certainly there were other hardships involved in working in 

the agricultural cooperative, like adjusting their schedules and responsibilities at home; 

perhaps the women’s muscles got sore; and during the dry season, they had to take turns 

waking up early to water the plants before the sun became too intense.  There are many 

elements of the story that could have been preserved, but work under the rain and the sun 

and withstanding hunger and thirst were experiences that were shared equally and 

collectively and are the ones that are conventionalized in stories today. 

These common lexical features in speeches about the ants serve as the basis for 

linguistic parallelism in the discourse. Although couplets characterized by syntactic 

parallelisms (that is having the same underlying grammatical structure) and 
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conventionally paired semantic terms are typically said to be characteristic of ceremonial 

or otherwise highly formal speech, this feature often occurs in conversation when the 

speech is expressing heightened emotions (Brody 1986, Hanks 1984, Haviland 2010).  I 

propose that we can see the regular pairing of “rain” and “sun” and “hunger” and “thirst” 

in speech about the ants as an indication of both heightened emotion and also 

conventionalization and formalization of this speech. In fact in Nan Ni’l’s speech 

especially, the discourse about the ants is invoked especially because the situation has 

provoked heightened emotions, and a higher, more formalized level of speech is called 

for as she herself recognizes in calling attention to her own strong words.  In her speech, 

lines 6-9, reproduced below, are syntactically parallel consisting of an aspect marker, a 

transitive verb and its object, and lines 8 and 9 include the semantic pairing of “hunger” 

and “thirst”: 

6 kat kutxey qasaroon;  
7 kat kub'an sufrir;  
8 kat kukuy kuva'y;  
9  kat kukuy kutzajitzi'il.  

we took up our hoes; 
we suffered; 
we withstood hunger; 
we withstood thirst. 

 
Again, lines 40-43 are characterized by semantically paired terms and syntactically 

parallel lines: 

40 tan ye' vet ijab'alil ta'  
41 ni tachi chajak 
42 ye' vet i, ye' vet iq'iil 
43 ve ni tachi chajak,  

it wasn’t in the rain 
that they were working. 
It wasn’t in the sun 
that they were working, 

 
Both these sets of parallel lines are based on key lexical items which are often repeated in 

speeches about the ants.  
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Carlos’s speech immediately followed Nan Ni’l’s speech in the meeting, and he 

likewise shared the same sentiments expressed by Nan Ni’l though he lacked the 

linguistic ability to express them as skillfully as Nan Ni’l did.  In addition to being a 

younger member, Carlos’s linguistic abilities were also limited because only a few years 

before making this speech, Carlos had been in a catastrophic accident in Guatemala City 

which left him severely brain damaged and unable to speak for several months.  Although 

his recovery was truly remarkable, his speech does not make such complex uses of 

artistic forms as that of other speakers.  Nonetheless, Carlos also made use of the terms 

that are commonly used in the story jab’al ‘rain’ and sanich ‘ants,’ and he likewise 

included them in parallel lines even though the terms that he paired are not exactly those 

that are conventionally paired, and his parallelisms were not as neat as Nan Ni’l’s: 

pero kat ak' chaamaj ta' vatz jab'al o  
kat ku' chaamaj tu sanich, 

but they got wet in the rain, or 
they went down among the ants,  

 
In addition to providing the foundation for parallelism, the conventionalization of these 

key terms has provided the linguistic resources for things like Nan Ni’l’s extended 

metaphor which she uses to close her speech, at vet o' tu tzajii, ‘we are in the dry now’ to 

indicate that members are in a far better situation now that they no longer have to work 

under the rain.  This sentiment that Nan Ni’l expressed with the extended metaphor of 

“being in the dry” is a common one in stories embedded in the speeches of members of 

the Grupo.  Incidentally, this line of Nan Ni’l’s about being in the dry is also 

grammatically reminiscent of a common Ixhil way of concluding stories about the war 

that Ixhiles tell among themselves – b’a’n vete’ ta’ ni qilcha vete’ ‘now we are seeing 
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that which is good’ as a way of saying in these two very different situations that before 

times were indeed very difficult, but they are better now.  Marta and Carlos also 

concluded their references to the women’s history of working among the ants by saying 

that this period of sacrifice is over, and now the members are enjoying the fruits of that 

labor.  Marta added to this sentiment by complementing the story of the ants with a 

different metaphor. She also drew on typical gender roles of women in the Ixhil area and 

highlighted the fact that it was the women who had “cooked the meal” for their husbands 

through their own work among the ants.   

3.2  MEMORY OF THE WAR 
 In sum, the primary shared experience used in collective everyday discourse to 

lend cohesion and a sense of identity to the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz is 

the story of the agricultural work among the ants.  It is not the story of the war.  In fact 

discourse about a shared past in the war comes up very rarely in talk among members.  

However, this is not to say that historical memory of the war is not an important part of 

social cohesion among members of the Grupos.  In fact shared experiences during the 

war are fundamental to the solidarity of collectives of Ixhiles in general, and they are also 

what make the Grupos cohere as a community organization.  However, there are notable 

differences in the contexts and forms in which discourses about war occur as compared to 

the contexts and forms in which discourses about the ants occur, suggesting the need for 

more careful attention to the question of what kind of social cohesion historical memory 

is a part of and what that shared memory consists of. Here again we can look to 
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Haviland’s recommendation to locate larger social phenomena in micro-instances of 

speech and interaction. 

  

 The relationship between experiences during the war and membership in the 

Grupos is complex, and the relationship that these elements have to discourses about the 

war is even more complex.  Unlike organizations like the current Comunidades de 

Población en Resistencia (Communities of Population in Resistance, CPR), which were 

formed during the war as a form of resistance and continue to be active in the Ixhil area 

today, the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz was not formed around a specific 

shared position during the war – members of the Grupos were not all longtime members 

of a refugee organization; they did not all participate in either the guerillas or the civil 

patrols, but rather all of these roles were experienced by some of the members.  Instead 

the Grupo was formed around a common interest in the compensation programs being 

offered by national and international governmental and nongovernmental organizations, 

and they were held together as a distinct collective entity by their experience working 

together in their early years as a group.  What these women (since originally the group 

included only women) shared with regard to their wartime experience was the belief that 

they had been wronged by the Army during the war and were entitled to compensation.   

These women came to the group through extended family and neighborhood 

networks (the relationship of these networks and community organizations is discussed 

further in chapter 5). As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, the Grupo de 

Mujeres por la Paz was formed by María Raymundo and her daughter, Marta.  However, 
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it was also formed by another woman who sold weavings with María Raymundo in the 

capital.  This woman left the group early on, but many of the women who are still in the 

group today are also members of this woman’s community network.  These networks do 

not represent shared positionality during the war but rather extended family ties and 

neighborhood networks made up of Ixhiles with extremely varied positionalities during 

the years of violence. 

Although the leadership and the organizational experience in the group comes 

from former members of the CPRs, this former affiliation does not define the identity of 

the group, and in fact the CPR is never mentioned by name during activities of the 

Grupos.  María Raymundo was an active participant in the CPR de la Sierra for over 

eight years, and as a child, Marta too attended meetings, but María Raymundo was alone 

when she left Nebaj for the mountains with her young children.  Eventually at least one 

of her brothers and her husband would join the guerrillas while two of her sons would be 

forced to serve in the Army.  Her sister, other brothers and extended family likewise 

participated in a number of different capacities during the war.  Both sons who spent 

years in the civil patrol are currently members of the group today, and in fact the son who 

served the longest period in the Army served as president of the Grupo de Hombres for a 

time, and the brother who was in the guerrilla was a member of the Grupos for several 

years before he dropped out. Thus although today, as in the days of the agricultural 

cooperative, informal leadership of the Grupos continues to be dominated by the 

Raymundo women who gained their experience in organization leadership in the CPRs, 

the members of the Grupos have extremely varied experiences as is typical in Ixhil 
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families like the Raymundos and the group is not defined by any one identity based on 

one’s position during the war.   

Members of the Grupos also situate themselves differently with regard to postwar 

politics and their relationship to the history of violence.  Some members of the Grupos 

actively supported Otto Pérez Molina, the former military general stationed in Nebaj 

from 1982-1983, in his bid for presidency in the 2007 and again the 2011 elections either 

because they had ties to the local branch of Pérez Molina’s political party, or in one case, 

because they remember that he exempted them from service in the civil patrols after their 

many years of leadership.  Other Grupos members vocally opposed Pérez Molina’s 

candidacy.  In fact, when the landlord of the Grupos’ office space, a man who is also a 

member of the Grupos, had the entire building painted in the colors of Pérez Molina’s 

political party, complaints from group members (as well as my own complaints) that this 

political stance did not represent the entire group forced the landlord to repaint the part of 

the building where the Grupos had their office in a more neutral color.  In fact, the 

landlord’s uncle who was also a member of the Grupos had been tortured in Pérez 

Molina’s infamous detention pit in the center of Nebaj for several weeks.  The portion of 

the building that housed the Grupos offices was painted over without conflict as the 

landlord explained that the decision to allow Pérez Molina’s political party to paint his 

buildings had been a business decision since the buildings were large and the paint and 

labor offered by Pérez Molina’s party was free.  Some group members doubted this 

reasoning as a way to gracefully back out of the conflict, but the painting episode passed 

without further incident.  Thus positionality during the war and related current political 
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positioning is not a factor that unites Grupos members, even if they do share a sense of 

commonality of wartime experience. 

The question then becomes what this shared experience consists of, how it is 

constructed through discourse, and how this discourse circulates among group members 

lending cohesion to their collective. Furthermore, in order to consider how historical 

memory is a part of a sense of social cohesion, we must consider the interactional 

contexts that these discourses are a part of.  This Grupos’ configuration of diverse 

positionalities and sense of shared experience is not unique in Nebaj, but rather is 

common in many collectives both formal and informal in Nebaj, and as a result, patterns 

of speech for talking about the war have emerged in Ixhil public discourse that emphasize 

what is shared – an area which actually encompasses a great deal.  Although these 

discourses that are shared in public spaces are also reflected in Grupo collective 

activities, in one-on-one conversations women shared more individualized stories.  In 

addition, on two occasions when the Grupos wanted to create a representation of their 

experiences for outsiders, details were necessarily included and were coordinated by 

speakers in their narrations through co-telling of stories, such as in the first text analyzed 

below and through narrations embedded in meeting-time conversations, as in the second.  

I look at each of these interactive contexts in which wartime experience is discursively 

encoded among members of the Grupos in turn. 

3.2.1  Testimonials 
The genre in which historical memory has been most studied is that of 

“testimonials” in which an individual speaker narrates his or her personal experience 
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during the war (Pattai 2001, Arias 2001).  However, what is missing in studies of this 

genre and its relationship to Maya experiences of war is attention to the interactional 

context that makes the discursive event what it is.  Below I study testimonials told to me 

by women in the Grupo de Mujeres with a particular focus on the interactive context.  

 

 During early stages of my research, in order to gain better mastery over use of the 

Ixhil language, I met with each of the 31 members of the Grupo de Mujeres in order to 

practice speaking in Ixhil.  I recorded these lessons and later tried to transcribe them 

either on my own or with help as a way to improve my skills.  The result of these 

language lessons was over 60 hours of recordings about the women’s experiences during 

the war.  Although I didn’t specifically elicit these stories, they were repeatedly offered to 

me.  In order to be able to practice my still struggling Ixhil, I had perfected how to ask a 

series of generic questions with the hopes of starting conversation where I could listen 

and respond.  None of my questions dealt with the war but rather were general questions 

about life history and a person’s experience in the group.  The result was exchanges like 

the following: 

ML:   
 
Jatval aval ati? 
 
C:      
 
Cuando xe’t u ch’o’oj? 
 
ML:  
 
Vaya. 

ML:   
 
How many children do you have? 
 
C:       
 
When the war started? 
 
ML:   
 
OK. 
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C:   
 
Ma’l kuxhtu. 
 
ML:   
 
Ne’? 
 
C:   
 
Uu, ne’.  Ma’l kuxh ika’aval kuxh iyap.  
Tul va’ xe’t u ch’o’oj, u sol yatzon unb’aal.   

 
C:   
 
Only one. 
 
ML:   
 
A baby? 
 
C:  
 
Yes, a baby.  He was only two years old.  
When the war started, the soldiers killed 
my father. 

 
and again, 

ML:   
 
Atik axh cuando kat xe’t u proyeektoe’? 
 
 
FM:   
 
Atik in.  [she speaks 46 seconds about how 

they prepared the land to plant]…Ta’n 
tiixh b’aj tu tiixh va kat qaavu u pa’ich’ 
porque ye’l u kupuaj ati.  Meeb’aj chit o’.  
Kat kub’an na’ytzan va kat xe’t u ch’o’j.  
As at unko’m aal ti’le tu Salch’il.  Eso es.  
Entonces at unkab’al mero unkab’al eche 
uvi’la pero cuantos kat ul vet unq’a, kat pal 
vet u soldado.  Kat taq’ vet kuu xamal “pa’, 
pa’ pa’” kat ib’an vete.  Ej! Maas  kat xoov 
vet o’.   

ML:   
 
Were you here when the (agricultural) 
project started? 
 
FM:   
 
I was here.  [she speaks 46 seconds about 

how they prepared the land to 

plant]…Thank God that we planted 
tomatoes because we don’t have any 
money.  We were poor.  When the war 
started before, I had fields in Salquil 
Grande.  [pointing]  There.  I had a house 
where I lived like that one, but when the 
soldiers came and they fired “pa’, pa’, pa’” 
they went.  Eh!  We were so afraid! 

 

These are two particularly clear examples in which my general questions were redirected 

to focus on what turned into hour-long testimonials about war experiences, but my 

language sessions with other women were similar.   
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The social meaning of the narratives told in testimonials has been discussed by 

authors dealing with Guatemala in particular and those dealing with “social suffering” on 

a theoretical level.  As I address further in Chapter Four, Victoria Sanford focuses on 

testimonials given during or surrounding exhumations (Sanford 2003b), extolling them as 

an “accretion of truth and thus an accretion of power” (78) and “an active part of 

community recovery, the regeneration of agency” (73).  Conversely, McAlister (2004) 

offers a critique of anthropologists taking testimonials for a human rights organization, 

claiming that this interaction creates the role of “witness” for the anthropologist, and for 

the person giving the testimonial, it “reinscribes suffering as the constitutive experience 

in the lives of people who have been subjected to violence” (4).  However, I argue that it 

is much more difficult to attribute the social meaning of testimonials for individuals and 

for groups than these authors allow for.  All of these tesimonials, the ones collected by 

Sanford, by McAlister, and by me, are situated in larger social, ethnographic and 

interactional contexts, to say nothing of the larger context of discursive and social 

patterns that exist around this type of speech.   

In the case of the interactions that produced the testimonials that I briefly 

reference above, I had made it clear to the women that my only objective in asking for 

these hour-long blocks of time was to force myself to interact only in Ixhil for a defined 

period of time.  I neither had the intention to “empower” people to produce larger truths 

nor to create a situation of “witnessing.” My questions which were purposefully vague, 

like “how many children do you have?” were almost forcibly redirected with “when the 
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war started?” as my interlocutors reframed our interaction into a space in which they told 

stories of their experience.   

It is impossible to know the women’s reasons for reframing the discursive space, 

though I suspect that they include a number of factors.  At the time of our lessons, I had 

spent the better part of two years in Nebaj.  I had begun to make friends with members of 

the group, and I had told them of my intention to continue coming to spend time with the 

organization.  However there was no doubt that in many meaningful ways, I was not a 

member of that community.  In order to participate in this community more fully, I 

needed to not only learn the language, but I also needed to learn about the experiences 

that constituted that community.  The sharing of these stories was one way of 

accomplishing that teaching. 

Furthermore, although I did not personally initiate it, for better or for worse, the 

spectre of the type of encounter and pattern of interaction described by Sanford and 

McAlister influenced these exchanges.   Here it is useful to see these stories in a larger 

framework, beyond the context of the human rights networks in Guatemala described by 

these two authors.  In more general theoretical work on the “cultural appropriation of 

suffering,” Kleinman argues that people’s stories of experiences of violence become 

pathologized and remade into “trauma stories,” and that these trauma stories then 

“become the currency, the symbolic capital, with which they enter exchanges for physical 

resources and achieve the status of political refugee” (Kleinman and Kleinman 1997: 10).  

In fact, on one occasion, members of the Grupos shared with me a recording of an 

interview that their directive board had given to a North American women’s organization 
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that the Grupo told me they had hoped would support them financially.  The meeting was 

mediated by the same CPR leader who first introduced me to the Grupos and who 

covertly guided the directive board members during the interview by explaining to them 

in Ixhil that when the interviewer asked about the experience of women during the war, 

she did not want to hear what the Grupo de Mujeres president initially supposed was the 

ideal answer – that women are equal to men, that they suffered the same.  Rather, the 

higher level CPR leader, who had had much more extensive experience with foreign 

organizations, guided the president to tell the interviewer how women’s rights in 

particular were violated during the war so as to imply that the Nebaj women’s group was 

therefore especially in need of the support that a foreign women’s organization could 

offer.  On the tape he can be heard coaching the women’s president into reforming the 

group’s own story into a “trauma story” that could be exchanged for physical resources 

which was ultimately the group’s motivation in providing the interview/testimony. 

Ultimately it is impossible for me to know if by the time of my language lessons 

the 31 women in the Grupos had become savvy about the kinds of interactions foreigners 

who might support them financially expected, if their stories were motivated more by a 

desire to educate me into deeper community membership, or both.  However my identity 

as a foreigner and the immediate social context of these particular women’s membership 

in this particular group and the larger social context of the telling of Maya testimonials of 

wartime violence are all inseparable parts of the social act of speaking such that no 

discursive act of wartime storytelling can be reduced to a single and transparent social 

meaning. 
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3.2.2  Co-told Narratives 
In addition to this string of dozens of personal narratives that became my Ixhil 

lessons, the Grupo de Mujeres members also presented many co-told narratives during 

the organization’s formal collective activities.  This kind of co-telling is particular to the 

semi-institutional setting of the activities of this community organization, and it is 

distinct from (but likely related to) the sorts of personal narratives about the war which 

are often co-told among family groups in homes, like the story-telling that I referred to at 

the beginning of the chapter as the Raymundo family gathered around the fire after dinner 

and recounted experiences of the war.  While these sorts of discursive events about the 

war may also be examples of a different sort of co-narration, my analysis here focuses on 

the co-telling of stories of the war within the more formal setting of a community 

organization.   

In the first example of co-telling that I study here, a small group of three women 

in the Grupo decided to produce an account of their wartime experiences in response to 

an NSF-funded initiative in which the women were to participate in designing a website 

that would introduce their organization to the internet-viewing population. The women 

grouped themselves into teams of three to organize the filming of something that they 

thought would be representative of their organization.  Just over half of the women chose 

to focus on weaving and recorded every stage of the weaving process, but Marta’s group 

chose to narrate their experiences during the war, since they argued that this was the most 

important thing for foreign visitors to their website to know about them as an 

organization. 
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As a result, the “audience” for these stories included not just the other women in 

the group with whom they had worked for over ten years but also an imagined viewing 

audience that has not shared their experiences.  In this case, the narration is self 

consciously created to be the representation for those who do not share the history of the 

war.  In the section that follows, I examine the women’s use of the resources of Ixhil 

grammar and Ixhil narrative techniques in their recounting of their experiences during the 

war.  In this discourse we can see how historical memory among a collective of Ixhil 

women is constructed and reflected through their use of language.  Though these efforts 

are preliminary, they offer a suggestion for discourse-centered approaches to collective 

memory in post-genocide societies. 

The three narrators of this story are Marta Cobo Raymundo, María Cedillo 

Matom, and Cecilia Marcos Ceto.  Marta has always been the most vocal and well 

respected leader of the group even when she does not occupy any official position in the 

group.  However, at the time of this narration in 2008, she was only 31 years old.  She 

had been five years old in 1982 when she remembers the violence beginning to escalate 

in the Ixhil area.  Although Marta herself is a very skilled narrator, the daughter of a long 

line of exceptional female narrators, she defers in this interaction to both of the other 

women who are almost a full generation older than she is –  Cecilia was a young mother 

at the time that the violence began, and María recalls that she was 12 when the war began 

and married during the years of violence.  María Cedillo Matom is also the daughter of a 

master storyteller who is also a member of the group.  Generally María is quieter than her 

mother and does not have the same talent for narration that her mother does.  
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Nonetheless, she was the primary narrator in this interaction, though just barely.  Cecilia 

Marcos Ceto participated almost equally in the narration, but shifts in the topic of 

narration were generally accomplished by María Cedillo Matom and carried forward by 

Cecilia Marcos Ceto with support from Marta.  The women continued their narration for 

an hour and a half virtually uninterrupted. 

Co-told Narratives and Genre 

As Hanks (1987) has noted, in naturally occurring language, speech events rarely 

fall neatly into discrete categories of genre.  Rather, he argues that historical and social 

complexities produce discursive events that are not easily encompassed by pre-

established units.  Instead, genres serve as a heuristic to help us to think about ways 

linguistic and contextual features characterize different kinds of speech (Bauman and 

Sherzer 1989, Brody 1986, Gossen 1974, Gossen 1996, Hanks 1984, Sherzer 1983, and 

Tedlock 1983).  Although narrative is one of the most thoroughly analyzed genres in 

Maya linguistics (Burns 1980, England 1987, England 2009, Gossen 1971, Hofling 1987, 

Hofling 1993, Martin 1994, Stross 2000 among others), it is also one of the most diverse.  

Narrative occurs in a number of interactional contexts with varying degrees of formality 

and conventionalization.  “Myth/history, folktales” as studied by England (England 1987, 

2009) likely differ in both the interactional and the linguistic context in which they are 

produced from the “personal narratives” analyzed by Martin (1994), yet speakers of both 

type of discourse are “telling a story” and the analyses presented by England and Martin 

show some shared linguistic features.   
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The stories recounted by these three women in the example of co-telling that I 

present here share many of the features discussed by England and Martin but also 

innovate on these conventions in ways that reflect the co-telling context and the 

exceptional types of events that they are narrating in these recountings of wartime 

experiences.  During the hour and a half that the women speak, they both contribute to 

the larger discursive goal of representing the experience of surviving the war, and as part 

of that larger discourse event, they also tell several smaller narratives.  I consider both of 

these levels of analysis and their relationship to each other as part of the larger project of 

co-telling. 

One of the discursive features that has been noted as characteristic of Maya 

narrative is a typical structure that this discourse tends to follow.  Most notably, both 

Martin and England note distinctive beginnings and endings to Maya narratives.  Martin 

describes a rather elaborate introductory section potentially consisting of an 

“announcement,” an “ authorization” and an optional “outline” of the story that is to 

follow.  England notes that Mam stories include a temporal adverb locating the story in 

the remote past within the first few clauses of the story.  The hour and a half long 

presentation by the members of the Grupos begins slowly and somewhat awkwardly 

given the somewhat contrived task that the women have set for themselves of video 

recording their conversation.  The three women have arrived at the appointed time with 

the explicit decision that they will “tell their stories.”  Once the equipment is set up, and 

they have arranged themselves for their task, they stare at each other and laugh nervously 
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before Marta, as the leader of the Grupos, very purposefully decides that she is the one 

who must start the task. 

Eche va ma’l ve cheel la qale,  
la qal chaj unb’oj ti u vee  
ve kat kupaleb’e 80, 81,  
cuenta ch’ ooje’, pues. 
Pues eche in, pues,  
kat unpaleb’e va k’axhkoje’ la qalchaj.   
Tal vez tz’up kuxh in la qale,  
pero nimal kam kat pal sq’i ta’n u ch’ooje’.  
Pues b’axa kuxhtu  
kat el o’ tu ko’m.   
Oon kat o’ b’axa,  
eche qoon tu Ak’ ul. 
Despues, jetz kuxh kub’ene’  
kat oon o’ tzian kuxh kat nachon kat o’ 
ta’n u ch’ooje’ 
ta’n u xoovichil 
Pues aeve ve nu ku?? sunk’u’l b’aj 
ve kam uve ve kat kupaleb’e’ 
komo maas k’axk’oj kat kupaleb’e. 

Well, like now, let’s say, 
we’re going to tell a little bit 
about what happened in 80, 81,  
the time of the war. 
Well, as for me, well,  
I experienced that danger let’s say. 
Maybe I was small, let’s say, 
but a lot that happened to us because of the war. 
Well in the beginning  
we went to the village. 
We got there first, 
first we got to Ak’ul. 
Then we went farther in. 
We got to a place that we felt was far away 
because of the war, 
because of the fear. 
Well that’s what comes to my mind 
about what happened to us 
because it was a lot of danger that happened 
to us. 

 

As Martin suggests, Marta announces that they are going to tell a story, and she 

temporally locates their account in 1980 and 1981, “the time of the war,” something 

which is not identical the criterion England described for Mam folktales but nonetheless 

resembles it.  This is the only time that the temporal frame of reference is made explicit 

during the women’s narration.  Although Marta in particular spent many difficult years in 

the mountains up until 1990 during which time the war continued to be intense in these 

areas, the years 1980 and 1981 have become emblematic of the war in Ixhil stories.  She 

goes on to give what fits well with Martin’s description of “authorization” by saying that 

although she was young, she remembers the “danger” that her family experienced.  Her 
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“authorization” includes an additional element of coordinating her story with the other 

women who will also narrate using the phrase eche in, ‘as for me’ which is a common 

way for Ixhiles to begin a story in a group context, especially a story about the war, by 

acknowledging that one’s individual story is in relationship to other stories.  Marta then 

outlined the experience that she will narrate in which she first went to the nearby village 

of Ak’ul and then withdrew to the mountains.  Twice she uses the term k’axhk’oj 

‘danger’ which is a euphemism commonly used in Ixhil speech to refer to the war.  

 In terms of the structure of a narration, England and Martin both note the way that 

stories close as well.  Martin relates that in a well-told story, the narration concludes with 

an evaluation of the story, a recapitulation, and a final closing phrase.  England likewise 

notes specific phrases that almost always mark the closing of a story, most often placing 

the story within the context of traditional knowledge.  The larger story telling event of 

Marta Cobo Raymundo, María Cedillo Matom and Cecilia Marcos Ceto ended abruptly 

with no chance for proper conclusion when the women were interrupted by a knock on 

the door.  Because the three women were telling the story together, and as they have often 

remarked, they have many many memories of that time, even when the momentum of the 

conversation began to wind down, one of the women would begin to tell another 

memory.  Thus it was only because the women were interrupted that they finally stopped 

their narration an hour and a half after they had started.  However, in another narrative 

segment told by Marta, María Cedillo Matom and Marta both contribute to the conclusion 

of the narrative segment.  In the excerpt below, the “narrative structure” is more broken 

up but arguably still present.   
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MCR: 
 
1  Eche’ vee’ ni vale’  
2 va nimal chit tiempo kat kupaleb’e u vee’,  
3  o’ ve jank’al o’ k’atz ak untxutxe’,  
4  as nimal chit tiempo.  
5  Kaayil chit u vee’ kat kub’ana 
6  va at koj uma’toj kame’,  
7  va eche’ ni tal aak,  
8 tu kuxh tal sivane’ ey ma’t chan ok o’ jaq’.  
9  Ye’ kuxh na’l nu kulej uma’j 
10 unq’a tala tze’e’ ve ni texhb’ul jaq’ u tze’e’  
11as kat qechb’u chaj yaxh kuxhu’ va la iseb’ o’  
 
MCM: 
 
12 Yaxh kuxh b’ata’ va la noo chan utz’oj o’. 
13 Yaxh  kuxh b’ata’ la xaan o’. 
 
MCR: 
 
14 As at chitu q’a va aq’b’al va’l kutilil kab’ane’  
15 as nu koj qil vas kuku’e’  
16 b’iit kuxh b’ata’  
17 ye’ nu kub’en tunq’a jul suutz’e’.  
 
CMC: 
 
18 noo uma’j tx’i’latxoo q’a ni xaane’  
 
 
MCM: 
 
19 at jul ta’ va k’otela kan kuxh unpajtej 
 
CMC: 
 
20 At kuxh tiixhe’ b’ata’ sqi’. 
21 Yexhkam kuxh ta’ nu ku b’ane’. 
 
MCM: 
 
22 Pues at kuxh tiixhe’ b’aj. 
 

MCR: 
 
That’s like how I say, 
we lived that way for so long, 
all of us that were with my mother, 
and it was a long time. 
We did anything, 
as if there were anything else.  
Like she [Cecilia] says 
we would just go under the boulders. 
Maybe we can find some 
of the twigs that people eat in the mountains 
and we eat it so that we might survive.   
 
MCM: 
 
Just so that we can get a little bit full. 
Just so that we can walk a little bit. 
 
MCR: 
 
Sometimes at night we’d walk clumped together 
and we couldn’t even see where we would fall 
Just barely 
we missed falling in the foggy crevasses. 
 
CMC: 
 
Yes, also there were snakes where we 
walked. 
 
MCM: 
 
There were holes dug out too. 
 
CMC: 
 
It was God who was with us. 
Nothing happened to us. 
 
MCM: 
 
Well it was God. 
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MCR: 
 
23 Kub’ane’ ta’ pajul o’  
24 as manyoey! B’en vet o’ ta’ ku’ chit vet q’ii.  
25 Tz’otin vete’: ,  
26 as patxal kab’ani jaq’ unq’a tze’e’ 
27 as va’l kuvat vete’ b’ata’ komo ch’oonal o’  
28 as va’l kuvata’ vete’.  
29 As manyoey! Ku’ chan vet o’ ta’ vatoj  
30 as qil vet u atimb’ale’ sajb’ij  
31 as tzi’ chit u jule’  
32 poro tzi’ chit u jule’  
33 at kat ku’ o’  
34 va  tz’uptu kuxhu’  
35 poro txeyel kuxh qib’  
36 ve tul koxheb’ kan o’ vatz chit tal vitz –   
37 ech chit tatin u vitze’ vi’le’.  
38 Tz’uptu kuxh vete’ as sajb’u vete’, as  
39 qil vet u vee’ as manyoey!,  
40 Vueno la ju:l suutz’e’!  
41 Poro tuk’ kuxh tz’uptoje’ b’ata’ 
42 jit qaq’ b’en qib’ tu jul suutz’e’. 
  
MCM: 
 
43 Xunkab’an ib’en kaayil  
44 as ya’yu yole’ ta’ unpajtej  
45 la kuxh kamvete’ ta’ tzitzi’ unpajtej 
 
MCR: 
 
46 Ya’yu chite’ q’a. 
47 Eche’ chas xoole’ ni b’en tunq’a jule’ tzi’  
48 as nu kuxh ikaa vete’  
 
MCM: 
 
49 Nu kuxh ikaae’. 
50 Ye’xhkame’ la ulb’eli,  
51 txoo kuxhe’ ni ixhb’un vete’ . 
52 Nu kuxh iq’ee vet b’aj. 
 
 
 

MCR: 
 
Once it happened to us 
and oh no! It was evening when we went. 
It was already dark, 
and we picked our way through the trees 
and we must have fallen asleep since we were little, 
and we slept. 
And oh no! We fell asleep, 
and we saw where we were when dawn came, 
and it was the edge of a crevasse 
but the very edge of the crevasse  
where we were  
and just barely 
we were holding on, 
and when we lay down on a slope, 
the slope was like this [shows with hands], 
and it was almost dawn, and 
we saw that, and oh no! 
it was a huge foggy crevasse! 
and we were so close 
to falling down into the foggy crevasse. 
 
MCM: 
 
Everyone would have gone, 
and it all would have ended. 
People just die there. 
 
MCR: 
 
It would have ended. 
Like the people who fall into the crevasses, 
and they just stay there. 
 
MCM: 
 
They just stay there. 
Nothing can be done. 
The animals just eat them. 
Their bones just rot. 
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MCR: 
 
53 Nimal chite’ vee’ kat ku b’an ta’n u 
ch’aoje’  
 
MCM: 
 
54 maa:s chite’ veeee’ 

MCR: 
 
It was so much that happened during the 
war. 
  
MCM: 
 
It was a lot. 

 

Again, Marta begins with eche’ vee ni vale’ ‘that’s like how I say’ in order to link her 

speech to that of the previous speaker and to hold her place on the conversational floor.  

She again coordinates her speech with the others more overtly in line 7, va eche’ni tal 

aak, ‘like she says,’ in which she directly relates the story that she is about to tell to 

Cecilia’s previous comments about looking under rocks for something to eat.  María 

Cedillo Matom affirms what the two women have said (12-13), and as Marta introduces 

her narrative (14-17), the other women provide supporting details (18-22).  Marta then 

begins recounting the central episode of this story when she and her family almost fell 

into a deep crevasse (23-42).  As Marta concludes the episode, María Cedillo Matom 

provides the conclusion – that they all would have died just as so many others did.  Marta 

and María then situate the story within the larger context of experiences during the war 

and an evaluation that everything that happened during the war was too much (53-54), a 

common way to conclude a story about the years of the war. 

Another notable element of Marta’s embedded narrative resembles analysis made 

by England of Mam folktales but does not neatly match it.  In her analysis, England noted 

that after establishing the temporal framework, most clauses in Mam narration that are 

marked for aspect are marked with the incompletive n= (England 2009:16).  In this way 
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much of Ixhil storytelling typically parallels England’s observations about Mam.  

However, in Marta’s narration between lines 23 and 42 above, there is not a single aspect 

marker.  Although a complete discussion of the grammatical and stylistic contexts in 

which aspect markers are not used is beyond the scope of this analysis, the abrupt change 

of patterns of aspect marking signals a different mode of speech with different social or 

emotive connotation in this segment of the larger co-telling. 

One final element of Marta’s story that marks it as a narrative in Ixhil storytelling 

that is not mentioned by either Martin or England is the modulation of the speaker’s 

voice for dramatic effect.  England describes the use of ideophones as characteristic of 

Mam narratives.  However Marta’s story and in fact the women’s stories during this 

conversation make little use of ideophones compared to the narrations described by 

England.  Although María Cedillo Matom’s mother is a master storyteller and makes 

extensive use of ideophones in her narrations, her daughter makes significantly less use 

of this linguistic resource.  However, if younger Ixhiles are making less use of 

ideophones, they do make extremely productive use of vocal modulation.  As a whole, 

this conversation is unique in that regard.  Although Ixhil stories, especially those told by 

women, are generally characterized by extreme vocal modulations – variations in pitch, 

extreme lengthening of words, regular emphasis of words for dramatic effect, this series 

of stories told by these women has an extremely flat base affect.  Although these 

modulations do occur during this conversation, they are much more tempered than they 

normally would be and occur in the narrative segments about a specific event that one 

experienced like this one recounted by Marta in which emphasis and changes in pitch are 
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indicated through bolded words or phrases and the extremely prolonged vowel 

(represented with “:”) in the word ju:l of jul suutz, literally ‘hole’ and ‘clouds’ translated 

as ‘crevasse’ in line 40 and in maa:s ‘a lot’ in line 54.  In contrast, immediately after 

Marta finishes this story, María Cedillo Matom recounts how soldiers would regularly 

come to a village, shut all of the people into one house, and burn the house down.  She 

maintains an extremely flat tone of voice and even pace throughout this recounting. 

In other analyses of narration, Martin (2000) and Brody (1986) note the use of 

parallelisms at the boundaries between episodes or during segments of heightened 

emotion.  Although these parallel lines are not as tightly formed and artistically employed 

as those in ceremonial speech or even formal political speech, they nonetheless contribute 

to the genre of narrative.  In the co-told narrative of María Cedillo Matom, Cecilia 

Marcos Ceto and Marta Cobo Raymundo, parallel lines occur frequently when a 

particularly emotional section is being narrated.  In fact, although her affect is flat 

through this segment, María Cedillo Matom’s recounting of how soldiers burned people 

in their homes includes quite a bit of parallelism. 

1 Ni toon naj tunq’a kab’ale’,  
2 as ab’iste at chan tal ipach,  
3 as kat ijup naj  
4 as kat ipeq’ naj gas sti’,   
5 as kat ok xamal ti’ u kab’ale’  
6 as kat tz’e’ vete’.   
7 Tuli naj gas sti’.  

They (s)22 would come to the houses, 
and those who had a little hut, 
they (s) would close them in, 
and they (s) would pour gas on it, 
and they would set fire to the house, 
and it would burn. 
They(s) would douse it with gas. 

                                                
22 Here ‘they (s)’ is the translation used for naj.  As I will discuss in detail below, naj is a masculine 
classifier and a masculine pronoun that is usually singular.  However, in these texts a third function of naj 
is used – to refer to the soldiers.  Throughout these texts it is clear that ‘soldiers’ is not singular but rather 
unmarked for number and usually collective.   As I discuss below this marked use of naj is characteristic of 
Ixhil stories about the war, and I have indicated this markedness in the translation through the use of (s) in 
contrast to the other pronoun or ergative or absolutive markers indicating third person plural. 
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8 Eq’omal igas naj sta’n,  
9 as eh!  
10 Chiq’o’k naj xamal  
11 as ka ya’ye’ .   
12 Kamyu tzitzi’ kaayil,  
13 tuk’a itxutx 
14 tuk’a ib’aal 
15 talintxa’. [pause] 
16 Kaayil kat sotz ivatz tzitzi’ 
 

They(s) brought their gas with them. 
And eh! 
They(s) lit the fire, 
and it all ended there. 
Everyone died, 
with their mothers, 
with their fathers, 
children. [pause] 
Everything disappeared there. 

This segment recounted by María Cedillo Matom meakes frequent use of parallel 

constructions and artistic variation within these constructions.  Lines three and four, as 

kat ijup naj  / as kat ipeq’ naj gas sti’,  ‘they(s) would close them in, / and they(s) would 

pour gas on it’ establish parallelism through the use of the conjunction as followed by the 

completive marker kat, a transitive verb and the euphemism naj (discussed below) to 

refer to soldiers.  Line four represents a slight variation on line three by concluding with 

the lexical mention of the direct object gas and a relational noun, sti’ ‘on it.’  Lines five 

and six as kat ok xamal ti’ u kab’ale’ / as kat tz’e’ vete’ ‘and they would set fire to the 

house, / and it would burn’ are parallel to each other and bear a resemblance to lines three 

and four, as they also begin with the conjunction as followed by intransitive verbs.  

Furthermore, lines seven and eight Tuli naj gas sti’. / Eq’omal igas naj sta’n ‘They(s) 

would douse it with gas. / They(s) brought their gas with them.’ likewise represent a 

loose kind of parallelism, as line seven begins with a transitive verb followed by the 

euphemistic naj, and a relational noun while line eight begins with a participle, naj and a 

relational noun.  This is followed by a transitive verb with naj expressed as its lexical 

subject in line 10, Chiq’o’k naj xamal, ‘They lit the fire.’  María Cedillo Matom 
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concludes this segment with the common conventionally paired txutx, ‘mother’ and b’aal 

‘father.’ 

Other segments of this conversation of co-told narratives likewise make use of 

similar parallel constructions.  In fact, in another narrative segment by Marta, her parallel 

lines bear a great deal of resemblance in their construction to María Cedillo Matom’s 

parallel lines at precisely the moment when Marta’s narration reaches an episode of 

heightened emotion.  As Marta recalls how she saw people dismembered in front of her 

as a child, she uses syntax that resembles María Cedillo Matom’s. 

Teesa lab’ ixikin.  
Tzok’e’l lab’ vich’u’e’. 

They took off their ears. 
They cut their breasts. 

 

Like María, Marta begins with a transitive verb followed by lab’ a derogatory pronoun 

used to refer to soldiers and a possessed noun referring to a body part.  Then in the 

second line, she uses a participle, lab’ and another possessed body part. 

 In other parts of her narration, María Cedillo Matom makes use of conventionally 

paired lexical items in forming a couplet that more closely resembles those used by the 

priests in the inhumation.  

as ye’ vet ooksa’m  
as ye’ vet atx’ix  

and you had no clothes 
and you had no food 
 

In this example, she narrates Cecilia Marcos Ceto’s story of returning from the mountains 

using the second person singular and pairing oksa’m ‘clothing’ and tx’ix ‘corn-based 

food,’ items that are commonly paired in discourses about the war of various genres in 

order to refer to the general experience of not having what was needed during the war. 
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In addition to particular kinds of parallelisms, the speakers in this narration also 

make use of a construction described in chapter one as increasingly common in 

inhumation prayers.  In chapter one, the following couplet was considered: 

(lines 29 and 30) 
Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
toq'        -el  kat b'an  -ax -i   
kill.by.cutting –PCPL   COMP do    -PAS -FV 
TV        -SUF    ASP   TV   -SUF -FV 
cutting them was done to them. 

 

Ati ta', Pap, 
at         -i   Ø ta'    Pap  
there.is -FV  A3p FOC   Lord  
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC   VOC  
There are those, Lord, 

 
jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 
jub'a -mal kat b'an  -ax -i  
shoot -PCPL  COMP do    -PAS -FV   
TV-SUF   ASP   TV   -SUF -FV  
shooting them was done to them 

 

In the women’s co-telling, María Cedillo Matom used the following similar construction: 

Ati ta’ 
at         -i   Ø ta'     
there.is -FV  A3p FOC    
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC    
There are those 

 

ye’xhkam ni b’uchpe’ 
ye’xh-kam ni  b’uch-pe’ 
NEG-PART INC.E3  burry-PAS 
who weren’t buried.  
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And then again in the speech of Cecilia Marcos Ceto, 
 
Ati ta’ 
at         -i   Ø ta'     
there.is -FV  A3p FOC    
EXIS     -FV  CM FOC    
There are those 

 
txeyel ta’n naj 
txey-el  ta’n naj 
grab-PCPL by him 
who were captured by them(s). 

 

Although neither of these examples is part of a couplet as the priest’s was, and although 

neither is as elaborate as those used in couplets in inhumation speeches, they are still a 

noteworthy commonality as an example in which certain aspects of memory of the war 

are being conventionalized along with the speech forms relating to that memory. 

One final element commonly noted as typical of Mayan narration that is present 

in these women’s speech here is the extensive use of quoted speech (Martin 1994, 2000; 

England 2009).  The women’s narratives in this longer interaction make frequent use of 

quoted speech to advance the plot of the narration.  However, unlike other Maya 

narrations, this account also includes a large number of irrealis quotations – things that 

someone could have said or perhaps should have said but did not, marked with both an 

irrealis particle and quotative verb.  Quotations are not alone in the prodigious use of the 

irrealis as in general these particles occur especially frequently during this interaction.  

Speakers make extensive use of this resource in Ixhil, a particle which allows them to 

mark something as “nonactualized, those that remain within the realm of thought and 

imagination [and] are overtly distinguished from those portrayed as actualized, having 
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occurred or currently occurring.”” (Mithun 1995, 386).  There is a recurrent theme 

throughout the women’s speech here that during the time of the war, things were not as 

you would have expected them to be or as they should have been.  Irrealis markers koj 

and kol are used frequently throughout.  In the story below, María Cedillo Matom makes 

repeated use of irrealis quotation in order to advance the hypothetical story of when 

soldiers find them in the road. 

MCM: 
 
…tan nim vet kupaleb’al  
as tzitzi’e’ q’a la texhla vet chalab’ u kub’eye’ 
xekeb’ vet chalab’  
as la ilej vet o’ chalab’e’ ta’. 
La chit ilej o’ chalab’e’ ta’  
tan a kuxhe’ ni chuk chalab’ na’ytzan u sole’.  
A kuxhe’ ni chuk naj,  
as tuk’ koje’ ni chuk o’ chalab’  
as “kuchuk b’aj tu tenam” chaj koj chalab’ 
pet “a axhe’ vil ta’ ve ni b’anon u va’lexhe’”  
Jub’al  chan,  
telaj chaj ta’n chanaj  
“b’a’ne va axhe’ vil ta’ kat b’anon u suprire’  
as ye’ vet ooksa’m  
as ye’ vet atx’ix  
as ko’ok b’aj  
as ko’ tzi’le’”  
chaj koj chanaj  
pet ye’le,yatz’ kan naj ta’e’ 

MCM: 
 
…since we show where we went 
and that’s where they see signs of our path 
and they follow us 
and they find us. 
They do find us 
because that’s what the soldiers are looking for. 
That’s what they(s) are looking for, 
and it’s not like when they look for us 
“let’s look in town” they’ll say (irrealis) 
but “you are the one who did wrong.” 
They shoot. 
They kill. 
“you’re the one who has been suffering 
and you have no clothes 
and you have no food 
and come in, then, 
and come here” 
they’re not going to say 
but no, they(s) are going to kill. 

 

In the excerpt above, María Cedillo Matom uses several irrealis quotations to highlight 

the fact that the soldiers did not do what they might have been expected to do, looking in 

the town for those who had done wrong, and furthermore, that the soldiers did not act as a 

premise of human decency would have led one to expect – they did not say, “you’re the 
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one who has been suffering, and you have no clothes, and you have no food, and come in, 

then, and come here.”  To the contrary, María Cedillo explains, if they found them, the 

soldiers killed them.   

 Irrealis quotation is used repeatedly throughout the women’s stories to frame 

moral or humane positions that the soldiers did not take.  Early on in their conversation, 

María uses irrealis quotation to highlight the unthinkable lack of respect for the cornfields 

that the soldiers showed.   

MCM: 
 
B’en aava chaj unpajtej  
as b’en itzok cha naje’ ta’ unpajtej.  
B’a’ne’ va “xo’v in te u ko’me’” 
chaj koj naj,  
as “oq’i’ke’ u ko’me’ q’a” chaj koj naj.  
Ta’ne’ ta’ tuk okoj iq’ab’ naj.   
Xekel ka’voj patrulla q’a ti’ naj  
as “ora ixilpu ta u ko’me’” ta’ naj.  

MCM: 
 
You go and plant again, 
and they(s) go and cut it down again. 
It’s not as though “I’m afraid of the cornfield,” 
they(s) say (irrealis), 
and “the cornfield will cry” they(s) say (irrealis). 
They(s) are just going to cut it down. 
Some patrollers go with them(s), 
and “hurry up, cut down the cornfield” they(s) 
say. 

 

In this segment María uses both irrealis quotation as she emphasizes the soldiers’ lack of 

expected respect for the cornfield and realis quotation as she tells how he orders 

patrollers to cut down the cornfield.  The theme of destroyed cornfields is significant in 

the women’s speech as later in the narration María Cedillo Matom and Cecilia Marcos 

Ceto return to the topic of the damage caused by soldiers’ disrespect of the cornfield.  

Marta Cobo Raymundo, who is younger, suggests that since it is not the people 

themselves who cut it down but rather the soldiers perhaps the consequences to them will 

be less serious, but both the older women assure her that they and their families and the 
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larger Ixhil community have suffered specific illnesses and even death as a result of the 

soldiers’ failure to consider the cornfield in the way that María’s irrealis comments 

suggest that they should have.  María Cedillo Matom even recounted how her sister 

nearly died after their cornfield was cut down as she narrated in the segment above. 

 Again, in another instance, María Cedillo Matom uses irrealis quotation to narrate 

what happened when the soldiers found people living in a village. 

“Untxaa kan un vi’le’ as ae’ vi’le’  
b’a’n” chaj koj naj 
tan ta’ne’ ta’ kat oon u oorae’ vatz naj  
as ej! Yatz’ kan o’ naj kaayil o’. 

“I’ll chose this one and that one  
because they are good” they(s) say (irrealis) 
because for them(s), the time comes, 
and ah! They(s) kill us all. 

  

Although use of irrealis quotation is more commonly attributed to the soldiers, in two 

instances, María Cedillo Matom attributes an irrealis quote to the general “we” who are 

pursued by the Army. 

Kam  chaj la qale’,  
kat chaj la qal kat.   
As “chooa” chaj koj o’ te naj  
kam cha la qale’. 

What could we say? 
Where could we complain, 
“pay it” we say to them(s) (irrealis). 
What can we say? 

 

Thus María Cedillo concludes that in normal circumstances it would be expected that 

they would complain and demand payment for their destroyed property, but during the 

war, things were not as they should have been, they were not normal, and one could not 

complain to the authorities.  In another example, she likewise uses irrealis quotation to 

recount how they could not act in an expected way as one would under normal 

circumstances because they were living as refugees in the mountains. 

Paloj a’e’ ta’ see’  The water (rain) pours over you,  
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techal chite’ ta’ tuk atx’ake’. 
Kuxh tul a’ as “¡ayyy! kam tuk vulb’e  
vel vatz a’” chaj koj axh. 
At koj vas kukab’al. 

but you have to withstand it. 
When the water comes and “ayyy!  I’ll run 
away from the water.” you say (irrealis). 
We didn’t have a house. 

 

In this segment, the speakers could not do as was expected when it rained – they could 

not go inside to protect themselves from the rain because they did not have homes.  Here 

not only the quotation but also the existence of homes is irrealis.   

Coordination Among Speakers 

In the act of co-telling, these three women coordinate their narration in ways that 

are partial and indirect.  They do so through gaze, content of the story and interaction, 

and linguistic features like pronoun use.  Rather than interacting with the other two 

interlocutors directly, the women’s gaze is fixed on some point of in the distance for most 

of the narration.  When two of the women began the narration before the third arrived, 

they fixed their gaze primarily on me, even though I was off camera, and they never 

directly addressed me as the intended audience for their talk.  However, as time went on, 

and they got more involved in their narration, their gaze shifted to a point off in the 

distance as they spoke, only occasionally returning to focus on one of the other women 

who generally were looking at the speaker.  In other contexts, Ixhil conversations that 

include narratives are characterized by eye contact, frequent back channeling, overlaps 

and interruptions.  However in this recording, the women were more “orderly” in their 

turn taking and less frequent in their back channeling.  The “pace” of the conversation 

was slower.  To some extent these features can be attributed to the artificial nature of the 

task that they set up for themselves by pre-ordaining the event itself and the topic of 
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conversation.  However certain topics that caught the women’s interest and seemed to 

need comment, like the absence of Marta’s father among their family during the war, did 

provoke greater eye contact and more lively turn taking behavior while other contexts, 

like the narration of an especially sad story like María Cedillo Matom’s account of people 

who were burned in their homes coincided with a particularly flat affect, the absence of 

interruptions and significant back channeling and a complete lack of eye contact. 

Linguistically, the way that the women attend to each other as co-narrators or as 

audience takes a number of different forms.  In terms of the content of their stories and 

the relationship among narrative/conversational turns, the women likewise partially 

coordinate their narration.  In this coordination, it is impossible to fully separate out how 

the stories are coordinated in terms of the content of the stories or conversational turns 

and the women’s pronoun use, though the overlap between these two forms of 

coordination is not complete.  The content of the narration primarily focuses on 

widespread conditions of the war and is for the most part narrated in a generalized first 

personal plural which includes the other narrators as well as other Ixhiles who suffered 

the war.  In the following segment all three narrators participate in the narration using the 

first personal plural to refer to general experiences that they all shared even though in a 

more literal sense they did not perform the same actions at the same time in the company 

of one another. 

MCM: 
 
“Mejor jetz’eno el unb’iit o’” ch’o’.  
Ma’t chan vet o’. 
Txakpu chan vet o’.  

MCM: 
 
“We should move away a little” we said. 
We went. 
We got up. 
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Ma’t chan vet o’. 
 
C.M.C 
 
Aal kujetz’en b’en ta’ tu tx’akab’e’ne’.  
 
MCM: 
 
B ’a’n ta’ aal koj qok ch’u’l, 
pet aal qel maas, nu kuxo’ve’. 
 
 
MCR: 
 
B’iito kuxhe’ b’ata’ la qale’  

We went. 
 
CMC: 
 
We went further into the mountains. 
 
MCM: 
 
It would have been better if we had been 
coming back, but we were leaving, we 
were afraid. 
 
MCR: 
 
We barely made it. 

 

That for the women this “we” refers to a generalized entity and not just to the three 

women becomes clear later in the narration when Cecilia reacts with some surprise when 

María Cedillo Matom makes reference to her own time in the mountains.  Cecilia is 

surprised at María’s comment even though María has already participated in co-

narrations like the one above which refer to going to the mountains.  This suggests that 

there is the impression among the women that to some extent it is the general experience 

that is being recounted and shared, not the particular.   

However, although this “we” is a generalized “we,” there are parts of the 

narration in which the women clearly restrict the reference of this general “we.”  In fact, 

in the segment of narration immedialy preceding the above excerpt, María Cedillo 

Matom tells of a man who actively participated in neither the guerrilla nor the Army but 

was killed by government soldiers for carrying a large load of firewood which prompts 
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Cecilia Marcos Ceto and the other women to positively identify with the man as distinct 

from those who were armed. 

MCM: 
 
B’ane’ ta’ va at koj chit vas ich’ich’ ti q’ab’  
as a koj chit ni b’anon 
 
CMC: 
 
Aal ye’xhkame’ ta’ ni b’an naj  
te u vee’ ve at ich’ich’ la qale’ 
 
MCM: 
 
Aal ye’le’ ta’ u vee’ ni taq’ tib’ ve at 
ich’ich’, aq’omil chit ti’ u aq’one’ vee’,  
ye’xhkam ta’ ni taq’ tib’. 
A kuxh unq’a vee’ ta’ ni taq’ tib’  
ve eche’ o’ nu kuxh kumuj vet el qib’  
as an kuxh vet o’ ni qela vete’.  

MCM: 
 
It’s not as though he had a gun in his hand, 
and he hadn’t done anything. 
 
CMC: 
 
He didn’t even do anything 
to the ones who had guns 
 
MCM: 
 
The ones who had guns didn’t die, 
the ones who have this as their job, 
they didn’t die. 
The ones who died 
were the ones like us who fled and hid 
and we were the ones they killed. 

 

Here María Cedillo Matom points out that the man who was killed was not involved in 

the armed conflict, and Cecilia Marcos Ceto adds that compounding this injustice, not 

only were unarmed people killed but those who were armed were not.  María agrees and 

points out that “we” who didn’t have guns and who hid in the mountains were the ones 

who died, thus restricting the reference of her generalized “we” to those who were not 

armed. 

In one other segment during the hour and a half narration, the women again 

explicitly restrict the reference of the generalized “we.” In the following statement, 

Cecilia Marcos Ceto and María Cedillo Matom remember how there were people who 

mistreated them when they came back from the mountains.  María Cedillo Matom then 
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aligns the narrators with those who suffered the war (regardless of if they spent time as 

refugees or not) and those who stayed in town and prospered. 

Eela kuxh o’e’ ta’ tuk’ chalab’ 
jank’al chalab’ ve kat paleb’en 
pet unq’a uxhchile’ ve atchan kan kuxhtu’  
as a kol chit acha’ve’ ni b’an kan chalab’ as  
ataj tetz chalab’e’ q’a ,  
tan ni na’ ime’b’a’l chalab’  
pet a kol vas o’e’ na’ chil nu kub’ane’ che’  
at chan utz’o b’ata’ la qale’  
poro mox tz’e’i,  
mox tz’ejxi 

We are the same as them, 
all of those who went through it, 
but the people who just stayed 
and who were doing well, 
and who had property, 
because their things were increasing, 
but not like us, ours had been growing, 
we had a little, 
but it was burned. 
It was lost. 

 

This distinction evoked by María Cedillo Matom is common in Ixhil recountings of the 

war – the distinction between those who lost everything during the war, and those who 

were not targeted.  Almost all those who were “affected” fled to hide in the mountains as 

refugees at some point, and although some stayed for many years while others stayed for 

only a few weeks, what was more significant, as María Cedillo points out, was that there 

were some who stayed and prospered during the time of the violence.  In another account, 

Marta Cobo Raymundo repeats this same sentiment and adds that those who prospered 

during the war did so at the expense of those who lost everything, like the “we” in this 

narration.  In the account given here, María Cedillo does not indicate why some people 

were not targeted but does emphasize that these people are different from her and the 

other women in the story. 

Though the use of a generalized “we” is most common during the women’s 

narration, it is also clear during parts of the narration that the first person plural refers 

only to the speaker and her family and is exclusive of the other narrators as the speaker 
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tells of a particular experience that was not shared by all. Marta’s story of her family 

almost falling into a crevasse is one such example.  Before Marta begins the introduction 

to her story, María Cedillo Matom uses a general “we” as she remembers the deprivation 

of wartime. 

Kam cha unb’oo la kusuti vet el tzan.  
Kat cha la tzaa kat?  
Ti kat cha la b’en kuloq’ kat  
va la kuloq’e’  
as la qechb’u chaj o’?  
Ye’le, at koj vas kupuaj. 
At koj vas qetz. 

There was nothing we could throw away. 
Where could we go and get things? 
Where could we go and buy 
the things that we (usually) buy 
so that we could eat? 
No, we didn’t have any money. 
We didn’t have anything.  

 

As discussed above, as Marta switches into a more exclusive reference for “we,” 

she makes an explicit effort to align her story with what Cecilia has said and the general 

experiences of the other women through the use of eche’ ni tal aak ‘like she says’ and 

eche’ vee ni vale’ ‘it’s like I say.’  In response to her stories told in an exclusive “we,” the 

women provide comments in a more general “we” first, as María Cedillo Matom 

comments Yaxh kuxh b’ata’ va la noo chan utz’oj o’. Yaxh  kuxh b’ata’ la xaan o’. ‘Just 

so that we can get a little bit full.  Just so that we can walk a little bit.’ and Cecilia adds At 

kuxh tiixhe’ b’ata’ sqi’. Yexhkam kuxh ta’ nu kub’ane’. ‘It was God who was with us.  

Nothing happened to us.’  Both women likewise contribute details to the story as Cecilia 

Marcos Cetos adds that there also many snakes where they walked, and then later in the 

conclusion as María Cedillo Matom notes that so many others actually did fall down into 

the crevasses.  Finally, all the women agree that the war was terrible.  
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 After Marta’s brief personal narration, María Cedillo Matom returns to a narration 

in which she makes reference to her own personal experience but only in a more general 

way.  However, one element prompts Cecilia to ask María if it was in the mountains 

where her things were burned which then prompts María to tell a story that alternates 

between a more general and a more personal story. 

 

MCM: 
 
1 Che’ atchan utz’o b’ata’ la qale’  
2 poro mox tz’e’i.  
3 Mox tz’ejxi  
4 as ej katcha kuxh b’en e’o kat vet tzan  
5 tan chee kat vete’,  
6 maas chit b’en ta’n u vee’ na’ytzan  
 
CMC: 
 
7 Tzitzi’e’ ta’ tz’e’ik kat kan vas eetze’? 
 
MCM: 
 
8  Tu ko’me’ ta’ tz’e’ kat, Xe’ pi’un  
9  tz’e’ kat u jale’,  
10 tzejxu kat u vaakaxhe’, u akatxe’, chicham  
11 til naj noonal u jale’  
12 as toksa naj xamal ti’ ak k’uaaye’.  
13 At kat vet ajal la oon axh?  
14 Nu kuxh qoq’vete’,  
15 nu kuxh toq’ vet ak q’esla untxutxe’,  
16 ak unb’aale’ unpajtej nu kuxh toq’ vet 
aak. 
 
CMC: 
 
Ch’ookole’ unq’a jale’ kat tz’e’i 
 

MCM: 
 
We had a little bit, let’s say, 
but they burned it. 
It was lost 
and eh, where are you going to go  
to get it back? 
It was so much suffering back then.  
 
CMC: 
 
Is that where your things were burned? 
 
MCM: 
 
It was in the aldea that it burned, Xe’ Pi’un 
where the corn burned,  

where my cow was lost, chickens, pigs. 
They saw it full of corn, 
and they (s) set fire to the silo. 
Where was your corn when you arrive? 
We just cried. 
My grandmother just cried, 
my father too, he just cried. 
 
 
CMC: 
 
It was a lot of corn that burned. 
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Cecilia’s question about María’s personal experience in response to María’s general 

narration marked one of the few times during the hour and a half long narration that any 

of the women directly addressed each other.  Although María Cedillo did respond to 

Marta’s personal narration about almost falling in the crevasse, her comment served more 

to contribute to the narration than to elicit a response from Marta.  Cecilia’s question, on 

the other hand, required a direct response from María who provided one and then 

continued with a narration that included personal information but returned to a more 

general narration that made use of both the general “we” and the second person before 

commenting specifically about her own family members’ responses.  Cecilia also began 

to participate in this narration about corn that was burned. 

 However, although Cecilia did not immediately return to the direct exchange of 

experiences, when there was a break in narration a little over a minute later, she again 

addressed her co-narrators directly. By the time the discussion about María’s property 

and property in general being burned concluded, the women had been speaking for over 

45 minutes.  They were interrupted as Marta rather deliberately checked her cell phone to 

see the time, and the cell phone made a loud noise which caused Marta to look sheepish.  

As I began to ask if the women’s narration was finished, Cecilia began the following 

exchange which was initially obscured by our conversation about ending the recording. 

CMC: 
 
Ye’xhib’il kol kuxh qa’ eli,  
ye’l axh ta’ el axh tuk’ ak ??????   
aat ni valcha lab’ as ch’ixub’al kuxh lab’ ?? 
 
 

CMC: 
 
Maybe nobody (else) left 
you didn’t leave with ¿?? 
when I say it, I feel ashamed.?? 
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MCM: 
 
Ye’le’:.  Eche’ in nimal tiempo ta’ kat el o’ 
tuk’ ak q’esla untxutxe’ Xe’ Pi’un 
 
CMC:  
 
Pues in kuxh ta’ kat elin ve nu kuxh 
unnach cha. 
 
MCM: 
 
[wry smile]ye’le, kat chit qil lab’ ta’  
 
MCR: 
 
[tagging on the end of MCM’s] va ye’ 
kojo’ vatz’i kat el o’ as kam q’i la ku chuk 
??? 

MCM: 
 
No:, like me, I left for a long time 
with my grandmother, in Xe’ Pi’un. 
 
CMC: 
 
Well I feel like I was the only one who left. 
 
 
MCM: 
 
[wry smile] No, we experienced it. 
 
MCR:: 
 
and if we hadn’t left, then what would we 
?? 

 

After a short exchange among the women about the sadness of their experience and their 

difficulty in making their children understand, Cecilia narrated a story parallel to María’s 

story of how her own belongings were burned or stolen.  Like María, Cecilia listed as 

burned, vak’atx, jal, kab’al, kech unq’a voksa’me?’, ‘my chickens, corn, house, where is 

my clothing?’ and added that since she used to participate in traditional Ixhil ceremonies 

and processions, she had buried her ceremonial huipil along with the alcohol that her 

husband used to produce and the family’s savings, but it was all stolen.  With this story, 

María Cedillo Matom began her extensive co-narration of Cecilia’s story even though the 

exchange just a few minutes before in which Cecilia expressed surprise at María’s 

experiences in the aldea made it unlikely that María actually knew particulars of 

Cecilia’s experiences prior to this exchange.   
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CMC: 
 
Kolelik chan tu boloson ta’ chalab’. 
B’ex til vet aak. 
K’otik vete’. 
Ye’ vete’ ati 
 
MCM: 
 
Va’len b’ex eq’on ti sam. 
 
CMC: 
 
A chite’ ta’. 
Kuxh cheel as o’ chite’ ye’ ni tul vet 
qaama. 
 
MCM: 
 
De una vez chite’ ta’  
kat me’b’a’xtik kan o’  
va tikat chaj la tzaa kat vete’?  
 
CMC: 
 
Nimal uk tx’ava’e’ tu Saj Sivan as ye’ 
vete’. B’enyu vet qootz’ stuul. 
Parte u vee’ imaa vet kan uma’t u titz’in 
aake’.  Ae’ ye’ ni taq’ vet chanaj cheel,  
uma’j chit k’a’j qetze’ ye’l cheel   
va mee’b’a’chit o’. 
Nik kuxh ku’eb’al unko’me’ ni chee vet 
cheel. Kam kuxh unb’oo nunb’ancha.  
Ech kuxhe’, uma’j k’a’j, echkuxhe’. 
 Ile’ ta’ ati poro no koj taq’ vet chanaj,  
komo kam vet vas valib’e’ tu ch’aoj 
as maa vet chanaj. 
 
MCM: 
 
Tetz vet chanaje’ ta’ ni tale’. 

CMC: 
 
It was stored in the big bag they said. 
When he went to see,  
it had already been dug up. 
It wasn’t there. 
 
MCM: 
 
Someone else took it from his bag. 
 
CMC: 
 
That’s how it was. 
Even now we can’t get back on our feet. 
 
 
MCM: 
 
All at once 
we were left poor 
where could we get it back? 
 
CMC: 
 
A lot of (our) land in Saj Sivan is gone. 
It went in a landslide. 
That’s besides the land that his brother 
kept.  He won’t give it back now. 
We don’t even have one cuerda now. 
We’re very poor. 
I can’t even find a place to plant my 
cornfield.  I do any little thing.   
Just that, one cuerda, just that. 
Look, it’s there, but they won’t give it. 
Since my father-in-law died in the war, 
and it wasn’t enough for them. 
 
MCM: 
 
It’s theirs now they say. 
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Taq’ kat vet chanaje’.  
 
CMC: 
 
Lab’e’ ye’ ni max aq’on vet cheel  
 
MCM: 
 
ye’l lab’e’ max aq’axi …  
as “tuk’ kol ik’u’le’ kat el ex jaq’ tze’” 
as ye’l etetze’ ta’ kat eli”  
chaj kuxh vet chalab’e’ ta’. 
Tuk’ koj kuk’u’l ni qele’  
tan ti’ u vee’ ta’ nu kutaalb’e unq’a  
va’lexhe’.  
 
CMC: 
 
uu taq’ chalab’,  
poro ye’ ni nach chalaba’ ve el chalab’.  
Antu chalab’ ta’ eli. 
“q’e’yile’ ni b’anon naj as oojik b’en naj 
tzitzi’. O’e’ ye’ la aq’on vet u tx’ava’e’ ti 
naj . Til naj tzitzi’” taq’ chalab’ ni max 
tale’.  
 
MCM: 
 
poro q’e’yil koj, ti’ u vee’ ta’  
 
CMC: 
 
As “la chitel oleb’ ine’ ta’ va  
la tel koj b’enin as la ve’o  naj xaake’,  
komo at ich’e’x ak valib’e’…”  

They don’t want to give it up. 
 
CMC: 
 
They won’t give it back now. 
 
MCM: 
 
It won’t be given back. 
“It’s your own fault that you went to the mountains, 
and yours (inheritance) didn’t come out.” 
they said. 
It wasn’t our fault that we went  
but because of all the trouble. 
 
 
CMC: 
 
Yes, that’s what they say. 
But they don’t remember that they left. 
They themselves left. 
“It was because of laziness that he went 
there.We won’t give him the land now. 
Let him figure it out.” they said. 
 
 
MCM: 
 
But it’s not laziness, it’s because 
 
CMC: 
 
and “Maybe I can do it if I take my boy, 
my father-in-law’s namesake… 

 

In the previous segment, María’s commentary on the personal situation of Marta’s family 

was brief.  However, when Cecilia recounted her own history, and explicitly expressed 

feeling alone in her experiences, María’s co-narration was much more extended and 
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involved.  She switched between first person plural pronouns and second person singular 

repeatedly, and in content her co-narration included not just general details about life 

during the war but also particular details of what Cecilia’s in-laws would have said to 

deny her husband any part in their inheritance as María fully participated in the narrative 

mode of Cecilia’s speech by providing herself the presumed quoted speech.  After Cecilia 

finished telling of her husband’s efforts to reclaim his inheritance, María offers the 

following, 

Ye’le  komo kat tzejxiy vete’ b’axa ti xe’al 
tzan pues kam q’i la ulsan vet aama?   
Kam q’i la ak’eyi vete’ as la loq’ vet b’iito 
eetz sti’?  
Pet komo a chite’ ta’ ye’ kat kaa vet uma’to… 
Eche’ u o’e’  
tan kaayil chit vetz kat tz’ejxi,  
u ak’atxe’ as at chan ku chicham, vaakaxh  

No, since we lost it all from the beginning, 
how are we going to get back on our feet? 
What are you going to sell so that you can 
buy something with that? 
But since nothing was left… 
It’s like us,  
since everything of mine was lost, 
chickens, and we had some pigs, cows 

 

She then went on to tell how the money that her family had hidden in the crossbeams of 

their home was also burned up.  Initially María uses the first person plural in commenting 

that we were all poor (although it is ambiguous as to if this “we” is inclusive or 

exclusive), but she switches to narrate pieces of the story in the generalized second 

person.  She again shifts to narrate in first person plural exclusive with eche o’ ‘like us,’ 

the phrase that the women use in meetings to introduce their own stories of the war as 

linked to the previous woman’s retelling.  This pattern makes it unclear as to whether the 

second person used in this speech of María’s is an indefinite second person as occurs so 

frequently in similar statements throughout the rest of the narration or if it is a particular 

second person referring to Cecilia as suggested by the overt marker eche o’.    
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Although the women rarely directly address each other, the use of the second 

person is common.  María Cedillo uses the second person in what seems to be an 

indefinite second person in the following example: 

Tzok’ kan naj kuko’m.   
Nilpu kan naj.   
B’en aava chaj unpajtej … 
Kam la eexhb’u vete’  
va la k’ujeb’ ak’u’l sti’? 
B’en e’o cha ka’ xhi’koj  
as la eexhb’u chaj  
as noochenyu axhe’ ta’ sta’n. 

They(s) cut down our cornfield. 
They(s) discard it all. 
You go plant again… 
What are you going to eat  
if you are counting on that? 
You’ll go bring a couple of things 
and you eat them,  
but you won’t get full from that. 

 

Thus the speakers make use of the second person in narration both in the particular sense 

in co-telling another woman’s story and in the indefinite sense referring to general 

experiences during the war, and both of these uses of the second person alternate freely 

with use of exclusive and inclusive first person plural pronouns. 

Linguistic Relationships to External Agents –Narrating Soldiers and Guerrillas 

 In addition to first and second person pronouns, the women also make use of 

ambiguous third person pronouns.  The use of naj, or ‘he,’ with no previous referent is an 

extremely common, even definitional, feature of Ixhil stories about the war.  Invariably 

naj when it has no previous overt referent in the narration refers to the soldiers of the 

Guatemalan Army.  Because the pronoun chanaj is used in Ixhil to refer to plural 

referents, it can generally be inferred that referents of naj are singular.  However, in the 

case of discourses about the war naj is used to refer to soldiers even though the actions 

may have been performed by one or many soldiers.  In fact when asked to translate 

written transcriptions of Ixhil stories to Spanish, Ixhil speakers will translate naj as ellos, 
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‘they’or occasionally los soldados ‘the soldiers,’ or they will translate the sentence as 

passive so as to avoid the problem.  In these cases the referent of naj is explained by 

speakers as being a collectivity – although speakers realize that ‘soldiers’ refers to many 

individuals, here they are treated as a collective, something which is quite rare in Ixhil 

uses of naj; in fact this use in discourses about war while extremely common in this 

context is the only example I have found of naj being used for a nonsingular referent.  

The following examples demonstrate uses of naj in this longer narrative event that are 

typical of Ixhil stories about the period of violence. 

 The previous example in which María Cedillo Matom uses the second person as 

she recounts their inability to feed themselves actually began with Marta Cobo 

Raymundo introducing naj into this segment of discourse. 

MCR: 
 
Nik kuxh ko’me’ ta’.  
La koj kuchik kuko’m  
as la b’en itzok kan naj  
 
 
MCM: 
 
Tzok’ kan naj kuko’m.   
Nilpu kan naj.   

MCR: 
 
Not even cornfields.   
If we plant our cornfield,  
they(s) go and cut it down. 
 
 
MCM: 
 
They(s) cut down our cornfield. 
They(s) discard it all. 

 

The same naj occurs again in the following example: 

MCM: 
 
Vas jale ’ tu k’uay  
as ni toksa kan naj xamal sti’  
tan komo ni qechb’u cha uma’j ta’ ni tal naj  
pet ye’xhkam ta’ la qechb’u vete’ ni tal naj. 

MCM: 
 
The corn in the silo, 
they(s) set fire to it 
because they(s) think that we will eat it 
this way we won’t eat it they(s) think. 
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Yunaves ni sotz ivatz kaayil. All together it was all burned 
 
and again, 

MCM: 
Kam kuxh chij ni joskan naj stej. 

MCM: 
They(s) would cut off anything (body part) 
they say. 

 

With this, María Cedillo Matom begins an extended narration in which she tells a story 

that she has heard about in which soldiers (naj) cut off the body parts of the man who 

brought back too much firewood. 

Cecilia Marocs Ceto even uses this same naj referring to the soldiers in quoted 

speech as she remembers how they were told, presumably by guerrillas, when the soldiers 

(naj) were gone, so that they could come out of hiding. 

“Il naj ma’tej! Oko ch’u’l ex” 
ch’elel chan o’ sqoone’,  

“They(s) are gone!  Come in.” 
they told us when we arrived 

 

and again, both Cecilia Marcos Ceto and María Cedillo Matom use naj in the following 

segment even as they use chalab’, ‘they,’ in the more conventional sense to refer to 

people mentioned previously in the narration who are victims of the violence.  Thus 

despite the availability of a third person plural pronoun in these stories and despite the 

clear reference to more than one actor in many of the stories, it is exclusively naj, which 

is regularly used with nonplural referents in Ixhil, that is used in Ixhil stories about the 

violence to refer to the soldiers. Additionally, in spite of case markers on verbs indicating 

third person subjects, the women make extensive use of this seemingly non-specific naj 

to lexically mention a subject which if it were in fact unknown there would be no reason 
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to mention lexically.  The extensive use of naj in the following narration and its 

alternation with the more conventionally used chalab’, ‘they,’ mentioned only once, also 

supports the understanding of naj to refer specifically to soldiers even though they have 

not been overtly mentioned. 

MCM: 
 
Ni toon naj  tunq’a kab’ale’,  
as ab’iste at chan tal ipach,  
as kat ijup naj  
as kat ipeq’ naj gas sti’,   
as kat ok xamal ti’ u kab’ale’  
as kat tz’e’ vete’.   
Tuli naj gas sti’.  
e’omal igas naj sta’n ,  
as eh!  
Chiq’o’k naj xamal  
as ka ya’ye’ .   
Kamyu tzitzi’ kaayil,  
tuk’a itxutx 
tuk’a ib’aal ,  
talintxa’. [pause] 
Kaayil kat sotz ivatz tzitzi’.  
 
CMC:  
 
Ati ta’ txeyel ta’n naj.    
Kat ib’ajo’k lab’ tu vee’  
ni tze’ kat vet u kab’ale’,  
jupo’k chalab’ 

MCM: 
 
They(s) come to the houses, 
and whoever has a little hut, 
they(s) close them in, 
and they(s) douse them with gas, 
and set fire to the house, 
and it burns. 
They(s) have the gas with them, 
they(s) brought their gas with them. 
And oh! 
They(s) set it on fire, 
and that’s how it ends. 
Everyone dies there, 
with their mothers, 
with their fathers, 
children. [pause] 
Everything disappeared there. 
 
CMC: 
 
There are some who were captured by 
them(s). 
He tossed them there 
and burned their house, 
shutting them in. 

 
In addition to this conventional use of the third person plural pronoun chalab’ to mean an 

unknown or unspecified ‘they,’ there are a few examples in this longer narration in which 

chalab’ most likely refers to guerrillas.  In Ixhil stories of the violence that are told in 

Ixhil, reference to the guerrillas is extremely rare.  In this narration, the only overt 
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mention of the guerrillas is in counterfactual statements as Cecilia Marcos Ceto 

emphasizes that although those who were not impacted by the war referred to them as 

guerrillas, they were not guerrillas.  In this section, Cecilia makes reference to a 

derrogatory term for guerrillas, b’oxh which apparently refers to a kind of leaf found in 

the mountains that guerrillas supposedly ate.  However Cecilia only uses this term in 

recalling other people’s speech.  The term very rarely, if ever, occurs in the Ixhil 

narratives about the war that I have heard, nor does any other overt lexical mention of 

guerrillas.  In the next text that I analyze, Grupos members discuss different possible 

terms used to refer to guerrillas, but the only term used to refer to the guerrillas as 

protagonists in this narration is the term chalab’, ‘they.’  In the following account, naj, 

‘he,’ referring to soldiers, and chalab’, ‘they,’ refering to the guerrillas, are used in 

alternation. 

MCR: 
 
Pet seis kuxh ta’ nu ku tzaasa u sib’e’.   
 
CMC: 
 
Uu, ye’ vet sib’ ni je’e’. 
 
MCM: 
 
Ni til naj ije’ u sib’e’ as  
 
CMC: 
 
Komo ni pal chan uk avione’, elicoptere’,  
ni pal chan lab’,  
ni palchan lab’ solin  
as ae’ chij ni soli naj  
ta’ chalab’ ta’ chalab’ ta’ ni tale’  

MCR: 
 
But at six we cover the smoke. 
 
CMC: 
 
Yes, so that the smoke won’t go up. 
 
MCM: 
 
They(s) would see the smoke, and 
 
CMC: 
 
Since the airplanes and hellicopters 
come by, 
and are patrolling, 
and that’s what they say they(s) are patrolling for, 
they say, that’s what they say, 
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as ye’ vet xamal and so no more fire. 
 
Though there is no overt mention of guerrillas as the referent for chalab’, its use indicates 

that a definite referent is intended since when the reported speech marker ta’ or the 

phrase ni tale’, ‘he (or she) says,’ are intended to refer to a nonspecific referent (‘they 

say’ or ‘it is said’ for example) as is common in Ixhil discourse, the additional pronoun 

chalab’ (or the similar chajak or chanaj) are not used.  Additionally the excessive use of 

ta’, ni tale’ and chij, all of which are used to mark that something was said by another 

suggest that in fact there is a known referent for the author of the reported speech.  Again, 

in the following segment, Cecilia Marcos Ceto uses chalab’, ‘they’ with no overt 

referent.  María Cedillo Matom understands her intended meaning and replies in kind. 

CMC: 
 
Ni yaan chalab’ ta’ ve uma’l kuxh kub’ene’,  
ti’ u vee’ ve ilel qib’  
ve xekel ok o’ ti’ kumool  
pet “b’a’n chita’ ve junun eb’ene’  
tan ye’ li k’uch itoj” ta’q’ chalab’  ta’e’, 
Va’lexh u vee’ nu kumolo qib’. 
 
MCM: 
 
tan nu kuk’uch kan u b’e’ye’ chij. 
An chite’ kol ni tal chalab’… 

CMC: 
 
They scold us when we go as a group, 
when we go together, 
and we’re walking with our companions, 
but, “it’s better that you go one by one 
so that you don’t show your path,” they say. 
It was bad for us to go together. 
 
MCM: 
 
because we would show our path they say. 
Maybe it’s true what they say… 
 

 

In both this example and the previous one, the particular content of the speech gives 

further weight to interpretation that chalab’ refers to guerrillas.  In other interviews 

whose content focused specifically on the relationship of the refugee population, in 
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particular of the CPR, with the guerrilla, Filiberto Pérez Vicente describes a similar 

relationship with the guerrillas: 

Vienen cuando van a hacer una operación,  
pero ninguno sabe contactarse con la 
URNG. Nada. Pero la guerrilla con la 
población siempre tiene relación. Si ellos 
tienen información sobre cuando los 
soldados van a tener su operación, cuando 
van a operar entre la población, también 
pasan la información, nos dicen que 
tengamos cuidado, que tenemos que 
prepararnos. Así preparamos unas pocas 
cosas que vamos a comer en las montañas. 

They come when there will be an 
operation, but nobody knows how to 
contact the URNG.  Nothing.  But the 
guerrillas and the population always had a 
relationship.  If they have information 
about when the soldiers are going to have 
their operation, when they’re going to 
operate among the population, they also 
pass along the information.  They tell us to 
be careful, that we need to prepare.  That’s 
how we prepare things to eat in the 
mountains. 

 
Although the women are not explicit on this point, warnings to be vigilant about smoke 

from their fires and not giving themselves away by walking as large groups that leave 

telltale signs where they have passed are just the sorts of instructions that are commonly 

reported in stories told by Ixhiles who do make explicit the identity of the speakers. 

However, unlike the use of naj without a previously identified referent to indicate 

‘soldiers,’ the use of chalab’ without a previously identified referent does not always 

indicate guerrillas.  This use of chalab’ to refer to guerrillas is not uncommon in Ixhil 

narratives about the war, but it is not standardized to the degree that the use of naj to refer 

to soldiers is such that virtually every Ixhil narrative about the war includes this use of 

the nonplural pronoun.  On the other hand, most Ixhil narratives omit reference to the 

guerrillas altogether.  Furthermore, use of naj without a previously identified referent is 

marked in Ixhil discourse while chalab’ is not, much in the same way as it is in English 

or in Spanish – “they say …” or “they do…”do not necessary signal that the speaker is 
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refering to a definite entity that is not being named while “he says…” or “he does…” is 

unlikely to be a typical usage to refer to a general referent.  Rather in the above example, 

it is the content of the speech that suggests that the use of chalab’ without a previous 

referent is likely to be the guerrillas.  However as the conversation goes on, the use of 

chalab’ and chanaj, ‘they (m)’ proliferates referring to guerrillas, soldiers, and those who 

were killed.  It is the context that clarifies the referent.  The use of naj also occurrs, 

exclusively with reference to the soldiers, but in variation with chalab’ and chanaj.  In 

fact naj occurs only in an almost exact repetition of a sentence in which the subject was u 

sol, ‘the soldier.’ The following segment immediately follows the example given above 

in which María Cedillo Matom and Cecilia Marcos Ceto discuss the guerrillas 

instructions about not walking in groups. 

tan nu kuk’uch kan u b’e’ye’ chij,  
an chite’ kol ni tal chalab’  
tan nim vet kupaleb’al  
as tzitzi’e’ q’a la texhla vet chalab’ u kub’eye’ 
xekeb’ vet chalab’  
as la ilej vet o’ chalab’e’ ta’. 
La chit ilej o’ chalab’e’ ta’  
tan a kuxhe’  
ni chuk chalab’ na’ytzan u sole’  
a kuxhe’ ni chuk naj,  

because we would show our path they say. 
Maybe it’s true what they say… 
because we show where we passed 
and that’s where they recognize our path. 
They follow, 
and they find us. 
They find us 
because that’s what  
the soldiers were looking for back then. 
That’s what they (s) are looking for. 

 

3.2.3  Meeting to Discuss Filming a Recreation of the War 
The final text that I will study in detail here was not itself intended to be a 

representation of the war.  Rather, this text is the transcript of a meeting to discuss how 

the war should be represented in a film planned by the Grupo de Mujeres y Hombres por 

la Paz.  In recent years, many nongovernmental organizations focusing on mental health 
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have begun working in the Maya regions of Guatemala.  Those with which I am most 

familiar are Guatemala-based NGOs which are run by and generally employ ladinos.  

One methodology used by these NGOs includes having people reenact scenes from the 

war.  Although I have seen such NGOs operating in other Maya regions, I have not 

personally seen them in the Ixhil area.  Nonetheless, during a meeting when the members 

of the Grupos were meeting to generate ideas for future activities for the group, one of 

the members of the men’s group brought up that he had heard of other “groups” “acting 

out the war,” and since the Grupos have a video camera, he suggested that this would be 

an appropriate project for them to consider.  Eventually the project was discounted 

because the members decided that it would take many many months, even years, to film 

everything that happened, and they didn’t have either the time or the resources for such a 

project.  However, this ultimate decision was preceded by a long conversation about what 

would be appropriate to include in the film.  The conversation included both segments of 

narration and other members’ comments on each other’s language use.  Both types of 

speech data are instructive for understanding how historical memory of the war is being 

reconstructed within the context of this particular community organization. 

This difference in objectives also affected the use of genre conventions in these 

two different conversations.  Because the three women had as their intention creating a 

representation of wartime history, from the beginning their interaction with each other 

was less and the degree of formality was greater.  This exchange was not seen as a 

conversation among friends, as it might have been in other circumstances, but more as a 

co-narration in which they would all help each other to tell a story for an unseen outside 
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audience.  Their use of formal narrative conventions is much more frequent than in the 

meeting talk presented here.  In the meeting about creating a film about the war, the 

Grupos members truly have interaction with each other as their primary goal, and this 

meeting talk is a more true conversation in that sense.  The extended passages by a single 

speaker about particular experiences are less of a narrative and more a description and set 

of instructions.  In fact this genre setting is made explicit as it is prefaced in one instance 

by la unk’uchchaj uma’l kam b’aj setej, ‘I’m going to teach you all a few things.’  

However, although this meeting talk evidences fewer of the narrative conventions used in 

the three women’s conversation, many of the conventionalized discourses about war are 

still used heavily, as I will discuss below. 

This meeting talk is different from the women’s conversation in content as well as 

in style.  Unlike the conversation by the three women above, this conversation focused 

more overtly on how people who were actors in the war were organized as formal groups.  

The reasons for this difference in focus arrises in part from the participants involved and 

in part from the objective of the conversation.  In the above co-told story, the three 

women had set as their objective to tell about their experience during the war.  As such 

they focused on the defining elements of life during that time as they lived it and as they 

saw it lived by a larger population.  All three were women who spent extended periods as 

refugees, as did most Ixhil women.  However in this meeting, about twenty five men and 

women were present, and their objective was to discuss how they would go about making 

a film about the war.  This meeting did not include all members of the Grupos but only 

the segment that was not currently involved in another task of transcription.  Of those 
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present, almost 2/3 were women and all, except for the program director, were over the 

age of 40.  Thus both the make-up of the group in terms of numbers and age and gender 

dynamics was different from the circumstances of the three women’s conversation, and 

the objective of the discursive event was to discuss and to decide how to present a 

comprehensive documentation rather than having the discussion itself be the 

representation. 

The meeting was called to order by Abraham Cedillo de Paz, the office 

coordinator of the Grupo de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz in order to present the idea 

suggested by the member of the Grupo de Hombres that they make a video about the war.  

By way of summarizing the idea to the members, Abraham said the following, 

Uma’tej unpajtej ve isugerencia  
uma’l ak imoole’ qalb’en sti’ ve at tu 
gruupoe’ ti’ uma’l u video  ve,  
o sea ni sa’ chajak  
ib’anat uma’l u vedeo ti’ u vee’  
ve kam uch tu ch’aoj,  
kam ib’an unq’a xoole’ ve el chajak jaq’ 
tze’ 

Another thing, about a suggestion 
one of your companions in the group has 
madeabout a video that…  
or rather they want 
to make a video about  
what was done in the war, 
what people did when they went into the 
mountains 

 

Even in the speech of Abraham who is too young to remember the war and who is 

comparatively less familiar with this history than many young Ixhil people, the 

experience of going into the mountains is still equivalent to “the war.”  

After presenting this idea, initially the group began with a conversation which, 

while more light-hearted and interactive in tone, was similar in content to the co-told 

narration of the three women above.  As soon as Abraham had presented the idea for the 
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project, six of the women contributed ideas as to what should be included even as 

Abraham tried to redirect the conversation to deciding if the video should be made or not.   

 

CRC: 
 
Kat kub’an kuvootz’.  
 
CPC: 
 
Pues si, kaayil chitu’. 
 
ACP: 
 
o sea ke kaayil ta’ la uchi qal b’en sti’  
 
MR: 
 
Nu kub’an kuk’aa,  
nu kub’an kuvootz’,  
ni qeq’o kutx’ix,  
ni qija kusaako,  
ni qija kusam 
 
MCL 
 
Ni qeq’o qoksa’m,  
ni lejcha vet o’ unq’a naje’   
as ni q’oscha vet o’ chanaj 
 
CPC: 
 
Eche’ unq’a tx’i’e’ . 
 
PBS: 
 
At koj vet tx’i’.   
Ye’l tx’i’. 
 
 
 

CRC: 
 
We made tostadas. 
 
CPC: 
 
Well yes, everything. 
 
ACP: 
 
Well yes, you can include all of it. 
 
MR: 
 
We made our pinol, 
We made our tostadas. 
We brought our tortillas. 
We carried our sacks. 
We carried our bags. 
 
MCL 
 
We brought our clothes. 
If the men find us, 
they hit us. 
 
CPC: 
 
Like dogs. 
 
PBS: 
 
As if there were dogs. 
There were no dogs. 
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JSV: 
 
Ye’ vet tx’i’e’ . 
 
MR: 
 
Li k’ucho’e’ ta’ u tx’i’e’. 
 

JSV: 
 
There were no dogs. 
 
MR: 
 
The dogs would give us away. 

The women began by recounting common experiences and common hardship.  Early on 

within these first five minutes of the meeting talk, María Cedillo de León likewise used 

naj, ‘men,’ as a noun with no prior clairfying referent in order to refer to the soldiers, just 

as naj was used as a pronoun with no referent in the three women’s narration discussed 

above.  Shortly after this initial exchange in which María Cedillo de León refered to the 

soldiers as naj, María Raymundo used explicit nouns to make clear who the other 

participants, besides those who fled to the mountains, should be. 

La kuk’uch u vee’ ve ni b’an u guerrilleroe’ 
sqej, kam u vee’ nu kub’an vatz u sole’ 
unpajtej 

We’ll show what the guerrillas did to us, 
what it was that they did with the soldiers 
too. 

 

This reference is one of the few references to guerrillas using the word guerrillero.  This 

usage (and many others) makes clear that sol, ‘soldier,’ is used in Ixhil discourses about 

the war exclusively to refer to soliders of the Army of the government Guatemala.  In 

other stories the guerrillas are rarely a topic of narration, particularly women’s narrations, 

but when they are mentioned, a series of euphemisms is used to refer to them.  Explicit 

discussion of these euphemisms became the overt topic of discussion among members 

when Abraham made use of a term that other members found unacceptable. 
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As the director of the group’s projects, Abraham was extremely hesitant to begin 

the project mainly because he saw that it would be a large undertaking, but also as he 

made clear, as someone born in 1990, as the worst years of the violence were ending, he 

doesn’t know much about the topic.  Perhaps in part to dissuade them, Abraham 

responded, that yes, they would have to include what they did as refugees in the 

mountains but also what the guerrillas did, what the soldiers did, what the people who 

kept look out to warn the civillian population did, and what everyone else did.  Here the 

group laughed at his awareness of his own lack of knowledge as he laughed at himself for 

having to say “everyone else” when he did not know specific identities of who else was 

involved. The group members began to say that in the movie the townspeople would run 

while the sodiers would chase them, and the guerrillas would hide.  However, Abraham’s 

comment also provoked a long exchange about the language that he had used and 

considerations that they should take in making their movie.  In his commentary, Abraham 

referred to the guerrillas as b’oxh, a term referred to in the previously discussed narration 

by María Cedillo Matom, Cecilia Marcos Ceto, and Marta Cobo Raymundo as a 

derrogatory term used by the townpeople to call the returning refugees guerrillas.  It is 

María Raymundo, Marta’s mother, who called attention to Abraham’s language, and then 

the other group members discussed how this word should not be used in their film. 

MR: 
 
As eche’ vee’ ti’ uk “b’oxhe’,” 
 as ye’l lab’ ta’ la qale’  
tan yoq’o’me’ chita’ uk b’oxhe’  
tan cheesamal kuxhe’ chita’ u yole’  
ve ib’an unq’a xoole’ b’axa. 

MR: 
 
And this about “b’oxh,”  
we’re not going to say it  
because “b’oxh” is an insult 
because that word was just made up 
by people to begin with. 
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CPC: 
 
A’ unq’a sole’ ta’ cheesan tetz uk b’oxhe’ 
  
[Abraham nods periodically throughout 

MR’s speech, MBP turns to say something 

in agreement to person next to her ] 
 
MR: 
 
Pet ech koje’ tan jik chite’ ta’ la qale’  
va unq’a tename’ ve nikat  tooj vatz u sole’  
choo’ la qale’  
as u sole’ ve ni tilun u xoole’  
choo’ ta’ la qale’,  
ech tele’ ta’ la kub’ane’. 
Pero va qalb’en sti’ va la qal vet ok  
uk “b’oxhe’” tuk videoe’  
as kam vet isignificado uk “b’oxhe’” q’i vee’?! 
[all laugh] 
tan yoq’o’me’ ta’ uk vee’,  
ye’l kuxh vet isuuchil u “b’oxhe’” ta’  
Ati pet “b’oxh” porque eso es insulto,   
tze’ kuxhe’ chij u b’oxhe’    
 
TCB: 
 
Anchite’ ta’. 
U “b’oxhe’” ta’, u b’oxhe’ ta’   
as tzitza’ kuxhe’ ta’ xe’t kat u “b’oxhe’” 

 
CPC: 
 
It was the soliders who made up “b’oxh” 
 
[Abraham nods periodically throughout 

MR’s speech, MBP turns to say something 

in agreement to person next to her ] 
 
MR: 
 
But we have to say it right.   
about the people who ran from the soldiers, 
we’ll tell (that),  
and the soliders who chased the people 
we’ll tell (that),  
that’s how we’ll do it. 
But if we’regoing to say  
that “b’oxh” in the video,  
and what is the meaning of that “b’oxh”?! 
[all laugh] 
because that’s an insult.   
“b’oxh” doesn’t really have any meaning.   
It does, but “b’oxh” is an insult, 
“b’oxh” is just a kind of tree. 
 
TCB: 
 
It’s true. 
That “b’oxh,” that “b’oxh.”  
and that’s where “b’oxh” started. 

 

In addition to Cecilia Pérez Chávez who was quite vocal in the conversation about the 

making of the film, Cecilia Marcos Cetos’s husband, Tomás Cruz Brito, affirmed that 

b’oxh began as a derrogatory term for guerrillas.  Instead, the group members referred to 

guerrillas using many different terms and discurssive techniques.  Guerrillas are referred 

to several times as naje’ ve ni xaan chan jaq’ tze’ ‘the men who walked in the 
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mountains.’  In fact this phrase has now become a conventionalized euphemism for 

“guerrilla” that can be understood even independent of such explicit context.  

Furthermore, in the same way that the co-told story by the three women made use of the 

pronouns chanaj and chalab’ without an overt referent to refer to guerrillas and naj to 

refer to soldiers, speakers in this narration often made use of pronouns without a referent 

to refer to these participants in the war.  In the early discussion of who the participants in 

the video should be and what they should do, one woman made the following suggestion, 

Ye’le, vile’ uk vee’ tu uma’l uk video, 
ane’, va’l chit tooje’l chan  
unq’a uxhchile’ ve u tename’ b’aj  
as il unq’a naj ile’ ni jub’ik vet tzan. 

No, in the video,  
they should run, 
the people who are just townspeople 
and those men there will shoot them. 

 

Catarina Raymundo Ceto agreed with this suggestion, adding: 

Il unq’a sol ile’ ni jub’ik vet tzan ti’ u 
tename’. 

The soldiers were there shooting the 
townspeople. 

 

Thus the first speaker referred to the soldiers with the noun naj, and in agreeing with her, 

the second woman used the more explicit noun sol.  Both women emphasized that “the 

people” are civilians, they are the “townspeople.”  As this exchange continued, we see 

that even when a referent was overtly mentioned, there was an unusually high frequency 

of pronoun use without repeated mention of the referent such that in other circumstances 

the pronoun or ambiguous noun would be confusing but given the context is understood 

by the speakers. 

Si pues il unq’a sol ile’. 
 Ni chukun vete’,  
as il unq’a naj ile’.  

Yes, well see, the soldiers were there. 
They are looking, 
and see, the men were there. 
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Ma’t imujat chan tib’ chanaj. 
Xe’tik chan vet b’en chanaj ti’ unq’a sole’. 

They go hide themselves,  
They got started with the soldiers 

 

In addition to referring to guerrillas through the use of a the pronoun chanaj or chalab’ 

without a referent, in this conversation group members refer to guerrillas repeatedly as 

unq’a naje’ ve ni xaan chan jaq’ tze’, ‘the men who walked in the mountains.’  This way 

of referring to guerrillas, however, is distinct from unq’a xoole’ ve el chajak jaq’ tze’, 

‘the people who went out to the mountains’ which is also used repeatedly during this 

meeting to refer to people who spent time as refugees. 

 Returning to the logistics of the video making which the project organizer frets 

over as part of his resistance to the task in general, the group members began to discuss 

what they would need in order to accomplish this task – costumes for guerrillas and 

soldiers, an area that looked mountainous in which to film, props etc..  However as 

several of the members, first men then women, began discussing how the women would 

have to find costumes to dress like guerrillas or soldiers, the first of two extended 

narration sections began as María Raymundo drew on her own experience as a member 

of the CPR for authority in teaching the other members that the women too were 

organized during the war, and they wouldn’t need to play the part of anyone else in the 

film.  María Raymundo’s narration included reference to both the soldiers and the 

guerrillas using many of the devices discussed above, and it also described the 

relationships of the population to the these groups and how these relationships were 

gendered.  Furthermore, there is an element of co-telling as other members of the group 
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contribute to her account before she concluded with her own feminist criticism of the 

group’s previous conversation about how the video should be made. 

 

Ye’le, ye’le, jit’e’che’ vee’ naale’,  
pet la unk’uchchaj uma’l kam b’aj setej. 
Eske vilcha unb’iil u vee’ tu ch’aoj  
pues unq’a naje’ b’aj la qalcha  
pues la ku b’ancha ta’ kam chit u vee’  
ni b’anax chan, la ku b’ancha uma’l grupo  
o’ ixoj as kam ni b’ancha ve  
ni qaq’ cha itx’ix unq’a naje’  
ve ni xaan chan jaq’ tze’. La ku k’uch chaj. 
 
TCB: 
 
Eso si, at igruupo u ixoje’, 
 as at igruupo u naje’. 
 
MR: (continues) 
 
kat b’uuq’ chan vet u naje’, tan atchan 
uma’l grupo naj ta’e’ ve atchan iaarma, 
at chan uma’t grupo naj ve nu kuxh ixeon 
chan b’ey, nu kuxh tilcha naj mo ye’xhib’il 
ni tzae’ mo ¿??? 
 
TCB: 
 
poste ta’ ch’elel chan chanaj 
 
MSL: 
 
Mo ye’l u sole’ ni tule’. 
 
MR: (continues) 
 
ane’ la tul talcha vet chanaj setej ex naj as 
ex la alon chan vet ok te unq’a ixoje’. Ni 
palchan vet u naje’ ve ni tzaa chan ve ni 
xaan jaq’ tze’ la qalcha, as kam ni b’ancha  

No, no.  It’s not like you say. 
I’m going to teach some things to you. 
I saw a little big during the war,  
well, the men, well, 
we’re going to do everything that  
was done then.  We’re going to make a group, 
we women, to do everything we did when  
we gave food to the men  
who walked in the mountains.  We’ll show it. 
 
TCB: 
 
That’s it.  There’ll be a women’s group, 
and there’ll be a men’s group. 
 
MR: (continues) 
 
and when the men come, since there was a 
group of men who had arms. 
There was a group of men who watched the 
road.  They would see that nobody came.?? 
 
 
TCB: 
 
“Poste” they’re called. 
 
MSL: 
 
To see that the soldiers don’t come. 
 
MR: (continues) 
 
and they come to tell you men and you 
come to tell the women.  The men(s) who 
walk in the mountains pass, and what do 
they(s) do when they(s) pass? They(s) 
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vet naj ni palchan naj, ni k’uch chaj vet naj 
sqej pajtej tan ni qaq’ cha itx’ix naj ni  
qaq’cha tuk’a’ naj poro ye’le ta’ va oy koj 
nu ku b’an cha te naj pet ni choo naj 
ta’e’…Ae’ ta’ vee’ la ku b’ane’ asoj la 
itx’ol unq’a naje’ ib’anata’, as  jit o’ ta’ la 
b’anon u tetz chanaje’ pet o’ ta’ la b’anon 
qetz o’ ixoj as al ib’an unq’a naje’ tetz tan 
ye’le ta’ va onkon koj unq’a naje’, listo 
chanaje’ ta’. 

show us too because we give them food, 
we give them(s) drink, but we don’t just 
gift it to them(s), but they(s) pay…That’s 
what we have to do.  The men can do it, it’s 
not as if we have to do their part for them, 
but rather we have to do our own women’s 
part and the men do theirs because it’s not 
as though the men are dumb.  They’re 
smart. 

 

María Raymundo concluded that there was plenty to show about what the women did 

during the war in their own organizations and that the men would be competent to show 

their own participation during the war on their own. 

As María Raymundo’s story and the contributions by the two other members even 

just in this segment indicated, there is a great richness to be gained just from fully 

studying the discourses of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz about the time of 

violence.  In addition to these contexts, the group members also met regularly in groups 

of three to record their own individual experiences during the war.  While the objective of 

these sesssions was to record some narratives to be used in a grammar, when the project 

coordinator could not keep up with the members’ work, they recorded hour after hour of 

their individual experiences fighting as guerrillas, working in the civil patrols, living as 

refugees or being captured and surviving detention centers.  The information contained in 

these dozens of hours of recording can add further depth to analyses of such collective 

narrations by providing context as to the individual experiences of the narrators.  

Furthermore our close network of associations formed over a period of more than eleven 

years provides members of the Grupos and me with the opportunity to discuss and 
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analyze members’ stories from different perspectives.  Such analysis would provide 

interesting insights into not only María Raymundo’s narration but the feedback that other 

members provided and that which they witheld.  However, like Abraham, I fear that this 

is a longer project that would take the three years that he and the group members were 

wary of, and I too defer this valuable opportunity to fully consider how individual 

historical context contributes the creation of a larger contemporary social and discursive 

context, and leave instead this suggestion of what is to be gained from this type of 

analysis. 

3.2.4  Other Uses of Discourses of War in Grupos Meetings 
During the two Grupos events discussed above, shared experience during the war 

was the central subject of extended exchange, but the war also came up during briefer 

episodes as part of larger meetings.  In the examples I consider below, instead of 

extended narration or lecture, discourses about the war took the form of brief exchanges 

of joking.  I consider how these discurive contexts also contribute to the construction and 

reflection of social cohesion among members of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la 

Paz. 

Some time after my experiences hearing the women’s stories during my language 

lessons, I took the opportunity at the end of one of their meetings to directly ask the 

women as a group why they so often shared stories about the war with me.  Initially the 

question was met with silence prompting the youngest member of the group, Maribel 

Chávez Ceto, who was 20 at the time, to joke, “if only I had gone through the war, yes, 

I’d tell!” The group laughed just as Jacinta Ceto de León, who is older, asked “You 
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hadn’t been born yet or you just don’t remember?” However her question was lost as 

doña María continued the jocular tone of the meeting and joked back “Well then what are 

you doing here among us?!  Get out of here!” using here the kind of imperative that 

Ixhiles use with dogs from the street that have snuck into a kitchen.  Doña María’s joke 

caused the entire group, including and especially Maribel, to roar with laughter.  

The joke was funny precisely because members of the group know and have 

stated many times in meetings that their right to form a group and seek financial or 

material support is based on the fact that they all experienced the war, yet dispite her own 

admission that she did not experience the war, there was no question about Maribel’s 

legitimacy in the group.   Maribel’s mother had been a member of the group before she 

became too ill to continue, and Maribel took her place.  Although Maribel didn’t 

remember the war herself, the crucial thing was that in a broader sense she was part of the 

larger group of people for whom this is a defining history.  The humor arose from a 

contradiction between what might seem like a logical conclusion, that one who did not 

experience the war cannot be a part of the group, and the fact that everyone knew that the 

conclusion was faulty because Maribel is a part of the larger group that did share this 

history. 

 The humorous mood of the meeting continued with the war being the subject of 

more jokes intermingled among more serious reflections.  The women talked about how 

advances made by the larger Ixhil community made them feel safer so that now they 

could tell their stories.  They explained that so many stories had been told to me in 

particular because I had come to them through the board of directors, and they trusted 
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their leaders, plus my continued engagement with them suggested that I would be 

committed to their work. Cecilia Pérez Chávez provided an insightful answer to my 

question about why the members have told me so many stories about their wartime 

experiences by talking about it as part of the process of building intimacy – “ It’s just like 

a boyfriend where we already know him well.  If it’s the first time that we meet him, it’s 

not so quickly that we are going to tell him all these things.  Who knows what he will say 

to us.”    Again, Maribel could not resist a joke – “Pretty soon you’ll be giving him kisses 

too!”  However, though the joke was taken in good humor, this time the other women 

thought that it was inappropriate given the importance of the topics being discussed and 

respond “close your mouth!” and “cht, don’t laugh!” to the others who had begun to 

laugh.  Cecilia then continued on with her explanation but without the metaphor of a 

boyfriend.   

After her explanation, the group’s good intentions to answer this question with the 

seriousness which they felt it deserved were thwarted as Petrona Marcos was eager to 

offer her own contribution. Petrona Marcos is an older woman, and because the women 

have spent so long working together, the others know her well as someone who often 

says outrageous and inappropriate things, sometimes intentionally, sometimes not, so 

when she took her place on the conversational floor, the group was already on alert.  “As 

for me, Marta, I have two sons who died in the war.”  After having said only this much, 

Petrona Marcos was immediately interrupted by other women who shushed her saying 

“no, no, that’s not it.” as the other women laughed and again Maribel could not resist 

adding a joke “of course, your sons are dead…”  The rest of her joke was unintelligible to 
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me because of the women’s laughter, and Petrona Marcos herself smiled at making the 

group laugh, always her favorite role even when it is unintentional.  The group’s laughter 

was in large part because all of the women had already expected Petrona Marcos to 

misjudge the frame of the conversation from the moment she first began to speak.  The 

group’s task was to explain why they tell stories, and although on the surface, Petrona’s 

contribution could have led to such an explanation, the form of telling personal narratives 

about experiences during the war has become so conventionalized among the women that 

by beginning with the unmistakable phrase eche in, ‘as for me,’ the other women knew 

that Petrona intended to tell a story and not give an explanation.  It is this process of 

conventionalization that immediately gave away that Petrona Marcos had in fact 

misjudged the communicative event thus giving way so quickly to joking. 

 In sum, the most common context for Ixhil collective discourses of war among the 

Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz is in representing their collective identity to 

outsiders, though the jokes presented here reveal that it is also meaningful when shared 

among themselves since it refers to an experience perceived as shared.  The women are 

conscious that not only was the experience of surviving the war shared, but their 

discourses about those experiences are also shared by all members.  This is linguistically 

evidenced in the now conventionalized introduction of personal narratives of the war in a 

collective setting, eche in ‘as for me,’ and in the fact that the war itself can serve as the 

basis for jokes and teasing.  If it were not so well known and widely accepted that 

members are united by the same historical memory regardless of their particular 

individual experiences, doña María’s jokes about Maribel’s legitimacy as a group 
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member and Maribel’s jokes about Petrona Marcos would not only have been 

inappropriate, but they wouldn’t have been funny.  The other members’ reaction to both 

jokes affirms that they were indeed enjoyed by the members. 

3.2.5  Conventionalization 
 Although I have highlighted differences in genre, interactive context, and social 

meaning, there is also great continuity across the discourses of war discussed above.  In 

my studies of recordings from my Ixhil language class sessions, various meetings, and 

the conversation of three women for the purposes of introducing their group on a website, 

I found that, like the story of the ants, these narratives of wartime experiences which are 

commonly told in collective spaces have become conventionalized (Garcia et al 2005).  

Just as discussed in my analysis of ceremonial speech in Chapter One and political 

speech in Chapter Two, the speech of community organizations likewise makes use of 

certain conventionally paired semantically related terms in parallel lines that are more 

tightly or loosely related to each other depending on the genre and formality of speech.  

Among these pairs, we find oksa’m ‘clothes’  and txo’xi’ ‘blankets’ to refer to deprivation 

during war; uses of the roots oq’ ‘cry’ and txumun ‘sad’ to refer to the desperation and 

sadness felt about the war; and kutxutx ‘our mother’ kub’aal ‘our father,’ which is a 

common pairing in Mayan languages used to refer to ancestors, but in the context of the 

war is used especially to refer to those who were killed during the war. 

 Furthermore, discourses about the war are quickly recognizable through a set of 

conventionalized euphemisms.  Words like xamal ‘fire’ and k’axhk’oj ‘danger’ are used 

to refer to the war just as the word ch’ooj or ch’aoj ‘conflict’ is used to refer to war.  
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Although this last word can refer to any kind of conflict, it has begun to be used 

exclusively to refer to the war, and Ixhil’s rich repertoire of verbal expressions for 

‘damaging each other’ or ‘grabbing each other’, etc. are now used for all other kinds of 

conflicts.  In addition to these words to refer to the time period or the experience in 

general, Ixhiles have conventionalized the use of naj, most often as it as used as a pronon, 

‘he,’ but also as it is used as a noun, ‘man,’ to refer to soldiers of the Guatemalan Army.  

To a lesser extent chalab’ or chanaj ‘they,’ has also been conventionalized to refer to 

guerrillas.  However, while only sol ‘soldier’ refers to members of the Army, b’oxh can 

be used as a derrogatory term for guerrillas as can various configurations including jaq’ 

tze’ ‘in the mountains’ such as unq’a naj va ni xaan jaq’ tze’ ‘the men who walk in the 

mountains’ or just unq’a naj jaq’ tze’ ‘the men in the mountains.’  Although such 

language appears less frequently in the more formalized genres of ceremonial speech and 

political speech, it is more common in personal narrative and meeting talk when that talk 

turns to talk of the war.  Finally, as discussed both in the context of the three women’s 

co-told narrative and Petrona Marcos’s misinterpretation of the frame which led to 

joking, the phrase eche in ‘as for me’ is a way that Ixhiles routinely introduce stories that 

they know are shared by others. 

3.3  CONCLUSION 
In contrast to the story of the ants, the story of the war is not self-consciously 

circulated among members repeatedly as a way of establishing social cohesion among 

themselves as a distinct entity.  It is taken for granted. In Nebaj the story of the war is 

shared by virtually every Ixhil in an increasingly conventionalized ways – it is not 
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something that sets the Group apart from the sea of community organizations in the Ixhil 

area, and it is not something that members need to remind themselves of in order to make 

it a part of their unique identity as an organization.  Furthermore, unlike members of 

other organizations that are active in the Ixhil area, like the Comunidades de Población 

en Resistencia de la Sierra, members of the Group are not united by a shared and 

distinctive set of experiences during the war. In a larger sense the war was a shared 

experience (and it is constructed as such in narratives), but in a particular sense, the war 

was not an experience that members of the Group shared as a group.  Thus while the 

larger sense of sharedness of wartime experience as constructed and reflected in 

discourse is key to the Group’s ability to function as a cohesive whole, it is not the 

discourse that members circulate among themselves in order to reaffirm and re-establish 

their identity as a cohesive and functional organization.  When this is what is needed, it is 

the story of the ants that circulates. 

However the importance of discourses about the war in the Group’s identity as a 

collective is clear in the kinds of contexts in which they do circulate.  When they have the 

need to represent themselves to non-Ixhiles, this is the story that circulates.  Although 

Kleinman’s assertion that stories of experiences of violence are culturally appropriated 

and pathologized into “trauma stories” as a necessary precondition for access to resources 

is a valid element to understanding discourses of war in Guatemala, there is a danger in 

over-applying this framework to explain all discourses of war.  In discussing how to 

represent the war in a film which they intend to be seen by those from outside the Ixhil 

region, members of the Group discuss at great legnth the best ways to most accurately 
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include all of their experiences in a way that reflects their views (that women participated 

in important ways; that the guerrillas should not be referred to with derrogatory language 

etc.), and they ultimately conclude that there is simply too much to tell to make the film 

adequately in a period of less than a year. 

Linguistic practices of community-making in the Ixhil area are dynamic and 

ongoing.  In the examples of experiences of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la 

Paz, we see a community organization that is using both more recent experiences and a 

shared wartime history to construct cohesion among members and represent that cohesion 

to others.  The fact that the Grupos’ members actually had such vastly different 

experiences during the war does not circulate as a divisive discourse among this group.  

Certainly the fact of these different positionings alone is enough to suggest that such 

division is possible, a possibility made all the more real by its saliency in other 

communities in Guatemala.  However, a study of actual speech acts in their interactional 

and larger social context in the Grupos reveals that such discourses of division do not 

circulate among members of this collective.  What does circulate and thus define this 

organization as a community is a story of origins about working hard together and being 

bitten by ants, and in the right contexts, a shared experience of wartime suffering.   

Although on some level any conception of a larger “Mayan community” that 

includes all Ixhil collectives as well as those from other Mayan linguistic groups could be 

construed as “fragmented” as Sanford suggests (2003b), it is also important to study the 

ways in which various Maya collectives cohere and to consider the place of historical 

memory of the war alongside other circulating discourses in this process.  The speech of 
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the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz provides one example of how this process 

is happening in one collective.  In Chapter Five, I analyze how this collective coheres 

through other Ixhil cultural practices that define community, but in the chapter that 

follows, I look at discourses that are on the surface very much like the ones discussed in 

this chapter but in a very different context.  In Chapter Four, I analyze discourses about 

the war in “meeting talk” as shared by an ad hoc collection of people gathered for an 

exhumation.  Unlike the members of the Grupo, this is not a group of people that has a 

long experience of collective work together, but it is a group that although it shares even 

more in common in terms of wartime experiences since all are survivors of the same 

massacre, they have come together for the first time since the war’s end for the purposes 

of the exhumation.  Although many of the lexical and stylistic features that characterize 

Ixhil discourses about the war are present among the group in the upcoming chapter, the 

context and social purposes to which these discourses are put are very different.  
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Chapter 4:  Anti-testimony? The Exhumation of Xe’k’a’xh 

 In a way this chapter is unfair.  It is not representative of the Ixhil area.  It is not 

characteristic of the work of community organizations in and around Nebaj.  It is an 

exception.  This chapter documents the meeting speech and testimonies of the one 

exhumation that the Asociación del Movimiento de Víctimas para el Desarollo Integral 

del Norte de Quiché (hereafter the Victims’ Movement), the primary organization that 

coordinates exhumations in the Ixhil area, has ever seen to be a near disaster.  The 

president of the Victims’ Movement reports that the exhumation in Xe’k’a’xh, a 

neighborhood on the outskirts of the municipal head of Nebaj, is the only time that their 

organization and the anthropologists of Fundación de Antropología Forense de 

Guatemala (FAFG) were met by any opposition, much less outright threats of violence. 

This chapter analyzes the words of the collective of family members that came together 

from various parts of the Ixhil area to participate in that exhumation – a collective that 

was not a community. In fact many of the words spoken at the exhumation were spoken 

in anger, not with any desire to form a community.  Testimonies given during 

exhumations like the one at Xe’k’a’xh serve as a counter-example and give us the 

opportunity to ask, what do Ixhil discourses of memory of the war look like when they 

occur in interactions set outside of the community? Thus this chapter is an exception, but 

a meaningful exception, and one that helps us to understand the examples that have 

preceded it and that will follow. 
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Although stories of the war may be used to index a sense of commonality of 

experience and thus cohesion when used in the context of ceremonial speech, political 

speech, and in activities of community organizations like the Grupos, a different context, 

like that of an exhumation, reveals very different roles that these narratives can play with 

very different implications for the notion of community.  During the meetings of family 

members of victims of a massacre in Xe’k’a’xh, the war and its legacy was a common 

topic of discourse, but the nature of this collective was very different from the collective 

that formed the Grupos, and these testimonies were gathered for very different purposes.  

As a result the content and the style of discourse were notably different even if many of 

the Ixhil conventions for talking about the war were the same.  In this chapter, I study 

both the similarities and the differences in the discourses about the war produced by 

family members in Xe’k’a’xh and consider how these discourses function as social 

actions within the larger social context in which they are situated. 

 

Almost entirely thanks to the work of Victoria Sanford, speech spoken during 

exhumations has gained a privileged space in work on Guatemala.  In her curiously titled 

article, “ ‘What is Written in Our Hearts’:  Healing Fragmented Communities in the 

Guatemalan Highlands,” Sanford (2003b) extols the effects of the testimonies that make 

up an exhumation.  She cites Das and Janet in arguing that after periods of violence, 

individuals need to be able to incorporate “poisonous knowledge” of a traumatic past into 

the narrative of their lives, and she presents exhumations as creating the political space 

necessary for this narration (73).  Politically, she claims the following: 
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public events of exhumations, burial, processions and reburials, like the legal 
cases against perpetrators, represent a public performance of accretion of truth, 
and thus, accretion of power…These new domains represent the constitution of 
safe collective spaces for individuals to speak and be heard that enables them, and 
their communities to recuperate and redefine collective identity in the aftermath 
of violence.  (78) 

 
Sanford moves easily from individual testimonies spoken to forensic anthropologists to 

the opening of political space and a positive impact on communities.  For communities, 

she claims that “witnessing is necessary not simply to reconstruct the past, but as an 

active part of community recovery, the regeneration of agency” (73).  This easy move 

between individuals, testimony and community political projects has been critiqued by 

Charles Hale in his 2004 review of Sanford’s book, Buried Secrets: Truth and Human 

Rights in Guatemala as he suspects that even the truth-telling during the exhumations 

described by Sanford occurs “in the midst of a little more contradiction and constraint 

than Sanford contends” (Hale 2004: 203).  He proposes that further information about the 

community context, past and present, of these testimonies can help us to “bridge the 

chasm” between our own political ideals and the “inevitably partial, modest and 

contradictory” results of community efforts towards change. The story of the exhumation 

at Xe’k’a’xh is a justification for this discomfort.  This was not the space in which 

individual experience suddenly moved into “community recovery and a regeneration of 

agency.” Rather those spaces of recovery and agency are parts of long processes 

described in the discursive contexts described in this dissertation.  The exhumation 

presents one of these contexts and in the case of Xe’k’a’xh it was a unique context, but 

not necessarily because of the unique opportunity to speak about the war that it afforded 
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Ixhiles but because of the covert conflict that it entailed even though the same discourses 

of war were used by participants.  Nonetheless the exhumation provided another context, 

among many, in which the increasingly conventionalized discourse practices for talking 

about the war were put into use for specific social purposes, and as such it contributed to 

the consolidation of historical memory.  The ethnographic context of the exhumation and 

interaction with forensic anthropologists likewise provided a unique and significant 

context for use of these discourses.  Although in other chapters I have shown how 

discourses about the war are part of larger community-based politics and informal social 

projects to rebuild communities, ethnography of the exhumation of Xe’k’axh shows this 

to be a different context of use for similar discourses. 

In fact, it is just such ethnography of the exhumation practice itself that is missing 

from Sanford’s work.  Despite chapter titles like “The Exhumation and the Anti-Christ: 

Ethnography of Genocide Part II,” nowhere in her work do we get a picture of the 

exhumation as an ethnographic field site in which she herself is also situated.  In fact, in 

my own experiences, I found exhumations in the Ixhil area to be among the richest, most 

unusual and at times the most conflictive ethnographic contexts in which I conducted 

work.  I have discussed the exceptionality of the setting of the exhumation among the 

spaces in which the war is discussed, but its prominence as a source in writing about 

Maya testimonies about war makes it a useful focus of analysis.  Furthermore, the 

unusual confluence of actors and the creation of a space in which to interact with the 

state, albeit indirectly, that the exhumation provides, also make it a significant 
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ethnographic site for studying the meaning-making functions of the language of 

discourses about the war. 

With regards to language, Sanford writes that “The language used in testimonies 

is not just a collection of words randomly strung together, nor is it simply a story of the 

genocide.  The language itself is a part of the genocide.  The legacy of trauma is 

embedded in the language, just as it is embedded in other structures of the culture” 

(Sanford 2003b, 18).  However even more than the language of testimonies is “a part of 

the genocide,” it is much more concretely part of an immediate discursive context and 

social interaction that is situated historically and within a larger political and 

ethnographic context.  Before we can know how these testimonies are “a part of the 

genocide,” and before we can presume to conclude that trauma is embedded in these 

testimonies, we have to consider what the more immediate social and interactional 

contexts are.  Although other work on “social suffering” references “theorists from 

Wittgenstein and Austin to Foucault and Bakhtin” in noting that speech is always part of 

an interactional context and a larger social network that is both constrained by the 

dialogic context in which it is found and enriched (Morris 33), current work on 

Guatemala gives scant attention to these most basic tenets of linguistic anthropological 

work.  Each speech act that makes up an exhumation is a significant and 

anthropologically rich site for analyzing the interactions among family members of the 

dead, community leaders and forensic anthropologists.   

In their work on the “cultural appropriation of suffering,” Kleinman and 

Kleinman write that when stories of suffering pass over into places of safety, they 
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become pathologized, made into “trauma stories.”  In the process, the person who has 

experienced violence “becomes a victim, an image of innocence and passivity, someone 

who cannot represent himself, who must be represented.” Or, in Sanford’s terms, they 

must be provided with the spaces (by the official legal system, by almost entirely non-

Maya forensic anthropologists, etc.) in which they can “recuperate,” redefine their 

identity, “recover” as a community and “regain” their agency (Sanford 2003b: 73-78).  I 

propose that in fact this is not the primary function of speech in the exhumation, nor is 

the exhumation or other formal public activities like the ones that Sanford describes (in 

which outsiders play a key role) the sole domain in which discourses of historical 

memory participate in the constitution of Maya communities.   

In Nebaj, long before exhumations became as commonplace as they are today, 

discourse about the war was blasted by amplifiers from the central park as a part of 

political speech (granted this is still a restricted and relatively new occurrence, but it did 

not depend on exhumations and on occasion predated them); stories about the war were 

told by families around the fire after dinner; they were told by groups of neighbors in an 

all night funeral vigil; they came up in rambunctious conversations shouted across the 

cooking space at a corn planting ceremony’s community celebration; they were the 

material for a stand-up comedian’s jokes during an assembly of hundreds of 

representatives during an organization’s regional meeting.  These contexts are ones in 

which I have seen mentions of the experiences of war to be much more constitutive of the 

memory that is a necessary part of social cohesion among collectives of Ixhiles.  These 

are the contexts that form the basis of the rest of this dissertation.  They are the normal in 
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Nebaj now.  Exhumations are still the exception.  The exhumation of Xe’k’a’xh is 

exceptional even among exhumations in the Ixhil area. 

 My critique of Sanford’s claims about the functions of speech in exhumations is 

in no way intended to lessen the importance I attribute to this discourse.  To the contrary, 

I have worked closely with employees of the Victims’ Movement for over eleven years 

and consider their work to be some of the most significant work being done in the Ixhil 

area today.  However, this work deserves to be considered in the proper context.  Those 

who come together for an exhumation are the family members of those who have died.  

They are the ones who are personally affected and who have become the legal 

representatives of the dead.  Occasionally others who live near the exhumation site but 

have no family members buried there attend, but most of the people participating in an 

exhumation are relatives of the dead.  Because most often those who were killed lived 

together for an extended period of time, many of the family members gathered at an 

exhumation may have lived together at one time.  However the history of the war and its 

aftermath is such that sometimes those who gather for an exhumation no longer know 

each other.  Often those who can be present at the exhumation do still live in the vicinity 

since exhumations take many days, and those who live far away are often unable to 

participate, but also, as in the case of Xe’k’a’xh, when the site of the massacre is close to 

the center of town where many of the family members have relocated, those who attend 

may no longer know each other.  Furthermore, the testimonies shared during an 

exhumation are most often not shared with the entire group gathered for the exhumation 

but are told by individuals or co-told by two or three immediate family members at most, 
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talking in an interview with a forensic anthropologist and a representative of the local 

organization coordinating the exhumation who can serve as the cultural and linguistic 

translator.  Thus exhumation does not provide the appropriate context to reconstitute Ixhil 

communities through shared discourse.  However, what they do provide for Ixhil family 

members, and that pervaded interactions in the Xe’k’a’xh exhumation, is a rare 

opportunity for Ixhiles to tell their stories to ladino professionals in a focused way in a 

context where they will be taken seriously and their contents will be delivered to the 

state.  For the ladino anthropologists, the exhumations were a solid week or more during 

which they were bombarded by testimonies from multiply positioned Ixhil actors and by 

the electric dynamics of group storytelling and tense negotiations during meetings; they 

fretted over what the Ixhiles thought of them and tried to keep up with the tensions or 

generally complicated relationships coming at them from different sides.  It is in this 

dynamic that we find the powerful significance of testimony during an exhumation and 

the explanation for some of the emotions that ran high during the Xe’k’a’xh exhumation.  

Rather than re-constituting the social fabric of the community, I found the telling of these 

stories at Xe’k’a’xh to be an unusual context for race relations and Maya-state relations 

in Guatemala – not an idealized one in which the problems that led to genocide are 

miraculously erased, but unusual and for that reason potentially productive as well.  I 

begin with an ethnographic sketch of the exhumation at Xe’k’a’xh before focusing on the 

informal language used during the exhumation and then language used in more formal 

contexts during two meetings during the exhumation and in interviews with the 

anthropologists to consider how this language compares and contrasts to speech 
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discussed in other parts of this dissertation, specifically the meeting language discussed 

in Chapter Three. 

 

Prior to exhumation, many details of the massacre in Xe’k’a’xh had been disputed 

or unknown.  The United Nations CEH truth commission report noted that in February of 

1981, the Army of Guatemala was responsible for the death of 18 people in Xe’k’a’xh23, 

and in April, 1981, the Army killed 101 residents of Xe’k’a’xh (1999: X, 928, 1022). In 

Between Two Armies: In the Ixil Towns of Guatemala (1993), David Stoll claimed that 

the February massacre in which soldiers of the Army burned forty-five people to death in 

their homes was the “emotional reaction to guerrilla attacks, of the kind to be expected” 

after the guerrillas blew up a military truck near Nebaj (97).  All reports of surviving 

former residents of Xe’k’a’xh confirm that in February of 1981, guerrilla land mines did 

in fact kill one soldier at the crucero, where the road splits from Nebaj to go towards the 

aldeas, and on February 9, soldiers of the Army of Guatemala killed dozens of residents 

of Xe’k’a’xh, brought the bodies together in one house, and burned them.  During the 

exhumation of Xe’k’a’xh many residents took forensic anthropologists to the location 

where the landmines exploded, just a few yards from the first homes of Xe’k’axh.  They 

likewise showed them where their family members had been killed, where they had found 

their bodies, and where they had been forced to bury them in a mass grave under the 

watchful eyes of Army soldiers.  On the subject of the culpability of the guerrillas in 

                                                
23 In the CEH report, Xe’k’a’xh is documented as “Xecax.” The “Spanish” spelling of this neighborhood 
has not yet been standardized.  I use the Ixhil spelling here. 
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provoking the Army’s massacre, the family members of Xe’k’a’xh are divided as they are 

on many other questions as well.  The exhumation which was finally carried out over a 

period of six days beginning November 24, 2010, officially exhumed only 21 victims, as 

documented by FAFG (http://www.fafg.org/paginasCasos/Quiche.htm).  However, the 

forensic anthropologists emphasized to the family members that although they estimated 

that the mass grave contained 45-50 individuals, they would only be able to positively 

identify a very small number of those because the remains were badly burned and buried 

one on top of another.   

Before exhumation began, it was determined through extensive interviews with 

networks of relatives of the dead that 12 families had loved ones in the mass grave of 

Xe’k’a’xh.  Of these, 9 families wanted the remains exhumed.  Furthermore, the land on 

which the dead were buried belonged to a woman who had cornfield planted on this 

property but wanted to build a house.  Since it is illegal to build a house on the location of 

a mass grave, she requested that the dead be exhumed.  In spite of the objections of the 

three remaining families, there was now a legal imperative to exhume the remains.   

The reasons for the objections of the three families who were opposed to the 

exhumation are complex and only partially knowable from my standpoint.  Unlike in the 

Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz, where I have been close personal friends with 

the Raymundo family for over ten years and have shared extensively in very close 

relationships with members of the Raymundos’ quite large immediate and extended 

community, the family members of Xe’k’a’xh are outside of the network in which I 

typically interacted in Nebaj.  As a result, my direct and indirect access to especially 
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sensitive information, besides that which was known by workers of the Victims’ 

Movement, was limited.  Most notably, the head of one of the objecting families was 

rumored to have been a military commissioner in the past with probable current ties to 

Otto Pérez Molina, who was at the time of the exhumation beginning his second round of 

candidacy for president of Guatemala.  It is rumored that Pérez Molina was approached 

by this former military commissioner to request that he stop the exhumation, but the 

commissioner was told that there was nothing that could be done.  Although it is 

impossible for me to confirm this information, the existence of the rumors was sufficient 

to create both fear and tension during the exhumation.  On the part of the presumed 

former military commissioner, his fear would not be entirely unreasonable.  Both 

televised and print media have brought news to Nebaj of low level military personnel 

convicted while the intellectual authors of war crimes and higher ranking officers go free. 

The hypothesis that the presumed former military commissioner and others feared 

prosecution is supported by their repeated comments in meetings, which I examine in 

detail below, that we can never know who was ultimately responsible for the deaths, and 

it must remain it God’s hands.  Such comments are unusual in Ixhil discourse about the 

war. 

However, participation with the Army during the war influenced the three 

opposing families in other ways as well. Many of the surviving family members joined or 

were forced to join the civil patrol (as in other parts of Nebaj, many also joined the 

guerrillas – both cases were testified to in interviews with forensic anthropologists).  

Unlike the reports of division in much of Mayan Guatemala, Nebajenses have largely 
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come to terms with the fact that members of the same family had no choice but to have 

very different participation in the war.  In fact a common theme of wartime stories is that 

it was the rich who were responsible for the violence, not the poor who were left with few 

good options.  Thus the differences among former patrollers and those who did not 

participate in civil patrols of Xe’k’a’xh were not caused by resentment of actions taken 

during the war.  Rather the division was that civil patrollers had received compensation 

for their forced labor during the war as part of the peace accords already, and as such they 

were ineligible when later, the program of resarcimiento (‘reparations’) offered a larger 

sum of money in compensation for the death of a loved one that exhumation could now 

provide the necessary documentation for.  Though David Stoll warns of this division that 

exhumations, inhumations and programs of compensation can cause (1997), again, the 

Xe’k’a’xh case was unique among the dozens of exhumations overseen by the Victims’ 

Movement for this reason as well.  There is a general understanding among Ixhiles both 

in Nebaj and in the surrounding aldeas that in fact exhumation very rarely leads to 

grounds for compensation since, as in the case of Xe’k’a’xh, fewer than half of the 

remains could be positively identified, and even then problems in procuring the 

appropriate paperwork (birth certificate, marriage certificate if the deceased was a 

spouse, processing with the local courts etc) can still derail the process.  The process is so 

fraught that it is often just thought of as luck if one is able to collect compensation.  

Furthermore, as is the case with the possible former military commissioner whose brother 

was in the guerrilla, families were often very different in their participation in the war 

such that although one son may be ineligible for resarcimiento, another son may be able 
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to collect on behalf of the family and presumably share with his siblings.  However, in 

the case of Xe’k’a’xh, perceived injustice in compensation was mentioned repeatedly by 

two family members in particular who were interviewed by the forensic anthropologists 

and by workers from the Victims’ Movement. 

In addition to differences of opinion about the exhumation, the family members 

were further separated by current place of residence.  Although some of these family 

members of the dead still live in Xe’k’a’xh, many have moved to more central 

neighborhoods of Nebaj.  Xe’k’a’xh is only a half hour brisk walk from the center of 

Nebaj, so family members could attend the exhumation daily, but they have not lived 

together for over 25 years and no longer form the sorts of immediate community 

discussed in Chapter Five even though their families had almost certainly been a part of 

these same immediate communities before the massacre. 

Thus the collective of family members that gathered for the exhumation of 

Xe’k’a’xh was not a long-standing community for a number of reasons.  In fact, the 

exhumation had been postponed for six years as workers in Nebaj’s Victims’ Movement 

searched for family members of the victims to advise them of plans for exhumation and 

to inform them about how the exhumation would be done.  In the last year before the 

exhumation, activities were postponed twice due to perceived threats of violence, once 

even a week before the exhumation began when workers from Victims’ Movement and 

the forensic anthropologists arrived to begin work and were met by angry family 

members and a conspicuous pile of large sticks stacked near the site.  On the day that 

work began, family members were still angry, but the Nebaj courthouse had sent a notice 
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that the law required the exhumation to begin, and if it could not begin without further 

conflict, police accompaniment would be required. 

The opening activities of the exhumation were tense.  The leadership of the 

Victims’ Movement who had previously met with family members returned to the site of 

the mass grave with the full team of anthropologists, myself, an Argentinean 

photojournalist, and five Norwegian high school graduates who were on a study abroad 

program to learn about Guatemala.  To begin the activity, a Maya priest who often works 

with the Victims’ Movement asked if there were any objections before he performed a 

ceremony before ground was broken.  There were no objections, and many family 

members actively participated as he performed an abbreviated 20 minute long ceremony 

that bears much resemblance to those discussed in Chapter One.  As he concluded, the 

community coordinator of the Victims’ Movement at the time began a brief meeting. In 

his speech he recalled the injustice that the dead of Xe’k’a’xh suffered using many of the 

same themes and phrases used by other Ixhiles in discourses about the war, and 

especially those described in the speech of the Grupos in the previous chapter.  

Ye’l chajaak kat koj kami ti’ elaq’ 
Ye’l chajaak kat koj kami ti’ iq’e’yil 
pet aq’omvile’ unq’a pape’  
ve at b’en tu tx’ava’,  
aq’omvil chanaje’… 
pero lastima kat ul ma’l uk vaalaxh 
sukuxo’l 

They did not die because they stole. 
They did not die because of laziness, 
but those men were workers 
who worked the earth 
They were workers… 
but unfortunately something bad came 
among us. 
 

{MGRE} 
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These words call to mind María Cedillo Matom and Cecilia Marcos Ceto’s comments 

that it was not because of laziness that Cecilia and her family fled to the mountains but 

rather because of the war.   

CMC: 
 
“q’e’yile’ ni b’anon naj as oojik b’en naj tzitzi’  
o’e’ ye’ la aq’on vet u tx’ava’e’ ti naj . 
Til naj tzitzi’” taq’ chalab’ ni max tale’  
 
MCM: 
 
poro q’e’yil koj, ti’ u vee’ ta’  
[interruption] 

CMC: 
 
“It was because of laziness that he went there. 
We won’t give him the land now. 
Let him figure it out.” they said. 
 
MCM: 
 
But it’s not laziness, it’s because 
[interruption] 

 

Likewise, the coordinator’s comments resonate with the personal narrative of Nan Luz 

described in chapter one, as she recalls that her husband died not from sickness but from 

being abducted. 

Jit ch'o'm kat b'anon.  
Elq'amal kuxh kat b'anaxi. 

It wasn’t sickness that did it. 
It was kidnapping that did it. 

 

Here although the syntax of the coordinator’s statement does not parallel either that of the 

group of three women or Nan Luz’s syntax, the message is the same – all the tragedy that 

befell them was not their own fault or the result of natural causes but was caused by the 

war. This is an extremely common sentiment in Ixhil discourse about the war, and in fact 

appeared in the presumed military commissioner’s speech later in the exhumation 

(discussed further below).  The Victims’ Movement coordinator who has given a similar 

speech at hundreds of exhumations, inhumations and community meetings used a set of 

phrases that would likely resonate with the family members and concluded by attributing 
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the deaths to “vaalexh” ‘something bad,’ another word that is a common Ixhil 

euphemism for the war.   

After the coordinator’s speech, one of the forensic anthropologists explained how 

they would begin work and left time for questions.  Several of the family members asked 

about how victims would be identified.  Although their questions were in Ixhil, they were 

directed at the anthropologist who had been speaking, and a member of the Victims’ 

Movement provided translation.  The final question was presented by a woman who 

began with a long, pained narration of how her father had been killed in an especially 

brutal way during the massacre of Xe’k’a’xh and his remains burned.  During her 

narration, the woman held back sobs and gasps, spoke entirely in Ixhil, and looked at the 

ground, not addressing anyone directly.  Throughout the woman’s story, the 

anthropologist’s gaze alternated from the same spot on the ground where the woman had 

her eyes fixed, the faces of coordinators from the Victims’ Movement for any cues, and 

to the woman herself. At the end of her story she asked if “you (pl)” would be able to 

take the name of her father down.  A worker from Victims’ Movement answered her in 

Ixhil that indeed what happened was sad, and that she would have the opportunity to sit 

with the anthropologists to see if the information could help identify her father’s remains 

and move his case forward.  

After the woman spoke, the presumed military commissioner gave a complex and 

multilayered speech.  He began in what would be a typical way that Ixhiles begin their 

participation in meetings, by thanking the forensic anthropologists “in the name of all of 

us who are here, we the families of Xe’k’a’xh,” presenting those gathered as a unified 
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entity who addressed the visitors in gratitude.   However, although the speaker speaks 

Spanish (though his Spanish is somewhat limited, on other occasions he did not hesitate 

to speak to the anthropologists in Spanish), for this speech the speaker used Ixhil.  He 

quickly launched into a scathing condemnation of Victims’ Movement’s role in the 

distribution of war related compensation through their connections with forensic 

anthropologists.  His words were strong, suggesting that the office workers “covered the 

eyes” of the population such that many people in Xe’k’a’xh, whom he listed by name and 

pointed out if they were present, had still not been compensated for the destruction of 

their homes.  When he finished his speech, another man likewise spoke that the 

exhumation must be done quickly and the remains processed and returned quickly 

because many family members were old and would die before they ever saw 

compensation.  A worker from the Victims’ Movement translated a summary of both the 

comments to the anthropologists, but the fact that neither of the two speakers had waited 

for either the translation or a response from the anthropologists and the fact that the 

worker from the Victims’ Movement didn’t feel the need to translate the speeches loudly 

so that all could hear but rather spoke very softly made it clear that all the Ixhiles present 

understood that the anthropologists were not the primary intended audience for these 

speeches but rather the Victims’ Movement and other family members were meant to 

register the displeasure and admonitions of the still dissenting family members. The 

anthropologist explained that they would work as quickly as possible but that the process 

necessarily would take time.  The lower level Victims’ Movement worker who had been 

doing the translation then translated the anthropologist’s words into Ixhil before leaving 
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the floor open again.  At this point the coordinator of exhumations from the Victims’ 

Movement, one of the highest ranking workers at the office and a man with extensive 

experience in community organizing, asked the anthropologists if he could intervene and 

then transitioned the meeting away from the conflict to a discussion of the final point of 

business before exhumation began – if family members would stay overnight to watch 

over the open pit, or if it would remain unguarded.  After much debate, it was decided 

that the owner of the property, who was not present, had expressed that she would prefer 

not to have people stay overnight because they would create more of a disturbance to the 

cornfield, so they would not stay with the open pit overnight.  With this, the work of 

exhumation began. 

The link between the forensic anthropologists and remuneration for the families 

of Xe’k’a’xh would recur during the interviews with victims and during a subsequent 

meeting right before the remains were lifted from the ground, but as the digging began, it 

was the informal speech exchanges that constituted another type of discursively mediated 

relationship.  Both Ixhil and ladino participants in the exhumation played with language 

as a way of likewise playing with racial relationships.  Nebaj is over 85% Ixhil.  Ladinos 

and Ixhiles rarely interact in sustained and meaningful ways in town, but by the same 

token, there is no open sense of animosity or resentment.  Only the occasional holiday 

activity or a visit by a presidential candidate will bring the two populations into the same 

public space together, and private activities like weddings, funerals, or graduation 

celebrations are generally not mixed although there are occasional exceptions.  

Significant interaction with ladinos is even less common in the fairly distant 
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neighborhood of Xe’k’a’xh where none of the residents are ladino.  The rarity of the 

ladino presence of the forensic anthropologists was picked up on by the children who 

lined the path to the exhumation site as the team came in and out at lunchtime to shout 

“brinko!” ‘gringo’ and “hoodbye” ‘goodbye’ at the clearly foreign (though Guatemalan) 

anthropologists as they passed (usually no one from another country – not me, the 

Norwegian students or the Argentinean photo journalist – arrived and departed together 

with the anthropologists, so the children’s comments were clearly directed at the forensic 

anthropologists).   

Within the exhumation pit, too, the speech play between the groups continued.  

The children gathered on the edge of the pit and joked about pushing each other onto the 

anthropologists below and teased each other that one of the male anthropologists was 

their “real” father.  They also made light of the unusual name of a particularly tall 

anthropologist, “Reynaldo,” whom they called Enano ‘Dwarf.’  For their part, the 

anthropologists made efforts to learn a few words of Ixhil and to display the knowledge 

that they had gained.  One afternoon as the team finished work for the day, the head of 

the team announced to the family members who gathered around the pit throughout the 

day, tzojpiya! ‘it’s finished!’ to the appreciation and amusement of the family members.  

Another, more junior member of the team drew criticism from the more senior member 

when he thanked family members for one of the many warm drinks and snacks that the 

onlookers provided for the anthropologists by saying mantiyoxh.  The other team member 

corrected him that mantiyoxh is Q’eq’chi while ta’n tiixh is Ixhil.  Undeterred, the junior 

team member continued his quest to learn more Ixhil by asking bilingual family members 
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how to greet people.  The anthropologist claimed that he knew that the greeting would be 

different depending on the time of the day, so he wanted to know what to say.  The 

Ixhiles were stumped, unable to produce an Ixhil equivalent of buenos días or buenas 

tardes since in fact Ixhil does not differentiate greetings by the time of the day, and a 

“standard,” equivalent greeting was hard to determine in Ixhil which has different norms 

for salutations depending on the type of situation.  When the anthropologist persisted in 

asking for a generic term and added that he knew that there was a different form for 

greeting many people versus just one person, the Ixhil family members who did not want 

to disappoint, now thought to tell him that he could address a large group with cha’l ex 

‘greetings to you (pl),’ which the anthropologist promptly wrote down, but never used 

which is probably for the best since this is a formal greeting usually only used to begin a 

formal speech.  The more senior of the anthropologists was interested in the grammar of 

Ixhil.  He asked one of the residents of Xe’k’a’xh what the word xe’k’a’xh meant in Ixhil 

since he knew that xe’ meant ‘in’ (more accurately it means ‘with’ or ‘alongside’) and it 

occurs in many Ixhil place names.  Ixhiles answered with the preferred folk etymology 

for place names – that k’a’xh refers to a kind of tree, so xe’k’a’xh means among that 

particular kind of tree which curiously no one could identify. 

Although for the most part the anthropologists were good natured and 

comfortable even with all the attention being paid to their obvious status as outsiders, 

their moments of paranoia came out in their interactions with me away from the Ixhil 

participants.  Since I am not a forensic anthropologist myself and am an observer by 

personality, I had spent all of my time with the groups of family members on the edge of 
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the pit and with friends who work at the Victims’ Movement rather than offering to try to 

help with the actual work of exhumation.  Eventually my ability to speak Ixhil had 

become a novelty among that crowd.  However, on two occasions I joined the forensic 

anthropologists for lunch, incidentally at the only two non-Ixhil establishments in the 

center of Nebaj (one a ladino owned cafeteria and another a restaurant owned by a North 

American), a 20 minute pick-up ride from the exhumation site.  On other occasions I had 

stayed at the exhumation site and shared packed lunches of chile and tortillas with friends 

from the Victims’ Movement.  During lunch with the anthropologists, we had many 

conversations about the practice of Anthropology in Guatemala and about Ixhiles and the 

Ixhil language.  The most senior of the anthropologists who had an interest in grammar 

pursued a conversation with me about directionals and his perception of where Ixhil 

orientations differed from his own.  He followed up with me the next day to see if I had 

figured out what words Ixhiles use to describe going from the center of Nebaj to 

Xe’k’a’xh.  He was also curious to know what the children said about him as they 

worked, and he laughed at their jokes about him as a dwarf and possibly someone’s long 

lost father.  However some of the other, younger members of the team were more 

uncomfortable.  They asked if the Ixhiles complained about them and jokingly called me 

a spy sent by the Ixhiles.  When I told them that the only thing that the Ixhiles 

complained about was that the anthropologists’ lunch break took longer than the stated 

one hour (since the trip to and from the center of town alone took a total of 40 minutes), 

one of them joked that I would report back to the Ixhiles that the anthropologists had 

spent their time looking at ads to buy expensive electronics in the newspaper.  These 
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younger members were clearly conscious of and nervous about the Ixhiles’ perception of 

the anthropologists’ different class status. 

However, this same younger member of the forensic anthropology team was the 

person who had the responsibility of interviewing the family members, a task which he 

accomplished with insight and sensitivity to the differing histories and relationships of 

the family members giving testimonies.  This exchange was especially sensitive in the 

case of Xe’k’a’xh where the interview with the forensic anthropologist was seen as the 

family members’ one avenue to register their individual reclamation with the state. 

Because a major point of contention during the exhumation was the sense among former 

residents of Xe’k’a’xh that they have not been taken into account to the same extent that 

others have been, it thus became even more imperative that the forensic anthropologists 

assure that no one was excluded from the opportunity to have his or her testimony 

recorded in the painstaking detail that gave assurances that each individual death was 

being documented in scientific detail as the forensic anthropologists asked how tall the 

victim was, if the victim had broken any bones prior to death, if the victim had ever been 

to the hospital before death etc..  In fact, even as the Victims’ Movement gathered family 

members for prayer before the first remains were lifted from the ground, one family 

member paused in his testimony of the burning of his house to ask, “have you already 

taken a picture of my house?” 

During his interview, the presumed former military commissioner made it clear 

that now that this exhumation had been forced upon him, he hoped for monetary 

compensation for his losses during the war.  During the exhumation, as the others worked 
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in the exhumation pit, the younger member of the forensic anthropology team went with 

an Ixhil speaking member of the Victims’ Movement to interview family members of 

those buried in the mass grave.  As was common in many other interviews, the presumed 

former military commissioner did not give his testimony in isolation but in the presence 

of his brother and sister who each spoke one by one after he had finished.  Members of 

this family that included a presumed military commissioner and his older brother, a 

former member of the guerrilla, and their sister who lived for a period as a refugee, 

testified together.  As the anthropologist asked questions about their father’s and their 

mother’s height, medical history, and the circumstances in which they were buried 

(wrapped in plastic, in a burlap sack etc.), the interviews often gave way to extended 

monologues.  At the end of narrating the death of his father, the interviewee commented, 

No queremos ayuda tambien porque mi 
papa dice que si van a pedir ayuda ustedes, 
¿?? (mejor) trabajar y vas a comer, y ¿? por 
eso no estamos pidiendo, pero ahora tal vez 
si porque solo estan sacando el muerto alli, 
ya queremos (gesture for wanting 

something to come our way).  Estamos 
aguantando sufrimiento aquí.  Hay unos alli 
ya recibieron su casa, y acaso esta 
vecindado aquí?  No.  Es que acaban de 
venir ellos.  Solo viene a presentar sus 
muertos, acaso es muerto aquí? (gesture 
that no) 
 
 
Anthropologist: 
 
Cómo eran sus dientes de (su papá)? 

We don’t want help either because my 
father used to say that you’d better not ask 
for help ??, but you should work, and 
you’ll eat, and ?? that’s why we’re not 
asking for anything, but now maybe we 
will because our dead are just being taken 
out of there, and now we want (gesture for 

wanting something to come our way).  We 
are withstanding suffering here.  There are 
some there who have already received their 
house, and they don’t even really live here.  
No.  They just came.  They just come to 
present their dead.  Their dead person isn’t 
even here! 
 
Anthropologist: 
 
What were (your father’s) teeth like? 
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In addition to providing the space to formally petition for rights to compensation 

for wartime losses, many family members found exhumation interviews to be a legalized 

and official way to formally register their experience of unjust suffering and their 

complaints about how current compensation is being administered.  As such, regardless 

of whether their testimony was necessary in scientifically identifying the remains of those 

in the mass grave (some of the victims had 4 or 5 family members present at the 

exhumation), it was crucial that each family member present have the opportunity to 

provide an interview, especially in the face of the sentiment expressed by the former 

military commissioner at the opening meeting that compensation had been unfairly 

administered.  Certainly had a community member not been allowed to have his or her 

testimony officially registered, it would have been the cause of further resentment. This 

role of the anthropologists as stand-ins for the state was further emphasized when the 

anthropologist who had taken the interviews handed out his business card to a few family 

members so that they could check on the progress of the identification process or visit 

their dead in the laboratories so as to care for them.  The anthropologist did not expect 

that all of the family members would each request a card, quickly finishing off his 50 or 

so business cards that he had brought with him with requests for more. 

 During the exhumation interviews, although one or two other family members are 

generally present as is a member of the Victims’ Movement, speech is directed at the 

forensic anthropologist to be written down on official forms.  However, on the few 

occasions when the participants in the exhumation all gathered to talk as a group, outside 

of the formal context of interviews, Ixhil speakers selected each other as their audience, 
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and speeches were given in Ixhil and not translated into Spanish.  In stark contrast to the 

discourses about the war that arose during group meetings of the Grupos de Mujeres y 

Hombres por la Paz, the speech in the meetings of family members at the exhumation of 

Xe’k’a’xh emphasized the impossibility of truly ascertaining responsibility for the deaths.   

This was the case on the first major formal meeting of all the participants in the 

exhumation since the initial rocky meeting to begin the process.  On this particular 

occasion, members of the Victims’ Movement together with the forensic anthropologists 

of FAFG had called the family members to attention.  After several days of work, the first 

layer of remains had been uncovered and was ready to be lifted from the ground.  

However because the moment when the first of the dead are removed from the mass 

grave is a significant moment both symbolically and spiritually, the Ixhil coordinators 

from the Victims’ Movement asked the family members of Xe’k’a’xh if they would like 

to say some prayers before the remains were lifted from the earth.  Rather than moving 

directly into prayer, two men from among the family members each gave extended 

speeches in which they both recalled the sadness of war and emphasized that blame 

cannot be assigned for the massacre.  These two men who dominated this pre-prayer 

discursive space included the former military commissioner who likewise was the main 

speaker at the opening meeting and another representative of one of the families who 

were opposed to the exhumation.  In their speeches both men emphasized the 

impossibility of assigning ultimate responsibility. 

Because the situation of the exhumation in Xe’k’a’xh is unique, the sentiments 

expressed during this meeting are ones that I have never before heard expressed in an 
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Ixhil story.  While they may in fact be common in some circumstances, most of the 

stories that I have heard are told by women, by members of the Comunidades de 

Población en Resistencia de la Sierra or people associated with the Movimiento de 

Vícitmas, all populations that spent significant time as refugees.  In these discourses, 

speakers almost without exception place blame for the violence squarely on the shoulders 

of the Army of the government of Guatemala. While support for the guerrillas varies in 

these stories, there is universal condemnation of the Army and deep sadness and 

indignation at the sufferings of war.  Because many of those present among the family 

members of Xe’k’a’xh joined or even led units of the civil patrols, and because there is 

fear of prosecution surrounding the exhumation of this massacre, condemnation of the 

Army is noticeably absent from these public meetings although as individuals family 

members had testified that it was soldiers of the Army who actually killed people in this 

massacre.  Sentiments like the following excerpts from the two speakers from Xe’k’a’xh 

do not occur in the discourse of the Grupos, for example.  In the example below, the 

second speaker recalled the words of his father who predicted his own death ten days 

before the massacre. 

“tan ech chit la ib’an lab’e’,  
ech chit ni b’an u ch’a’oe’ vee’  
desde el principio vul vatz tx’ava’  
as ech chit ni b’an u ch’aoje’ vee’,  
jit a’n ch’a’o cheel  
as tambien ye’l o’e’ la motx o’,  
la chit kaa ma’t ex,” ta’ aak ni tale’, 
“moj ka’va’t ex la kaa ex” ta’ ni tale’,  
anchitu’ kat ilej vi yol aake’. 

“Because this is how it should be.   
There has always been war,  
since the beginning when I first came to earth. 
That’s how war is. 
It’s not just now that war is beginning, 
and we won’t be finished off. 
One of you will remain” he said 
“or maybe a few of you will remain” he said, 
and it was true what he said. 
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Likewise, the second speaker summarized, 

Kat ib’an chanaj, entonces kamcha la 
qulb’e b’a at kan chite’ b’a u juicio 
na’ytzan, entonces ta’ntiixh te Tiixh va’, 
eche’ kat vala il unq’a pap ile’, as la 
kunach unb’ooj Tiixh, la qoksa te iq’ab’ 
Tiixh la qale’. Aa’ ve’t u Tiixhe’ la ilon 
isuuchil aak. 

They did it, but what can we do? because 
destruction always existed before.  Thank 
God, like I said before, the men 
(anthropologists?) are here, and we will 
pray to God.  We are going to place this in 
the hands of God.  Only God can pass 
judgment. 

 

 However, in addition to these examples which show ways of talking about the war 

that are different from other discourses of war discussed in this dissertation, the speech of 

the family members of Xe’k’a’xh likewise showed a good deal of convergence with talk 

about the war used in other contexts.  Although the sentiments expressed during the 

meeting, the relationship of the speakers to the histories, the content of the histories, and 

the participants’ relationships to each other is very different in the meeting of the family 

members of Xe’ka’xh than those of speakers discussed in other parts of this dissertation, 

there is continuity in much of the discursive form of the stories.  The first speaker during 

this time before the remains began to be lifted from the ground summarized the history of 

the war through reference to two elements of this experience which were not necessarily 

the only or even most significant experiences of the war but which are ones that have 

come to symbolically represent the war, particularly as elements in couplets. 

Ate’ ta’ ve’ tz’e’najle kat b’eni. 
Ate’ ta’ ye’l toksa’m kat b’eni. 

There are those that went (died) burning. 
There are those who went without clothing. 

 

To begin with, the speaker mentioned burning which was significant in the massacre of 

Xe’k’a’xh, but also in general Ixhil recountings of the war.  Furthermore he made 
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creative use of Ixhil morphosyntax so as to provide focus for the action of ‘burning’ such 

that it could then be paired with toksa’m ‘clothing,’ in parallel lines that highlighted the 

burning and the lack of clothing that were more common elements of the refugee 

experience than of those who died in Xe’k’a’xh and of the speaker who was a member of 

the civil patrol.  Although toksa’m and tz’e’najle are not conventionally paired with each 

other in Ixhil couplets, forms of these words are conventionally paired with other 

semantically related items in parallel lines by more experienced and highly skilled 

speakers like the Mayan priests who perform inhumation ceremonies.   

Again, the speaker in Xe’k’a’xh also used syntactic patterns in parallel lines 

shortly after the above mentioned lines in ways that also resemble the speech of Pap La’s, 

the Mayan priest, whose prayer was analyzed in Chapter One. 

Ati q’a ta’ kat kuxh emuj ve’t kan,  
Ati q’a ta’ oojichil kat  ib’an vet jaq’ tze’. 

There are those who were just buried. 
There are those who fled to the mountains. 

 

These coupletted lines are notable not only for the pairing of these lexical items common 

to Ixhil stories about the war but also for the syntactic form which they take.  In the 

priest’s prayer in the inhumation ceremony in chapter 1, we looked at the highly marked 

syntactic structure of the following lines. 

Ati ta', Pap, toq'el kat b'anaxi. 
Ati ta', Pap, jub'amal kat b'anaxi. 

There are those, Lord, who were cut to death. 
There are those, Lord, who were shot. 

 

And again, in the three women’s co-told narration in Chapter 3, we saw a similar 

structure in the following lines 

Ati ta’ ye’xhkam ni b’uchpe’ There are those who weren’t buried.  
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Ati ta’ txeyel ta’n naj There are those who were captured by 
them(s). 

 

Although the syntactic structure of these lines is not exactly the same (a close comparison 

between the syntax of the women’s lines and the priest’s lines can be found in Chapter 

3.2.2), the constructions in the priest’s prayer, the women’s co-telling, and these two 

examples from the speech given by the objecting family member in Xe’k’a’xh are highly 

marked and as such the resemblance among them is more noteworthy. All of these 

constructions begin with some version of Ati ta’ ‘there are those’ which serves to 

highlight the victims who are often but not always the patient in the second independent 

clause in which it is most often an action that is highlighted.  Thus although it is not the 

same syntactic structure that is used in all of these contexts, there is a sense in which 

these pairs of lines evoke each other.  Furthermore, although the speakers of all of these 

different examples come from very different positions with regard to the war, and 

although they were using their speech for vastly different purposes in different genres and 

in different interactional contexts, they use related syntactic forms.  The commonality 

that all speakers are expressing is the theme mentioned above, that it was not a natural 

cause nor their own fault that caused death but rather it was the war.  Ixhil speakers 

repeatedly mention this factor – it is the incomprehensibility of the causes of death that is 

more difficult to deal with than the deaths themselves.  This sentiment is expressed by the 

speaker in Xe’k’a’xh as well. 

In fact, later in his speech, this speaker elaborates on this sentiment actually 

putting into words what most Ixhiles leave implicit – that it is the cause of death that 
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makes these deaths hard to accept.  In doing so he overtly references the opening speech 

given by the coordinator of the Victims’ Movement (the relevant portion of the 

coordinator’s speech is reproduced after the family member’s speech below). 

Jit’e’ch chite’ ta’ umaj accidente kat ib’ana, 
umaj kamchil q’a va’ ch’o’m kat b’anon as 
ye’xhkam kuxh ta’ la tal qaama ech koj chit 
uvee’ tan txumleb’al ta’. Eche’ kat tal ak 
pap [name omitted] ch’a’na tan jit’e’ch chit 
va jik la kami, acha’v ikame’ as la qaqb’en  
toksa’m, qaq’ ku’ tu kaaxha, unb’ooj tal 
taq’omb’al q’a, taq’omb’al kuxhu’ as la 
qexhlae’ ta’ u taq’omb’ale’.  Ech koj ve’t u 
vee’ tan vi’tal kuxh vete’, tul kat ib’an 
chanaj t a’ tu ch’a’oj kat iyatz’ chanaj as 
kamal an chit chanaj ta’ kat chajon eltzan, 
b’en imujta kan as an kuxh chanaj kat 
b’anon je’ svatz. 

It wasn’t an accident that happened. 
It wasn’t a sickness that caused death. 
If that had been it, then we wouldn’t be so 
upset by this great sadness.  Like [name 

omitted] said a while ago, it’s not as though 
it was a proper death.  If they had died 
normally, we send their clothes, we put 
them in their coffin and send some tools, 
even just their tools, we would recognize 
their tools, but this was done quickly when 
they made war and they killed, and maybe 
they are the same ones who ordered that 
they be buried. 

 

Here even though the speaker is one of the family members who criticized the Victims’ 

Movement strongly during the initial meeting, he remembers words said by the Victims’ 

Movement coordinator and repeats them here even though the original speech made by 

the coordinator occurred several days earlier.  The words of the coordinator from the 

Victims’ Movement are reproduced below. 

Ye’l chajaak kat koj kami ti’ elaq’ 
Ye’l chajaak kat koj kami ti’ iq’e’yil 
pet aq’omvile’ unq’a pape’  
ve at b’en tu tx’ava’,  
aq’omvil chanaje’… 
pero lastima kat ul ma’l uk vaalaxh 
sukuxo’l 

They did not die because they stole. 
They did not die because of laziness, 
but those men were workers 
who worked the earth 
They were workers… 
but unfortunately something bad came 
among us. 
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Earlier in this chapter these words by the coordinator of the Victims’ Movement are 

compared to speech used by the women’s co-telling and likewise to the words of Nan 

Luz whose personal narrative of her husband was discussed earlier in this chapter as well 

as in Chapter One.  Although they are situated very differently in terms of contemporary 

politics, their positions during the war, and their attitudes toward the exhumation, the 

coordinator’s speech has clearly struck a chord for the family member.  He too uses this 

same type of construction to highlight that it was not natural causes or personal fault that 

caused the death. 

Other features of these two speeches made by family members of Xe’k’a’xh 

before the remains are lifted out of the ground also resemble discursive patterns discussed 

in the previous chapter. Like the members of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la 

Paz, the family members of Xe’ka’xh made use of third person pronouns without an 

overt referent.  In fact the family member’s speech above is another example in which in 

the absence of this convention of not naming the referent of a pronoun, such repeated use 

of ambiguous pronouns would be confusing. However, like the stories of members of the 

Grupos there was no question about the intended referent of the pronouns.  Unlike the 

stories of the Grupos in which both the speaker and the listeners are clear that it is either 

the soldiers or the guerrillas who are being referred to (and more often the soldiers since 

guerrillas are less often the subject of stories), the family members of Xe’k’a’xh were 

adamant that the referent of the third person pronouns is unknowable.  In the following 

example the speaker made use of the third person pronoun chanaj, ‘they (m),’ without 

any overt referent. 
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Ech koj ve’t u vee’ tan vi’tal kuxh vete’,  
tul kat ib’an chanaj ta’ tu ch’a’oj kat iyatz’ 
chanaj as kamal an chit chanaj ta’ kat 
chajon eltzan, b’en imujta kan. 

But on the other hand, that was done 
quickly, when they did it during the time of 
the war, they killed them and maybe they 
themselves were the ones who sent them 
“go bury them.” 

 

While it may be possible that among those Ixhiles present, there was a common 

understanding of whether the speaker was referring to soldiers or to guerrillas, I was not 

familiar enough with the speech of these speakers and the nuances of their references to 

say for certain, and in fact the speaker made it clear that one cannot ask and name a 

referent as he repeated that assigning ultimate responsibility was the work of God alone 

and thus the referent for the above chanaj is unknowable. 

Echen ve’t ti q’ab’ ak tiixhe’ aak koj ve’t 
b’a…Aak koj la oksan vi justicia ti’ chanaj 
porque “a’ chanaje’ vi’le’” chaj kuxh o’.  
Qootzal koj ab’ilcha ve’t chanaj b’anon. 
Tiixh la alon etaama. 
 

This is in the hands of God now.  He is the 
one who will bring them to justice because 
if we say “they are the ones there,” then it’s 
a lie because we don’t know who they are.  
It is God who will say. 

  
Incidentally, the speaker uses an irrealis quotation, marked by the irrealis particle koj, to 

frame how those present at the exhumation must not go about assigning responsibility.  

After this first speaker has concluded, a second speaker affirms what the first has said.  

Instead of chanaj, this speaker uses the pronoun naj, but the message is the same. 

Keche b’a jank’al o’ vitz’in vatzik  
at o’ tzitza’ kat qil la’ va’ aya’l u  
kamchilile’ b’anel pes. Poro ab’ilcha? 
Moj a’ sole’ pet moj a’ naj ¿??  
Ye’xhkam la vale’ va’ “a’ chit u naj ile’, 
a’ chit u naj ile’” chaj kuxh in. Ye’ 
vootzale. 

Greetings to those of you, brothers and 
sisters who are here.  We have seen now 
how many dead there are.  But who?  Was 
it the soldiers, was it them(s) ???  I can’t 
say that “it was them(s) there or it was 
them(s) there.”  I don’t know. 
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The very first point addressed by this second speaker is specifically that we cannot know 

if it was the soldiers or the guerrillas who were responsible for this massacre.  Although 

during his interview with the forensic anthropologists, the same speaker repeatedly 

narrated that it was the soldiers who killed his parents and then forced the families to 

quickly bury the dead, he then told the collective of other family members that blame 

cannot be assigned but rather that war has always existed.  It is possible that the speaker 

was fearful of prosecutions.  It is possible that this man was angry because he felt that 

division was being created among the people as unpleasant memories were unearthed.  

The Victims’ Movement reports that on previous occasions, he had complained to their 

office workers that their organization does not pursue exhumations of massacres 

committed by the guerrillas.  Workers at the Victims’ Movement recall that they 

responded that they would happily denounce these crimes and exhume the bodies, but 

generally the family members of these victims do not know the location of the bodies, so 

exhumation cannot be performed.  Continued resentment about this issue may likewise be 

at play. It is also possible that this speaker was angry that he would be ineligible for 

compensation for the death of his parents.  However, clearly his assessment of the 

massacre of Xe’k’a’xh does not stand alone and cannot be considered outside of the 

particular community and historical context of the 2010 exhumation.  In fact, quite a bit 

remains unknown. 
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Thus the social role of narratives of historical memory in Xe’k’axh has been 

extremely significant.  However a facile reduction of this memory as constitutive of 

“community” in this neighborhood of Nebaj would be misleading.  In fact many in the 

collective of family members that gathered for the exhumations at Xe’k’a’xh were angry.  

There was no overt division or tension among the family members themselves, but 

likewise this collective assembled solely for the exhumation did not share the objective of 

coming together as a community.  Unlike exhumations in many aldeas where many 

family members returned to live in the same aldea and continue being members of the 

same or overlapping immediate communities, those gathered for the exhumation at 

Xe’k’axh are part of different home communities.  Unlike the interactions that I described 

in Chapter 3 in which Grupo members consciously fashion their narratives to be in 

dialogue with the stories of each other, even when the intended audience is external, the 

family members of Xe’k’a’xh designed their narratives and their discourses with a mind 

to addressing the injustices that they saw in post-war reparations in which several 

families felt that they had been left out.  

 Thus the particular discourses about war used in Xe’k’a’xh still exhibit many of 

the same conventionalized features that are present in other settings, but here the social 

uses of this discourse were not about the construction of community cohesion.  Rather the 

uses of these discourses of war had more to do with the politics of post-war Nebaj and 

individuals’ positions in that context.  Although the use of conventionalized linguistic 

forms and meanings may actually indicate a consolidation of historical memory of the 

war which in a larger sense is a part of Ixhil community formation, these particular uses 
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of these discourses did not occur with this intent.  The official and formalized spaces 

offered by the exhumation of Xe’k’a’xh were not the primary space where fragmented 

communities were brought back together and healed and then asserted their agency as 

such.  However they were a space in which Ixhiles had their wartime experiences 

officially documented by upper class ladino scientists to be turned over to the 

Guatemalan state via petitions for compensation.  The informal discursive spaces of the 

exhumation were significant as well, as these two racially different groups that have 

certainly experienced their own lived histories very differently were thrown together in 

order to interact with this history of racist violence at the center of their interaction.  All 

of the discursive spaces of Xe’k’a’xh were important as significant social action.  Close 

ethnographic and discourse analysis of these events and the speech that comprised them 

can provide us with greater insight into how community contexts past and present interact 

in discourse to produce social action. 
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Chapter 5:  Caring for the Sick and the Dead – Everyday Processes of 
Community Cohesion 

During the exhumation at Xe’k’a’xh, the presumed former military commissioner 

gave voice to a sentiment that is common in Ixhil discourses about the war – Ixhiles are 

especially aggrieved by the deaths of their loved ones not just because they died, but 

because of the way that they died.  It is not only the fact that his parents died that saddens 

him, but that if his father had died “a proper death,” he at least would have given him a 

coffin and buried him with his tools, but instead his father was buried hastily, wrapped in 

a burlap sack and heaped on top of other bodies in a shallow pit under the watchful eyes 

of Army soldiers.  Likewise, Nan Luz could not mourn her husband in the company of 

her family and neighbors and bury him in the town’s cemetery next to their children who 

had passed on before him because it was kidnapping, not illness that caused his death, 

and she could not recover his body.  This feeling of loss not only because loved ones died 

but because they could not be cared for is one of the common elements of Ixhil 

discourses about the war that has come to be expressed through conventionalized 

grammatical and lexical patterns which highlight these causes of “improper” deaths – 

elq’amal ‘kidnapping,’ toq’el ‘cutting,’ jub’amal ‘shooting’ are moved to the front of a 

clause as a subject of a passive verb and are often contrasted with more normal causes of 

death – ch’o’m ‘sickness,’ accidente, ‘accident,’ q’e’yil, ‘laziness’ and elaq’, ‘stealing.’  

Because of these improper deaths, the dead were not cared for and were not brought into 

the continuing community of Ixhiles through practices that Ixhiles have maintained as 
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long as anyone can remember, and it is this that pains Ixhil speakers who have 

conventionalized this loss in their speech. 

It is in this sense that academic discourses of historical memory in Guatemala 

forget what Ixhil discourses about the war have not – that the violence of the 1980s was 

genocide.  Although the strength of the resarcimiento or ‘reparations’ movement in the 

Ixhil area and the importance that participants in an exhumation give to having their 

individual testimonies registered with the state show that Ixhiles are concerned with 

recognition of and compensation for the wrongful killing of individuals, nonetheless, 

their discourses about the war also reflect the loss felt when the cultural practices that 

allow them to exist as a group were targeted by the state of Guatemala.   

Part of what is so insidious about genocide is that it not only kills the individual 

members of a community but it also targets those activities and identifying features that 

allow a group of people to constitute itself as a community. Either because of the danger 

of making themselves targets by congregating or because forced displacement physically 

separates members, the activities that community members used to practice together to 

define themselves as a group become impossible.  Thus social cohesion after a period of 

genocide involves not only dealing with the loss of those who were killed but also 

practicing those activities which have constituted a group as a community.  The Ixhil 

post-war politics of historical memory are not just about denouncing the violation of 

individuals’ right to life but are about the resumption of community activities that were 

targeted by genocide.   
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In Chapter Three I discussed the proliferation of community organizations formed 

in the aftermath of war with the initial objective of soliciting material aid promised in the 

peace accords and by NGOs.  Now, more than fifteen years after the official end of the 

war, these community organizations are taking part in the resumption of practices like 

caring for the sick and the dead that were practiced in the Ixhil area long before the war 

began but that were impossible during the war.  Like the political society discussed by 

Chaterjee that formed in India when civil society was not available to the majority of the 

populace, these community organizations in the Ixhil area express themselves through the 

metaphor of kinship as being “like a family.”  They are not centrally formed around a 

shared ideology or even common interest but as a collective whose “communal life” is 

sustained by group participation in the activities of the community – “sporting events, 

collective television viewing, religious holidays etc” in India (Chatterjee 2004, 58), and 

“field days” for picnics and games, collective meal preparation and care for the sick and 

the dead in Nebaj.  This chapter analyzes how these collective practices are constituted 

discursively and give rise to a “sense of belonging together” or community (Brow 1990) 

which forms the basis for political involvement in the Ixhil area. 

 

Nebaj today is a place in which community is regularly paraded through the 

streets. During the most significant events of one’s life, people who comprise what I refer 

to as the “immediate community” follow a person in a procession through town.  In the 

Ixhil region, the immediate community is constituted through participation in key 

collective activities.  Typically those who participate in these activities and therefore 
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constitute the immediate community live in the same neighborhood and/or are members 

of the same extended family.  There is generally considerable overlap in these two 

categories.  When a person gets married, there are numerous processions of the 

immediate community – from the bride’s house to the church and from the church to the 

groom’s house being the most significant.  When a person graduates from the equivalent 

of high school, the community follows the graduate and the graduate’s family to and 

from the graduation ceremony.  And when a person dies, their passing is marked by a 

procession from the deceased’s home to the cemetery, occasionally with a stop at a 

church.  Although details about the form of the procession and the kinds of events which 

warrant a procession have changed (funeral processions are now led by a car playing 

Nebaj’s funerary cd instead of being led by a professional chanter and graduations are a 

new event among those considered worthy of processions), the practice of gathering 

one’s closest associates and extended family and processing through the main streets of 

Nebaj to and/or from one’s home is a practice that has gone on as long as anyone can 

remember, certainly well before the war.   

In addition to these processions, each of these events is marked by several special 

gatherings with their accompanying meals during which the hosts and the guests each 

have well defined roles. These activities are also marked by special speech events that are 

highly standardized, unique to that activity, and performed by specific members of the 

community.  During a pedida, representatives are chosen by the parents to speak on 

behalf of the bride and groom’s family.  During a graduation dinner, the graduate’s 

parents give a brief formal speech thanking the community members for coming, and 
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then the graduate invites those in attendance to begin eating.  At a burial, right after the 

grave has been filled with dirt, a chosen family member thanks participants for their 

presence and invites them to join the family for the eight day vigil to mark the departure 

of the deceased person’s soul eight days after death.  The vigil concludes the morning of 

the ninth day after death as the immediate community processes to the cemetery again to 

leave a cross at the head of the deceased’s grave.  

During the war, these activities were disrupted.  Individual families were 

dispersed and separated, as was the larger immediate community.  Even if such a group 

could have been physically present in the same geographic area, large groups of 

neighbors and family members were not permitted to come together for meals and 

process through the streets during the war.  I would not argue that community ceased to 

exist during the war – certainly the nature of collective behavior under such 

circumstances bears further study – but the way that community was constituted and 

reflected in social practice was undoubtedly different during the war than it was before or 

after.  The loss that Ixhiles felt from not being able to perform these common collective 

practices is notable as they punctuate stories of their lives during this time by 

remembering the funerals that they could not perform, or by stories of marriages to their 

spouses without the presence of the extended family, or explanations of how a second 

man became a partner after the death of one’s husband and without the possibility of a 

proper marriage.  

Although such stories alone are not sufficient for us to draw conclusions about the 

nature of community cohesion during the war, they do indicate that Ixhiles were acutely 
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conscious of their inability to conduct the practices that defined their community, and 

their memory indicated that they would become a part of community constitution after 

the war. After the war, as people began to resettle in the municipal center, slowly the 

usual community activities resumed.  In the same way that the consolidation of historical 

memory can be seen as resistance to the legacy of genocide, the way that Maya 

communities are practicing these communal activities are constitutive of the collective 

identity that genocide sought to destroy.   However, as I discussed in Chapter One, 

although on some level inhumations have become highly politicized, many of the 

cantores who provide the funerary chants do so out of a sense of religious and social 

obligation, even as they pointedly avoid participation in any form of political “resistance” 

which they see as inviting trouble. Everyday community practices of burial and care for 

the sick provide an even clearer example of resistance to genocide which is often not 

overtly politicized.  However, reframing these everyday activities in the service of some 

political project misrepresents these activities and limits our ability to understand these 

communities.  The challenge of this chapter, then, is to understand on their own terms the 

relationship between everyday practices of constituting social cohesion in Ixhil 

communities and the legacy of war and to begin to form an understanding of how these 

processes fit into a larger political and social picture of the Ixhil region. 

In this chapter I focus on how one community-based organization that formed in 

the aftermath of the war as a response to efforts at post-war reconstruction uses these 

practices that have defined Maya communities as a way of constituting social cohesion 

among an emergent collective.  In particular I focus on Ixhil practices to care for the sick 
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and the recently deceased, and I raise questions as to the role of speech in constituting 

community through these culturally specific practices. 

In the case of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz, historical memory of 

the war is certainly significant to consolidation of the group as a collective. The 

organization’s immediate reason for formation was to take advantage of the peace 

accords after the war; some meeting talk is about the war; some Grupo activities have to 

do with the war (like soliciting aid earmarked for war victims); and certainly being able 

to share memory of these experiences is important to the cohesion of the group.  However 

for members of the Grupo, community is constituted in the context of the group through 

specific cultural practices that are salient for Ixhiles and that were disrupted during the 

war. Grupo de Mujeres members attend each other’s weddings and funerals and those of 

members’ families, and they participate in the graduation of members’ children, 

something that has become a quite elaborate community celebration.  Here I examine the 

ways in which Grupo members participate in the crucial speech acts that constitute caring 

for the sick and the dead, an activity that is crucial to Maya communities, and I reflect on 

the role of these words in constituting Grupo members as part of the same community. 

Theoretically, this chapter seeks to address one of the most important questions in 

linguistic anthropology – to what extent is “community” constituted through speech acts?  

Gumperz came at a related question from a slightly different direction as his work on 

mapping speakers of different dialects in India and the United States led him to propose 

the concept that speakers who share the same “verbal repertoire” and social norms for 

language use can be considered a “speech community” (Gumperz 1962). Hymes 
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emphasized the social and not purely linguistic properties of the speech community and 

allowed for greater fluidity in the boundaries of “membership” (Hymes 1967).  

Subsequently both Duranti and Urban questioned the existence of community as a “thing 

in the world” at all (Urban 1996) but rather as the product of discourse.  Duranti offers 

the speech community as not a starting point but rather a useful lens for analysis and “the 

product of the communicative activities engaged in by a given group of people” (Duranti 

1997, 82).  Urban considers “community” to be constituted as discourses circulate among 

a population (Urban 1996).  He offers the idea that the concept of “community” must be 

considered ethnographically and with a focus on discourse.  It is emergent, accessible 

only in the study of the speech of a group of people as meaning is established and shared 

through discourse. 

The circumstances that I analyze in this chapter provide the ideal context for 

considering this question – here I look at a group of people who would not have 

considered themselves a community in a narrow sense but who have come to see 

themselves that way.  Although several members are part of the same extended family, 

they are not all part of the same family nor do they live in the same neighborhood, yet it 

has now become a social obligation to participate in the activities of the immediate 

community of the Grupo.  In other circumstances, if one wants to become a member of 

an immediate community (for example when one moves from one part of town to another 

or marries into a new family), one must participate in the activities of the immediate 

community.  Care for the sick and the dead is one of the most important contexts in 

which these activities are practiced.  When a member of the community becomes sick or 
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dies, in order to demonstrate that one wants to be a part of the community and in order to 

actively become a part of that community, one must join the others in caring for the sick 

or the dead.  Members of the Grupos regularly participate in both these types of practices. 

 Both visiting the sick and actions associated with burial are highly structured and 

are defined by a set of embodied practices and speech acts.  So the questions become – 

how are members of the Grupos participating in these practices within the larger context 

of Ixhil social meaning-making?  and, insofar as these acts contribute to the creation of 

social cohesion, what is the place of language in this process?   In this chapter I consider 

the ways that the Grupos have responded to the sickness and death of members, and I 

consider the implications of these acts to the consolidation of social cohesion in post 

genocide Guatemala.  

 

Like any organization, one of the perennial fights between the board of directors 

and the general membership of the Grupo is the management of group funds.  Without 

fail the general membership wants any new funds that come to the group to be 

immediately divided up among individual members whereas the board of directors insists 

that funds should be held in collective where they can be used in larger scale endeavors 

that will ultimately benefit individuals more than the initial sum.  Group meetings are 

often a process of negotiation between these two sides.  For this reason, it was 

particularly significant when for Christmas of 2005, the board of directors decided that 

they would give their members a present – they would use the group funds to buy 

identical huipiles, woven blouses, for each member of the group.  In this way the women 
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would feel that they were actually seeing something immediate as a result of their hard 

work.  When the board of directors first told me about their idea, I was skeptical.  After 

the members had advocated so strongly for receiving their share of the money 

immediately to use for their own purposes, I worried that members might be angry with 

the board of directors for spending their money without asking them first.  The board of 

directors assured me that the women would be happy with their gift – when they wore 

their new huipiles, they would remember with pride that they belong to a group, and 

when one of them died, they could all wear their huipiles like uniforms to the funeral to 

show that the woman who had died had been part of a group and that her group was there 

for her at her funeral.  I was taken aback that the justification for a Christmas present 

could be anticipation of a member’s death, but the board of directors was quite happy 

with themselves, having now fully convinced each other, and, they presumed, me as well, 

what a perfect gift the huipiles would be.  Since the board of directors was all in 

agreement, I put my own skepticism aside since I have never seen a truly united board of 

directors’ decision about how to deal with the membership turn out badly.   

The party where the huipiles were to be given out was quite ceremonious with the 

meeting space festively decorated with weavings and balloons.  The Grupo made full use 

of the symbolic capabilities that the space offered as they positioned themselves in ways 

that reflect the importance that the Grupo gives to their leadership.  The board of 

directors took their place together at the front of the room, and Marta, who was at the 

time the treasurer, but also the most vocal and most powerful member of the board, gave 

a speech about the huipiles while Ch'e'n, the president, held all of the huipiles and passed 
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them one by one to María Cedillo Matom, the vice president, who gave them to 

individual women.  Xhiv, the secretary, stood behind them in case they needed help.   

      

The huipil itself was a particularly noteworthy gift not only because it represented a 

substantial financial investment (each one cost Q 500 or approximately $65) but because 

of its cultural significance which is quite salient for the women of the group, all of whom 

are themselves weavers.  In her speech to the members, Marta repeated the idea that not 

only can the women remember their work with the Grupo with pride every time they 

wear their new huipiles but that now when any of the members died, the rest of the 

women would have a special uniform that they could all wear as a show of solidarity with 

the Grupo and with the member who has died.   Like the board of directors predicted, the 

members were quite pleased to receive their gift (and did not mind that it was paid for out 

of their own money), and they were particularly happy with the idea of having something 

special to wear as a group to a funeral, a sign that they were a serious group.  

 Fortunately, the Grupo didn’t have an opportunity to wear their huipiles to a 

funeral for another two years, and by that point many of the women considered their 

huipils to be too used to wear to something as important and as public as a funeral.  
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Nonetheless, the board of directors’s justification for the purchase of the huipiles was an 

early indication of the Grupo’s consciousness of the importance of the Grupo’s behavior 

during the sickness and death of their members in constituting them as a group.  Between 

2007 and 2010, six members of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz (three 

women and three men) died under tragic circumstances.  In each case I learned a lot 

about the groups, about how members cohere to act as a group, about the role that 

language plays in this process, and about what kind of groups they are in the larger 

context of Ixhil society.  The stories of the illnesses and deaths of the three women who 

died, Nan Xhiv, Nan Ni’l and Maribel are complex.  They are personal – each of these 

three women was a friend of mine who suffered intensely and unfairly.  The stories are 

also part of larger stories – they are part of the stories of these women’s families; they are 

part of what their friends and fellow group members remember about them and about 

their collective past; they are emblematic of larger social circumstances that Mayas in 

Guatemala face today.  All of these levels of complexity are important to the basic human 

significance of these women’s lives and deaths and to the way that reflecting on these 

stories helps us to understand anthropological questions about community cohesion.  At 

the same time, I consider the part that language plays in these social processes. 

5.1  CARING FOR THE SICK 

5.1.1 Juana Raymundo Corio 
On August 3, 2007 Juana Raymundo Corio (Nan Xhiv) died after three months of 

intensive suffering from pervasive cancer that doctors surmised had started in her lungs, 

likely related to several decades Nan Xhiv spent working under the direct spraying of 
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pesticides on Guatemala’s coastal plantations.  When Nan Xhiv first started feeling 

seriously ill, the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz helped pay for her to travel to a clinic in 

the department capital of Quiché where doctors found and removed a tumor from her 

uterus.  The clinic was known to do operations for a fairly inexpensive price, and the fact 

that the Grupo’s vice president at the time was a member of the Raymundo family and 

was Nan Xhiv’s sister-in-law was certainly a factor in persuading the board of directors 

to offer some financial support.  

However, a week after the operation, Nan Xhiv was in great pain and was losing 

strength.  Along with my friends from the group, I visited Nan Xhiv regularly.  Despite 

going to several local clinics and the municipal hospital, Nan Xhiv was deteriorating 

quickly and suffering.  I suggested that the group pool its resources and send her to the 

best private hospital in the capital, one that a member’s well-off husband had used, so 

that Nan Xhiv could at least get a more reliable diagnosis.  Even if we couldn't afford 

continued care in such a high priced facility, in the end a more reliable but expensive 

diagnosis might be less costly than dozens of different but ultimately ineffective 

treatments from local clinics.  The group decided to send a member of the board of 

directors along with two of Nan Xhiv’s family members and asked me to accompany 

them to an elite hospital in the capital.  My job was to talk to doctors since even Ixhiles 

who are fluent in Spanish, like Nan Xhiv's daughter, cannot communicate with doctors.  

Doctors have little patience with and no understanding of people who have not had 

formal education comparable to their own, but they are much more likely to be receptive 

to a persistent North American.   
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The racism that Nan Xhiv and our little delegation faced in the hospital, while not 

surprising, was overwhelming and ultimately lethal.  There were no other Mayas 

anywhere in the hospital (in any capacity – doctors, nurses, staff, patients etc.) except for 

one woman, not employed by the hospital, but presumably by the patient, whom I saw 

bring a special meal to a (non-Maya) patient.  Initially, Nan Xhiv was almost not 

admitted because she didn't know her birth date.  For older Ixhiles this is not particularly 

relevant personal information, and additionally, expenses, bureaucracy and the disruption 

caused by war often make it nearly impossible for Ixhiles to have complete 

documentation of births, deaths, marriages, and divorces.  Ultimately, we made up a birth 

date.  After a series of tests, it was determined that Nan Xhiv had cancer.  We discussed 

our options with the doctors who gave us little hope, and we were talking among 

ourselves when a nurse overheard us and told us that there was an oncologist on call in 

the hospital, but that we hadn't been told because it was assumed that as a campesina, 

Nan Xhiv couldn't pay for the treatments that an oncologist might recommend.  We 

requested that the oncologist come see Nan Xhiv.  However, at that point we were 

informed that Nan Xhiv had already been checked out of the hospital.  When I asked who 

had given permission for that, I was told that the hospital had decided that they could not 

be sure that Nan Xhiv would be able to pay for another night, particularly when they had 

no treatment options to offer her, so she had been discharged.  We insisted that she be 

readmitted and refused to leave without seeing the oncologist, and while we were allowed 

to stay (for a hefty fee of course which included readmission), and we did manage to talk 

with the oncologist, Nan Xhiv was refused pain medication or any attention because after 
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having been checked out, she no longer had a doctor assigned to her who was authorized 

to prescribe medication.   

The oncologist informed us that Nan Xhiv's treatment options were in direct 

proportion to her ability to pay, so he had little to offer her.  He assured us that if she 

could pay $300 a month, she could live relatively comfortably for perhaps 3 more years; 

$200 a month, and the doctor said that she would see two more years; for $100 a month 

she would live for a year in discomfort, or she could just take something for the pain, 

which was his recommendation.  Ultimately Nan Xhiv’s daughter decided that Nan 

Xhiv's cancer was so advanced that even such expensive treatments, which were beyond 

our reach anyway, would most likely be unsuccessful and that the medical establishment 

was likely looking to make more money from her mother’s illness.  Nan Xhiv and the rest 

of us went home with little more than what we had started out with. Morphine or similar 

medicines to take home were denied to her for her final days, since we were told that 

such strong medicines could not be trusted with Nan Xhiv's children who might just sell 

them on the street.  The hospital was operated by a Catholic society based in Spain with 

the support of the Spanish embassy.  Nan Xhiv was wheeled out under a life-sized 

display of the Virgin Mary draped in the Spanish flag.  

Several weeks later Nan Xhiv died in great pain, never having received anything 

stronger than codeine.  In her last hour, she asked her children to forgive her for leaving 

them with a debt that she knew that they had no way to pay.  Nan Xhiv's death was a 

great sadness to us as her friends and colleagues, but we know that it is not our loss alone.  

Her cancer was likely the result of working for years in ladino or foreign-owned 
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plantations where pesticides were used freely with no consideration of the health of 

workers.  The lack of medical attention that she received was due to racism entrenched in 

all levels of society from the embassy that funded the clinic to the nun who prayed over 

her wasting body but would not talk to the doctors about getting her pain medicine.  And 

her pain in her last hours in feeling that she had failed her children is one that is shared by 

a majority of Ixhiles who feel that they still cannot provide their children with what they 

need.  Although the focus of this chapter is not on possible ways that racism has affected 

Ixhil community formation, Nan Xhiv’s story is a reminder that the poverty that is the 

central motivation for the group's organization is racialized both in its construction and its 

manifestation. 

 

As Nan Xhiv got progressively sicker, I also saw the various levels at which the 

Grupo was involved.  Both general meetings of the Grupo and the particular meetings of 

the board of directors included long hours spent discussing the finances and effectiveness 

of Nan Xhiv’s treatments and the progress of her illness.  The board of directors also 

became a sort of official representative of the Grupo to Nan Xhiv and her family, making 

visits to Nan Xhiv on behalf of the entire group to check on her condition, to speak with 

her family and to ensure that any support that the Grupo had provided Nan Xhiv, be it 

pain medicine or meals was being appropriately given to her.  At the same time, all of the 

individual group members without exception came to visit Nan Xhiv bringing her juice or 

Gatorade to help her keep up her strength, and several also stayed for an additional hour 

or so to wash Nan Xhiv’s clothes or to wash her hair for her.  On hearing of her terminal 
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diagnosis, the team of US researchers that she had been working with (myself included) 

sent money for the purchase of the thing that her family decided would be of most use to 

her – a comfortable bed.  The board of directors took charge of the purchase and delivery 

of the bed and reported details to the research team and the Grupo, considering this to be 

part of their duty in assuring accountability for Grupo contributions. 

 As I began to visit Nan Xhiv every couple of days in the months before her death, 

I started to pick up on typical characteristics of Ixhil visits to the sick. Visitors always 

arrived with juice or Gatorade or occasionally a bottle of more expensive electrolyte 

solution and then sat to talk with Nan Xhiv or her family about her health and to 

encourage her to “have patience” and to “pray to God.”  These visits are typical and in 

fact obligatory among women within what Ixhiles consider to be their immediate 

community.  Extended family members visit each other in times of illness as do 

neighbors and more recently, members of the same church.   

Prior to being members of the group, some Grupo members considered 

themselves to be members of the same immediate community with a few other members 

since the group is made up of several extended family units, but many members, although 

they knew each other, would not ordinarily have visited Nan Xhiv.  However, now as 

members of the same group that met regularly and worked together regularly, every 

member came to visit Nan Xhiv when she was sick.  They were now members of the 

same immediate community, as they put it ya nos acostumbramos con ella – ‘we’ve 

gotten used to being with her.’  Later, group members would at least make an appearance 

at the funeral of a member’s father-in-law and even at the burial of a young man who 
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lived in the house in front of the group’s office because these were now seen to be 

extensions of their immediate community.   

 

I also started to pick up an almost scripted sense to the talk that occurred during 

these visits.  There were particular lexical choices that characterized a visit and a 

conversational style between the sick person and the visitor or the visitor and the family 

of the sick person, and the phrases atoj apaciencia ‘have patience’ and la anach tiixh 

‘pray to God’ are invariably said repeatedly during a visit.  Not surprisingly Grupo 

members visiting Nan Xhiv made ample use of these lexical and stylistic choices, but I 

started to note that because they otherwise would not have been part of the same 

immediate community, the way in which they used these forms reflected and at the same 

time gave rise to the unique ways in which Grupo members were constituting themselves 

as a community of which Nan Xhiv was a part.  Thus, when the Grupo later became 

involved in the sickness and eventual deaths of two other members, I spoke to Grupo 

members and their families about recording these interactions so that we could discuss 

more carefully how language is a part of the visits and how visits are a part of 

constituting community. 
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5.1.2  The Illnesses of Petrona Bernal and Maria Maribel Chávez Ceto 

   

Petrona Bernal 
May 5, 1932 - February 26, 2008 
 

From the beginning, the participation of Petrona Bernal (Nan Ni’l) was central in 

making the Grupo what it is. At 76 years of age, Petrona Bernal was the oldest member 

of the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz.  She was often an example that the leadership of the 

Grupo used to instruct the other members because she arrived at all of the Grupo’s  

meetings punctually without fail, and when the Grupo spent several years developing an 

agricultural cooperative, she was always among the first to begin working the land and 

worked without taking a break.  Likewise, she insisted on participating equally in every 

one of the group’s activities, never missing one of the group’s literacy classes and 

eventually learning to sign her name like the younger members.  Her diligence and 

dedication in spite of her illness and her advanced age and were often used as examples 

to scold younger less responsible members. 
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When the Grupo first accumulated a small fund, they decided that their first act as 

a group would be to build Nan Ni’l a house.  Nan Ni’l lived in a one room adobe house 

whose walls bowed outwards with age and lack of upkeep since the war had left Nan Ni’l 

with no male family relatives who could maintain the adobe, and in her old age, she was 

no longer able to care for it.  Nan Ni’l once told the board of directors that she expected 

that one night the walls would give out, and the roof would collapse on her while she 

slept, and that was how she would go.  Nan Ni’l had a young granddaughter, her ch’e’x, 

or namesake, who walked with her to meetings, and the girl and occasionally her mother 

lived with Nan Ni’l, but the girl’s mother, Nan Ni’l’s daughter, said that she herself was 

not well and was involved in her own problems and so was not able to fix her mother’s 

house.  The Grupo decided that as an “elegant” group, their first formal action as a 

collective should be to take care of their old and provide Nan Ni’l with a proper place to 

live.  It was labeled as the group’s primera obra, their ‘first work,’ by members of the 

board of directors and this label was repeatedly circulated in discourse about the building 

of the house during Grupo meetings, and so in this way the building of Nan Ni’l’s house 

became something that the group quite self-consciously used to define who they are as an 

organization.   

The board of directors spoke with Nan Ni’l about how they could arrange for her 

part of the group’s fund to be used to build her a house.  The amount of money was 

small, but in those days, it was enough for the materials and the most essential labor 

needed to build one medium sized room.  The board of directors took charge of ordering 

the materials, and the Grupo carried them in from the main road to Nan Ni’l’s plot of 
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land and prepared meals for the men who did the construction.  The Grupo was horrified 

to hear from neighbors that on the first night after the old house had been knocked down, 

Nan Ni’l and her granddaughter had slept outside in the drizzle, so Grupo members who 

lived in that same area arranged for Nan Ni’l to sleep in a neighbor’s house.  When Nan 

Ni’l’s new house was completed, the Grupo organized a party to celebrate, and the board 

of directors cooked a large lunch for all the members and their children to celebrate the 

group’s primera obra as an “elegant” organization.   

         
The moving process Board of directors, Nan Ni’l, and her 

daughter in the new house as it was 
under construction 

 

         
Grupo members in front of Nan Ni’l’s new     Dancing pandemonium as the Grupo helps  
house         Nan Ni’l inaugurate her new house 
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 The Grupo’s second major involvement with Nan Ni’l’s life began about a year 

after the house had been built.  As long as I had known her, Petrona Bernal had always 

had what looked like a large scab on her ankle.  It was often a subject of conversation 

among other members and Nan Ni’l as the other members would urge her to see a doctor 

or maybe to wash it out more often.  In her last years, the scab had grown to be a large, 

infected mass protruding from her ankle – what doctor said was a venous ulcer caused by 

poor circulation from regularly standing for many consecutive hours without rest.  

Because of her age, no doctor in Nebaj wanted to operate on the ulcer, and Nan Ni’l was 

not willing to repeatedly travel long distances only to eventually receive an operation.  

Instead, after discussing the arrangement with Nan Ni’l, a member of the board of 

directors went to Nan Ni’l’s house once a month to leave her Q100 ($12) of the money 

that she had earned through her participation in the group that she could use for her own 

expenses.  With this Q 100, Nan Ni’l was able to send her daughter to purchase the most 

basic things that she needed in her last days.  The board of directors used the remainder 

of her money to buy her different medicines that might help to alleviate her pain.  

Ultimately the ulcer on Nan Ni’l’s ankle became infected with gangrene, and Nan Ni’l 

passed away on February 26, 2008. 

 During the long period of her illness, Grupo members arrived to visit as 

individuals, and the board of directors arrived for official visits as representatives of the 

group, just as they had done when Nan Xhiv was sick.  However, Nan Ni’l’s lack of 

active family members made the role of the Grupo quite different from what it had been 

when Nan Xhiv had become sick.  Individual visits remained much the same with the 
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standard refrains repeated by members to encourage Nan Ni’l, but the board of directors’ 

visits changed.  Now instead of being the typical visits made by members of the 

community, the visits by the board of directors became more involved and more like 

visits made by immediate family members as the board of directors assumed 

responsibility for the Nan Ni’l’s care. 

 

 
At the same time that Nan Ni’l’s ulcer was becoming more severe, the Grupo’s 

youngest member, María Maribel Chávez Ceto, was also becoming gravely ill. 

 

 
 María Maribel Chávez Ceto 

          January 15, 1985  - June 8, 2008 
 

 
When the Grupo first began, Maribel’s mother had been a member of the group, but she 

frequently got headaches and sent Maribel in her place.  The board of directors became 

impatient with the frequent alternation in family members participating in the group, and 
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told Maribel’s mother that she needed to choose one family member who would 

consistently participate.   Once her mother decided that Maribel would be the family’s 

representative in the group, Maribel was a regular and active member.   

In late 2007, Maribel began feeling weak and was getting regular headaches.  By 

2008, it was severe, and after seeing many doctors, she was diagnosed with lupus.  Again, 

after repeated visits with Maribel and her family, the Grupo accompanied Maribel to a 

hospital in the capital and participated in finding the best care for Maribel.  Just as the 

board of directors had met with Nan Ni’l, they also met with Maribel and her family to 

discuss the use of the money that Maribel still had with the group and how it could best 

be used to support Maribel in her illness.  Unlike in Nan Ni’l’s case, Maribel’s family 

was more actively involved in her care, but approached care for the illness with different 

ideas than the Grupo and was often not able to fully provide her with the care she needed 

leading to a shared responsibility between the group and Maribel’s family.  After 

repeated but ultimately failed attempts at treatment, Maribel died June 8, 2008. 

5.1.3  Grupo Visits to Nan Ni’l and Maribel 
 As was the case in the months before Nan Xhiv’s death, the Grupo spent hours 

and hours in meetings discussing Nan Ni’l and Maribel’s medical treatment and if and 

how the organization could support them in the use of their finances obtained through 

participation in the group.  In both cases, individual group members visited them 

frequently in their homes, and the board of directors made regular visits and participated 

in helping the ill member find medical treatment.  I often accompanied group members 

on their visits, and when the board of directors made their collective visits, I always went 
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along.   I learned partly through group members’ example and partly through direct 

instruction that the visits were defined by specific behavior and specific talk and that both 

of these elements were highly structured and particular to the act of visiting the sick.   

 In the following sections I will show how these visits necessarily consist of an 

interplay of both verbal and nonverbal practice which we can characterize and discuss as 

constitutive of social cohesion.  My central argument for this chapter is that the way that 

members of the Grupos, particularly members of the women’s Grupo, have cared for 

their sick and their dead has been crucial in constituting them as a group and constituting 

the group as a certain kind of community.  The performance of these verbal and 

nonverbal practices both indexes and creates relationships between and among the sick 

person and the visitors that are a way of constituting community.  In this first section, I 

will show that talk is constitutive of sick visits.  The visitor has to have the appropriate 

kinds of conversation with the sick person and the sick person’s family.  Certain actions 

are accomplished through certain kinds of talk which reflect and create the speaker’s 

particular relationship to the sick person (i.e. an immediate family member engages in 

different kinds of talk than a non-family community member).  This talk can be 

characterized stylistically including certain set phrases that are always said to the sick 

person.  Likewise particular actions compose the act of visiting and carry meaning in the 

building of community as well.  It is the interplay of these verbal and nonverbal signs that 

make up the sick visit and together constitute an act of community building.  I will 

conclude with a reflection on the theoretical implications of the interplay among verbal 
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and nonverbal practices and the creation of social cohesion which can then be the basis 

for political action. 

The two sick visits that I present below are two instances of something that 

became a common practice for the Grupo de Mujeres.  Because three Grupo members 

suffered prolonged illnesses, official board of directors visits to inquire about the sick 

person’s health and accompany them in their illness were frequent between 2007 and 

2008.  Because the member’s family situation was different in each case and the Grupo’s 

role was therefore different in each case, the board of directors’ sick visits to the three 

different women were not identical, but at the same time, certain actions and kinds of 

speech made each one immediately identifiable as the same basic kind of activity.  When 

the expectations of a sick visit were not met in the examples below, they are marked by 

noticeable conversational work. 

The first board of directors visit that I present in detail occurred when Nan Ni’l 

had become ill enough that she had taken entirely to her bed but before the Grupo had 

exhausted all treatment possibilities.  By this later stage in her illness, both of her 

daughters had moved to their mother’s house.  The daughter who had been staying at Nan 

Ni’l’s house for a longer period of time was present throughout the visit though not 

always in the same room, while the second daughter arrived towards the end of the visit.  

The transcribed segment that I include below occurred after the board of directors had 

greeted Nan Ni’l and her daughter and inquired with Nan Ni’l about how she was feeling.  

Once the five board of directors members and I got settled in our places in Nan Ni’l’s 

room, Ch’e’n, the president, began conversation with Nan Ni’l.  As we were still getting 
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seated, the first lines of the conversation were inaudible, but Nan Ni’l had brought up the 

topic of Maribel’s illness and the previous death of her brother from a similar illness.  

Maribel and Nan Ni’l live three houses apart and as such have been part of the same 

immediate community for several generations.  As this type of “small talk” is 

characterized by expressive modulations in vocal qualities, I have highlighted the 

sections of the text where Nan Ni’l and Ch’e’n added emphasis either through tone or 

prolonging a syllable or both.  The corresponding highlighting in the English translation 

is approximate, and often direct translation doesn’t allow for adequate translation of 

speakers’ emphasis or style. 

1 N:   
 
Lab'e' b'aj ye' eloj 
 
2 Ch':   
 
Pues lab'e' b'aj ye' eloj.  Pero kam chaj 
kuxh vet ch'o'mil lab'?!   
 
2 N:   
 
Lejel lab'e' ta' ye' ni b'anaxe'. 
 
3 Ch':   

 
Pues a'e'.  Pues kam chaj kuxh ch'o'mil 
lab'e' b'ajeey.  Txulnal tel ixoj ta'.  Xuak nal 
ixoj. 
 
4 N:   

 
Xuak nal kuxhe' ta'. 
 
 
 

N:   

Maybe it (sickness) hasn't left her yet. 

Ch':   
 
Well it just hasn't left her yet.  But who 
knows what sickness it could be?! 
 
N:   
 
They can't figure it out. 
 
Ch':   
 
Well yes.  Well who knows what sickness 
it could beeee.  She's still young.  She's still 
just a girl. 
 
N:   
 
She's still just a girl. 
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5 Ch':   
 
Uu. 
 
6 N:   
 
Xuak nal kuxhu' chaj koj lab' 
 
7 Ch':  

 
Chaj koj lab'.  Ta'ne' la ok lab' sqi'. 
 
8 N:  
 
Vas xaakeeee' oora kat b'en naaaaj. 
 
9 Ch':   

 
Noo. 
 
11 N:  
 
Xaak tel kuxh naje' ta'. Eche' ta' q'estu koj 
naj.  
 
12 Ch':   
 
Ye'le, ey, txulnal tel kuxhe' ta'. 
 
13 N:   
 
Noo, cha'maje' chi ye' kat ichab'a ib'en sti'. 
 
 
14 Ch':   
 
Mo eche'. 
 
15 N:   
 
B'iit chit txu' q'a maas chit txu'. 
 
 

Ch':   
 
Yes. 
 
N:   
 
It shouldn't be if she's only just a girl. 
 
Ch':   
 
It shouldn't be.  It just comes over us. 
 
N:   
 
And the boooooy, he went so quickly. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yees. 
 
N:   
 
He was a boy still.  He wasn't that old. 
 
 
Ch':   
 
No, oh, he was young still. 
 
N:   
 
Yes, they say that they didn't know what to 
do for him. 
 
Ch':   
 
Is that how it was. 
 
N:   
 
She too, they say that she (the female 
family member) is too much (a very angry 
person). 
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16 Ch':   
 
Noo, mo maas txu'. 
 
 
17 N:  
 
Maas chit txu'. 
 
18 Ch':  
 
Manyo ey. 
 
19 N:   
 
Tan ye' chit la kub'an pajo ti qal.  Il chit 
axh ile' cheel, mo exh chen chit axhe' ti' 
aval?! 
 
20 Ch':   
 
Pues noo tan nu kuxo'ni cha ta' ni tel chen 
qaama ta' ti' chalab'.  Aake' b'ata' tx'i'la 
amma b'aj. 
     
21 N:   
 
Maas chit tx'i'la aama txu'.  Sak'chib'al 
kuxh txu'. 
 
22 Ch':   
 
[stifled laugh] Poro aa vet u vi'le' ve ni 
ch'o'n vete' tan ye' koj ni txum vet chalab'.  
Ni txum vet chalab'e' ta'. 
 
23 N:  
 
Aa vet u vee' ta' ve na kam vete'. 
 
 
 

 
Ch':   
 
Yes, could it be she's too much.  
 
 
N:   
 
She's too much. 
 
Ch':   
 
My goodness. 
 
N:   
 
We shouldn't be like that with our children.  
There you are now, is that how you are 
with your child?! 
 
Ch':   
 
Well yes, we have to value them, let our 
hearts be content because of them.  [long 

pause] Then she is a bad person. 
 
N:   
 
She is a very bad person.  She yells so 
much. 
 
Ch':   
 
[stifled laugh] But in this case, it's not as if 
they don't get sad when they get sick.  They 
must get sad. 
 
N:   
 
But not until that person dies. 
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24 Ch':   
 
Noo. 

Ch':   
 
Yes. [long pause] 

 

The discursive structure of the directive board’s visit with Nan Ni’l is that first the 

directive board greets Nan Ni’l’s daughter and then Nan Ni’l, and then Ch’e’n engages 

Nan Ni’l in conversation about another sick member of the group.  Because she is the 

president, it is her job to take the lead in the Grupo’s visit, and Nan Ni’l’s status as a 

much older woman largely defines their roles in the rest of this interaction.  Nan Ni’l 

leads the conversation and Ch’e’n follows.  In this part of the exchange, Nan Ni’l’s 

criticisms of the behavior of the member’s family are increasingly inflammatory as is 

evidenced by Ch’e’n’s stifled laugh in line 22 in reaction to Nan Ni’l’s summary 

judgment that the woman in question is a bad person who just yells all the time and 

Ch’e’n’s subsequent half-hearted defense of the family that certainly they must be 

saddened by the children’s sickness. Nan Ni’l will have none of this defense and 

responds, “It’s not until after the person dies (that they worry).”     

On the other hand, with the exception of her feeble defense of Maribel’s family, 

Ch’e’n’s participation consists largely of backchanneling type responses (lines 6, 10, 14, 

18 and 24): 

13 N:   
 
Noo, cha'maje' chij ye' kat ichab'a ib'en sti'. 
 
 
 
 
 

N: 
 
Yes, they say that they didn't know what to 
do for him. 
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14 Ch':   
 
Mo eche'. 
 

Ch’: 
 
Is that how it was. 

  
And in lines 20 and 22 she responds to Nan Ni’l’s comments with general refrains stating 

widely accepted Ixhil principles. 

20 Ch':   
 
Pues noo tan nu kuxo'ni cha ta' ni tel chen 
qaam a ta' ti' chalab'. [long pause] Aake' 
b'ata' tx'i'la amma b'aj. 
 
21 N:   
 
Maas chit tx'i'la aama txu'.  Sak'chib'al 
kuxh txu'. 
 
 
22 Ch':   
 
[stifled laugh] Poro aa vet u vi'le' ve ni 
ch'o'n vete' tan ye' koj ni txum vet chalab'.  
Ni txum vet chalab'e' ta'. 

Ch’: 
 
Well yes, we have to value them, let our 
hearts be content because of them.  [long 

pause] Then she is a bad person. 
 

N:   
 
She is a very bad person.  She yells so 
much. 
 
 
Ch':   
 
[stifled laugh] But in this case, it's not as if 
they don't get sad when they get sick.  
They must get sad. 

   

When Ch’e’n’s comment in line 20 fails to move the conversation forward, as indicated 

by the long pause, Ch’e’n adds an agreement with Nan Ni’l’s assessment of Maribel’s 

female family member. 

In listening to a recording of her conversation with Nan Ni’l, Ch’e’n explains 

their extremely different participation in the conversation. Nan Ni’l can talk that way, she 

says, because she’s old, and sometimes old people talk that way.  Upon reflection, Ch’e’n 

says that she cannot fault Nan Ni’l for her harsh words about her neighbor because as an 

elderly woman,  Nan Ni’l is authorized to speak strongly (whereas Ch’e’n is not), and 
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likewise, as Maribel’s neighbor, Ch’e’n reasons that Nan Ni’l is likely to be privy to 

information about what goes on in Maribel’s household that the other group members are 

not, and as a fellow group member, Nan Ni’l is concerned about Maribel’s well-being, 

and this is the reason that she voices her general misgivings to the board of directors.   

It is clear to Ixhil listeners that no real new information is being exchanged in this 

conversation but rather that the exchange is part of accomplishing a sick visit.  The 

conversation is essentially “small talk” that provides Nan Ni’l with company and 

demonstrates the board of directors’ concern for Nan Ni’l.  Both Nan Ni’l and Ch’e’n are 

well aware of Maribel’s illness and of the death of her brother at a young age from illness 

as well, and the criticism of Maribel’s female family member is familiar territory to both 

women.  In looking at the text of the conversation, we can likewise see that none of the 

speakers’ responses evidence that new information has been conveyed – rather than 

questions, exclamations of surprise, or contributions of further information, responses are 

more backchannels or affirmations, especially as Ch’e’n responds to Nan Ni’l.   

Rather than exchanging new information, Nan Ni’l and Ch’e’n go to great lengths 

to align their participation in the conversation with each other through these affirmations.  

Several times an entire conversational turn or the beginning of a turn is comprised of an 

exact or near exact repetition of the previous turn, as in lines 1,2; 4,5, and 7 (where line 6 

is more of a backchannel than a full conversational turn); 7 and 8; 15, 16 and 17; 20 and 

21. 

4 Ch':   
 
Pues a'e', pues kam chaj kuxh ch'o'mil lab'e' 

Ch’: 
 
Well yes.  Well who knows what sickness 
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b'ajeey.  Txulnal tel ixoj ta'.  Xuak nal ixoj. 
 
 
5    N:   
 
Xuak nal kuxhe' ta'. 
 
6    Ch':   
 
Uu. 
 
7    N:   
 
Xuak nal kuxhu'  chaj koj lab' 
 
8   Ch':  
 
Chaj koj lab'.  Ta'ne' la ok lab' sqi'. 

 

it could beeee.  She's still young.  She's still 
just a girl. 
 
N: 
 
She's still just a girl. 
 
Ch’: 
 
Yes. 
 
N: 
 
It shouldn't be if she's only just a girl. 
 
Ch’: 
 
It shouldn't be.  It just comes over us. 
 

  
Because this conversation is not meant to be sharing new information but rather to 

establish alignment during a sick visit, it is highly repetitive.  Lines, 4-12, for example 

are made up of a variation of closely related phrases that are repeated over several turns 

and both speakers: 

4  Ch':   
 

Pues a'e'.  Pues kam chaj kuxh ch'o'mil 
lab'e' b'ajeey.  Txulnal tel ixoj ta'.  Xuak nal 
ixoj. 
 
5  N:   

 
Xuak nal kuxhe' ta'. 
 
6  Ch':   
 
Uu. 
 
 

Ch':   
 
Well yes.  Well who knows what sickness 
it could beeee.  She's still young.  She's still 
just a girl. 
 
N:   
 
She's still just a girl. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes. 
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7  N:   
 
Xuak nal kuxhu' chaj koj lab' 
 
8  Ch':  

 
Chaj koj lab'.  Ta'ne' la ok lab' sqi'. 
 
9  N:  
 
Vas xaakeeee' oora kat b'en naaaaj. 
 
10  Ch':   

 
Noo. 
 
11 N:  
 
Xaak tel kuxh naje' ta'. Eche' ta' q'estu koj 
naj.  
 
12 Ch':   
 
Ye'le, ey, txulnal tel kuxhe' ta'. 

N:   
 
It shouldn't be if she's only just a girl. 
 
Ch':   
 
It shouldn't be.  It just comes over us. 
 
N:   
 
And the boooooy, he went so quickly. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yees. 
 
N:   
 
He was a boy still.  He wasn't that old. 
 
 
Ch':   
 
No, oh, he was young still. 

 
In this section the semantic pairs xuak ‘girl,’ xaak ‘boy,’ txulnal ‘young’ and 

q’estu koj ‘not old’ are repeated in the construction of N/Adj+ nal/tel/koj.  This section is 

so repetitve that the phrase xuak nal, ‘she was just a girl’ is repeated three times and chaj 

koj ‘it shouldn’t be’ twice in adjacent turns (lines 4,5, 7, 8).  Likewise, txulnal tel ‘he/she 

was so young’ refers to both Maribel in line 4 and to her brother in line 12. 

Additionally, the portions highlighted in grey are segments in which the speaker 

draws out the pronunciation of a segment and further exaggerates it with altered 

intonation.  Such altered intonation and lengthening patterns are common in Ixhil 

conversations when the speaker wishes to emphasize his or her stance towards what is 
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being said.  For example, in line 9 where Nan Ni’l has a very marked exaggeration of the 

phrase Vas xaakeeee' oora kat b'en naaaaj, thus emphasizing her own sadness towards 

the quick death of the young man.  Ch’e’n aligns herself with Nan Ni’l in this sadness by 

repeating Nan Ni’l’s intonation of xaake’  in her own expression of agreement nooo. In 

fact, when the purpose of the conversation is less an exchange of information and more to 

perform a social action through the act of talking, as is the case in this “small talk” during 

a sick visit, such intonation patterns occur frequently in a conversation. In this particular 

segment of the conversation, Ch’e’n and Nan Ni’l use particularly marked intonation 

quite frequently, often paralleling each other’s speech patterns turn by turn.  In addition to 

patterns of marked intonation, there is no overlap in the turns, but rather the turns are 

even and slow with significant but not unusual pauses between them.  Such significant 

conversational work to produce speaker alignment through turn construction, timing and 

intonation all signal that the speakers are engaged more in a socially symbolic act of 

conversation rather than an exchange of information.   

With this conversation which followed the board of directors’s presentation of 

their own juice and their inquiry into how Nan Ni’l’s health was progressing, the 

symbolic act of visiting had all but been accomplished.  The only thing missing was that 

for some reason I had not given Nan Ni’l my juice yet.  After deciding that they were 

ready to conclude the visit, Ch’e’n cued me to leave my juice for Nan Ni’l so that the 

visit could be completed, and when my conversational work in presenting the juice was 

insufficient, Ch’e’n fills in. 
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25 Ch':   
 
[to María Luz]  Ya dejaste tu jugo? 
 
 
26 ML:   
 
Qa' uma'l tal ajuugo nan Ni'l. 
 
27 N:   
 
Eetz ti' lab'. 
 
28 Ch':   
 
Va la tzaj atzi' as la ook'a. 
 
29 N:   
 
Noo, ni kuxh ti tzaj lab' tzitzi'.  
 
30 Ch':   
 
Noo, la qaq' kan b'iito eetz tu vapicheele' 
mo la kuxh akol vet b'iit u vaa'? 
 
 
31 N:   
 
La kuxh ikol vet chaamaje' kol. Kat vuk'al 
uma'l lab' ta' qaatzan, nu kuxh untx'aja'mi 
chaj lab'. 
 
32 Ch':   
 
Aaa, noo. 
 
33 N:   
 
La ch'o'm vet quul ta'n lab'?                         
 
 
 

C h':   
 
[to María Luz]  Did you give her your juice 
yet? 
 
ML:   
 
Have a little bit of juice, nan Ni'l. 
 
N:   
 
Don't worry about it. 
 
Ch':   
 
When you get thirsty, you can drink it. 
 
N:   
 
Yes, sometimes I get thirsty. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes, should we leave you some in your 
glass or are you just going to save this little 
bit? 
 
N:   
 
Maybe they (my daughters) will just save 
it.  I already drank one a little bit ago.  
People give them to me. 
 
Ch':   
 
Aaa, yes. [long pause] 
 
N:   
 
Does this kind give us stomach aches? 
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34 Ch':   
 
Ye'le la kuxh iloch axh lab'e'.  Ye'l avuule' 
la ch'o'n ta'n lab'.  [Nan Ni'l laughs] Ti'e' ta' 
va che'vla a' koj nook'a vete' as la ch'o'n 
avuul. 
 
35 N:   
 
Noo.  
 
36 Xh:   
 
[whispering to Ch'e'n] Suero koj kat  ituk' 
aak eche' ni tzaj itzi' aaki.  Unq'atz lab'. 
 
37 Ch':   
 
Uu. 
 
38 Xh:   
 
[whispering] Tetz ne' lab'e' kol.  La eq'o 
tzan uk eetz ve nook'a na'ytzan ? 
 
39 Ch':  
 
Chej mo la qaq' kan b'iito eetz mo? 
 
40 Xh:  
 
[to 2 year old Fredy]  Ko'on. Ye' kuxh 
xhetep axh, "hola, María, hola!" cht cht cht 
 
41 N:   
 
Ava lab'? 
 
42 Ch':   
 
No, juugo lab'e' juugo. 
 
 

Ch':   
 
No, this is going to help you.  It's not going 
to give you stomach aches.  [Nan Ni'l 

laughs] If you were drinking cold water, 
that would give you stomach aches. 
 
N:   
 
Yes. 
 
Xh:   
 
[whispering to Ch'e'n]  She should drink 
suero when she gets thirsty.  I shake it up. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes. 
 
Xh:   
 
[whispering] Or maybe it's for babies.  Did 
you bring that one that you used to drink? 
 
Ch':   
 
Should we pour you some or? 
 
Xh:   
 
[to 2 year old Fredy] Let's go.  Don't make 
trouble.  "hi, María, hi!" cht cht cht 
 
N:   
 
Is that a soda? 
 
Ch':  
 
No, juice, it's juice. 
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43 N:   
 
Q'an kuxh lab' q'a. 
 
44 Ch':   
 
No, naranja lab'e' chij. 

N:   
 
It's yellow. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes, it says it's orange flavored. 

 

Ch’e’n is especially solicitous, completing my offer of juice by emphasizing to Nan Ni’l 

that we were concerned that she not worry about thirst during her illness, offering to pour 

the juice for Nan Ni’l so that she can drink it right away, and answering Nan Ni’l’s 

concerns about the juice.  As Ch’e’n explained to me later, very old people like Nan Ni’l 

are not familiar with canned juices, and although Nan Ni’l knew the guidelines for what 

one should and should not eat and drink when sick, she was not familiar with canned 

juices, so Ch’e’n recognized her concern and placed it within the proper context saying 

that if it were cold water, then it might hurt Nan Ni’l’s stomach, but juice would not 

cause her any problems.  During this part of the visit, the board of directors had quiet 

conversation among themselves, taking advantage of the fact that Nan Ni’l’s does not 

hear well.  First Ch’e’n prompted me to give Nan Ni’l my juice so that we can be on our 

way, and then Xhiv suggests other advice that Ch’e’n might give to Nan Ni’l about 

shaking up the juice and drinking electrolyte solutions.   

 Now that our part of the visiting had been completed, Nan Ni’l became concerned 

that her daughters had not done their most basic task that is always required of a hosting 

household – they had not provided her guests with even a cup of coffee, much soda and 
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bread which they should have on hand to offer to visitors which they should be expecting 

during their mother’s illness. 

45   N:   
 
Uuy.  [to daughter] Oora xuaak! 
 
46   D:  
 
Tii. 
 
47  Ch':   
 
Ko' María. 
 
48 C:   
 
B'en vet o'?  Ye'le? 
 
49 N:   
 
Ma't vet cha'maj. 
 
50 D:   
 
B'en vet cha'maj. 
 
51 Ch':   
 
[to María Luz] Mo la kaa axh? [laughs] 
 
 
52  ML:   
 
[joking] La kaa in xe' u nan Ni'le'! 
 
53 Ch':   
 
Oora b'aj.  Ma't in.  [to Nan Ni’l, joking] La 
kaa ixoj Maria chij xexe'!  [to directors 

again]  Ye' ni tab'i aak. 
 

N:    
 
Aah.  [to daughter] Hurry up, girl! 
 
D:   
 
OK. 
 
Ch':   
 
Let's go, María. 
 
C:   
 
Are we going or not? 
 
N:   
 
They're going to go. 
 
D:   
 
They're leaving. 
 
Ch':   
 
[to María Luz] Or are you staying?  
[laughs] 
 
ML:   
 
[joking] I'll stay here with nan Ni'l! 
 
Ch':   
 
Fine then.  I'm going.  [to Nan Ni’l, joking]  
María says she's going to stay with you!  
[to directors again]  She didn’t hear. 
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54 Xh:  
 
[to Ch’e’n] Jik kuxh o' mo la pal o' pal qil 
ixoj Maribele' ? 
 
 
55 Ch':  
 
??????? 
 
56 Xh:  
 
La pal o'. 
 
57 Ch':   
 
Ye'xh kam kuxh eq'omal sqa'n. 
 
58 Xh:   
 
Pal kuxh qilcha lab' nitx.  Ye'l un puaj ati.  
Ni taq' vet ixoje' kol chaj kuxhu' chaj kuxh 
o' la qale'. 
 
 
59 Ch':  
 
Noo.  
 
60 Xh:  
 
Kamcha kuxh kunach b'et vete'? 
 
61 D:   
 
Ni sa' cha kapee qa' cha utz'o ikapee. 
 
 
62 Ch', Xh:   
 
In tan ye'xh kam la vuk'a. 
 
 

Xh:   
 
[to Ch’e’n] Should we go straight out, or 
should we stop by (nextdoor) to see 
Maribel? 
 
Ch':   
 
??? 
 
Xh:   
 
Let's stop by. 
 
Ch':   
 
We didn't bring anything with us. 
 
Xh:   
 
We'll just stop by to see her.  I don't have 
any money.  We'll just say that we thought 
that we'd stop by to see if maybe now she's 
getting better. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes. 
 
Xh:   
 
How would we have known? 
 
D:   
 
They want coffee.  We're going to give 
them some coffee. 
 
Ch', Xh:  
 
Not for me, I'm not going to drink any. 
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63 Ch':   
 
Axh, María? 
 
64 D:   
 
Ye' isa' kapee. 
 
65 Ch':   
 
Ye'xh kam la quk'a sojsa kupaave'. 
 
66 D:   
 
Ye' isa' kapee. 
 
67 Ch':   
 
Ye'le ye'xhkam la quk’a. 
 
68 D:   
 
Ye' isa' kapee? 
 
69 Ch':  
 
Uu, b'ixat kuxh un tx'a'ne'                    
 
70 D:   
 
Ye' seb' kat tx'a'n vet axh. 
 
71 Ch':   
 
Uu, a'n chit unkapee ni vuk'a tzan  
 
72 D:   
 
Manyo ey. 
 
73 Ch':   
 
[as second daughter comes in] Ixh nan. 

Ch':  
 
You, María? 
 
D:   
 
They don't want coffee. 
 
Ch':   
 
We're not going to drink any, we're sorry. 
 
D:   
 
They don't want coffee. 
 
Ch':   
 
No, we're not going to drink any. 
 
D:   
 
They don't want coffee? 
 
Ch':   
 
That's right.  I just ate a little bit ago. 
 
D:   
 
You ate very late. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes, I just drank my coffee. 
 
D:   
 
My goodness. 
 
Ch':   
 
[as second daughter comes in] Good 
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74 D2:   
 
Tii. 
 
75 Ch':   
 
[to first daughter again] Ye'xh kam la vuk'a 
xamto chen chitu'. 
 
76 D:   
 
Xamto chit la k'ulcha. 
 
77 Ch':   
 
Xamto chit la un k'ulcha la ul in pajtej. 
 
 
78 Xh:   
 
Seb' la oksa unkapee tul la ul in unpajtej. 
 
 
[Xhiv and the Daughter talk about Fredy, 
Xhiv's two year old son, who is also 
present] 

morning. 
D2:  
 
Good morning. 
 
Ch':   
 
[to first daughter again] I'm not going to 
drink any.  Maybe next time. 
 
D:   
 
Next time you'll have some. 
 
Ch':   
 
Next time I'll have some, when I come 
again. 
 
Xh:   
 
You can make the coffee early when I 
come again. 
 
[Xhiv and the Daughter talk about Fredy, 
Xhiv's two year old son, who is also 
present] 

 

With my juice dutifully given to Nan Ni’l and the appropriate conversational work 

accomplished, the talk turned to concern about the appropriate actions during a visit.  Nan 

Ni’l began by calling out to her daughter scoldingly to hurry with the coffee.  During any 

visit, planned or unplanned, the visitor must always be offered coffee or some other drink 

unless the person being visited is intentionally trying to maintain distance which would 

be considered purposefully rude.  Nan Ni’l sent her daughter to go bring us coffee as 

soon as we arrived, but now, quite a while later, the coffee had still not arrived.  On 
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listening to a recording of this visit, Xhiv and Ch’e’n, who no longer remembered the 

visit, were horrified that they had not accepted coffee and the extensive conversational 

work in the recording between Ch’e’n and Nan Ni’l’s daughter (61-77) showed that 

indeed the typical protocol for visiting had been disturbed.  However, Xhiv’s final snide 

aside to the board of directors shows the reason that the board of directors did not accept 

the coffee – the board had been at Nan Ni’l’s house for quite a while already, and the 

coffee was not even hot yet.  The board of directors was ready to move on, particularly if 

they were going to visit Maribel who lived nearby.  Knowing that they would need to 

visit Maribel eventually, Xhiv urged the others that the board of directors should go and 

visit right away while they were in the area (54, 56).  Ch’e’n hesitated because she had 

not brought anything to offer Maribel – no juice, Gatorade or electrolyte drink, and Xhiv 

agreed that she didn’t have money with her to buy something for Maribel at the 

neighborhood store (57), so she suggested that the board of directors not frame the visit 

as a sick visit, but rather that they say that they were just in the area and thought that 

perhaps Maribel might be getting better, so they wanted to stop by and see if that was true 

(58).  In reality, the board of directors knew from talking to Nan Ni’l and other Grupo 

members who are Maribel’s neighbors that Maribel’s condition continued to be grave, 

but the board of directors had not brought the necessary offerings for a real sick visit, so 

they decided trade on the fact that they had already made several official sick visits to 

Maribel to take advantage of being in the area to check on Maribel – a kind of a 

compromise.  Thus, the board of directors had decided that their visit to Maribel would 

not be a formal sick visit because they would not take her something to drink and because 
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they would explicitly tell Maribel and her family that they were only coming to see if 

perhaps Maribel was feeling better.  As such the visit would be marked as something 

other than a formal sick visit both discursively and extradiscursively. 

 In these last two sections of the transcript of the visit to Nan Ni’l, we see evidence 

of not only the discursive requisites of a sick visit but also the actions that must be 

accomplished as part of the sick visit and the interplay between the discursive and 

extradiscursive practices of a sick visit. Before we could leave, I needed to give my juice 

to Nan Ni’l.  This action needed to be accompanied by talk about the juice which would 

show that the act was done out of concern for the person’s health and wellbeing.  The 

importance of giving a juice and of the accompanying conversational work was 

underlined by Ch’e’n’s verbal prompt that I needed to tell Nan Ni’l that I had brought her 

a juice and then her filling in for my own discursive inadequacy.  Then, in discussing 

another possible visit, the board of directors addressed the dilemma that they will not be 

able to accomplish the actions required of a sick visit because they didn’t have anything 

to offer the ill.   

As Urban (1996) suggests, the social importance of offering the sick person 

something to drink is created through the discursive work that accompanies the act – both 

during its presentation and as community members discuss it. The importance of the juice 

is evident not only in what must be said when it is given but in the discussion about how 

the absence of a gift during a visit creates the need to reframe the event.  The directive 

board’s conversation revolved around what discursive work would be required to 

ameliorate their social gaffe of arriving without an offering. Similarly, the visit to Nan 
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Ni’l wound down with extensive conversational work provoked by the double affront to 

social protocol as Nan Ni’l’s daughters failed to provide coffee in a timely way and 

Ch’e’n and Xhiv refused the coffee on behalf of the board of directors. 

 In this exchange we can see an example of what Urban talks about in his claim 

that although extradiscursive embodied action is important to the process of community 

building, it is only made meaningful and significant to the process of community building 

to the extent that it circulates in discourse (Urban 1996: 134-171).  To apply an extension 

of such an argument to the case of community building in post-war Nebaj, visiting the 

sick has long been one significant way that Mayan women have contributed to the 

building of social cohesion.  Patterns of visiting are established along kinship and 

extended kinship lines, and the act itself is accomplished both through characteristic 

practices – like the leaving of juice and the sharing of coffee and through characteristic 

kinds of talk – “small talk” and showing concern about one’s health and wellbeing while 

leaving a small gift like juice.  However the significance of these small acts that make up 

a part of a sick visit are apparent because those participating make it significant through 

their discourse.  It is this discourse surrounding an offering during a sick visit that 

establishes and reflects the importance of the offering in a visit and thus the discursive 

and extradiscursive elements come together to comprise the sick visit with all the social 

meaning that it has for Ixhiles. 

 On another level, making sick visits is clearly something that every member of the 

board of directors has done in their own immediate communities.  Because they are all 

members of the same larger cultural community, they all share the knowledge of the 
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components of a sick visit which I have to be prompted and cued to carry out 

appropriately.  However because most of them are not members of the same immediate 

community (two of the board of directors members are neighbors and are related through 

their parents-in-law), they would not normally perform a sick visit together and the 

negotiation of how to perform this well known activity together and as a board of 

directors is another way in which the visit itself constitutes them as a community and 

helps to establish the Grupo as a community entity. 

 Now that the board of directors has established that it is leaving, perhaps by way 

of helping to alleviate any hard feelings from the coffee fiasco, Xhiv and Nan Ni’l’s 

daughters talk about Fredy, Xhiv’s two year old son, and his propensity for squeezing the 

life out of chicks in his enthusiasm to get a closer look at them.  I have omitted this part 

of the transcript.  As the president, Ch’e’n then turns the conversation with the second of 

Nan Ni’l’s daughters to advice about how the daughters should take care of Nan Ni’l. 

Ch':   
 
Aa txutx aak b'aj. 
 
D:   
 
Uu. 
 
Ch':  
 
Aa axh u vee' achen axh tu ko'm, aan 
chite'? 
 
D:   
 
Uu. 
 

Ch':   
 
So she's your mother? 
 
D:   
 
Yes. 
 
Ch':   
 
Aah, you're the one who lives in the 
village, right? 
 
D:  
 
Yes. 
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Ch':   
 
Aa Tz'alb'al  
 
D:   
 
Tz'alb'al  
 
Ch':   
 
Kat tzaayu vet axh yunaves? 
 
D:   
 
Uu. 
 
Ch':   
 
Aal chit b'a'ne' b'aj.  La etil chaaki.  Eche' 
vee' ni valcha te ma't ak nane' vi'le' va nu 
koj chit ichukcha uk us ch'e'ne' as la chit 
itx'aa ivatz junq'ii ch'in chen kuxh te aaki.  
Aal chit b'a'ne' kol la ib'ancha porke ni 
k'otxi cha tib' b'iitoe' ta' unpajtej, pet li tx'aa 
cha yak kuxh tx'uub' q'a unpajtej la ik'uch 
cha va txanchil ni b'ane'. 
 
D:   
 
Tuk kuchuk lab'. 
 
Ch':   
 
Noo, la ichuk cha. 

 
 
Ch':   
 
In Tz'alb'al. 
 
D:   
 
Tz'alb'al. 
 
Ch':   
 
Are you here now for good? 
 
D:   
 
Yes. 
 
Ch':   
 
That's good.  Take care of her.  Like I told 
that other woman, why don't you look for 
some mint plants and wash (her wound) 
with it daily.  That's what I told her.  And 
maybe it will be good for it so that it will 
dry out a little, but wash it so that it will 
soften up and show that it is healing. 
 
 
D:   
 
We'll find some. 
 
Ch':   
 
Yes, look for some. 

 

Having started to discuss Nan Ni’l’s care, the board of directors and I moved to the final 

part of our time at Nan Ni’l’s house that day.  We had already done all the necessary 

conversational work to conclude the visit, but actually one of the other reasons that the 
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Grupo had come had not yet been accomplished.  The Grupo had brought Nan Ni’l some 

antibiotics for the infection on her ankle that the doctor that they had taken her to see had 

recommended but that had not been available at the time of the doctor’s appointment.  In 

bringing Nan Ni’l the medicine and in fact in arranging the doctor’s appointment to begin 

with, Ch’e’n and the board of directors stepped outside of the traditional role of 

community members making a visit and took up a position more like that of immediate 

family members, finding Nan Ni’l medicines and explaining to her how to take them. In 

the case of both the sick visits and the burials, the entire immediate community 

participates, but the immediate family has a special role.  Since in Nan Ni’l’s case her 

daughters were not fulfilling their role of seeing to their mother’s medical treatment, the 

Grupo assumed this responsibility as is clear both in the fact that during this visit they 

deliver antibiotics to Nan Ni’l and in their role during her funeral a few months later. As 

soon as they left the medicines with Nan Ni’l, the board of directors left to go visit 

Maribel. 

 

 

The larger point for the purposes of this dissertation is that Maya communities are 

partially constituted through sick visits and sick visits are partially constituted through 

discursive practice.  In this particular case, the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz 

is a group of people who would ordinarily not have constituted a community in the 

narrow sense of the word, but who came together as an organization because of the 

consequences of war and are now in the process of constructing themselves as a 
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community through their participation in practices (discursive and otherwise) like sick 

visits and burials which they have adapted to fit the context of their organization.  As the 

official representative of the Grupo, the board of directors makes official sick visits.  

Although individual members make their visits as well, the board of directors’ visits are 

indispensable both for their symbolic value and for practical reasons as almost every 

action that the group takes originates with the board of directors.  The board of directors 

visits reflect both the internal structure of the Grupo and the general practices of Ixhil 

sick visits as the president is the one who presents the sick person with offerings of juice 

together with accompanying commentary about the offering, engages in small talk with 

the sick person and the family and leads a discussion of the medical treatment.  It is also 

the president who offers, on behalf of the group, to help the sick person find a new 

doctor, brings a new medication or provides financial support to allow further treatment, 

responsibilities that would normally be taken care of by family members.  Thus the 

president’s role in the group is established through the president’s discursive 

responsibilities not only within the group in the context of meetings and group decision 

making but also on behalf of the group since it is important for the Grupo that it is the 

president who speaks on their behalf.  Thus it is less surprising that when Grupo 

members tried to push Ch’e’n into the position of the group’s president, she initially 

refused saying “But I can’t talk.”  Through experiences like leading Grupo sick visits to 

Nan Ni’l, Ch’e’n clearly developed the speaking skills that she initially feared that she 

lacked in order to be president. 
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The position that the Grupo takes in the discourse of sick visits and burials 

reflects larger Ixhil cultural norms, the internal structure of the Grupo and the particular 

context.  In all of these situations the notion of family is crucial, both in terms of the 

Grupo’s view of itself as a family to all the members and in terms of the Grupo’s 

relationships to the various biological families in question.  In the case of Nan Ni’l, only 

one daughter and a young granddaughter normally lived with Nan Ni’l and another 

daughter arrived in the final months of her life.  Because of their inability to perform 

even the most basic duties that were expected of family members, like organizing a wake 

and then an eight day vigil after their mother’s death, the daughters essentially ceded 

their position as family members, and the Grupo performed these actions for Nan Ni’l 

and thus appeared in discursively ambiguous positions. 

5.2  PRACTICES SURROUNDING THE DEATH OF MEMBERS OF THE GRUPOS DE MUJERES 

Y HOMBRES POR LA PAZ 
 

 In the previous section I have discussed the way that members of the Grupo de 

Mujeres por la Paz participated in the care of members who were sick.  In the section that 

follows, I will address how the Grupo de Mujeres, now joined with the Grupo de 

Hombres participated in the burial of the three members described above as well as the 

burials of three members of the Grupo de Hombres.  Because these three members of the 

men’s group all died unexpectedly, the group did not participate in their care during 

periods of illness, but they were active in care for these members after their deaths. 
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José Rodrigo Solis de Paz 
         June 2, 2010 

 

José Rodrigo Solis de Paz was found dead on the banks of Nebaj’s largest river during 

the fury of Tropical Storm Alex which had brought heavy rains and high water levels.  

José, or Chepe, had walked with a quite pronounced limp and had also struggled with 

alcoholism.  It is not known exactly how Chepe came to be in the river’s rushing waters, 

but three days after he disappeared, his body was found and was identified by his aunt. 

 
 
  Pedro Gallego Raymundo 
      November 26, 2007 

 
Pedro Gallego Raymundo had been invited by his wife, Nan Xhiv, whose illness 

is discussed at the beginning of this chapter, to join the Grupo de Hombres por la Paz as 

her representative.  Don Pedro had always had a problem with alcoholism, but during his 
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wife’s struggle with cancer, he stopped drinking completely in order to care for her and 

their children during her last months.  After Nan Xhiv died, don Pedro was overcome 

with grief and turned back to his drinking habit.  After celebrating the eight day vigil 

marking the departure of his wife’s soul, don Pedro went on a several weeks-long 

drinking binge.  On the night of September 18, he had left the house to continue drinking, 

and when he had not arrived home by the time his family was going to sleep, his two 

oldest daughters went out looking for him, but the rain was so strong that night, that they 

came home after only a few minutes and eventually went to sleep.  The next morning his 

children were advised that don Pedro had been found on the side of the road beaten to 

death.  His son and his daughter went to the hospital and confirmed the identity of their 

deceased father. 

   
 

           Francisco Carlos Raymundo Laynes 
     April 20, 2010 
 

Francisco Carlos Raymundo Laynes had been hit by a car while walking to work 

in Guatemala’s capital city several years before, and the accident had left him 

significantly brain damaged.  Carlos’s recovery was remarkable, however, and over 

several years, he had regained the abilities to walk, talk and to recognize and interact with 
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people.  He was able to perform physical labor and to participate in the Grupo’s language 

documentation project to help support his wife and two young children. Through the 

tutoring of the project’s Ixhil director and his own perserverance, Carlos had gained 

confidence and had established himself as one of the Grupo’s two technical directors in 

charge of video and audio recording and photography.  However, on April 20, 2010, the 

accident caught up with Carlos, and in a fit of desperation, he impulsively swallowed a 

bottle of rodent killer used in agriculture.  Although he immediately regretted his action, 

it was too late, and he died less than two hours after drinking the poison.   

Carlos’s wife, Xhiv, immediately called her brother-in-law to borrow money for a 

simple casket to transport Carlos from the hospital where he had been pronounced dead 

to their home, and she called Marta, the Grupo’s main organizer.  Upon hearing the news, 

members of the Grupo de Hombres were especially devastated.  They were a new 

organization and the unexpectedness of the sudden loss of one of their members to 

suicide hit them hard.  They repeatedly remarked how they had “gotten used to” working 

with him and going to meetings with him, how just the day before they remembered him 

coming in to work his hour with the grammar project, and the project director recalled 

scheduling with him when he would come to work again.  They felt the loss quite 

personally. 

Unfortunately I was not in Nebaj at the time of Carlos’s death, but a couple of 

hours after Xhiv called Marta from the hospital and Marta went to Xhiv’s house, Marta 

called me to tell me so that I could at least call Xhiv.  Later Marta and I discussed the 

Grupo’s and the research team’s contribution to the funeral arrangement.  When I 
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returned to Nebaj that summer, I was surprised to find a folder on the project director’s 

laptop desktop filled with audio and video recordings of all the public activities 

surrounding Carlos’s burial and photographs of Carlos’s casket in the group’s office.  It 

was this series of photographs that surprised me most.  After Juana Raymundo Corio’s 

death (the first time the Grupo experienced the death of a member), the Grupo had 

established a practice of contributing money to support the family in the expensive 

process of burial, and I knew from the discussion of the purchase of huipiles that the 

Grupo thought it important to be present en masse at a member’s burial, but I did not 

expect that a burial would have become such a Grupo event that the deceased would be 

brought to the office on the way to the cemetery.  However archived securely in the 

project director’s files was a special folder with pictures of the procession from the house 

to Carlos’s Evangelical church to the office with pictures of Pap Xhu’l, the Grupo de 

Hombres vice president and spokesman, standing at the head of the coffin addressing the 

mourners and concluding with a highly posed photograph of the Grupo de Mujeres y 

Hombres members gathered around the freshly filled grave with Xhiv at the center 

surrounded by the board of directors.  Clearly burial, which is a central community event 

in the Ixhil area, had become a Grupo event. 

 

In order to understand the relationship between the idea of community and the 

kind of social cohesion that was being built and reflected within the Grupo, I turn my 

attention to a consideration of the six burials of members that the Grupo has participated 
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in with special attention to how members, especially the leadership, participated in the 

discursive events that make up the act of burial. 

5.2.1  Burial in Ixhil Country 
As discussed in Chapter One, communities were felt to be incomplete because the 

dead could not be properly buried during the war.  In the Ixhil area, proper burial includes 

not only a religious service, but perhaps even more crucially, the coming together of the 

immediate community to accompany and support the bereaved.  Likewise, in the same 

way that the speech marking the inhumations in Chapter One is significant because of the 

important role that those dead community members continue to play in the life of the 

Ixhil community, the speeches that Grupo members make to mark the passing of their 

members is also constitutive of the Grupo itself.  Just as I did in my analysis of Grupo 

sick visits, here I examine the ways in which burial is constituted as an Ixhil cultural 

activity through both discursive and extradiscursive activities and how participation in 

both these types of interrelated activities is part of the Grupo’s constituting itself as a 

community. 

 

Burials are highly structured events whose structure is quite consistent among 

Ixhiles in Nebaj.  The strictness of their structure and the consistency with which it is 

observed are indicative of the importance of the practices surrounding death in the life of 

the community and mirrors the significance given to exhumations and inhumations.  

Burial always follows a wake of one or two nights observed by the family and members 

of the immediate community, and on the day of the burial, the entire immediate 
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community gathers.  This includes the person’s extended family, neighbors, and perhaps 

co-workers and church members.  The wake is held at the person’s home, and on the day 

of the burial, the community convenes there.  Wakes are well attended, but burials are 

even better attended.  On the morning of the burial, the extended family of the deceased 

prepares a simple meal for all those who attend, often beans, an egg and tamales, and 

immediately before the funeral procession, the food is distributed to all those in 

attendance. 

 Today, funeral processions in Nebaj are almost always led by a pick-up with 

speakers in the back that play one particular song as those in attendance trail behind.  The 

mourners are usually led by a 6-10 year old child, most often a girl in the immediate 

family or the closest female family member of that age, who carries the framed 8 x 10 

photograph that sat at the head of the casket throughout the wake and that will go up on 

the family’s wall in the home’s small altar after the burial24.  After the child carrying the 

photograph, the immediate family members follow, with the closest female relative, 

usually a wife or a mother, often being supported by other family members.  The casket 

and the rest in attendance follow.  The procession proceeds from the deceased’s home 

either directly to the cemetery or sometimes to an Evangelical church or the Catholic 

church, and from there it may proceed to a place that was of significance to the deceased 

person.  This practice is called the ultimo adiós, the last goodbye, and was explained to 

                                                
24 The image used is highly standardized as well. Full body, highly posed portraits where the deceased is in 
his/her best clothing are preferred over more “natural” photos, pictures in which a person is smiling or 
pictures of the person with others.  These preferences are so important that as my fellow researchers and I 
started the practice of giving group members copies of the photos of them that we had taken that group 
members started to use the opportunity to stage photo sessions for their “coffin pictures” so that they would 
be sure to have an adequate photograph to accompany their caskets. 
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me as the formal last visit that a person will make in the places that are most important to 

them.  The procession ends with the funeral party’s arrival in the cemetery where the 

casket is lowered into a pre-dug grave.  An Evangelical preacher may or may not offer a 

prayer as young men begin to fill the grave with dirt, and when the grave is almost 

completely filled, a male member of the immediate family will thank the crowd for 

coming and tell them when and where the eight day vigil will be held.  The eight day 

marks the departure of the deceased person’s soul, and although many Ixhiles are no 

longer aware of the reason for this vigil, it is consistently observed throughout the Ixhil 

area and the immediate community participates in the leaving of the cross at the head of 

the grave on the ninth day.  Like the practices involved in burial, the speech used during 

the process of burial is highly standardized, and in particular, the brief speeches that are 

made as the last shovelfuls of dirt are being heaped onto the grave are notably consistent 

in structure and lexical choice, something which I will describe in detail below.  These 

general practices provide the framework within which we can understand the way that the 

Grupo participated in the burial of members and how this participation, as characterized 

by both discursive and extradiscursive practice position the Grupo in Ixhil 

understandings of community. 

 

The Grupos participated in each of the six funerals of their deceased members, 

although the way in which they participated depended on the involvement of the 

deceased person’s family members in the events surrounding the burial.  Generally the 

immediate community participates in these activities, but there are a few responsibilities 
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that belong to the immediate family and others that are taken up by the extended family.  

In cases in which there was no extended family and/or the immediate family was found to 

be unable or unwilling to perform the activities necessary for what is seen as a proper 

burial, the Grupo assumed these responsibilities, but in all cases, the Grupo was visibly 

present and participating. 

 

The death of Nan Xhiv marked the first time that the Grupo dealt with death.  Nan 

Xhiv had a large and extended family which was extremely involved in caring for her 

after her death.  Several members of the extended family are also on the Grupo’s board of 

directors.  The Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz made a donation out of money in their 

general fund for the family to use towards the purchase of her coffin.  On hearing this, the 

team of US researchers who has worked with the Grupo, myself included, collectively 

matched the Grupo’s donation.  The day of her death, members of the extended family 

came and asked me if I had digital copies of all of the photos from the Grupo’s activities 

and if I could provide the all-important funeral picture that would go at the head of the 

casket during the wake and that would lead the procession to the cemetery the next day.   

That night, all of the Grupo members arrived for at least part of the wake, and 

during the wake, one of the more vocal members and a neighbor of Nan Xhiv’s (and 

therefore part of Nan Xhiv’s immediate community for other reasons in addition to 

participation in the group), Jacinta Ceto de León, spoke, mentioning Nan Xhiv’s 

participation in the group briefly but mainly exhorting the participants at the wake to pray 

and then leading them in song since she is also a leader in her Evangelical church.  While 
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I would like to be able to have this text to analyze in the context of the other speeches 

made by Grupo members during subsequent funerary events, I didn’t feel comfortable 

recording at that time. Later I spoke with Grupo members about it, and they said that they 

didn’t mind being recorded under such a circumstance and that they considered those 

speeches to be public in any case.  Thus I provide the text of all subsequent discourses 

associated with burial.   

The next day, Grupo members likewise participated in Nan Xhiv’s burial, and in 

subsequent meetings, they decided to let Nan Xhiv’s oldest daughter, Yolanda, take her 

place in the group, since they had discussed in the early days of the group that if a 

member should die, her daughter could take her place in the Grupo, so that group 

members felt that they would be working not only on their own behalf but on behalf of 

their families.  At the actual burial, one of Nan Xhiv’s brothers-in-law spoke, thanked the 

crowd for coming, asked for patience for the immediate family and announced the eight 

day vigil at Nan Xhiv’s home.  Again, Grupo members arrived to participate in the eight 

day vigil, and as they had done on the day of the burial, many Grupo members helped the 

extended family prepare the food that was to be served at these two events. 

 

Nan Xhiv’s funeral, and shortly thereafter, that of her husband, Pedro, were 

different in many ways from the subsequent funerals for members that the Grupos 

participated in.  This was the first time that the Grupos had experienced the death of a 

member, and it was still figuring out how to handle such a situation as an Ixhil 

community organization.  Many practices, like making a donation towards the purchase 
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of a casket and printing out a photograph from participation in a Grupos activity to 

accompany the casket, served as precedents for the Grupos’ behavior during subsequent 

funerals.  Others, like speaking at the burial had yet to be established.  The Grupo 

actually participated less in the burial of Nan Xhiv partly because it was the first time that 

a Grupo member had died but also partly because so much of the Grupo’s leadership at 

the time was a part of Nan Xhiv’s extended family, so they were already more directly 

occupied with care of the immediate family and the burial preparations and were not 

necessarily considering their role as the Grupos’ leadership as well.  In the burials of 

Grupo members in the years to come, the Grupo would participate much more directly 

than it had immediately following Nan Xhiv’s death.   

Shortly after Nan Xhiv’s death, her husband, Pedro, was killed. The Grupo’s 

participation in the activities surrounding don Pedro’s burial were similar to their role 

after his wife had died, although the Grupo de Hombres had only been formed a few 

months before his death, and  members had not yet come to think of themselves as a 

consolidated organization, much less as a community, so much of the organizational 

work was done by the women’s leadership.  As it had after Nan Xhiv’s death, the Grupo 

and the team of researchers each contributed enough money for the purchase of a casket 

(in both cases the family also contributed so that a nicer casket could be bought), and the 

Grupo members participated in the wake, the burial and the eight day vigil, but extended 

family members hosted these events and spoke at the burial.  In the weeks after don 

Pedro’s death, the Grupo de Hombres invited his oldest son to join in his father’s place.  

Likewise the Grupos donated a small amount to the now orphaned six children, and the 
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men’s board of directors wrote a petition for the US researchers to circulate in order to 

collect money for the children especially considering that their parents had died with 

considerable debt that still had to be paid.  When the money was presented, the Grupos 

asked all the children to be present, and they gave them long speeches about behaving 

correctly now that they had neither mother nor father. 

 The Grupo’s participation in the events surrounding Petrona Bernal, Nan Ni’l’s, 

death were quite different.  Unlike in Nan Xhiv and Pap Lu’s cases, Nan Ni’l didn’t have 

any immediate or extended family who could take care of her needs after death.  During 

her illness, the board of directors made many visits to Nan Ni’l’s house, like the one 

discussed above, and spoke repeatedly with her daughters about her care.  One daughter 

lived mainly in an aldea and came to Nebaj only occasionally while the other daughter 

claimed that she herself was not well enough to take care of her mother.  When Nan 

Ni’l’s illness became extremely advanced, it was the Grupo who took her to the hospital 

and then to a private clinic to investigate what could be done, and when the answer came 

back that only an operation would solve Nan Ni’l’s problem (but neither the doctors in 

Nebaj nor Nan Ni’l felt confident that the operation could be peformed given Nan Ni’l’s 

advanced age), it was the Grupo who found Nan Ni’l a nurse who could come to clean 

her wounds and help make her more comfortable, help Nan Ni’l ultimately refused. 

 When Nan Ni’l died, the Grupo was angry to hear that without either consulting 

or advising the group, her daughters had petitioned the municipality for a plywood box 

given to those who cannot afford coffins.  The Grupo purchased a simple coffin and the 

linens and woven mat to line it for Nan Ni’l, and when they heard that the daughters had 
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not made plans nor talked to others about preparing to serve guests dinner at Nan Ni’l’s 

wake, the board of directors immediately split into teams to go to the market and stores 

for necessary supplies and to gather firewood at the last minute. 

It was under these circumstances, then, that Marta, Ch’e’n and I gave the burial 

speeches immediately after Nan Ni’l had been buried.  Because she was the president, 

Ch’e’n spoke first.  Since I had not yet made my way to the front of the crowd after being 

called by Ch’e’n and Marta, my recording did not capture Ch’e’n’s greeting of the crowd 

and her introduction to her speech. 

1  (inaudible) At o' va ato'k o' tu gruupoe'  
2 as xekel o' nimal chen unq'a naje' unpajtej, 
3  nimal pap xekel chen sqi'.   
4  Pues nu kub'an chaj akompañar,  
5  as ni kuxh qal chaj isuuchil setej  
6  va nimal tiempo kat aq'omiy o' tuk' aaki  
7  as tal vez ni til chaj tal ikab'al aake'  
8  va blok chen,  
9  as aa chen ifruto vas taq'on aake'  
10 ve kat ib'an kan sukuxo'l,  
11 kat kub'an chaj sukukaayil,  
12 as a'e' vee' kat [false start], talves kat kaayu vete'  
13 porke exh chen chit pajtej  
14 va kam u q'uk qetze'  
15 nu kub'an kan vatz tx'ava' as ni kaa lab'.  
16 Ye'xh kam ni qeq'o sqi',  
17 pero si ma'l virecuerdoe' vee' at kan  
18 as tuk' u gruupoe' unpajtej  
19 as nu kub'an chaj ex agradecer  
20 as tambien ni qal chaj isuuchil setej unpajtej  
21 va' kam [false start] 
22 porke u nan Ni'le' as ye'l ifamilia at maas.  
23 Ye'l tal ati va naj la qal chaj. 
24 Pues kat kuloch chaj qib' sti'.   
25 Exh chen koje' unq'a gastoe' kat b'anax chen  
26 pues kat kuloch chaj qib' sti',  
27 as at ka'va't unq'a nan  

1  (inaudible) There are those of us in a group,  
2  and there are many men with us,  
3  many men who came with us.   
4  Well we are here to accompany,  
5  and we want to explain to you  
6  that we have worked for a long time with her. 
7  Maybe you have seen her house  
8  made of block.  
9  That is the fruit of her work  
10 that she has done among us,  
11 that we all have done ourselves.   
12Well that [false start], maybe that will just remain  
13 because that’s how it always is  
14 that the things that we do  
15 while we are on the earth stay here.   
16 We don’t take them with us,  
17 but it is a legacy that stays  
18 with the group as well.  
19 We thank you all,  
20 and we also want to explain to you all  
21 that [false start] 
22 since Nan Ni’l doesn’t have much family.   
23 She doesn’t have any male children let’s say. 
24 Well we support each other for her.   
25 Like with the expenses that were made,  
26 well, we support each other for that,  
27 and there are two women  
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28 va ni lochon tzan tzi'a'n unpajtej  
29 ma'l aak va Melissa as ma't aak va Julia  
30 as tuk' ixoj Maria Luze'  
31 as ka't unq'a pap unpajtej.   
32 Pues tambien la qaq' chaj ta'ntiixh  
33 te chajaak unpajtej  
34 porke antu chaak kat taq' tzan iapooyo  
35 ti' u vaa' kam u vee'  
36 kat kupaleb'e la qal chaj.   
37 Pues nu kuqaq' chaj ta'ntiixh setej.    
38 Pues tambien chas tal aake' b'aj  
39 la qal chaj kan ti chajaak unpajtej  
40 va ojala la koj ib'an chaj chaak itiial  
41 unpajtej la qal chaj.  
42 Pues eche' ni qal chaj setej  
43 talves kuesta chitu' va la kam u kufamilia,  
44 kutxutx porke ye'xh jib'il vet uma't ati  
45 sinoke yunavese' b'ata'  
46 ni ye'xh kam ta' la qil vet unpajtej.  
47 Ni valchaj ti chajak va ojala  
48 va acha'v koj la ib'an chaj chajaki  
49 as ta'ntiixh setej va jank'al ex  
50 kat b'anon akompañar u familiae'  
51 ti' ta'ax kan ikuerpo vas nan Ni'le' tzitza'  
52 tu atinb'ale' vaa', 
53 ex pap unpajtej va jab'iste ex  
54 va chi'i taama as kat xekeb' ex  
55 as ta'ntiixh setej.   
56 Ye'xh kam la qulb'e kuchooata' b'aj  
57 sino que nu kuxh kuloch qib'  
58 vatz u tx'ava'e',   
59 as la vaq' chaj kan ma't tiempo ti ak Martae'.  
60 Tal ves at chen ma't yol  
61 tan o' chene' vee' kumool qib' tunq'a grupoe'  
62 la qal chaj nimal chen o'  
63 as la vaq' chaj kan ma'l itiempo aaki. 

28 who help us as well –  
29 one who is Melissa and the other Julia  
30 along with María Luz  
31 and some other men as well.   
32 Well we thank  
33 them as well 
34 because they even sent some to support  
35 in this thing  
36 that happened to us let’s say.   
37 Well we thank you as well.   
38 Also to her daughters,  
39 we say to them too 
40 that we hope that you will be strong  
41 also, let’s say.   
42 Well, this is what we say to you,  
43 maybe it’s hard when a family member,  
44 our mother, dies because there is no one else  
45 but rather  
46 we won’t see her ever again.  
47 I say to them that I hope  
48 that they will do what is right.  
49 Thanks to you all, those of you  
50 who are accompanying the family  
51 to come and leave Nan Ni’l’s body here 
52 in this place, 
53 you gentlemen also, those of you  
54 who have found it in your hearts to come,  
55 thank you.   
56 We can’t pay you  
57 but rather we just support each other  
58 while we are on the earth.   
59 I’m going to leave some time for Marta.   
60 Maybe she has some words  
61 since we are part of a group together,  
62 let’s say, many of us.   
63 So I’ll leave her some time. 

 

In many ways Ch’e’n’s speech is characteristic of other burial speeches.  Ixhil 

burial speeches are a quite well defined genre in terms of both the social contextual 

features that characterize them and in terms of the linguistic features of the discourse.  
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These speeches are tyically given by a man from the immediate family, or if the 

immediate family is too distraught, someone from the extended family.  Invariably the 

speech is given as the last shovelfuls of dirt are being thrown on the grave.  Though a 

pastor or prayer leader may speak before or after, there must always be a family member 

who addresses those present as soon as the grave has been filled. This is the main public 

speech event of the burial. The general purposes of these speeches are to thank the 

community for accompanying the family during the burial process and to announce the 

time and place of the eight day vigil.  If the speech is made by someone outside of the 

immediate family, it also often includes the speaker’s urging the family to be strong 

during this difficult time.   

In terms of their discursive form, the structure of burial speeches is quite well 

defined, and they share a number of stylistic elements identified by lexical choices and 

set phrases about death.  These speeches open with a greeting and the thank you to the 

community who are also almost always explicitly described as “accompanying the 

family.”  The middle section is made up almost entirely of set phrases that are used when 

a person is gravely ill or has died – “we will all end up here (the cemetery) someday,” 

“[to the family] have patience,” “what can we do?” and “here the body will remain.”  The 

speech concludes with a final thank you to those present and information about when and 

where the eight day vigil will be.  Throughout, speeches include metacommentary on 

what the speaker and the other participants are doing, most often through the uses of the 

Spanish terms agradecer “to thank” and acompañar “to accompany” but also 

additionally with the Ixhil intransitive verb xekel and through the Ixhil phrase used to 
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thank, ta’n tiixh.  Acompañar is the most common term used in burial speeches to name 

the role of the community in burial -- to accompany the family in their grief, and, as is 

common in Ixhil burial speeches, it appears at least once in each one of the five burial 

speeches in this chapter. At some point, in addition to thanking those in attendance, the 

speaker often tells those gathered that he or she cannot repay them for their expenses or 

lost wages but that the speaker is grateful nonetheless.  Finally, during burial speeches, 

the event of burial itself is described as itza’l, loosely ‘grief’ and as marking imotxel 

‘(someone’s) ending.’ 

Burial speeches made by Grupo members reflect these characteristics of general 

burial speeches but with some changes which indicate the positioning of the Grupo in the 

social life of Nebaj.  Ch’e’n’s speech at Nan Ni’l’s burial was the first time that a 

member of the Grupo gave a speech at a member’s funeral.  Subsequently, Marta also 

spoke at Nan Ni’l’s burial, Ch’e’n spoke at Maribel’s funeral, and Pap Xhu’l spoke at the 

“final good-byes” of Chepe and Carlos.  I also spoke at the burials of both Nan Ni’l and 

Maribel. 

To begin with, Ch’e’n’s speech at Nan Ni’l’s burial is extremely typical of other 

Ixhil burial speeches and likewise bears the typical accommodations that Grupo leaders 

make when presenting these speeches on behalf of the Grupo.  In the opening few 

seconds of her speech which are not reflected in this transcription, Ch’e’n had thanked 

the crowd for gathering.  Like the other Grupo speeches at both burials and final good-

byes, immediately after thanking the crowd for attending, she then informed those 

gathered that members of the Grupo were there to fulfill the traditional role of the 
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community by “accompanying” Nan Ni’l’s family in this difficult moment (4) and then 

she explained who she is and who the Grupo is (6-36) – that Nan Ni’l had worked with 

the Grupo for a long time, that it was through her work with the Grupo that Nan Ni’l had 

been able to build her new house and that the Grupo works with people from the United 

States.   Ch’e’n used the Spanish word acompañar twice (lines 4 and 50) first to explain 

what the Grupo and she herself, as president of the Grupo, were doing at the burial and 

then to thank others who have come.  In lines 19 and 20, Ch’e’n stated the purpose of her 

speech as to both thank those present, as is common for these speeches, and to explain.  

Since the speech was not given by a member of the family, Ch’e’n’s speech also had the 

added function of explaining why the Grupo’s president is giving the burial speech.  She 

did this by placing the Grupo within the traditional role of the immediate community in a 

burial.  She explained that Nan Ni’l had very few remaining family members and no 

surviving sons (lines 22 and 23), but that the Grupo and its foreign financial supporters 

had supported each other through Nan Ni’l’s illness and her death (lines 24-36).  After 

thanking the community again (line 37), Ch’e’n used typical Ixhil phrases to offer 

encouragement for the daughters to be strong (40) expressing the sadness that one feels at 

losing a mother with common phrases in Ixhil – ye'xh jib'il vet uma't ati ‘she’s the only 

one [mother] we have’ and  ye'xh kam ta' la qil vet unpajtej ‘we won’t see her again’, and 

Ch’e’n exhorts them to behave properly (48).  Before ceding the floor to Marta, Ch’e’n 

again thanked the community for accompanying the family and told those in attendance 

that the Grupo  (in lieu of the family) wouldn’t be able to offer any money to pay for 
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expenses incurred in order to attend the burial (lines 49-58).  Ch’e’n then left the time to 

Marta, the most vocal member of the Grupo’s leadership. 

1  Cha'l ex b'aj pap, ex nan unpajtej  
2  va nu kub'an qib' acompañar  
3  ti' ma'l u iltza'l b'aj.   
4  Entonces nu kutxum chaj qib'  
5  porque nimal tiempo  
6  kat atin o' tuk' u nane' , 
7  kat kub'an komvivir,  
8  as cheel ultimo dia b'aj tzitza',  
9  as ni tal tzan unq'a nane' naach  
10  va ni txumun chajak unpajtej  
11 porque tuk ulo vet chajak  
12 ye' vet aak ati. 
13 as nikat kub'an luchar.   
14 Kat qeq'o aak tu hospital.   
15 Kat kutz'aka,  
16 pero ye' kat ik'ul vete'  
17 porque maas avansado u ch'o'me'  
18 kat itaalb'e aak la qal chaj.  
19 Pero ta'ntiixh b'aj setej jatva'l ex  
20 va kat kooliy ex ti' ije' ch'u'l vas 
ikuerpoe'  
21 as ech kuxh vet ni qulb'e qib'e' b'aj 
22 vatz u tx'ava'e'.   
23 Ye'xh kam uma't sti'.   
24 Entonces ti b'ii u gruupoe’  
25 pues a'e' vee' kat ichus aak.   
26 Eche' kat tal vunmoole'  
27 va nimal tiempo kat maxa aq'omu chen o'  
28 pero ti' kuxhe' b'aj va exh chene' aak,  
29 pues ye'l aak ta' va kat koj atin sijunal.   
30 Ye'l vas itzumel aak;  
31 ye'l vet ma'j tal aak;  
32 pero at vet ma't vas ixuaak aake'  
33 va at chen ma'l tal igasto aak mensual  
34 as kat kub'an luchar pajtej tuk' aaki  
35 va a' ni qal chaj va la chit b'a'nax chen aaki, 
36 pero ye' kat oleb' vet o'.  
37 Entonces cheel b'aj a' vete' vi moxtele'  
38 as nu kub'an agradecer pajtej  

1Good afternoon to you ladies and gentlemen as well 
2  who are accompanying us  
3  in this grief.   
4  We are mourning  
5  because it was a long time  
6  that we were with this woman,  
7  that we shared together,  
8  and today is the last day here,  
9  and the women who are far away  
10 are sad too  
11 because they will come back,  
12 and she won’t be here.   
13 And we fought.   
14 We took her to the hospital.   
15 We found her treatment,  
16but nothing could be done  
17 because it was too advanced, 
18 the sickness that she had. 
19 But thank you to those of you  
20 who wore yourselves out carrying her body up 
here.   
21 This is how it is for us  
22 on the earth.   
23 There is no other way.   
24 Then in the name of the Group,  
25 that’s what she has learned.   
26 As my companion said,  
27 it was a long time that we worked together,   
28 and that’s how she was, 
29 she was not alone.   
30 She didn’t have a husband;  
31 she didn’t have a son;  
32 but she had another daughter.   
33 She got her monthly expenses  
34 and we were fighting alongside her also  
35 so that she might be healed,  
36 but we didn’t achieve it.   
37Then here it comes to an end,  
38 and we would like to thank  
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39 ti u María Luze' ika't unq'a nane' ve naach  
40 porque chajake'  
41 ve ni lochon tzan aak unpajtej.   
42 Jit o'e' b'aj ni aq'on  
43 va xe' koj quul ni qe'okat je' tzan  
44 pet chajake b'aj ni lochon tzan.  
45 As u nane' nimal tiempo  
46 kat atin aak sukuxo'l.   
47 Pues eche' ka'va't unq'a tal aake' at chen 
48 pues na'l chite' vatz chajaki  
49 va at chit' o' k'atz aak kat ib'ana  
50 y at chit aak sukuk'atz unpajtej.   
51 Entonces cheel b'aj jank'al unq'a gastoe'  
52 ve tuk ucho chen unpajtej  
53 nu kusa' chaj b'aj  
54 va ech koj kuk'ulat chen qib'e'.   
55 Chajak b'aj tuk alon  
56 mo vaaxit q'ii mo b'eluvat q'ii.   
57 Ye'xh kam qab'ite.  
58 Entonces tuk kub'an chaj isuuchil  
59 xe' chajak unpajtej porque a' ni qal chaj  
60 va la kuxh kuloch chaj qib' tuk' chajak  
61 va ach'av koj tak'b'a'l chen  
62 la b'anax chen unpajtej  
63 as ye' ko la itxum chaj taama chajaki  
64 va “kat tuk tzao kat q'i?  
65 kam tuk qulb'e?”  
66 sino que aan chit unq'a nane' b'aj  
67 tuk lochon tzan ti' u gastoe'  
68 va la ak'b'a'l u nane' as la qal chaj b'aj setej 
69 va jank'al chen koj ex at ex tza' cheel  
70 as echat chen koje' b'a vaaxit q'ii,  
71 la kujaj chaj setej.  
72 Entonces tal vez  
73 la yolon chen b'oj ixoj María Luze'  
74 as a' ixoje' va at sukuxo'l  
75 at chit tzitza',  
76 as nimal o'e, o' Grupo  
77 as nimal chajak xekel sti'.   
78 Entonces  ta'ntiixh setej se kaayil. 

39 María Luz and the other women from far away  
40 because they are the ones  
41 who have been helping her too.   
42 We aren’t the ones who gave,  
43 it didn’t come from our pockets25,  
44 but they are the ones who helped her.   
45And as for this woman, it was a long time 
46 that she was among us. 
47 As her two daughters here  
48 know very well,  
49 we were always with her,  
50 and she was always with us too.   
51Then today all of the expenses  
52 that will be made,  
53 we want  
54 to meet.  
55They are the ones who will say  
56 if it will be in eight days or nine days.   
57 We haven’t heard.   
58 Then we will figure it out  
59 with them because we just want  
60 to work together with them 
61 so that the nine day celebration 
62 will turn out well too  
63 and so that they won’t be saddened 
64 thinking “where will we come up with it? 
65 what can we do?” 
66 but rather the women  
67 will help with the expenses  
68 for her nine days celebration 
69 and we will tell you all who have come today, 
70 and hopefully it will be in eight days,   
71 we ask you please. 
72 Maybe now  
73 María Luz is going to speak a little.  
74 She’s the one who has been among us here 
75 who is always here,  
76 and there are a lot of us, we in the group 
77 and many who have come for the burial.   
78 Thank you all. 

                                                
25 “from our waists” Ixhil women usually carry their money under their faja or belt and between their corte 
or skirt and their huipil, woven shirt. 
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Marta began her speech with the formal greeting used in public speeches cha’l ex and 

immediately defined the second person plural ex as being in particular those who 

“accompany” (line 2).  Like Ch’e’n, she too immediately explained who the Grupo is and 

what its relationship to Nan Ni’l is (lines 4-18).  She then thanked those in attendance, 

particularly singling out those who carried Nan Ni’l body from her house to the cemetery, 

something which is fairly common in Ixhil burial speeches (19-20).  Marta used many 

phrases that are typical in Ixhil discourses about death – references to our time on the 

earth (22), to itza’l or ‘grief’ (line 3) and to the ‘ending’ of life, moxtele’ (37). 

 Marta was more straightforward and more controversial in her representation of 

the Grupo and its relationship to Nan Ni’l and her family.  The content of her speech 

blurred the role of the Grupo as being between that of family and community member.  

Ch’e’n directly addressed the daughters and offered them encouragement in their grief 

and made no reference to the eight day vigil beyond the oblique exhortation to the 

daughters to “do what is right” (48).  Marta, however, did not offer words of comfort or 

advice to the daughters as would be expected but rather noted that Nan Ni’l didn’t have 

much family (30-32) and that it was that the Grupo that had provided her with her 

monthly expenses and cared for her in her illness and that the Grupo through their 

partnership with the American women was paying for the burial and the 8 day vigil (33-

54), even calling attention to the fact that the daughters were well aware of the fact that it 

was the Grupo that had cared for their mother (47-50).  When she talked about 

“accompanying,” she used the first person plural reflexive nu kub’an qib’ acompañar not 
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indicating either who was accompanying (that is who we refers to) or who was being 

accompanied. Although all Grupo members agreed that it was necessary for the board of 

directors to give speeches at Nan Ni’l’s burial in order to assure that there was a burial 

speech made since her daughters were not forthcoming, some members privately thought 

that the detailing of the Grupo’s efforts to cure Nan Ni’l had been unnecessary in this 

forum and that it had perhaps been too self-aggrandizing for the Grupo to be pointing out 

all that it had done for Nan Ni’l.  Nonetheless, members did all see it as absolutely 

necessary that the board of directors made burial speeches so that Nan Ni’l’s burial would 

be complete and proper. 

Although one of the main purposes of the burial speech is to announce the time 

and place of the eight day vigil, Ch’e’n had omitted this aspect in her speech because 

although she was making the speech, she had not been told the necessary information 

about the vigil by the family.  Marta, however, was less willing to let the eight day vigil 

go entirely unannounced.  She was more explicit about the Grupo’s relationship to Nan 

Ni’l’s family and the funeral arrangements as she told the crowd that there would in fact 

be an eight day vigil, and she asked the daughters to tell the Grupo when they would like 

to have the vigil so that the Grupo could provide the necessary food and drink to visitors 

(55-71).  She made it clear to both the crowd and Nan Ni’l’s daughters that there would 

be an eight day vigil and she forestalled any possible explanation that she feared could 

come from the daughters that a vigil was not possible because they didn’t have the money 

(in fact very poor Ixhiles almost always hold an eight day vigil but may serve only 
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coffee, but Marta worried that as was the case for the funeral, the daughters have used 

money as an excuse not to hold the vigil).   

Once Marta had assured that there would be an eight day vigil, she turned the 

floor over to me. Although I had not necessarily planned on being made to speak, I was 

not surprised either.  Because of the large group of people, many of whom I did not 

know, I was wary of speaking in Ixhil beyond the initial greeting and the first step which 

I knew was appropriate – thanking them for coming, so I quickly switched to Spanish.  I 

was aware of the fact that this was a particular kind of speech that had a specific form and 

characteristic things that one says, so my very first line was to thank the crowd as I had 

heard done before.  However I also realized that I was not proficient enough to give the 

“right” kind of speech either in Ixhil or in Spanish, and so I left my own tribute to Nan 

Ni’l albeit in a form that was not familiar to anyone else there.   

 The Grupo did in fact host the eight day vigil for Nan Ni’l at her home with her 

daughters and the rest of the community. They likewise purchased a headstone for her 

grave that was identical to the one that they had contributed after Nan Xhiv’s death.  The 

Grupo’s participation in Nan Ni’l’s burial was indicative of the particular kind of 

relationship that the Grupo and Nan Ni’l built during her illness and it reflects the overlap 

in the Grupo’s role as community members and as family.   

 

When Maribel passed away after nearly a year fighting lupus, the Grupo 

participated collectively in her burial as well.  Again, since community organizations of 

this sort are a relatively new phenomenon, there is no precedent for how such an 
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organization participates in the care of a gravely ill member and his or her burial.  

However, all of the members of the Grupo are active members of their own immediate 

communities and families and all are familiar with the cultural practices that define such 

social institutions.  As was the case during Nan Ni’l’s illness, the Grupo visited Maribel 

regularly during her illness just as other members of her immediate community did, and 

at Maribel’s request, members of the Grupo participated in Maribel’s treatment.  

However, unlike the case when Nan Ni’l became ill, Maribel’s family had been actively 

involved in her medical care before and asked the Grupo to participate when all of their 

efforts had failed.  Maribel’s sister had taken her to a hospital in an urban center in a 

different part of the country. Her mother had consulted both Catholic and traditional 

Maya spiritual leaders.  However, Maribel was still ill.  Maribel’s mother accompanied 

her to a special clinic in the capital city as did I, and the board of directors arranged for 

all of Maribel’s money with the Grupo to be used for her care.  When Maribel died, the 

family asked Ch’e’n to give the speech at her burial, since all of the immediate family 

members were too grief stricken to speak. 

1  Le tab'i chaj uma'j raato nan.  
2  Tuk kuxh yolono chen un b'iil o' sexo'l. 
3  Ta'ntiixh b'aj setej va jab'iste ex  
4  ni b'anon akompañar u familiae' vaa'.   
5  Tal vez ni txumun chajaki  
6  ti' uma'l ixoj xuaake'.   
7  Pues eche' o' la qalcha  
8  tuk' uma'l ixoj tal vaa' María Luz  
9  pues nimal tiempo kat aq'omu chen  
10 ixoj Maribeele' sukuxo'l,  
11 as nu kub'ancha agradecer setej,  
12 as nu kujaj chaj ti vifamilia ixoje'  
13 va la taq'cha chajak ipaciencia.   

1  Listen for a little while, ladies.   
2  We are going to speak to you a little.   
3  Thank you to those of you  
4 who have come to accompany this family.  
5  Perhaps they are saddened  
6  because of this girl.   
7  Well, as for us, let’s say,  
8  with that woman there, María Luz,  
9  well Maribel worked among us  
10 for a long time,  
11 and we thank you all  
12 and ask her family  
13 to have patience.   
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14 Exh chen chite' b'aj.   
15 Kaayil chen chit o' b'aj tuk oono kutiempo 
16 as tuk uloj o' tzitza',  
17 poro aa u tiixhe' b'aj la lochon ex  
18 jank'al ex kaayil ex kat ul ex.   
19 Tal vez kat b'anax luchar  
20 va kat tz'akal ixoj.   
21 Kat eq'ol ixoj tu Guatemala,  
22 pero ye' kat ib'anaj.   
23 Ye' kat oleb' u tz'akab'ale' ti' ixoj.   
24 Pues cheel b'aj as kat ul qaq'lu kan  
25 vas ikuerpo ixoje',  
26 as la taq' chajak ipaciencia  
27 jank'al ex kaayil ex familia.  
28 Exh chen kuxhe',  
29 as la vaq'cha kan uma'l tiempo  
30 te ixoj Maria Luze'.   
31 Tal vez at chen ka'vo'j iyol ixoj. 

14 This is just how it is.   
15 Our time will come for all of us,  
16 and we will all end up here,  
17 but may God bless you,  
18 those of you, all of you who have come. 
19 Perhaps there was a great effort  
20 for her to be healed.   
21 She was taken to Guatemala,  
22 but it didn’t work.   
23 The medicines didn’t cure her.   
24 Well, today we have come to leave  
25 her body,  
26 and may they have patience,  
27 all of those of you family.   
28 That’s all, 
29 and I’m going to leave a few moments  
30 for Maria Luz.   
31 Maybe she has a few words. 

 

As is very typical of these speeches, Ch’e’n begins her speech with a brief greeting of 

those present (lines 1 and 2) and a thanking of those who have come to accompany the 

family (3,4).  She then briefly explains who the Grupo is and why they are giving the 

burial speech (9,10) before again thanking those present (11) and encouraging and 

advising the family using a series of Ixhil phrases commonly used when talking about 

illness and death (12-27) -- taq'cha chajak ipaciencia, ‘that they have patience’(12 and a 

near exact repetition in line 26);  Kaayil chen chit o' b'aj tuk oono kutiempo, ‘Our time 

will come for all of us’ (15); as tuk uloj o' tzitza' , ‘we will all end up here’ (16) etc.  

However, Ch’e’n does not assume the family discursive responsibility of telling the 

crowd that they will not be able to contribute to their expenses in participating in the 

burial and of announcing the details of when and where the eight day vigil will be held.  

Instead she tells the crowd that I will speak, and after my brief speech, an extended 
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family member does not give a full speech, now that Ch’e’n has already done that, but 

simply announces when and where the eight day vigil will be.  Because the involvement 

of Maribel’s family was much more typical of general Ixhil experiences, the burial 

speeches made by the Grupo members were simpler than those made at Nan Ni’l’s burial 

and included the basic elements that are typical of a burial speech with fewer further 

explanations necessary. 

5.2.2  TheÚltimo Adiós in the Grupos Office 
 

  

The último adiós of Roderico Francisco        The último adiós of José Rodrigo Solis de Paz 
Carlos Raymundo Laynes 
 

 A few minutes after he was pronounced dead in the hospital, Carlos’s wife, Xhiv, 

called Marta, the main Grupo organizer and a longtime friend of hers.  In addition to 

wanting the support, Xhiv knew it was what was required of her.  Ever since Juana 

Raymundo Corio died, the Grupo had made it a policy to contribute towards the expenses 

for a coffin.  Xhiv had been a member of the board of directors when Nan Ni’l passed 
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away and remembered the board of directors’s indignation that the daughters had 

requested a plywood box from the municipality before telling the board of directors of 

Nan Ni’l’s death.  Thus when the hospital told her that she needed to immediately come 

up with a coffin to have Carlos transported off the premises, the first thing that Xhiv did 

was call the board of directors. 

 Because Carlos had died from poisoning and because Xhiv couldn’t afford the 

expense of a prolonged period of vigil, Carlos was buried the day after he died.  I am told 

that many Grupo members visited the vigil, and the series of photographs and videos 

show that the next day virtually every member of the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por 

la Paz turned out for Carlos’s burial.  In talking to members of the board of directors, I 

found that in addition to contributing to expenses for the coffin, the Grupos had paid for 

the car and speakers that carried the coffin and played music during the funeral 

procession.  Traditionally professional Ixhil chanters called chusul and raxhponxho led 

the funeral procession and offered sung prayers for the deceased, but today processions 

are led by a pick-up truck that carries the coffin and a sound system which invariably 

plays one particular song as the community walks toward the cemetery.  Because the 

Grupos heard that the family was struggling to meet the most basic costs of the burial, 

and because they were well aware of the family’s difficult financial situation, they 

contributed the somewhat small but still noteworthy $30 fee for the car’s services. 

 The Grupos board of directors then met informally on the morning of the day that 

Carlos was to be buried and decided that Carlos should be brought to the office for his 

último adiós.   Several months after the funeral, I had the chance to ask Pap Xhu’l, the 
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vice president of the Grupo de Hombres and the Grupos spokesperson at both Carlos’s 

and Chepe’s funeral, why people are brought to places for an último adiós and why 

Carlos and Chepe were brought to the office for their último adiós.  Pap Xhu’l feels that 

this is a characteristically (though not necessarily uniquely) Ixhil practice in which one 

passes by the places that one used to frequent in order to “pick up” one’s heart and so that 

the heart can “rest” a while before heading to the cemetery.  Indeed the spirit of a 

deceased Ixhil person is known to exist in the places and clothing of that person until the 

spirit departs during the eight day vigil.  Pap Xhu’l explains the practice of the últimos 

adiós and of Carlos’s último adiós in the office as follows: 

It is necessary that it (the heart) comes to rest for a while in this place … Like me, 
if I die, my heart, like the pay that they gave us for our work, I feel very happy, 
right?  I feel a love for this work because it’s good work.  Then this is the reason 
that my heart knows that it has to have work, but even though death has come, 
God says that the spirit lives.  Then as for myself, I say that he (Carlos) is alive, 
but his heart walks, and that is the reason that we come here because he felt 
something.  Maybe he bought a piece of land or he bought a cow or something 
with his earnings, but it was here that he existed.  He never failed to come here, 
but he did, he worked here, he felt that this work was good. 

 

Pap Xhu’l’s fellow Grupo member and his work partner, Victor Clemente Sánchez 

Gallego agrees with Pap Xhu’l’s assessment but adds an additional level of analysis 

based on what he knows of other Ixhil death practices that he considers to be related. 

Victor is married to the neice of don Pedro Gallego Raymundo, the Grupo member who 

died after being beaten while out drinking.  Because he knows that we are all familiar 

with what went on after don Pedro died, he uses don Pedro’s burial as an example.: 

Another thing, another idea, is that when we go to the cemetery, like what 
happened with my uncle, Pedro, when someone dies in the family, well, it seems 
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to me the same in the cemetery because my with uncle (when he died) they 
looked for where the father of my uncle was.  They had to look for the same place 
where his deceased father was.  They had to put him next to him so that the family 
could be reunited.  Then I asked myself that day why people do this, is there one 
family member here, another here?  No.  It’s that when we die, we have to be just 
like we are in the home, in the kitchen – when people eat, they come together.  
Then that is the idea that it gave me, nothing more.  Here it’s the same way -- 
when they go on the way to the cemetery, it’s just like going on the way to work, 
that’s what I see. 

 

According to Victor’s analysis, the practices on the way to the cemetery mirror the 

practices of the family in the cemetery.  In the same way that the family comes together 

in death in the family, the person comes together with the work that his heart loved on the 

way to the cemetery.   

Both Pap Xhu’l and Victor maintain that it is not the case that a person always visits a 

place where they worked on their way to the cemetery, but that the heart had to have 

developed a certain attachment to that work and that place through coming regularly over 

a period of time and doing work that it valued. 

 Although the último adiós is a well-known practice among Ixhiles, in the funerals 

that I have participated in in the Ixhil area, I have only seen a person be taken for an 

último adiós once.  On this occasion, the funeral was for a young man whose father 

worked at the same school that he had graduated from, and the son was taken to his 

father’s school because it was a place that he had frequented in his youth but also as a 

young adult when he visited his father.  In the funerary procession of this young man, I 

was towards the back of the procession when it stopped in the middle of a busy street for 

the último adiós, and if any speech was given, I did not hear it.  Thus it is my impression 
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that speeches for the último adiós are not a distinct way of speaking but that when they 

occur, they share many but not all of the features of a burial speech.  Once the precedent 

had been set at Carlos’s burial, when two months later another Grupo de Hombres 

member, José Solis de Paz, died, he too was brought to the office for his último adiós.  

After both men were mourned in their homes with the community, they were brought to 

the office for their último adiós en route to the cemetery.  Although I cannot comment on 

speeches for the último adiós as a regular practice, certainly in the case of Carlos’s and 

Chepe’s último adiós, the Grupos felt it necessary both to lend dignity to the event (a 

common Ixhil practice) and to explain to the crowd why the procession had stopped in 

the office for the último adiós. 

In both cases, José de León Cuchil, or Pap Xhu’l as he is most commonly referred 

to, addressed the crowd since he is both the Grupo de Hombres vice president and their 

spokesperson, being an articulate and well respected older man.   

1  (inaudible) Vitz’in vatzik,  
2  jatva’l u exe’ va xekel ex ti’ u amigoe’  
3  ve kat ilej u iltza’le’, ve kat kami,  
4 visitante, b’anol b’a’nil, o titz’in tatzik la qalcha. 
5  O’ tzitza’ ¿??? la kuxh valcha  
6  uma’l u razón setej,  
7  la qaq’ cha ikonisimiento sti’  
8  porque ni qaq’omu chan b’aj  
9  ti’ uma’l u proyecto tuk’ aaki. 
10 Pues inya at chen uma’l u 
11 tal u ku proyecto tzitza’.   
12 Pues at chen uma’l kuoficina  
13 ni qaq’omu tuk’ aak,  
14 as kab’itej ul aak 
15 aq’omu tzitza’,  
16 pero cheel, ye’ qootza  
17 si la kam aak.  

1  (inaudible) My brothers and sisters,  
2  those of you who accompany the friend  
3  who has found this grief, who has died,  
4 visitors, collaborators, or family let’s say.  
5  We here ??? I will tell you  
6  the reason,  
7  let you know  
8  that we work  
9  in a project with him. 
10 Well we have a  
11 little project here.   
12 Well we have an office  
13 where we work with him,  
14 and the day before yesterday he came  
15 to work here, 
16 but today, we didn’t know  
17 that he would die.   
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18 Pues kam sti’ ve kat pal kat aak tza’  
19 tan pues u oficinae’.   
20 Pues ni tul aak tza’  ¿??   
21 cheel vete’ ve kat kamya aak,  
22 pues ye’l aak ta’ la ul vete’  
23 la qala.  Pues la qalcha el setej  
24 kamsti’ kat pal kat tzitza’  
25 komo achen u oficinae’ tzitza’  
26 pues ni qalcha b’aj setej,  
27 as tzitza’ vete’ imoxtel vete’.  
28 Kat ya’yu vete’.   
29 La b’en vete’.  
30 Pues ye’l o’ la qil vet qib’.   
31 Pues tiixh la lochon ex  
32 jatva’l u exe’ ve xekel ex.   
33 O’ u gruupoe’ tzitza’ unpajtej,  
34 pues kat kub’ancha akompañar unpajtej 
35 porque ni talcha u tiixhe’  
36 va uma’l kuxh o’ chi, vatzul kuxh o’.  
37 La kuxh kuloch qib’  
38 o la kunuk’ qib’.   
39 Entonces ech kuxh ni sa’ chaj 
40 u tiixhe’ b’aj sqi’.  
41 Aa kuxhe’ la valcha setej,  
42 as jatva’l u exe’ ve ex qitz’in qatzik  
43 o ex familia o ex amigos  
44 pues li b’ancha akompañar  ak Xhive’  
45 (inaudible).  Ta’n kuxhe’ ni val setej  
46 tan ni pal chen vet tiempo b’aj   
47 as ech kuxhe’ la val setej la tootzi. 

18 Well that’s why he is passing through here 
19 since this is the office.   
20 Well he comes here ???  
21 now that he has died,  
22 well he won’t come back again  
23 let’s say.  Well we are telling you  
24 why he has passed through here  
25 since this is the office,  
26 well we’re telling you.   
27 Well here it has come to an end.   
28 It has finished.   
29 He will go.  
30 We won’t see each other again.   
31 Well may God bless you  
32 who accompany.   
33 We the group here too,  
34 well we accompanied too 
35 because God says  
36 that we are one, that we are united.   
37 We will help each other,  
38 or we will come together.   
39 Then that’s all that  
40 God wants of us.   
41 Then that’s all I have to say to you,  
42 those of you our brothers and sisters,  
43 you family, or you friends  
44 who will accompany Xhiv   
45 (inaudible). That’s all I’m going to say to you  
46 since I don’t want to take any more time.   
47 That’s all I’ll say to you so that you 
know. 

 

Pap Xhu’l’s speech when Carlos has been brought to the office is slightly 

different from the graveside burial speeches.  Like the burial speeches, in his último adiós 

speech, Pap Xhu’l still stresses the role of the community in “accompanying.”  In lines 34 

and 44, he uses the Spanish acompañar but, since he is a somewhat older man, in lines 2 

and 32 he also uses the Ixhil xekel to express the same concept.  Likewise, he still 
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clarifies to the rest of the crowd who the Grupo is and why they are participating so 

prominently (lines 8-13).  However, since this is not the final speech of the act of burial, 

it is not the appropriate time to thank all the guests for coming nor to wish consolation for 

the family members in the days and weeks to come.  At this juncture in the funerary 

processes, Pap Xhu’l’s speech serves more to highlight the work of “accompanying,” to 

introduce the Grupo and to explain why Carlos has come to this place, the Grupo’s office 

for his ultimo adiós.  

Nonetheless, Pap Xhu’l’s speech does express many sentiments commonly 

expressed in Ixhil discourses about death and those that were repeated about Carlos’s 

death in particular.  Like much speech about death, Pap Xhu’l’s speech includes many 

phrases about the ending of Carlos’s time among them.  He uses the term imotxtel ‘it has 

come to an end’ (27) which often characterizes burial speeches to refer to the end of the 

time that they will share Carlos’s company.  Likewise, ye’l aak la ul vete,’ ‘well he won’t 

come back again’ (22) and ye’l o’ la qil vet qib,’ ‘we won’t see each other again’ (30) are 

particularly common phrases that Ixhiles use not only in formal speeches surrounding 

death but in ordinary conversations after someone has died.  After Carlos’s death in 

particular, members of the Grupos de Hombres were particularly struck by the 

suddenness of his passing.  Both in the hours immediately following his death and several 

months later when I spoke with members of the group, they recall that just two days 

before Carlos had come to the office to work and had scheduled when he would come in 

to work again.  Pap Xhu’l recalls this in his speech at Carlos’s último adiós as he tells the 

crowd of the significance of the office for Carlos and the rest of the members (14-17). 
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 By way of concluding his speech, Pap Xhu’l again emphasizes that the crowd in 

general and the Grupos are there to accompany (31-34) and he adds some slightly 

innovative elements to many kinds of Ixhil speeches – influence from the Evangelical 

church in which both Pap Xhu’l and Carlos’s family participate.  Although he doesn’t 

cite anything particular to Christian theology or ideology, his invocation of what God 

says and what God wants for us all (35-40) is a particularly common feature of 

Evangelical influenced speech.  After Pap Xhu’l’s speech, members of the Grupo de 

Hombres board of directors took photographs of their members’ final visit to the office, 

and only then did the procession proceed to the cemetery. 

 For Carlos’s funeral, his father has travelled from a somewhat distant aldea to be 

present.  As is entirely appropriate and expected, since an immediate family member is 

present and able, Carlos’s father gives the speech after Carlos’s burial. 

1  Vitz’in vatzik, ta’n tiixh setej.   
2 Lun tiixhi ex tu ku’e’b’al q’iie’ vaa’ cheel.  
3  Kamal ye’ kuxh ootzin qib’ ta’e’;  
4  kamal at ex  
5  ye’ ootzimal in seta’n;  
6  mal at ex   
7  ye’ ootzimal ex sva’n,  
8  as tiixh la lochon ex.   
9  Jatva’l unq’a vitz’in vatzike’  
10 ve ootzimal vib’ stuk’ eche’ ak Te’ke’  
11 Xe’ Uka’l Vitz, ak Chiko ila’ tu Trapi’ch, 
12 ta’ntiixh setej.  
13 Ye’xhkam la vaq’ ich’exel setej,  
14 va la vaq’e’ chaj koj in la val setej,  
15 pet  eche’ kat tal chaj ak ermano pastoore’, 
16 kamal tu saavado la kuk’ulcha qib’  
17 xe’ vas valib’e’.   
18 Entonces tu tumiinku’ la qaq’ vet vas 
taama.   
19 Kamal at uma’l tal kuvigilia tuk kub’ancha 

1  Brothers and sisters, thank you.   
2  I bid all of you a good evening today.  
3  Maybe we don’t know each other;  
4  maybe there are some of you  
5  who don’t know me;  
6  maybe there are some of you  
7  that I don’t know,  
8  may God bless you.   
9  Those of my brothers and sisters  
10 that I know, like Te’k  
11 from Xe’ Uka’l Vitz, Chico from Trapi’ch, 
12 thank you.   
13 I can’t repay you,  
14 I don’t have anything to give you,  
15 but as brother pastor says,  
16 on Saturday we’ll meet  
17 at my daughter-in-law’s.   
18 Then on Sunday we commend his spirit. 
19 We’ll have our vigil  
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20 tuk’ chaak.  Entonces tiixh la lochon ex  
21 vitz’in vatzik,  jank’al u exe’  
22 kamal ye’l ich’exel la vaq’ vet setej,   
23 pero ak Tiixhe’ la lochon ex,  
24 pet jatva’l exaane’ de diferentes templos,  
25 de diferentes religiones,  
26 katolica y hermanos, 
27 jatva’l o’ k’ulel qib’ tzitza’  
28 entonces Tiixh la lochon o’.   
29 Tiixh la lochon ak Lu’e’ –   
30 kamal kat ib’an tib’ aak sufrir  
31 ti’ ib’anat isuuchil u (inaudible).   
32 E’tej ye’xh kam xe’ vaama,  
33 poro cheel as kaayu vet naj jaq’ vitz,   
34 pero kam koj la qulb’e?   
35 Exh chite’ lejonchil chit o’e’,   
36 tx’akonchil chit o’e’.   
37 Ni tal vi yol ak Tiixhe’ va  
38 u vatz tx’ava’e’ u almika’e’  
39 as palchil kuxhu’, pet vi yol aake’  
40 ye’xh kam chite’ la pali.  
41Ta’n tiixh setej.   
42 Ech kuxh iq’ii lab’ etetze’ lun b’an  
43 tu uma’l u ku’ q’iie’.  
44 Eche’ ni vale’ tan tu saabadu’  
45 xe’ vas valib’e’ entonces la kuk’ulcha qib’.  
46 La ib’ancha b’a’nil la tul tichao’ unb’iitoo’.  
47 Echoj kam ni qaq’ setej,  
48 pero Tiixh b’aj la lochon ex.  
49 Ta’n tiixh setej ta’n tiixhe’ te ak Lu’e’  
50 va kat ib’ancha in aak akompaniar  
51 tan tzi’a’n at kat in  
52 entonces kuesta kuxh unb’iil uk viidae’, 
53 pero Tiixh la lochon ex.   
54 Ta’n tiixh setej se kaayil,  
55 jank’al ex exaj ermanos i ermanas kaayil  
56 as tiixh la lochon ex.  Ta’n tiixh setej. 

20 with them.  May God bless you,  
21 brothers and sisters,  
22 and even though I can’t repay you,  
23 may God bless you,  
24 those of you who belong to different churches,  
25 different religions,  
26 Catholics and Evangelicals,  
27 those of us who are gathered together here, 
28 may God bless us.   
29 May God bless Lu’ –  
30 maybe he suffered  
31 to see to (inaudible).   
32 Yesterday I didn’t have any idea, 
33 but today he remains under the mountains,  
34 but what can we do?   
35 It’s always going to find us, 
36 it’s always going to catch up with us. 
37 The word of God says that  
38 heaven and earth  
39 will pass away, but His word  
40 will never pass away.   
41 Thank you all.   
42 That’s all that I’m going to say to you  
43 this afternoon.   
44 Like I said, Saturday  
45 we’ll meet at my daughter-in-law’s.   
46 Please join us for a little while.  
47 There is nothing we can give you,  
48 but may God bless you.   
49 Thank you all, and thank you to Lu’  
50 for accompanying me  
51 since my house is far away,  
52 and life is hard, 
53 but may God bless you.  
54 Thank you to all of you,  
55 all you brothers and sisters,  
56 and may God bless you.  Thank you. 

 

Carlos’s father follows many of the general patterns for burial speeches that we saw in 

Ch’e’n and Marta’s speeches, though of course the particular elements introducing the 
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Grupos are absent.  Carlos’s father thanks the crowd in the very first line of his speech 

and shortly thereafter, in lines 13-14 and 22, he tells the crowd that he cannot repay them 

for their expenses to participate, especially those who have come from far away.  Because 

Carlos’s father lives in a relatively far away aldea, there are many of Carlos’s friends, 

coworkers and neighbors, and many from his wife’s extended family that his father does 

not know.  Since this is a somewhat unusual situation, he remarks on it explicitly as he 

thanks all those present, regardless of if he knows them or not (3-8).  Likewise, since 

Carlos’s extended family is from a rather distant aldea, many family members have had 

to make noteworthy expense to attend the burial, so Carlos’s father thanks them in 

particular as well (9-12).  Finally, Carlos’s father makes repeated mention of the time and 

place of the eight day vigil (17-20 and 44-46).   

Carlos’s father’s speech shares some of the slight anomalies that Pap Xhu’l’s 

speech did.  Like Pap Xhu’l’s speech, Carlos’s father’s speech makes mention of the 

suddenness of Carlos’s death saying, E’’tej ye’xh kam xe’ vaama, poro cheel as kaayu vet 

naj jaq’ vitz, pero kam koj la qulb’e? ‘Yesterday I didn’t have any idea, but today he 

remains under the mountains, but what can we do’ (32-34).  Because of the 

unexpectedness of his son’s suicide, he notes that yesterday he didn’t know that his son 

would die and concludes with the common Ixhil phrase which is not unusual in talking 

about death, kam koj la qulb’e? ‘what can we do?’.  Even more than Pap Xhu’l’s speech, 

Carlos’s father shows strong influence from the Evangelical church that he is active in. 

The direct reference to Christian teaching is even clearer as Carlos’s father cites “the 

Word of God” and then quotes a well-known Bible passage (37-40).  Likewise, the 
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closing of his speech by thanking the crowd as ermanos i ermanas (55) instead of the 

more common vitz’in vatzik is also more typical of Evangelical speech. 

 

Thus in the context of these burials and sick visits, the social cohesion of the 

group is being accomplished through dynamic interplay among nonverbal actions and 

discursive practices.  The importance of the Grupo’s participation in caring for the sick 

and in burials derives from the larger significance of these activities in the creation of 

immediate Ixhil communities.  As Greg Urban suggests, the importance of these activities 

in the creation of community is established through discourse as Ch’e’n and Pap Xhu’l 

both evidence through their own use of language the importance of the appropriate kinds 

of speech in accomplishing social actions – Ch’e’n through her conversational work in 

presenting my juice and in framing the sick visit to Maribel without an offering and Pap 

Xhu’l in his reflections of what one must say at an último adiós.  Even before illness and 

death became a part of the Grupo’s immediate experience as an organization, the huipiles 

served as visual markers of the group’s presence during these moments, something which 

the group members addressed as important in their explanation to me an in their speech to 

the group membership.  The huipiles then became important as the symbol of the group’s 

participation during the burials of members because this discourse then circulated among 

group members.   

In subsequent years, particular ways in which the Grupo has participated in the 

culturally significant activities surrounding illness and death and the accompanying 

discourses either about these processes or which characterize these processes have been 
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important to establishing social cohesion.  Unlike what Urban argues, here my argument 

is that the verbal and nonverbal elements are necessarily giving meaning to each other in 

such a way as to establish community.  A sick visit would not be a sick visit, for example, 

if some offering weren’t presented, especially on the first occasion of a visit, but likewise 

the appropriate verbal gestures must be made to accompnay the presentation of the juice, 

bread or electrolyte solutions. In the way that members of the board of directors perform 

both these verbal and nonverbal actions, the Grupo identifies a role for itself not only as 

sick visiting community members but also takes up the role even of the family in 

arranging for Nan Ni’l and Maribel’s care. 

The practices, both discursive and extradiscursive, involved in caring for Nan 

Ni’l, Nan Xhiv and Maribel as they were sick and dying was one thing that brought 

members together as a group, but likewise so is the place that memory of those events has 

found in the discourse of group meetings.  As we saw in Chapter Three, many of the 

group’s past experiences, like their work in the agricultural cooperative and their 

behavior after members’ sickness and death have made it into the realm of discourse that 

members use to tell each other “how we are as a group.”  Although this group of people 

would not have otherwise constituted an “immediate community” as they are not 

extended family members or members of the same physical neighborhood, both 

participation in these events and the memory of these events as it is recounted in Grupo 

discourse lends culturally meaningful cohesion to this group formed in response to efforts 

at economic reconstruction after the war. 
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Practices like caring for the sick and burying the dead are highly personal and 

significant for individuals and crucially symbolic and constitutive of the community.  

What does it mean, then, that collectives formed by people who would not otherwise be 

part of the same close community are now deeply participating in these activities at their 

most crucial levels – the discourse practices that are definitional and most symbolic – 

giving medical advice (a highly restricted practice for Ixhiles), the último adiós address, 

the graveside speech?   

 Although we cannot draw concrete conclusions about a particular political 

project that such everyday actions are a part of, they do have implications for social life 

post-genocide.  If the everyday practices that are fundamental to the constitution of 

community, like caring for the sick and the dead, were disrupted but not destroyed (as 

was the intent) during genocide, then they are today being reconstituted in ways that 

integrate new senses of collectivity formed after the war in equally fundamental ways.  In 

this way, not only was the war unsuccessful in destroying Mayan abilities to form 

community, but it led to new types of communities being formed.  It is on the basis of 

these communities which arise from an extended view of historical memory that includes 

reforming the practices of community-making that have defined Ixhil communities but 

that were disrupted during the war that a post-war “politics of the governed” is being 

built.  
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Conclusion 

 

 

             

Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz participation in International Women’s Day march March 
8, 2008 
 

On March 8, 2008, the Grupo de Mujeres por la Paz gathered promptly at 9 AM 

to join other Nebaj women’s organizations in a march in honor of International Women’s 

Day.  The Grupo board of directors made signs for its members using materials provided 

by the march organizers saying AMIPAZ, an acronym (short for Asociación de Mujeres 

Ixhiles por la Paz) that the Group occasionally uses in Guatemalan contexts in which 

they want to represent themselves as a more formal NGO (though Grupo de Mujeres por 

la Paz was their original title).  The organizers of the march also provided members of 

the Grupo with purple bandanas to wear during the march through the center of town 

culminating in a rally in the central park.  An Ixhil woman led the march with a bull-horn 

on the back of a pick-up truck announcing both in Spanish and in Ixhil that the women 

were marching in solidarity with women all over the world to commemorate the death of 
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146 American women who had perished in a fire in a New York garment factory in 1911.  

The leaders distributed fliers with chants for the women to participate in and led the 

crowd in these chants.  One or two foreign women had joined the march, but they seemed 

to be mainly tourists passing through or perhaps working with other NGOs who wanted 

to support the Ixhil women.  The women of the Grupo did not see how they had any 

connection to the story of the North American women who died in the factory fire of 

1911.  They were intrigued and quite saddened by the horrible deaths of the women, but 

they did not connect the story with their march or with their own interests or ideologies, 

and as the day wore on and the rain picked up, they used the chants to joke among 

themselves (‘What do we want?’ ‘To go home!’ ‘When do we want it?’ ‘Now!’ 

(mischievous laughter)). 

 The women of the Grupo had come to the march because they had discussed as a 

group that they would participate in this activity and none of them objected on principle 

to supporting “women’s rights.”  The Grupo’s leader, Marta, was friends and neighbors 

with one of the march’s organizers, and she suggested that those who organized the 

march could connect the Grupo with other opportunities in the future, so it would be a 

good idea for them to participate as an organization.  In fact, a year later, Marta’s friend 

gave the women of the Grupo the opportunity to participate in a small micro-credit 

lending project which several of the women gladly took advantage of. 

 The Grupo members did not join the march because they shared a larger ideology 

of the importance of international solidarity for universal women’s rights.  They didn’t 

even necessarily join the march because they thought that they would benefit from it 
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directly (in fact, many of the women in the group did not even have the economic 

possibility of taking on a sizable loan like the micro-credit lending project offered in any 

case).  They participated because they trusted Marta and their board of directors, and 

Marta trusted her friend’s work, and because they knew that the other members of the 

Grupo would scold them if they did not participate after they had all agreed.  They 

arrived together with the members who lived near them who had been the same ones who 

came to their homes to tell them the time and place that they would meet up.   

There is a framework in which we could understand the women’s participation in 

the Women’s Day march as apolitical, even gullible, emblematic of the political amnesia 

or lack of political consciousness that Montejo bemoans for the Mayan countryside 

(Montejo 2005).  However these frameworks would be shortsighted, constricted by a very 

narrow view of politics that cannot see the Grupo and many of the other women’s 

organizations who marched that day as the metaphorical kinship-based networks that 

form a version of Chatterjee’s “political society,” the collectives of people in whom 

formal and informal politics converge (Chaterjee 2004).  In the Ixhil area, these 

connections are forged by caring for each other’s sick, burying those who have died, and 

forming collective representations of their shared history during war, and they intersect 

with political mobilizations.  In many cases these ties, formed through variations of pre-

existing practices of Ixhil community-making, are deeper and more enduring than 

alliances formed solely around ideology which may prove to be more transient.  Note that 

the women in the Group were aware of the purpose of the march and did not object to it 

even though they did not feel strongly connected to its objectives, even as the Ixhil 
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organizers of the march were clearly inspired by the ideologies expressed in the march.  

Thus a larger movement was mobilized among these collectives that make up political 

society. 

It is in this sense that a broader understanding of historical memory is needed.  In 

order to form a meaningful account of post-war political realities and possibilities in the 

Ixhil context, both history and politics must be understood outside of Western formalized 

domains.  Historical memory must include those elements that fall outside of hyper-

rational history, like the need to incorporate the dead into Ixhil community.  Likewise, 

post-war politics of historical memory must also account for the reframing of Ixhil 

community practices like caring for the sick and the dead to include informal collectives 

formed in response to war just as much as it includes formal political speeches and 

testimony given during exhumations.  It is in this way that post-war politics of historical 

memory becomes meaningful in the Ixhil context. 

Historical memory in the Ixhil area includes not just the memory of individuals 

who have died, but also the fact that cornfields were burned and ancestors could not be 

taken care of.  In the words of Nan Luz, her husband’s death is painful not just because 

he has died but because “it wasn’t sickness that did it, kidnapping was done to him,” and 

she has not been able to perform the practices of caring for the sick and the dead that will 

make him a part of her community after he has died. Thus the politics of historical 

memory are not only about reclamations of the right to life of many individuals and 

denouncements of those responsible, but they are also about reconstituting the practices 

that make the community.  These practices are constructed and reflected through 
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discourse, and so studying the politics of historical memory involves an ethnographically 

situated analysis of the mobilization of the linguistic and discursive resources available to 

Ixhiles. 

However, before we can consider these resources and the social uses to which 

they are put, we must realize that we are severely limiting our understanding of Maya 

politics and its potential if we restrict our analysis to formal politics and the role of 

historical memory in those politics.  I have emphasized that participation in the 

discourses of historical memory includes Ixhiles from a broad range of formal political 

positions.  In my discussion of the inhumations ceremonies in Chapter One, the cantores 

who led the procession with Latin hymns wanted nothing to do with formal politics; the 

speaker from the Movimiento de Víctimas in the bed of the pick-up truck with a bullhorn 

called out condemnation of the highest levels of Guatemalan government for their 

complicity in shielding those responsible; some family members who came to bury their 

dead relatives likely voted for the mayoral candidate of the Partido Patriota, ‘Patriot 

Party,’ the political party of now president Otto Pérez Molina who was the Army general 

of Nebaj during some of the worst years of violence. Likewise, the directive board of the 

Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz is composed of men who spent many years of 

forced service in the Army, leaders of the CPR and a former functionary of the then 

mayor’s Partido Patriota cabinet. Thus, it is not because Nebaj is such a homogenously 

politicized municipality that historical memory of the war is so prominent in public 

discourse and circulates so widely across many genres of Ixhil speech.  Formal politics 

cannot account for the political impacts of historical memory in the Ixhil area. 
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In spite of individual differences, as the ways of talking about the war in Ixhil 

become increasingly conventionalized both in terms of syntactic structure and lexical 

content, so too is historical memory becoming standardized and shared throughout the 

Ixhil region.  The preceding chapters have shown discourses about the past that circulate 

among Ixhiles in different public settings – in reburial ceremonies, political rallies, 

exhumations and community organizations.  In the diversity of these contexts, we have 

seen how widespread the discourse is among the vast majority of the Ixhil population, put 

to different uses by different speakers. Yet there is a commonality.  A repertoire of 

lexical items commonly occur in Ixhil discourses about the war emphasizing the burning 

of homes and clothing, sadness and crying, the lack of corn-based food and of salt, and 

refugee life in the mountains.  Characteristic refrains and metonymic couplets are 

regularly used by Ixhil speakers to concisely refer to their wartime experience, and 

particularly appropriate grammatical structures of the Ixhil language highlight unnatural 

causes of death in contrast to more normal causes.  Other syntactic constructions in 

political speech and collective narratives emphasize who “we” were as an unarmed 

population in contrast to “they” who were armed.  A host of discursive devices are the 

glue that hold this memory together and establish it as the basis of a shared identity that 

circulates among members of a wider community. 

The first four chapters of this dissertation have focused on the linguistic encoding 

of historical memory in different Ixhil ways of speaking and considered the function of 

this discourse within a particular ethnographic context. In Chapter One I demonstrated 

that because these forms of talking about memory of the war are being conventionalized 
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in the genre of prayer, they are accessible to the Ixhil domain of communicating with the 

ancestors and the supernatural.  Although these extremely public and highly politicized 

events are quite significant in the world of formal politics both in the Ixhil area and on a 

national level, they are also crucial to the reintegration of the Ixhil dead into the 

community of the living and as such also function on the level of informal politics in 

important ways.  In this prayerful communication with the dead, the language of 

historical memory must take on the poetic forms required of this type of social action 

even as it makes use of many of the same lexical items and syntactic constructions used 

in other types of speech about historical memory to convey elements of wartime 

experience that are being constructed as shared in other areas of Ixhil discourse as well.   

In Chapter Two we saw that as this memory of the recent past has been expressed 

using the stylistic and lexical choices of political speech, it is becoming a resource to be 

used in Ixhil politics.  Conventions of Ixhil political speech for highlighting and 

restricting identities that the speaker is constructing as shared and mobilizing for political 

purposes now make use of common Ixhil ways of talking about the recent period of 

violence.  In this chapter I demonstrated that although the genre of political speech is 

used by all types of speakers in a variety of contexts, only some employ discourses of 

historical memory, depending on their position in the community and the community’s 

perceptions about their past and present relationship to the intellectual authors of the war.  

Thus historical memory is a part of not only informal politics and political society but 

also of the more formalized politics as those two domains overlap from the level of the 
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neighborhood meeting to protest a proposed water tax in a sector of Nebaj to an 

introduction of former presidential candidate Álvaro Colom in Guatemala City. 

In Chapter Three I move from the more formal political domains of public 

inhumations and political rallies to more informal domains with a focus on the speech of 

community organizations.  Here experiences of the recent past are encoded in meeting 

talk as well as in increasingly standardized personal and community narratives and 

circulate among members alongside other shared memories, each used in different 

capacities to bind these groups together.  In this chapter I focus on the Grupos de Mujeres 

y Hombres por la Paz, one of the many community organizations that proliferated in 

Nebaj after the 1996 signing of the peace accords.  Over time these collectives have 

narrated the story of a shared wartime past as part of their representational politics and 

used knowledge of this shared history in informal discourse among themselves.   At the 

same time, other conventionalized stories circulate among these Ixhil collectives in ways 

that set them apart from other community organizations, as the Grupo de Mujeres y 

Hombres por la Paz did through sharing stories of working among the ants in the original 

group agricultural project.  Through the circulation of discourses of historical memory 

and other community stories of origin, many of these collectives became tightly bound 

together as the political society in which formal and informal politics converge. 

By contrast, those who came together for the exhumation of Xe’k’a’xh in Chapter 

Four likewise circulated stories of that massacre and of the more conventionalized 

memory of wartime violence with no intention of forming a larger, more enduring 

collective, even as they indexed their own membership in wider Ixhil communities that 
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share the general experience of war.  Here discourses of historical memory were used in 

order to officially register individual, family and community suffering and wartime 

injustices with ladino and scientifically authorized representatives to the state just as they 

were also used in discourse among other Ixhil participants in the exhumation to preclude 

accusations of responsibility among those present and to condemn local workers for 

failing to facilitate reparations in that community.  Thus the increasingly 

conventionalized linguistic forms of representing shared experiences during the war were 

used to express a very different kind of politics than that expressed in the discourse 

analyzed in Chapters One and Two.  Likewise, these family members who gathered in 

Xe’k’a’xh were an ad hoc group of people that did not share the kinship-like sense of 

collectivity that is characteristic of political society like collectives discussed in Chapter 

Three, but nonetheless, discourses of historical memory circulated in the meeting talk and 

collective narratives of this group as well.  Thus the discourse analyzed in Chapter Four 

demonstrates that this way of talking about the recent past has become conventionalized 

as a marker of Ixhil collective identity even as it is not limited in its formal and informal 

political implications.  That is, historical memory is a resource of formal and informal 

politics but it is not determinative of its content. 

Chapter Five returns to focus on the Grupos de Mujeres y Hombres por la Paz 

and the other kinds of discursive and embodied practices that are constitutive of 

community in this post-war Ixhil collective.  The speech and practices of caring for the 

sick and the dead were key to Ixhil community-making before the war, and in the 

aftermath of war they are likewise constituting ways of “belonging together” (Brow 
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1990) among newly formed collectives that use the metaphor of kinship in constructing 

political society.  Although these practices of caring for the sick and the dead are not 

about memory of the war nor are they explicitly political in the sense of formal politics, 

they are the glue that holds these collectives together in powerful ways and makes them 

available for collective mobilization in ways that are potentially significant in formal 

politics and are certainly a part of Ixhil community rebuilding.   In the aftermath of 

genocide that sought to destroy Mayas’ ability to exist as a collective, these acts of 

community making among groups formed in response to the peace accords offer a 

version of post-war politics of historical memory. 

Thus this broader vision of historical memory that arises from Ixhil discourse 

practices provides us with the tools to better understand how Ixhil community is being 

constructed in the aftermath of war, making new kinds of politics both a possibility and a 

reality in the region.  This broad range of social action accomplished by discourses that 

draw on memory of the war shows a community that is certainly neither incapacitated by 

trauma nor passive with regards to historical memory.  A focus on language in its 

discursive and ethnographic context offers an alternative to the presumption of 

traumatized, broken or passive communities that I critiqued at the beginning of this 

dissertation, and it allows us to see the social work that historical memory does in the 

construction of Mayan communities.  Furthermore, the language of historical memory is 

not simply the place where “the legacy of trauma is embedded” (Sanford 2003b, 18).  

Rather this language represents the conventionalization of a set of experiences that are 

being constructed as shared and are then mobilized for social purposes through the 
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linguistic and discursive resources of Ixhil ways of speaking that are appropriate to these 

tasks.   

This reliance on these Ixhil social and linguistic practices, gives testament to the 

fact that historical memory arises from the social structures of the same community and 

cannot be imposed from outside.  Regardless of Stoll’s fears or Sanford’s hopes that 

outside actors are creating space and the tools for the formation and expression Ixhil 

historical memory, this is actually a much slower, more organic process which makes use 

of the resources already available in the Ixhil community.  Here I have studied how Ixhil 

historical memory makes use of the linguistic and discursive resources of the Ixhil 

language and ways of speaking.  This process is emergent as the grammatical forms for 

expression, the lexical items and semantically paired terms become conventionalized to 

encode meanings that are being constructed as shared.  The encoding of these meanings 

in language in different ways of speaking makes them available for different types of 

Ixhil social action.   

 

~ ~ ~ 

 

On January 4, 2012, Daniel Gaspar Cobo Velasco, the son of the Grupo de 

Hombres por la Paz  president, Pedro Paulino Cobo Raymundo, hanged himself.  He was 

21 years old, a young father and a new husband, working at his father’s business hoping 

to someday put together enough capital to open his own business.  Just as they had done 

for the deaths of other group members, the members of the Grupos de Mujeres y 
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Hombres por la Paz immediately began to organize to prepare for Dany’s burial.  Before 

dawn word had spread among the women of the Grupo de Mujeres that Pedro’s son had 

died during the night, and they had arrived at doña María’s house to join her extended 

family in preparing coffee for mourners.  I was setting up for a day of work at the 

Grupos’ office early in the morning when group members filled the office with sugar 

bought in bulk, huge sacks of rice and several loads of firewood as the office became a 

pantry for things that members would come to take to doña María’s house later that day 

in order to help tend to the visitors that would fill the Raymundo households.  The 

directive board arrived at 9 that morning to pick up all 12 students and professors from 

the United States who were there as part of the research team that joins the Grupos and 

me to work on Ixhil grammar twice a year.  Together with the 56 members of the group 

we all went to the home of Pedro’s first wife and Dany’s mother to pay our respects 

together.  The president of the Grupo de Mujeres offered Q 500 (roughly $65) on behalf 

of the organization to contribute to the costs of the burial even as individuals offered 

small bills to the family members as is typical at an Ixhil wake. 

Later that week the Grupos resumed their normal work without the men’s 

president who was still in mourning.  They had planted several acres of peas which were 

to have been fertilized and watered the day of the funeral, and now the plants could not 

wait.  Pedro’s brother, Jacinto, was a new member of the group, replacing his uncle who 

found work in the collective too time consuming.  Both Jacinto and Pedro are sons of 

doña María and brothers of Marta discussed in Chapter Three.  Jacinto had seen his 

family members participate as leaders in the group for ten years but had never been given 
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the opportunity to participate since membership in the Group was strictly limited.  As a 

new member, he was eager to contribute.  However, he had also seen his brother sink into 

depression in the days following Dany’s suicide.  During his work with the peas, Jacinto 

stopped to reflect.  He told me that he felt that the war had been partly responsible for his 

nephew’s death even though Dany was born well after the worst of the violence has 

ended.  He described a black cloud that still hung among them and preyed on them.  In 

his grief over Dany’s death, Jacinto wanted to establish computer classes for the young 

people in the Grupos offices, and he approached one of the foreign linguists, my mother, 

to ask for help in soliciting some computers for the Grupos.  He himself couldn’t use a 

computer, but he knew that young people were excited about the possibility, the office 

coordinators were proficient in various computer skills, and he saw it as a professional 

asset for the children and grandchildren of Grupos members.  Jacinto felt that this was the 

direction of new business growth in Nebaj, and that the Grupos should provide this 

opportunity to the youth as a way of addressing the desperation coming from the black 

cloud that led to Danny’s death.  As for himself, Jacinto had inherited the Raymundo 

business sensibility and had opened a shoe-making workshop that had grown to become 

the largest distributor of locally made shoes in Nebaj.  He saw himself as playing an 

important role in his community by giving jobs to 15-20 young Ixhil men to support 

themselves while they went to school.  He thought that the Grupos could contribute more 

as a collective. 

Pedro remained in a deep depression in the week following his son’s suicide, 

visiting his grave at least once a day.  Just five days after Dany’s death, the Grupos had 
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planned a goodbye party for the visitors from the United States.  These parties happen 

twice a year as foreign visitors join the group twice a year, and they serve as much as a 

time of celebration and fun for the Grupos as they do a welcome or goodbye event for 

visitors.  Marta has stressed the importance of these regular events and occasional gifts 

for members from the directive board (like the huipiles that they received in Chapter 

Five) as a way to bring the group together to celebrate as a collective. But out of respect 

for the recent events, this time the directive board thought it best to host a simple dinner 

at the Grupos’ office and save money for a bigger celebration in six months.  However 

the Raymundo family intervened.  They were worried about Pedro and thought that the 

rest of the family too needed the chance to get out and be with their extended family and 

friends.  Pedro’s brother, Jacinto, took the lead in negotiating a reduced group rate for 

entrance to Nebaj’s water park, Boxbolandia, named for b’oxb’o’l, the traditional food of 

Nebaj.  The Grupos then invited all members and their children for a lunch and picnic at 

the water park for the biannual día del campo or ‘field day.’  The men played soccer, then 

the women played basketball while the children tested the shallow wading pools.  Jacinto 

stepped in to lead the members in the best party games he knew of and handed out prizes 

to “winners,” and Pedro made the requisite president’s speeches to the visitors and to the 

members. Members recall this día del campo as the best, most enjoyable one that the 

group has had yet. 

 

Suicide or otherwise untimely death among young men has become a serious 

problem among Ixhiles in the past ten years.  Dany is not the only person associated with 
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the Grupos to die in this way.  Carlos, an active member of the Grupos who lectured the 

others about the need to respect the women’s legacy after their work among the ants, also 

died after taking poison.  Chepe, José Rodrigo Solis de Paz, died after drowning in the 

river, probably after drinking.  Grupos member Pedro Gallego Raymundo likewise died 

after relapsing into alcoholism after his wife’s death.  Rather than placing these deaths 

into a hyperrational and disabling framework of brokenness and trauma or reducing them 

to the persistent economic and social structural problems affecting the Ixhil area, Jacinto 

characterizes the source of these deaths as a black cloud that hangs among them and 

identifies it as the most serious problem confronting the Ixhil area today.  His description 

of the “black cloud” recalls María Cedillo Matom’s lecture to Marta that Ixhil cornfields 

cannot be burned down en masse without consequence to Ixhiles, regardless of the fact 

that the same Ixhiles themselves were not at fault in the burning.  However because this 

black cloud is what is afflicting his community, it is also the same thing that energizes 

Jacinto.  As he saw it engulfing his brother, he called together members of the family’s 

community organization and led them in party games at the local water park, and he will 

organize community computer classes to prepare the young for the growing business and 

professional world of Nebaj.  This black cloud which has cost the lives of many Ixhil 

young men is the issue that he sees as most seriously affecting his community, and 

interventions to bring them together and collectively find ways of making a living are his 

solution.   

A similar black cloud is sweeping throughout the entire Ixhil area.  In one sense 

this is the energy that Pérez Molina was able to harness among the young people of Nebaj 
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who voted for him as his local campaign emphasized insecurity and joblessness.  But it is 

also the galvanizing force that is pushing Ixhiles who see themselves as community 

leaders to organize exhumations and inhumations in order to speak to the state about the 

injustices that they have suffered but also to speak to their ancestors and bring them back 

into the fold of the community thereby repairing some of the damages that were done by 

war.  Young community leaders like Jacinto who served in the civil patrols as boys but 

learned from their mothers who formed women’s organizations in the CPRs see this 

black cloud and feel compelled to work in collective associations that can provide 

opportunities for the youth so that they might not be subsumed by the blackness that 

results from the violence of cutting down cornfields, both metaphorically and literally. 

This black cloud and the collective actions that are mobilized around it are put 

into words and spoken as social action through increasingly conventionalized lexical and 

grammatical patterns incorporated into established Ixhil ways of speaking.  These are the 

enduring and dynamic linguistic and social resources of Ixhiles for constructing and 

reflecting community. I have not spoken to Pedro or to Jacinto in the months since 

Dany’s death.  I will not know for several months more what has become of the plan to 

hold computer classes in the Grupos offices.  But the image of Jacinto stopping in his 

work in his community organization’s collective plot of peas, still grieving his nephew’s 

death and dreaming of the ways that he can help lead his community’s young people out 

from under the black cloud of the legacy of war urges a reconsideration of the role of 

historical memory in Maya postwar politics.   
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Appendix  

Abbreviations 
 
1  first person 
2  second person 
3  third person 
A  asolutive marker 
ADJ  adjective 
ADV  adverb 
ART:DEF definite article 
ART: INDEF indefinite article 
ASP  aspect 
CM  case marker 
COMP  completive 
COMM comitative 
CONJ  conjunction 
CUANT cuantifier 
CPZ  complementizer 
DEMPN demonstrative pronoun 
DISP  indicates a syntactic displacement 
DM  discourse marker 
E  ergative marker 
EMPH  emphatic 
EXIS  existential 
FOC  focus 
EV  evidential 
FV  final vowel 
IMP  imperative 
INCOM incompletive 
INCEP  inceptive 
INST  instrumental 
IRR  irrealis 
IV  intransitive verb 
N  noun 
NEG  negation particle 
NOM  nominalizer 
PART  particle 
PCPL  participle 
PREP  preposition 
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PRES  presentative 
POT  potential 
REL  relativizer 
RFX  reflexive 
RN  relational noun 
RNM  relational noun marker 
SUF  suffix 
VOC  vocative  
p  plural 
s  singular 
TV  transitive verb 
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